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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME II
0

0

This is the second of three volumes on the history of DARPA accomplishments and
their implications. The first two volumes include histories of selected DARPA projects:
they are the source material for Volume III, which will analyze these projects in the broader
context of DARPA's history and the influences of the external environment on the agency.
Volume III distills lessons learned as a help toward guiding future strategic ulanning and
project management by DARPA. To obtain an adequate picture of the scope and nature of
DARPA acconplishments and their impacts, thereftre, it will be necessary for the reader to
peruse both Volumes I and H. For an analysis of the implications of DARPA's

accomplishments for mmagement, Volume III should be read.

•

At the outset a single volume was planned. However, in response to a direct
request from Dr. C. F°lds, then DARPA director, Volume I was produced on a shortened
time scale, and Volume H was begun. Subsequent discussions with Dr. Reis, the current

director, led tz• new guidance, mainly a new emphasis on emn overall analysis, which led to
Volume IWand the eliminatioii of some topics in the original list of contents for Volume I.
Consequeritly, the new list of topics included in Volume ITdiffers from that stated in
0

Volume I. However, the general criteria for selection and addition of topics remained the
svame as outlined in the introduction !o Volume I, which should also be read in conjunction
with Volume H. The programmatic groupings of topics are also nearly the same as in
Volume I.

0

i-- b'o"h Volumes I and II there are topics that belong to early progrmms such as
DEFENDER (the Anti-Ballistic Missile program) and to Tactical Technology (which began
to be identified as stich after the Vietnam War). Volume 11 also contains several topics in
the materials ar-a--an area that had origins in the earliest days of ARPA, took somewhlit its
present form An the mid- 1970s, and is ongoing today.
Several resezrchers made significant contributions to Volume II in addition to the
main authors. Their names and the chapters to which they contributed are: P. Albright
(TEAL RUBY, Chapter IX), Earl Alluisi (SIMNET, Chapter XVI), David Bushnell (Ada,
Chapter XV), Erland Heginbotham (VLSI, Chapter XVII and XVIII), A. Hull and David
Markov (Armor-Antiarmor, Chapter VIII), Robert Knapper (Interactive Graphics, Chapter
xiii

XII), David Markov and Stephen Wooley (Image Understanding, Chapter XIV) and
Stephen Wooly, (X-29, Chapter XI and GaAs, Chapter XIX). Despite the multiple
authorship, every effort was made in the individual chapters to retain the textual format set
in Volume I.
In geneial, the topics in Volume H are of more recent vintage than those in Volume
L As such, their history and, even more, their impact have been only partly developed. It
was realized that it would be more difficult to determine the real history of these more
recent projects, for which available information may often be expected to reflect current
arguments, program justifications, and personal feelings. Volume I with its older topics
was simply easier to do than Volume I. Some of the topics in the original list for Volume
II have been eliminated fo- this reason. Also, a few of the missing topics have beer
associated with projects which are now highly classified; in these cases it proved
impossible to write a meaningful account, satisfying our criteria, in an unclassified
document.
In the materials area in particular there are fewer topics than planned and different
topics from those in the original materials list for Volume II. These changes reflect two
factors. First, to track specific impacts in the materials area proved quite complex. The
development of materials seems in many, if not most, cases to be like a skein with many
weavers. Partly because of an early appreciation of this difficulty, tackling the materials
area was put off to Volume II. The reality, however, proved more difficult than the
expectation. Second, the materials list changes are symptomatic of the fact that in general
the entire project has been, in a sense, expesmental: we did not know, at the outset, to
what extent it would be possible to dermine and express the roles and impacts of DARPA;
it was a process of learning by doing the necessary investigating, which proved to be close
to sleuthing in many cases.
DARPA's real role and impact were particularly hard to discern and unravel in the
materials area. This was disappointing because it was generally recognized DARPA has
had a particularly broad and deep impact in the materials aream the performance of almost
all military systems is limited by materials characteristics. To include and emphasize
materials was also felt to be important to convey a properly balanced perspective on
DARPA programs. Materials efforts have interacted strongly with other DARPA programs
such as lasers, strategic and tactical technology, and information sciences. We regret that
to delineate the spec#ic impact of DARPA's role in these areas did not prove feasible in Jis
effort for more than a few cases. The two new materials topics added, IDLs and
xiv

Retirement for Cause, seemed to be exceptional '.:ases for which the DARPA role was very
imporunt, the impact large, and ready docura.entation was avw-Alable.
Finally, as mentioned above, the textual format of the topical writeups has been
largely retained in Volume II, but a few of the time-track diagrams are missing. This was
due in part to the feeling ft

in cases in which impacts are still developing, such time tracks

could present a misleading picur.

xv
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DEFENDER ANTI.BALLISTIC MISSILE

L PRESS
*

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW
Project PRESS (Pacific Range Electromagnetic Systems Studies) was the major
field measurement element of ARPA's research on phenomenology of the reentry into the
earth's atmosphere of inter-continental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) under its DEFENDER
program. The largest part of DEFENDER, which was transferred to the Army in 1967,
PRESS and the Army's follow-on Kiernan Recritry Measurements Systems (KREMS)
facilities and measurements have played a key role in assuring credibility of the U.S.
ICBM offensive deterrent and in U.S. decisions about Bairistic Missile Defense (BMD)
R&D and system deployment. The TRADEX, ALTAIR, and ALCOR radar syrtems
resulting from PRESS are in use today by KREMS at the Army's Kwajalein Test Site
where they support R&D for Air Force penetration systems and Army and Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) BMD efforts. These. systems are also in operational use by the Air
Force in SPADATS and for Space Objects Identification (SO1) work. Airborne optical and
IR measurements, originated under PRESS and continued under DARPA Strategic
Technology Office (STO) sponsorship, have contributed to the design of sensors for
midcourse terminal homing intercept systems under SDL
B. TECHNICAL HISTORY
1. Background
In the late 1950s a number of U.S. government actions resulted from a sharply
growing appreciatim of the Soviet ICBM potential, fueled by the Soviets test of a ballis.ic
missile of intcontinenta ra•g and their successful launching of SPUTNIK. There was
an acceleration of efforts on the defensive side with the NIKE-ZEUS BMD system then
being carried on by Bell Telephone Laboratories %1TL)
under Army sponsorship (then a
top DoD prioity) and also with the Air Force's long range WIARD radar, space based
ABM (Anti Ballistic Missile) projects, and MIDAS early w-rning satellite effort. On the
offensive side-the prime basis of U.S. determnt to date-Air Force efforts toward an

operational ICBM system were speeded up. There were severW high-level studies of the
technical aspects of the ICBM problem which emphasized pariculary the need for befter
1-1

understanding of ICBM reentry phenomena in order to enable the defense to discriminate
between decoy debris and reentry vehicles containing warheads. These studies also
addressed countermeasures which could assure penetration of U.S. offensive missiles
through Soviet BMD systems that were then believed to be under development.1
A key related action of the Eisenhower administration was the establishment of
ARPA. To get the United States going in space in a reasonable way without Servicerelated bias (the Army and ihe Air Force were in strong competition for missions in space)
was, chrcnologically, ARPA's first assignment. The second major assignment, with the
same flavor of helping the president deal with inter-Service rivalry,2 was DEFENDER,
oriented toward advanced approaches to BMD. While this DEFENDER assignment was
second chronologically, the earliest ARPA Congressional hearings indicate it was first in
4
priority.3 The DEFENDER assignment was to
....undertake research, experimentation, development and long term
feasibility demonstrations to obtain technologically advanced defense
against extra-atmospheric offensive vehicles, including space vehicles and
ballistic missiles. It is intended that this project be pointed toward the
exploitation of fundamental phenomena; the development of new systems
concepts; and the applications of new techniques as opposed to
development and refinement of authorized defense systems which will be
the responsibility of the military departments.
*
NIKE ZEUS was, at the time, such a major authorized defensive system with
development started by the Army, but responsibility for it was given also to ARPA.
However, NIKE ZEUS was quickly e'ialuated by Roy Johnson, the first ARPA director,
as too close to a procurement decision to fit ARPA's assignment. One of the first ARPA
actions was to return the responsibility for NIKE ZEUS to the Army,5 and to concentrate

1 High-level studies of the feasibility of what were eventually called "penetration aids" included those
conducted under the Gaither Committee (ia 1957) and, a little later, by the DoD Reentry Body
Identification Group and by a special panel of PSAC. Many of the same people participated in all

2
3
4
5

then sdWiks which were chaired by W. Bradley, who late joined and IDA's ARPA Support Group.
"The ADM Debae," by E.R. Jayne, MIT thesis, 1969, p. 452, and H. York, "Multiple Warhead
Misse" in Sdiennfic American, VoL 29, Nov. 1973, p. 2004. Earlier Service smdie., went beck so
the ealy 1950s.
According to Gen. Goodpaster, Special Assisant to Presiden Eisenhower, this was the presiden's
primary motif in estblishing ARPA. Discussion with Gen. Goodpasur, 4/88.
Hearings before Defense Subcommitee on Defense Appropriations, for 1959 85th Congress., 2nd
ssion, atoment of R. Johnson, p. 292.
DoD directive 512933, Dec. 30,1959.
R. Johnson, op. cit, pp. 320 and 338. ARPA was also given the Air Force's 117L Satellite Pmgr,
which it retiuned, modified, to the Air Force. 'Toe Air Force and Navy ballistic missile efforts, less
conroersial, were not given to ARPA.
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its efforts on the more fundamental unknowns and advanced approaches mentioned in its
Sassignment

*

Another related ARPA assignment, mentioned in the same DoD directive, was to
investigate advanced technologies for "penetration aids" for ICBM warheads. The Air
Force had already begun some effort in this direction. 6 It was recognized early-on that the
same type of measurements of reentry phenomenology were essential to the penetration
aids programs as for BMD programs.

An outline of specific directions for project DEFENDER was provided by previous
studies, notably by the Bradley PSAC and RBIG (Reentry Body Identification Group)
panels. The ARPA DEFENDER effort, guided in part by these studies, encompassed a
very wide range of technologies underying early warning, long range and terminal BMD
approaches and penetration aids, including phased array and over-the horizon radars, high
power electronic tubes, long range BMD and ASAT systems, nuclear effects and nonnuclear hypevelocity impact systems for destruction of reentry vehicles (RVs), lasers, and

charged particle beams as directed-energy weapons, infrared emissions from rocket plumes
and reentry, and a new ionospheric probe (ARECIBO) with a 1,000-foot antenna. The
Bradley studies had emphasized the complexity of the BMD problem, and pointed out that
then were many unknowns in the reentry phenomenology, which might or mnght not be
critical for BMD system design. Among these were not only the phenomena associated
with the hypersonic reentry of RVs into the normal atmosphere, but also the effects of
nuclear explosions which were expected to be frequent in the reentry scenarios then
discussed.7 In response, many of the earliest ARPA ordrs under project DEFENDER
were concerned with the nuclear effects areas,8 and included extensive programs in relevant
atomic and molecular physics, and in the physics, chemistry and hypersonic aerodynamics
of reentry. These ARPA activities built on the previous and ongoing related D)oD and
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) work.9 Field measument were understood to be of
major importance and were undertaken by ARPA with a wide range of active and passive
sensors, using and expanding available Service Poo NASA facilities at Wallops Island, the

Army White Sands Mssile Range (WSMR), and .1.4 Atlantic Missile Range (AMR). Some

0

6
7
I

H. York, Doe Ssraec DiejeseBreed ?Of ,se.
Harvad Unirsity Press, 1986, p. 13.
ARPA funded Mune of the fiel epeimems in the Pacific nuceatM in 1958 =ad 1962.
A.O.'s 5 da4n, ad 6 of 6158, Wcbue many effors fb•bwiqg up on the Brafdle
tI'M.
in
such scenros. Cf. ao Richard J. Baber Associies, Hikry of the Admwed Research Projecu
Agency, 1958-1975, NTIS 1975, p. M-55.

9

Some wok I thineseam had boen going om since the mid-195ts.
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significant extensions of these field capabilities were also made by ARPA, notably in the
outfitting of the DAMP (Down Range Anti-Ballistic Measurement Program) ship.10 (See

-Figure 1-1.)
ARPA became the strongest player in the field measurement game, not only to carry
out its responsibility under the DEFENDER directive, but also because the White House
wanted an "honest broker" between the Air Force, with its rapidly developing, primarhy
offensive ICBM orientation, and the Army with its defensive ABM effort. Besides, there
was an urgent demand for more reentry data, especially field data, by all involved, and
ARPA could move quickly to obtain it 1
There was an early appreciation by ARPA's leadership of the difficulties of
integrating a very complex measurements effort when it would all get underway, especially
the experimental field work which would include measurements on the Atlantic test range,
on land, and some on the DAMP ship. 12 Accordingly, one of the earliest actions of

ARPA's top staff was to approach MrT's Lincoln Laboratory as to whether they could
undertake a major responsibility to pull together the national effort. 13 However, Lincoh,

did not choose to take on such a major responsibility at this time. It did "leave the door
open" and agreed to increase their field measurements effort, together with an expansion of
laboratory and theoretical efforts on hypersonic phenomena, and an increased effort on data
processing specifically requested by ARPA in anticipation that this would eventually
become a major problem area for BMD. Lincoin also lent one of their key reentry scientists
to ARPAIIDA, which is discussed at length below. Lincoln had already been involved
with NASA and the Air Force in setting up a suite of sensors (both radar and optical) at the
NASA Wallops Island test facility, where tests of rockets and reentry vehicles were going

10 DAMP, RCA brochure (UNCLASSIFIED) 1960. By 1961 DAMP included a data measurement

anlysis labomory at Moeatown, NJ. Early funding was provided by A.O.'s 51 of 12/58 and 127 of
/60;,also discussion with A.Rubausemi IDA 12/87.
11 ARPA BMD Techuoogy Popm Review. IDA-ARPA Ti 594. Aug. 1959 (declassied). p. 13.
12 A review of radarmasammw and facilides to Augutt 1960 was given by KL Leadabmad of SRI and

of OR ad Optical Mes&vem2m by M. Nage of AR3UL, in an ARPA review of project DEFENDER
for ,ie DD•AE, Au& 1961 tieclasUbd).
13 RichmdJ. Buber Ausom Op. cit. p.M.55. 7mis frst apoh to LincoAn was ap,.umd made in
May 1958. Eawier, Lincoba had finished R&D for design of die BMEWS radar ysem for the Air
F-ore aid did nm yet have wodu mgor project to repce it.
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on, and making distant observations of these objects with its MILLSTONE HILL radar.
This early Lincoln effort had a remarkably "unfettered" charter for its research.

ARPA's field measurements program continued for more than a year after Lincoln's
turn-down, under direction of the DEFENDER IDA/ARPA group. In particular, ARPA
proceeded to quickly develop and exploit the DAMP ship which had the important features
of positional mobility with respect to the trajectories of reentry vehicles, and because
optical, microwave radiometric, and IR measurements could be all made from the same
stabilized platform on the ship.15 A similar effort was made to use aircraft for optical and
infrared observations, some of which had been outfitted previously. Some of these aircraft
were "drafted" to make the first U.S. observations of reentry events provided by Soviet
ICBM tests in 1960. The first ARPA measurements ,nfU.S. ICBM reentry events were
made by DAMP on the AMR in 1961. DAMP made valuable measurements also during the
FISHB-OWL nuclear test series in 1962, but was terminated in 1963.
In the late 1950s ARPA also made arrangements with the United Kingdom to make
measurements associated with tests of their BLACK KNIGHT ICBM at the Australian
Woomera Test Range. 16 Particular interest attached to the advanced "low observable" RV
designed for this missile by the U.K.'s Royal Radar Establishment.
A particularly important feature of this early DEFENDER work was that ARPA
soon came to regard it as a program of scientific measurement and analysis. To this end
ARPA set up several mechanisms for data archiving and organized scientific exchange on
topics of importance. One of these was a series of regular AMRAC (Anti-Missile Research
Advisory Committee) Symposia held biennially until 1969 through an ARPA contract with
the University of Michigan, at which scientific discussions of the results of all relevant
work could take place. The BAMIRAC project, also at the University of Michigan,
provided for axchiving missile phenomenology dita and modeling, initially encompassing
all aspects from launch to reentry; later, BAMIRAC specialized more in IR
phenomenology. The scientific archives of AMRAC and BAMIRAC have been invaluable
also for the BMD efforts carried on after DEFENDER by the Services and SDI. 17 Later, in

14 J.S. Shortal, A New Dimension: Wallops Island Test Range. the First 15 Years, NASA Reference,
publication 1028, Dec. 1978, p. 538; and discussion with L. Sullivan, Lincoln Labs, 12/89.
15 A. Rubenstein, discussion op. cit. Earlier shipboard observations had been made by the Army's
Operation GASLIGHT, cf., "Missiles & Rockets," July 14, 1958, p. 14.
16 E.g.. A.O. 114 of 11/59.
17 A.O. 236 of 6/6) provided explicitly for BAMIRAC. Earlier related efforts and the AMRAC meetings
had been funded by ARPA in 1959 under A.O.'s 6 and 30.
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1963, Dr. C. Herzfeld, then DEFENDER project director, started the Journalof Missile
Defense Research (JMDR) which became in 1968 the present Journalof Defense Research
as a medium for classified scientific communication in the area, with a degree of quality
control by "peer review."
In roughly the same time frame, the Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL) had
constructed NIKE ZEUS radars at WSMR and also a NIKE-ZEUS target-track radar
facility at Ascension Island, near the region of reentry of ICBMs being tested at the AMR,
and beginning in 1961 had subcontractors (AVCO and Cornell Aero labs) making related
optical and infrared observations in aircraft.18 These field efforts were supplemented by
laboratory and theoretical work. Together with the DAMP and other available data, these
early BTL observations were used in attempts to find some single discriminants or
combination of such, to identify and track reentry vehicles (RVs) among missile tankage,
debris, and decoys. The first discrimainants investigated included aerodynamic deceleration
in the atmosphere, and the associated doppler and scintillation characteristics of radar
returns at different frequercies, polarizations and pulse formats, and emissions in the
optical, infrared, and microwave spectral regions. Extensive discussions of such BMD
discriminants are chronicled in the early AMRAC processing and issues of JMDR. 19

*

The HARDTACK series of nuclear explosions in the fall of 1958 included the
TEAK and ORANGE high altitude events, which were aimed in part at measuring the
attenuation of electromagnetic waves in the large affected atmospheric volumes, important
for selection of radar frequencies of BMD systems which were expected to operate in such
environments. 20 Such measurements were made during TEAK and ORANGE under
ARPA auspices and also by the BTL NIKE ZEUS group. The results, together with those
from later experiments in the FISHBOWL series in 1962, and an appreciation of the
difficulty and cost of constructing radars at different frequencies, developed partly by the
ongoing ARPA efforts on high power sources, had a major eventual impact on the design
of the reentry measurement radars in DAMP and elsewhere, and on the NIKE X and later
BMD systems. 21
18 ABM ProjectHistory,Bell Telephone Laboratories, Oct. 1975, pp. 1-32,1-46, and 1-50.

19 Part of the original ARPA motif was to help "backfit," if possible, improvements into NIKE ZEUS,
cf. testimony of H.York in DoD Appropriations Hearing for FY1959, House of Representatives, 85th
Congress, 2nd Session, p. 257.
20 BTL itates, however, that nuclear effects were not considered inthe design of NIKE ZEUS, not having
been specified by the Army. BTL, op. ci., p. 1-19.
21 An ARPA-supported comprehensive study of "blackout" by IDA in 1965, using this data, decisively
afflcted the choice of frequencies of NIKE X. See, e.g., BTL History, op. cit., p.1-44.
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Lincoln Laboratory, with a strong background from their earlier BMEWS and
MILLSTONE HILL radar design experience, had participated in the design of the radars on
the DAMP ship which were built by RCA. In 1958, shortly after ARPA's beginning,
Lincoln "lent" Dr. G. Pippert to the 1DA/ARPA division. 22 One of Dr. Pippert's first
activities was to discuss with RCA (which had built several precision range tracking radars,
including those used on the DAMP ship and the BMEWS radars) a concept for a large
ground-based radar for accurate ICBM tracking and measurements, featuring coherent
operation and ability to generate a variety of pulse trains. The need for such a groundbased precision tracking radar, to make accurate measurements of trajectories and in order
to guide other sensors, had been underlined by experience on the AMR. The flexibility
provided by the different pulse trains together with the coherence, was also expected to
allow measurements of the ionized hypersonic RV wake structure, as well as of the RV
bodies' scattering characteristics. RCA quickly developed a proposal for this radar,
eventually called TRADEX (tracking and detection experiment radar) which was accepted
by ARPA.24 TRADEX was mechanically steered, but its signal formats gave it high range
resolution for accurate tracking as well as measurement. It was first planned to operate at
UHF. Work soon began on the radar, apparently before the final decision had been made
as to where it would be located.
In 1958-9, partly because of advantages for polar orbits for satellite launches, the
Air Force constructed its main ICBM launch complex at Cooke AFB, later named
Vandenberg AFB.25 In the same time period the Army selected Kwajalein atoll in the
Pacific as a test site for its NIKE ZEUS system. To provide RVs for test of NIKE ZEUS,
the Army proposed to launch its JUPITER Intermediate Range Ballistic Missiles (IRBMs)
from Johnson Island, with rockets to augment downward reentry velocity (as had been
done at Wallops) to simulate ICBM reentry. It was expected by DoD planners that the Air
Force would soon launch ICBMs into the Pacific Missile Ra •ge from Vandenberg, which
could provide realistic RVs for test of NIKE ZEUS. Because of "inter-Service rivalry,"
magnified by the arguments between the Strategic Offense (AF) and Defense (Army), there
may have been some Air Fomre reluctance to allow its RVs to be used for NIKE ZEUS
22 *KREMS, The History of the Kiernm Reentry Measorements Site," by M.D. Holtcamp, U.S. Army

BMDSC, Huntsville, 1980, p. 18. The "loan" was typical for the ARPA's IDA support staff at the
time.
23 A. Grobecker, ARPA, 1959, BMD Technology Program Review, op. cit., p. 99.

24 A.O. 49 of 12/58, TRADEX ($38.5 million).
25 SAMSO Chronology, 1954-79, Air ForceSystems Command Space Division, Chief of Staff, History
Office, 1980, pp 52 and 59.
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tests, azg on the other hand the Army prefe red an "organic" operation under its controLs
In any case, the DoD plans, which were in tine with Pres. Eisenhower's desire to keep the
Army out of the missile launch picture, pre ailed. Dr. H. York, the first DDR&E, ruled in
early 1960, when he found out ýbout the sit Oation, that only real ICBM RVs would be shot
into the Kwajalein area.27

2.

Project PRESS
ARPA recognized the difficidties of doing accurate measurements on the AMR, and

the opportunity and great economy involved in using. the same reentry events as would
NIKE ZEUS in a location for which logistics and other arrangements were being made by
the Army, as well as the advantage of being able to interact closely with the NIKE ZEUS
observatios being made by the system being built by BTL at Kwajalein. Consequently, in
Fall 1959, ARPA set up project PRESS with its major facilities to be located in the reentry
area, on Roi Namur, another island in the Kwajalein atoll chain.2s The original plans for
the PRESS facilities included the PINCUSHION experimental radar, another ARPA-

fmunde project, and TRADEX.29"
Through the peistent efforts of Dr. J. Ruina, then Assistant DDR&E, Lincoln
Laboratory accepted a coordinating role for the entin national reentry measurements
efforts, as well as technical supervision and coordination of all military efforts on
penetration aids, target identification and reentry physics, as well as technical direction of
project PRESSV) PreliminMry to this, Lincoln had apparently reviewed an ARPA study of
the PRESS role in the overall reentry meastrements problem, and in response
recommended that a single organization be in charge. It was envisioned in this study that
PRESS would involve TRADEX and possibly other radars later, together with various
ground and air based optical and IR sensors. The PRESS radar facilities were planned to

0
26 G.Kistiakowsky, A Scie& atthe Wdie Rom., Harvard 1977, p. 319, 323, and 327.
27 H.Yc*r, Making Weapon. Talkin Peax, Basic Books, 1987, p. 177-8. Somewhat later, however,
nmie (Air Force) IDBM sdox from Johnson did occur in th• Kwajalein am.
25 Un=uu empt were Me to locatePESS facilities in the i.land of Kwajalein itself. AO 110
of 10/59, Project Press Roi Namur Facility, also AO 121 of 12/59.
29 Appently there was also a delay of about I year between 'he decision to go sahed with TRADFX a&d
the decision of its fruency bed. The first rommenatio for TRADEX. Nov. 1958, was for UHF,
de ethe nuclear effects data fron HARDTACK, which showed sipifiant absorion at UHF. Lband was evenAtully added to UHF for he first version o!TRADEX. A.Orobeckr, IDA TE 184, Oct.
1959 (CLASSIFIED).
30 L Michael Papa, HircalChronolo.yof the ElectronicsSyslem Divsion (ESD), 194786 History
Office, Air Force ESD, Hanscom AFB, Bedford, MA, Oct. 1997, p. 6.
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be all under computer control, =Ad to have extraordinary data reading capabilities.31 This
preliminary Lincoln teview also recommended against going further with PINCUSHION
because of anticipated technical difficulties with its ntw design and with the high-power Sband transmitters required. 32
Construction of TRADEX and associated PRESS facilities began at Roi-Namur in
early 196.13 TRADEX incorporated a new high-power L-band transmitter tube developed
under ARPA sponsorship. In .pril 1962, TRADEX began operatons by RCA, and
shortly afterwards Lincoln personnel arrived to take over. In June of that year, TRADEX
successfully tracked the first Air Force ICBM reentry event at Kwajalein, along with the
NIKE ZEUS radars. In July 1962 the first successful NIKE ZEUS intercept of an ICBM
occurred at Kwajalein. TRADEX (see Figure 1-2) was the first and only dedicated
measurements radar at Kwajalein till 1968, and after many successive upgrades, remains in
use to date3
Between 1960 and 1962, apparently, the level of activity at Lincoln associated with
PRESS was not high.35. Shortly after Lincoln staff arrived at Roi-Namur, ICBMs began to
arrive and much data began to be gathered on reentry phenomena. The PRESS capabilities
at Roi Namur were soon augmented to include an optical telescope and a Baker-Nunn open
slit spectrograph, similar to those that had been used at Wallops Island, and the WSMR,
and also other optical and infrared systems. Optical and IR instruments on existing aircraft
were also improved, and another aircraft was specially outfitted for PRESS. 36 Data
analysis done initially at Roi Namur was found to be difficult to manage there because of
the time required and complexity of preparing for the frequent reentry events. As a result,
data packages were soon air mailed back to Lincoln for anlysis.

31 COMOWute comtrl has taken place gradually, Cf. Holicamp. op. ciL., p. 72, and discussion with Gen. K.

Cooper (Re.~), 6/9o.

32 Also, ther was dimsadsactio in ARPA with ther -a, of xpr-,iss on PINCUSHION. Discussion with

A.Rubenstein, SM.
33 Holacamp, op. iL., p. 32.
34 7RADEx cumrt upecicatdosu ae give in K.Roth, et al., The Kiman Reentry Mesuements
Sysmm at Kwajuein AFBl' LicoxLaboratoryJaornl,Summe 1989, Vol. 2, No. 2, p. 255.
35 Dibcuo with Di. M. Dalse, 9/89. Uncoln work related on reentry physics, however, was
enbsattial at the time. Cf., e.g., C. McLin, "A Study on General Recmmmendations for
Expermnalld Meumen" Ptoje D
PFND.R,
May 1961 (UNCLASSIFIED).
36 A.O. 127 of i60, "PRS Aircraft."
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FIgure 1-2. The PRESS Radar Antennas. (From Lincoln Laboratory Journal
op cit.)
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The optical and IR sensors in the PRESS aircraft after some initial difficulty
eventually were directed successfully using TRADEX. The optical results were particularly
valuable for investigation of emissions associated with chemical phenomena in wakes,
which were especially complex fiom ablating RVs.
The scientific dat fi m PRESS, along with some from the parallel BTL Range
Measurements Progiam (RMP), were reviewed in monthly meetings starting in early 1959
and a little later presented, along with relevant analyses, in the ARPA-sponsored AMRAC
symposia. Many different types of RV targets were observed. A synergism developed
rapidly using results of the laboratory and theoretical efforts on reentry phenomena together
with the field results.37 Some of the NIKE ZEUS radars, which initially had modest
coherent capability, eventually increased coherence bandwidth partly as a result of

TRADEXs performance.38
Beginning in 1962 when concern rose about the potential of Soviet BMD systems,
the Air Force began a major effort on penetration aids, initially with ARPA funding, and
the Navy's plans for POLARIS included multiple reentry vehicles (MRVs). 39 Later (in
1963) the Air Force was given the assignment of coordinating U.S. penetration aids efforts
under project ABRES.40 ARPA funding of a program dedicated to R&D on "Penaids"
continued through 1966, and thereafter on a wore opportunistic basis. In 1965 ARPA also
funded the "Pen X" study, which reviewed the problem of Penaids versus multiple
independent reentry vehicles (MIRVs). Pen X provided some input to the DoD decisions
to deploy MIRVs. However, this decision seems to have been prinarily due to simple
aem ic considerations related to missile costs.41
As mentioned above there was an early appreciation of the need to thoroughly
understand both offensive and defensive systems' capabilities in order to make decisions
on the balance required for cost-effective national security. The key question for the

37 C. MCLd op.CiL
35 Ths
m ppntly took place after the cancellation of NIKE ZEUS. in 1963, when the BTL RMP
pogm was exipded in supput of NIUE X. BTL, op. ciL, p. 1-41. It was paid for in part by
ARPA. A.O. 702 of 3/0S. Modfficadon of NIKE TR."
39 Apparently, about $I billion was spent for penetration aids, etc., between 1962-68. Cf., A.C.
Eamoven and W.K. Smith, How Muck is £oaugh,Harper, 1972, p. 190.
40 About
dtinARPA alooducted a cmpreheve study in his area for WSEG. PMNAIDS re
dicuWed moe fully in Chape IVof this volume.
41 Appa=ly the Inp on for Pen Xcame from the then Assistant DDR&E for Defensive Systems,
Dm Fak. Db dmiwith B3en R. Duffy (Ret.). 3/00. The MIRV economics is &umed inAll in
a 144 Tume, by L Cetin Vantae Books, 1989, p. 479.
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defense was whether some practically useful discrimination phenomenon or combination of
phenomena existed to lessen the defense's burden of identifying RVs in time to be able to
launch and guide a missile to destroy it. The offensive (penetration) side of the same
problem was the search for ways to minimize or mask the RV's observables for some
critical length of time, and the key question was how many, how heavy and large
penetration aids, which displaced destructive warhead payload, would be cost effective.
While the Army and Air Force had opposite sides of this problem, ARPA was set up to be
able to work both sides, and indeed PRESS was set up to make accurate quantative
measurements of the same phenomena which affected both sides. Not long after PRESS
was underway, DDR&E sponsored regular meetings involving offensive and defensive
sides with Lincoln and ARPA as active participants and "honest brokers." Key to being
able to do this, of course, was DDR&E H. York's 1960 decision to force both Services to
use the same reentry site at Kwajalein, and in ARPA's setting up the PRESS operation
there to provide high quality scientific information to both sides (defensive and offensive),
as well as enabling independent analyses be done by and through ARPA.
Before the end of 1962, President Kennedy made the decision, after many studies
and debates, not to deploy NIKE ZEUS because of the apparent vulnerability of NIKE
ZEUS to simple countermeasures. 4 2 It is not clear what part, if any, PRESS had in this
decision. Not many reentry measurements had yet been made by PRESS and apparently
few penetration aids of any sophistication had been tested.4 3 The BTL history of BMD
states that the decision was due to a change in the threat from one-on-one engagements (a
single NIKE ZEUS installation could only handle one RV/missile at a time) to a high traffic
threat, involving simultaneously many RVs and many interceptors. Multiplication of
individual NIKE ZEUS type systems to meet this new threat was not considered cost
effective." Other considerations involved were: the fact that the ZEUS missile speed
required launch before "atmospheric filtering" of RVs from lighter decoys, debris, craft,
etc., could take place; the reality of the Soviet penctration aids threat for U.S. BMD, which

42 Jayne, op. Cit., p. 173.
43 Jayne. op. cit., and p. 185. See also "Strategic Warfare," by Daniel J.Fink, Science and Technology,

Oct. 1968, p. 64. Several RVs had been tested, but penetration aids, such as low observability,
required tradeoffs. High "*Ba"RVs were assumed to have low-observable geomety. The fanst ABRES
flight test apparently took place on the AMR in 1963. Cf., SAMSO chronology, ibid., p. 120. The

available data from DAMP, PRESS and BTL we•r reviewed in the IDA Intercept X Study, in 1962,

which provided some input to the NUCE ZEUS decision.
44 BTL., op. ciL, p. 2-15. Until about 1964, penetration aids were apparently mainly "on paper."
D. Fink, op. cit.
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remained a matter of contention throughout the BMD project; 45 and the vulnerability to
nuclear blasts of the mechanically steered NIKE ZEUS radars. After the President's
decision, NIKE ZEUS continued through 1962, making successful intercepts of several
types of ICBMs, and the BTL target tracking and discrimination radars continued to make
reentry maumen-ts for several years.
While cancelling NIKE ZEUS, the administration also gave its backing to continued
ABM R&D, specifically along the lines of a concept called NIKE X, involving a hardened
phased array radar and a high acceleration missile to make close-in intercept after
atmospheric screening-out of light decoys and other debris. The name NIKE X was
apparently due to Dr. J. Ruina, then ARPA director, who had the task of laying out the
options for DoD and the President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) 46 BTL
describes NIKE X as a transition R&D phase toward the next generation BMD system.
Apparently from about 1960 a high acceleration missile had been under study at BTL and a
phased array also, after the stimulation of ARPA's successful ESAR project and an explicit
request by DoD 47
In early 1963, apparently prompted in part by intelligence about Soviet ABM
developmeats, as well as about their prospective offensive capabilities, the Secretary of
Defense ordered the priority development of NIKE X. The I1KE program by then had
begun construction at WSMR of a hardened phased array radar, the MAR, 8 and of a short
range high velocity missile (SPRINT); in 1964 the program incorporated a thermonuclear
warhead, on a longer range version of the ZEUS missile (SPARTAN) 49 for
exoatmospheric X-ray kill of RVs, providing a kind of area defense.
The fact that SPRINT and SPARTAN had nuclear warheads emphasized the
importance of understanding the characteristics of ABM systems operation under
conditions in which nuclear explosions occurred in and above the atmosphere. Many then
felt that the theoretical assessment of such situations should have been compared with
dedicated experiments involving real nuclear explosions. However, with the atmospheric

45 BTLop. ciL, p. 3-7.
46 RWi

bad pViOu

been sigM

to DDR&E for Air and Miile Defense. His briefing on NIK X

was givem to PSAC and appwady to the President dimrcly, Jane's,op. cit., p. 179.
47 BTL, op. cit., p. 2-1, md J. Ruin, op. cit.
45 a. cmpW VIof VoL I ofetis y.
49 BTLOp. Cit.,1p. 10-1.
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nuclear test ban, no further experiments occurred. 50 ARPA funded several related
experiments connected with the FISHBOWL nuclear test series in 1962, and some of the
data analysis. 51
As part of NIKE X, in 1964 BTL intensified its own reentry measurements and
analysis program.52 Overall reentry test requirements. in the mid 196Cs, began to be
coordinated in a tri-Service coordinating group and an ARPA-Army agreement was
established specifically to coordinate the RV measurements program. 53 The respectiv,,
responsibilities, described from the viewpoint of BTL, were as follows:M
1. Bell Laboratories. Specified program objectives, reentry hradware
performance requirements, and target delivery (trajectory and deployment)
requirements. Operated the NIKE radar sensors and EC121 optical aircraft
Reduced and analyzed collected data.
2. Army. Procured target vehicles and delivery systems through the Air Force.
Coordinated test requirements, program objectives, and schedules. Provided
the Kwajalein Test Range support. Coordinated inter-Service data exchanges.
3. Air Force. Provided the reentry hardware, booster systems, and the ETR
(Reentry Test Range) facilities (Le., delivered targets to Kwajalein Test Site).
Exchanged technical data and coordinated their reentry study program,
ABRES, to support missions of mutual interesL
4. Lincoln Laboratory. Supplied technical consultation and coordinated design of
reentry experiments and data analysis exchange. Operated additional sensors
(data sources) of the PRESS facilities at KTS.
In the early 1960s intelligence about a Soviet ABM radar, and an appreciation that
penetration aids were as yet used in very few of the U.S. ICBMs, suggested a specific
need to better understand reentry phenomenology as observed by radars operating in the
VHF frequency range. 55 This led to Lincoln design, about 1964 of a new, higher power
50 Apparently Sec. of Defense McNamma had argued against ABM deployment partly due to the absence
of such data, buta while later argued for a test ban on the gounds that the uncertainty did not outweigh
the general advantages of a test ban. Later ABM deployments, it was agreed, would involve radar

freuencies which could "see through," and adistribution of radars which could "see around" the nuclear
effects.
51 AO 310 of 2/62, STAMMF1SH.
52 BTL, op. cit., p. 2-15.
53 AO 648 of 12/64, ARPA-Anny ASMent on RV Measurements Programs.

54 BTL, cp. ciL
55 JanSo, op. cit., p. 257. The NMIE ZEUS and NIKE X radars did not operate at VHF. However,
apparently driven by considerations of practicality and cost of high power tubes, for a while there was
serious consideration of VHF for the later U.S. BMD systems. BML History, op. cit., p. 8-10.
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radar with dual frequency capability, at VHF and UHF, called ALTAIR (ARPA Long
Range Tracking and Instrumentation Radar) as the next major PRESS sensor at Roi-Namur
(see Figure 1-2). The primary motif for ALTAIR apparently was to simulate the Soviet
BMD radars' capabilities against U.S. RVs. 56 It was also considered important to obtain
accurate experimental data on r-eentry phenomena at different frequencies, even if some of
them were low enough to be significantly affected by nuclear explosions. Before ALTAIR
was built, however, TRADEX was modified to provide some interim VHF observational
data. Like TRADEX, the construction of ALTAIR was funded separately.5 7 ALTAIR
became operational about 1969.
Shortly after commencing work on ALTAIR, Lincoln proposed that a large
bandwidth, high resolution C-band radar [ALCOR (ARPA - Lincoln C-band observable
radar)] be construcud (See Figure 1-2.) TRADEX and other data had indicated that high
resolution images of RVs and of the structure of their wakes might be very importan To
obtain very high resolution, a wider bandwidth (500 MHz) and a higher radar frequency
were required than provided by TRADEX and ALTAIR. 58 Like TRADEX, ALTAIR and
ALCOR (and the later millimeter wave radar), as experimentally oriented systems, were
merhanically steered, not having the multiple-target BMD problems which required a
phased array. ALCOR became operational about 1970 at Roi-Namur.
Figure 1-3 outlines the history of upgrades of radars originating in PRESS, up to
1980. In the mid 1960s a wide bandwidth, similar to ALCOR's, was included in the
ARPA Synthetic Spectrum Radar, built by Westinghouse and used in SOI studies and in
the design studies of ADAR (Advanced Array Radar), for hardened site defense systems
with capabilities beyond that then planned for NIKE XV9
Throughout this period (early to mid-1960s) there were a large number of ICBM
and SLBM tests involving different types of RVs and penetration aids. Some of these were
of special design for the ABM projects, and some RVs carried instruments to make special
measurements on board to determine the properties of plasma sheaths and wakes. A
56 Hohcamp, op. cit., p. 73.

57 A.O. 668 of 2/65, Pp.ESS UHF/VHF Radar.
58 Ther were earlier ARPA effosu to explore approaches to a wide bandwidth synthetic spectrum radar
(AO 145 of 5/60). Cornell Aero Labs., a BTL subcontractor, had also pointed out the value of short
pulse lengthL Lincoln later upgraded the bandwidth of its HAYSTACK radar to improve its SO0
(Space Object Identifcaoio) ming capabtity.
59 The ADAR studies begl under the blanket AO 498. of 7/63 to Lincoln. for "discrimination studies."
Ohr aqsects of the ARPA hard point defense concept included the HAPDAR low cost, hardened
pied way radar, ad the HIDEX missile. See Chaptr . of this volume.
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number of experiments, with ATHENA intermediate-range missiles and special RVs were
also conducted in the mid-1960s at WSMR.6 0 The WSMR radars used for these
experiments included BTL's NIKE ZEUS and MAR radar, and ARPA's AMRAD
measurements radar, operated at first by the Columbia University electronics laboratory
group, (later the Riverside Research Institute) and eventually turned over to Lincoln. The
WSMR measurements, lacking real ICBMs, but under somewhat better control, and often
allowing a closer comparison with laboratory reentry physics experiments, were a valt'able
complement to those at Kwajalein and Roi Namur. These WSMR activities continued to
the mid-1970s.
In the late 1960s several summary studies were conducted to assess the state of
understanding of reentry phenomenology and its applicability to NIKE Xl61 While these
and other similar studies underlined the continuing difficulty of discrimination problems, at
the same time they apparently indicated a sufficient level of capability of a NIKE-X type
system against a presumed unsophisticated penetration-aids threat from China to help
persuade DoD in 1967 to propose deployment of a "thin" BMD system, called SENTINEL.
In 1967, at about the same time as the SENTINEL decision, the major pan of
project DEFENDER was transferred from ARPA to the Army, along with some key
personnel and the PRESS facilities. 6 2 Dr. J. Foster, then DDR&E, directed the

transfernoting that DEFENDER's objectives had been largely reached, and that the

0

0

Kwajalein facilities, including PRESS, should be regarded as national assets. In response
the then Army Chief of R&D, Gen. A. Betts, who had been an earlier ARPA director,
reorganized his command to identify clearly its ABM-related R&D effort in an Advanced
Technology Program of which the ex-ARPA personnel were now in charge. As specified
by the DDR&E, the Army continued Lincoln's management of PRESS in support of ABM
R&D and the Air Force's ABRES project. The PRESS facility was renamed the Kiernan
Reentry Measurements Facility (KREMS) after LtCol Joseph Kiernan, who had managed
the ARPA PRESS program from 1963 to 1966 and was killed in Vietnam.63

60 Cf., AO 254 uf 8/16and AO 379 of662.

61 See e.g, *BMD m

study," IDA/JASON Study S-298 (CLASSIFIED) 1966. At about the
Siminadan

smne time, the Pea X and other studies of the utility of penetration aids versus MIRVs were made,

vr the ler.
62 C. Holteamp, op. cit., p.44-5, and Richard J.Barber, HiStOry. op. ciL, pp. VII-1 1,VII-38 and Vm29.

63 The renaming of the facility was also due to Gen. Betm, Holtcamp, op. cit., p. 46. Apparendy
Lincoln also had an internal detw about this time as to whether continued PRESS-typ reposibility

was compatibk with the aboao's smarch mission. M.Balse, op. cit.
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In summer 1968 an ad hoc committee, including representatives from ARPA,
Scognizant
Army agencies, DDR&E, and the major contractors BTL and Lincoln, developed
a coordinated plan for continued use of some of the Kwajalein radars and retirement of
others, which was then approved by the DDR&E reentry programs review group
overseeing the transfer and subsequent actions. In fall 1968 the same committee devised
plans for integration of these sensors, providing a measure of independence along with
improved communications by which the radars would provide data to each other and to an
upgraded central data processing system. Previous to this, apparently, BTL had set up a
high-capacity data link between PRESS and their NIKE X radars.64 In the 1967-72
period, there was very close collaboration of the Lincoln and BTL groups not only on
reentry measurements, but also on system-related activity, such as determining miss
distance of the SPRINT and the SPARTAN intercept events.65 Figure 1-4 depicts the
complex PRESS facilities in 1969.
By the early 1970s considerable confidence was expressed in the ability to
successfully model reentry phenomena, based on PRESS and related data, and when
integrated with the laboratory and theoretical work on reentry physics under
DEFENDEIL66 Because of the progressively higher cost of reeatry tests there was (and is)
a major economic payoff to a successful reentry modelling effort. However, there were
a!so qualifications to such statements as they related to defensive discrimination.67 The
BTL history also expresses some skepticism about the then current theoretical
extrapolations, and some frustration due to the lack of threat radar signature data available
to them to design their SAFEGUARD system.68

*

64 Ballistic Missile Defense Testing in the Pacific: 1960-1976.w by C.A. Warren, Bell Laboratories
Record, 1977, p. 204.
6S Cf., e.g., 'adar Reentry Dat, by L Rechtin (Lincoln) and T. Philips (BTL) in Journal ofDefense
Re.se.ck, VoL 213, 3,1970, p. 85 (CLASSIFIED), and (regarding SPARTAN) BTL History,op. cit.,
p. 5-37.
66 C., &., C.E. McLain, "State of the Art of Reentry Physics, Journal of Defense Research, Vol. 2A,
No. 1,1970, p. 2. (CLASSIFIED), and Richard J.Barber, History, quoting Dr. C. Herzfeld.
67 McClain, op. cit, p. 5.
68 BL Himsy, op. cit., Chapter M-7, sates that the necessary intelligence infrtnation could haxv been
gathered, bu wa't.
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After the transfer of most of DEFENDER, ARPA formed its Strategic Technology
Office (STO) which continued to support optical and IR research using the PRESS aircraft,
until the early 1970s. 69 This research provided much of the the basis for sensor
developments later undertaken by SDI. The PRESS ground-based optical and IR systems
went to KREMS, and operated until 1972 with some changes. The Army began to install a
new generation of ground-based optical instrumentation, emphasizing IR and active laser
systems at KREMS in 1973. The TRADEX Optical Adjunct (TOAD), an optical telescope
boresighted with TRADEX and featuring a CCD focal plane array, was installed in about
1980. TOAD images RVs against a star background, enabling highly accurate angular
measurements. 70 The AOA (Airborne Optical Adjunct) work under SDI has also revived
interest in the possibilities of direct use of aircraft.as sensor platforms for BMD systems.
Figure 1-5 outlines the history of the PRESS and KREMS optical systems to 1980.
Figure 1-5 also shows the current KREMS instrumentation system, including a local-area
network intercomputer communication system. In the early 1970s ALTAIR was modified
to simulate the SENTINEL-SAFEGUARD system's PAR radar, since the PAR, then being
constructed near Grand Forks, S.D., could not observe any test reentries. In the mid1970s the Air Force expressed a need for a radar sensor in approximately the Kwajalein
geographic location for their SPADATS system, in order to deal with launches of satellites
from the USSR or China. ALTAIR demonstrated related capabilities in the late 1970s and
was modified soon afterwards for both low'altitude and deep space satellite observations.
In 1981 ALTAIR began SPADATS operations on a round-the-clock basis. 71 TRADEX,
operating in a new pulse-compression mode, also backs up ALTAIR for spacetrack
capabilities. TRADEX also serves as an illuminator for the new precision, multistatic
reentry tracking system at KREMS.72
In the mid-1970s, the Army's SAFEGUARD program was terminated. However,
a Hard Site Defense System, oriented to defense of ballistic missile launch sites was later
designed and, in part, constructed and tested by the Army at the Kwajalein test site.

69 Holtcamp, op. cit., p. 79.
70 Ibid.

71 Lincoln LaboratoryJournal,op. cit., p. 259.
72 Ibid. p. 262.
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The KREMS Instrumentation Network (From Lincoln Laboratory
Journal,op. cit.)

ALCOR has now been upgraded to routinely generate two-dimensional images of
objects in orbit, in support of the Air Force's SOI (Space Orbit Identification) activities. Its
bandwidth also allowed it to track beacons in RVs. A Lincoln-designed millimeter wave

radar, to achieve higher resolution, is the latest addition to KREMS.
KREMS is now the major part of the national R&D facility, operated by the Army's
Strategic Defense command, and serving all Service and SDI needs for measurements of
RVs and BMD. A particularly good, if somewhat dated, description of its value and

activ.1ties was given by the Army BMD commander in 1979Y3
'The BMD Program Manager is also responsible for the operation of
Kwajalein Missile Range (KMR), a national range. KMR is not dedicated
solely to the support of BMD; it is the major test range for our strategic

73 Testimony of MG Stewart C. Meyer, Defense Authorization Hearing for FY 1980,96th Congress, 1st
Session, pp. 314-15.
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missile force, offensive and defensive. KMR is unique in two major
respects; first the unique quality of the data collected by its highly accurate
sensors is essential to the successful development of the new generations of
stratcgic offensive missiles (e.g., MX and TRIDENT II) and second, it
provides unique opportunities for coordination, and cooperation between
the offensive and defensive technical communities. Virtually all ICBMs
fired into KMR serve both tne offensive and defensive communities for data
collection.

0

Major fiscal year 1980 test programs at KMR include:
The Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems (ABRES) test of RV material
characteristics, penetration aids, arming and fuzing technology, and
maneuvering RV design.

0

The Minuteman development tests of Special Test Missiles and Production
Verification Missiles to evaluate modifications and improvements to the Air
Force reentry systems.
The Strategic Air Command (SAC) tests of Minuteman II and Ell missiles
into KMR to provide training for SAC crews and evaluation of weapon
system performance. Selected test vehicles have additionai data
reqwrewments in support of offensive system development objectives.
The BMD Advanced Technology Center Detection, Designation and
Discrimination Program, which utilizes the Kiernan Reentry Measurement
Site radars (Tradex, Altair and Alcor) to provide the primary source of

tec:inques.

The Systems Technology Test Facility on Meck Island to support evaluation
of BMD components for potential application to future BMD systems.
An evaluation of the effectiveness of the ALTAIR radar to meet Air Force
Aerospace Defense Command requirements for collecting data was
successfully completed in fiscal year 1978. Full time support of ADC
requwreents is under consideration at this time.
Range planning for the following future testing will be accomplished in
fiscal year 1980.
Homing Overlay Experiment tracking scenarios.
Iv terceptor Technology Tested Program.
*

Tracking analysis and miss distance measurement techniques for Space
Defense Program.
Testing to examine the technology required for non-nuclear kill of reentry
vehicles.
SIThee

importance of KMR to the success of these and other test programs
cannot be overemphasized. The U.S. possesses no comparable capability
to collect exo-atmospheric signature data, record missile reentry
phenomena, provide terminal trajectory and impact data, record missile
1-23

reentry phenomena, provide terminal trajectory and impact data, recover
reentry vehicles when required, and transmit near real-time data to the
mission sponsors. The instrumentation required is extensive; moreover, the
data provided by these instruments must be of the highest quality. High
confidence in our test data leads to high confidence in our missile
development programs and ultimately in our operational capabilities.
The collection of our offensive and defensive test activities at KMR is
particularly beneficial. Mi the process of testing our offensive systems, the
BMD Program takes full advantage of the opportunity to test new BMD
technologies and components against the most sophisticated targets
available. The result is the mutual accomplishment of test objectives with a
minimum of missile firings and a continuous interchange of data between
our offensive and defeasive development programs.
Recent steps to further upgrade KREMS for SDI are described in a recent issue of
•he Lincoln Laboratory Journal,74 and of IEEE's Spectrum.75 The SDI plans for the
Kwajalein site also include a supercomputer for range control, and construction of a new
generation phased array radar (GBR-X or GSTS) for early acquisition, tracking and
discrimination of RVs, and guidance of exo- and endo-atmospheric, interceptors on the site
of one of the radar foundations built by BTL in the early 1970s. Incorporating solid state
technology, GBR-X is to operate in the microwave frequency range, desired in the late
1950s but then considered economically impractical.
C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
DEFENDER had the objective of doing advanced research relating to BMD and its

penetration. A "map" of needed R&D had been provided by earlier studies, and an efficient
start for ARPA's work was due in part to the fact that some of the participants in these
studies were key players in the early DEFENDER project. It was clear from the beginning
of DEFENDER that field measurements of ICBM reentry would play a major, if not
decisive, role for decisions about the continued credibility of the U.S. deterrent against
Soviet ABM efforts, and about the practicality of a U.S. BMD deployment. PRESS was
the ARPA response to the need to do this kind of high quality measurements. PRESS
began as an ARPA initiative, but the continuing participation of a major high quality non,)rofit laboratory was a very important factor because of the complexity of the
measurements and the key role that these measurements would play. Lincoln at this time

74 Lincoln LaboratoryJournal,op. cit.

75 "Kwajalein's New Role; Radar for SDI," by Glenn Zorpette, IEEE Spectrum, March 1989, p. 64. This
article also outlines some of the current operations -: 13S.
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was "available" because its BMEWS job was done, but was reluctant at first, due to the
politics involved in being an Air Force contractor.
A key decision was made by H York as DDR&E to combine assets, the Air Force
!CBM shots and the Army's ABM R&D efforts, at Kwajalein atoll. ARPA made a similar
key decision to take advantage of this combination, which would mean that the
measurements made by the PRESS sensors could be provided equally to the offensive and
defensive side.

0

0

*

*

The early ARPA measurements of reentry madc before PRESS primarily with the
DAMP ship indicated that discrimination of RVs was difficult and helped toward the
national decision not to deploy ZEUS. However, the major factor in this decision was
probably the NIKE ZEUS inability to handle multiple RVs. NIKE X was the follow-on
option recommended by Dr. J. Ruina., th•n ARPA director, and assumed that atmospheric
filtering could play a key role in simplifying the discrimination problem, at the expense of
compressing the time available for action, and so requiring a very high acceleration missile.
This early judgement was provee correct by subsequent intensive measurmennt made by
PRESS, and also by BTL. Thu TRADEX radar and the correlated optical and IR
measurement systems were the "workhorse" of this period. BTL recognized the value of
the PRESS data and Lsed it for their BMD systems effort. An increase in bandwidth of the
NIKE ZEUS target tracking radar MTR) was partly paid for by ARPA, and there seems to
have been some impact of the coherent PRESS radar data on the NIKE X system design.
PRESS data also influenced the ADAR effort under DEFENDER, which in turn influenced
the later Anry BMD system designs.
From about the time of the NIKE X decision, the priority of the PRESS effort
seems to have been on the offensive, penetration problem. ALTAIR, the second PRESS
radar, was originally designed to mimic the Soviet ABM radars. ALCOR, on the other
hand, seems to have been design'.d largely to explore the possibilities the highest
practicable resolution instrument could offer for BMD discrimination. Both ALTAIR and
ALCOR were begun under ARPA, but were not used until after the transfer of
DEFENDLR. The value of TRADEX, ALTAIR, and ALCOR is indicated by their
continued use today. These systems, upgraded in several ways and linked in a computer
network, are the core of the National Kwajalein Test Site (KTS) facility and now part of the
Army's Advanced Technology Center, and are used by the Air Force as part of their
operational SPADATS systems and for SO.
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Optical sensors, after receiving initial emphasis, seem to have been relegated to a
secondary role during the PRESS period. Howvcr, the PRESS optical (and IR) sensor
systems did not all go to the Army in the DEFENDER transfer. ARPA, STO, kept the
airborne sensors optical development and measurements, as well as the AMOS facility,
looking to the future possibilities of exoatmospheric discrimination from an elevated
platform. These possibilities have been followed up in later Army and SDI programs.
The transfer of DEFENDER seems to have been a "top down" decision of Dr. J.
Foster, then DDR&E, in view of the DoD decision to deploy "the best available BMD
system" and the subsidence of inter-Service rivalry over the years. By the time of transfer
the objectives of "keeping both offensive and defensive sides honest," setting up a high
quality ,,l.Jentific effort in the area, and acting as competition to improve the quality of the
Army work had been acmplished. Key tools to carry out further research were in place.
These tools included modeling, which integrated theory and laboratory reentry physics with
PRESS results, to allow more cost-effetive design of expensive reentry tests, and to lend
assurance to the major decisions about deployment of BMD. 7 6 Despite these
accomplishments, apparently there were some strong feelings, at the time of DEFENDER's
transfer, that there was considerable research yet to do and that ARPA should have
remained in charge.77 Some of this research was continued under ARPA's STO,
transferred in the early 1980s to the SDI R&D program.
ARPA expenditures for PRESS from project records are about $200 million. The
Army mid SDI have spent nearly $1 billion in subsequent R&D b,,- upgrading efforts at the
KREMS follow-on facility at Roi-Namur. The Air Force had spent over $1 billion on
penetation aids by 1970. Typical complex reentry tests now cost over $100 million each.
It is difficult to estimate the savings due to the ability to reduce the numbers of ICBM tests
required, the negative decisions not to deploy a BMD system, and to put a dollar figure on
the positive credibility assurance provided to our deterrent systems.

76 Thee tess, cwrmdly, can requie sevena year preparation and intensive rehearls costing over $100

mlion each, ., Uwc.ol Laboraory Jowal, op. cit., p. 252.
77

These feelin ate sab

in Rihad J. Bab, op. cit., pp. VU.1 1-12.
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H. ARECIBO

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW

*

•

The ARECIBO 1,000-foot antenna of Cornell University's National Astronomical
and Ionosphere Center is the largest in the world. Built in 1959-63 with ARPA support,
and transferred to the National Science Foundation in 1969, the ARECIBO facility h-s
assisted NASA in selection of suitable locations for the APOLLO lunar landings and the
Viking planetary mission, and has made many notable contributions to radar and radio
astronomy, ionospheric physics, and to the aeronomy and dynamics of the earth's upper
atmosphere. Continually upgraded, ARECIBO remains in many ways the world's most
sensitive instrument for radio and radar astronomy and ionospheric radio physics, and is
currently in round-the-clock use for research.
B. TECHNICAL HISTORY
In the early 1950%research on tropospheric and ionospheric scatter communication
by the Services led eventually to development and fielding of several military
communication systems. Extension of the line of thought of this research also led W.E.
Gordon of Comell University to consider the possibility of directly scattering radio waves
from the individual electrons in the ionosphere. Because of the extremely small scattering
cross-section of a single electron (derived in the 1920s by J. J. Thomson), Gordon quickly
came to the conclusion that a large antenna, about 1,000 feet in diameter, would be required
for a useful system using this approach.1 This was larger thani could be expected to be
pmrcti:l for a communication system in most locations. However, a single such antenna as
part of a radai system appeared to open a new range of possibilities for detailed exploration
of the structure and dynamics of the ionosphere. It was not long aftei Gordon's first
publication 2 that an actual detection of the incoherent or Thomson scatter from the
ionosphere was achieved by the Bureau of Standards. 3 The radio physics research

1

WE. Gordn, unpublished nowe, 1987.
W.E. Godoi, Proc.IRE 46(1958), p. 1874.
3 IL. Bowles, Physi Rqeview Leters 1, 1958, pp. 454.
2
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possibilities, and the challenges of finding a suitable location and of designing and building
a 1,000-foot antenna strongly intr~gued several members of the Cornell faculties of
geology, engineering, and physics. Much of this preliminary work at Cornell was funded
by ONR's electronics branch through an existing contract. 4
In roughly the same time period, there were several other large antennas under
construction or planned. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) had constructed a
200 x 234- foot parabolic section antenna in a ground depression for experiments on moonbounce communication in the mid-1950s.5 The success of these experiments encouraged
NRL to propose construction of a 600-foot fully steerable dish to be located in a low radio
noise environment at Sugar Grove, West Virginia. The largest fully steerable antenna at the
time was the 250-foot dish at Jodrell Bank in the United Kingdom. While motivated
primarily by exploration of the potential of moon-bounce signals, the NRL plans were to
allow part-time access to the 600-foot antenna for radio astronomy research. Approvals for
the SUGAR GROVE facility had been obtained by the time Cornell was formulating a
proposal, and in late 1958 prelimirary work on construction was underway. Howevei', the
scope of the project was expanded to include a radar capability under an accelerated
schedule, and severe problems were encountered with the construction. The 600-foot dish
project was cancelled in the early 1960s.16
Plans were also being formulated in the late 1950s by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) for several large steerable antennas for its National Radio Astronomy
Observatory to be located at Green Bank, West Virgini;, not far from Sugar Grove because
of the low radio noise expected there.7 The NSF project also ran into construction
problems with the first of these antennas while the Cornell proposal was being considered
by ARPA. 8

4
5

W.E. Gordon, unpublished notes, 1987.
L.A. Gebhard, "Evolution of Naval Radio-Electronics and Contributions of the Naval Research
Laboratory," NRL Report P-300, 1979, pp. 114-115.
6 0. Kistiakowsky, A Scientist at the White House., Harvard, 1976, p. 153, recounts discussions in
1959. Cf. also "The Navy's Big Dish," IEEE Spectrum, Oct. 1976, p. 38. There were several other
antennas built by the Navy at Sugar Grove subsequently, some using parts of the 600-foot project.
7 NRL had previously nbtained a Federal ban on TV and other sources of radio noise inthe area.
8 Milton A. Lomatk, A Minor Miracle-An Informal History of the National Science Foundation,
USGPO, 1975, p. 139ff.
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Lincoln Laboratory had also constructed, in the mid 1950s, the large MILLSTONE
HILL radar. This L-band facility began ionospheric research exploiting incoherent scatter,
shortly after Gordon's publication. 9
The Cornell group discussed the possibilities of a 1,000-foot dish with ARPA
beginning in mid-1958. 10 The approach was to construct the antenna within a limestone
"Karst" formation, a bowl-like depression, about 9 miles south of the town of Arecibo,
Puerto Rico from which the facility t.ok its name. This location was chosen partly because
it was closest to Cornell of all sites considered eligible, and partly because its latitude was
favorable for observing the planets. 11 The original proposal to ARPA, made in early 1959,
was to construct a parabolic dish which could only look upward in a narrow range of
angles, primarily to do ionospheric research and secondarily for "radar astronomy"
investigations of the moon and planets, and also radio astronomy.
The proposal was assigned to project DEFENDER, which was concerned with
phenomenology of m.issile flight, part of which would take place through the ionosphere.
However, it was seven. months before ARPA took action on the proposal. In part this
seems to have been due to an unfavorable climate caused by the difficulties being
experienced at the time by the other big dish construction projects, the Navy's 600-foot
steerable dish project at Sugar Grove, and with NSFs project at Green Bank. 12 Partly
also the delay seems to have been due to arguments within ARPA over the degree of
relevance for DEFENDER of the investigations proposed using the ARECIBO dish. 13 The
main justification for ARECIBO under DEFENDER emphasized particularly the lack of
knowledge about the structure of the upper ionosphere, above the F-layer, inaccessible to
ground-based sounders.
Partly also, the delay was due to the fact that ARPA made a suggestion to Cornell
that a spherical dish antenna be considered, which could allow access to a wider range of
angles than could a parabolic dish, at the expense of some difficulties with "feeds"
conforming to the line focus of a spherical mirror. W. Low of ARPA/IDA put the Cornell

9 See, e.g., 3.V. Evans, "Millstone Hill Thompson Scatter Results for 1964," Lincoln Laboratory
Technical Report 430, 1967.
10 Discussion with WE. Gordon, 1990.
11 Ther were many other eligible sites, e.g., in Hawaii, Mexico, and Cuba.
12 Antennas at Sugar Grove and Green Bank are being used by the Navy and NSFs National Radio
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) today. The largest NRAO antenna at Green Bank collapsed in 1989.
13 Discussion vith Dr. C. Cook, 4/90, and Richard J. Barber, History of ARPA, 1958-75, p. VI-21.
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group in touch with the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory, which had been doing
research on spherical antennas for use at microwave frequencies.14 After some further
"discussion,Cornell adopted the suggestion, which was recognized to primarily benefit the
facilities' use for research on the moon and planets, rather than on the ionosphere.
ARPA finally responded positively to the Cornell proposal, first by AO 106 of 7/59
to undertake design and reszarch planning studies and a little later with AO 122 of 12/59 for
construction of a "1000-foot ionospheric probe." Apparently Dr. J. Ruina, then director of
ARPA, felt that it was most important, at the time, to do good research in areas broadly
related to DEFENDER, and that the Cornell proposal was a good example in point.15 As
DEFENDER developed, however, attention became concentrated on missile reentry
phenomena below the ionosphere. This helped fuel continuing arguments about relevancy
to ARPA mission, within ARPA and DoD, which apparently went on until the project was
transferred to NSF in 1969.16
Construction of the initial open-wire mesh 1,000-foot dish took about 4 years.
Relatively conservative bridge-type wire suspension technology was involved, yet a
number of problems needed to be surmounted. The steel mesh was "fitted" into the
depression, with provision for multipoint adjustments. Figure 2-1 shows a section through
the planned structure, which involved suspending a carriage for the feeds from three
concrete towers around the edge, together with an outlihn of initial specifications. A hole in
the dish's center allows the feed-carriage to descend for repair. %control station at the
dish's edge steers and turns the carriage. Building efficient line feeds of unprecedented
size also proved difficult. A cooled parametric receiver was to be used, and provision was
17
made for transmitting and receiving different polarizations.
In November 1963 the facility was dedicated, about a year later than anticipated.
The antenna's smoothness was determined by photogrammetry, and after a few months'
adjustments the initially desired level of 1-inch average surface deviation, then considered

14 W.E. Gordn, op. ciL
15 Dr. Ruina's philosophy was expressed in a 1967 Pugwash address, printed in "Impact of New
Technology on the Amus Race," MIT, 1971, p. 304. Cf. also Richard J. Barber ibid., p. VI-24 where
Ruina is quoted about the approval of his decision on ARECIBO by Dr. IL Brown, then DDR&E.
16 Richard J. Barber, op. CiL p. VI-25.
17 The planned capabilities of the facility were advertised in IRE's Transaction on antennas and

propagation, "The Design and Capabilities of an Ionospheric Radar Probe," WE. Gordon and
W. Lelande, June 1961, p. 17.
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0

compatible with uncontrollable motions of the feed carriage, was attained.18 Figure 2-2
shows a photo of the antenna.
In early 1964 the "ARECIBO Ionosphere Observatory" began operations and
revealed at once its unique capabilities due to the great resolution and gain of the antenna.
A great deal of detail about the structure and dynamics of the ionosphere was quickly
obtained. The data excited related activity on the part of plasma physicists, who recognized
ARECIBO's possibilities as a precision instrument with which to test their theories, under
conditions actually present in the ionosphere. However, "competition" was soon presented
by the "topside sounder" satellites, which were actually the first to explore the upper
ionosphere. The MILLSTONE HILL group were also very active in ionosphere
investigations at this time. 19 As had been planned previously by the Comell group, precise
radar measurements were made of the distances to the moon and planets with results that
have helped correct the orbital parameters for these astronomical objects, as well as the
fundamental "astronomical unit."2 Doppler returns gave information on the rotation of
Venus and Mercury, and the smoothness and electromagnetic characteristics of the moon
surface layers were determined with greater resolution (20 or 30 km) than ever before. 21
In the mid-1960s, systematic studies of lunar radar reflectivity began, which led to a
NASA-supported project in the late 1960s to assist selection of a site for the lunar
landings. 22 A number of new radio stars were also discovered and catalogued. After
Pulsars had been discovered in 1968 in the United Kingdom, ARECIBO located the pulsar
in the center of ihe Milky Way, which was considered to be an example of a "neutron star."
However, not many ARPA projects directly involved ARECIBO. Some of the
early discussions, while the proposal was under consideration, involved some of the
JASON group and others who were concerned with the structure of ionized

18 W.E.Gordon. ibid., and "The ARECIBO Telescope 1974." The National Astronomy and Ionosphere
Center, Cornell U. 'thaca, New Yodk
19 J.V. Evans, op. cit.
20 W.E. Gordon, IRE 1961, op. ciL, and B. Hiatt, "The Great Astronomical Ear," The National Science

Foundation MOSAIC (USGPO), Vol. II No. 2, 1980, p. 31. Cf. also "Radar Astronomy," J. V.
Evans et al., Ed., McGraw-Hill, 1968, p. 168.
21 ARPA Annual Report of 1965 (declassified), p.2, and Evans, ibid., p.251.
22 Discussion with W. Gordon and T. Thompson, 4/90. Cf. "Apollo 16 Landing Site: Summary of
Ea.th-based Remote Sensing Data," NASA publication SP 315, 1972.
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missile wakes. 23 There were also some attempts to correlate ARECIBO data with
.measurements made for the ARPA 0TtH radar project. 24 After the cancellation of the
Navy's 600-foot antenna project, there was some interest in investigating ARECIBO's
potential for receiving moon-bounce signals, but this was abandoned for reasons similar to
those that had led to the cancellation. However, after the transfer of ARECIBO to NSF, an
auxiliary "hf heater" antenna was constructed and a number of ionospheric projects have
been conducted that, in retrospect, could have been judged to be relevant for
DEFENDE3L25
In 1980 about 20 percent of the facility s !me was occupied with ionospheric and
atmospheric work, and about 65 percent on radio and radar astronomy. 26 There have also
been some uses of the ARECIBO radar's unique capabilities to infer the deployment of
antennas and rotational motions of space probes at great distances. 27 However, in the mid1960s when DoD was questioning ARPA's justification for ARECIBO, the researchers
there apparently did not cooperate much in developing projects then considered relevant to
DEFENDER. 28 ARPA successfully fought off these attacks and continued its support of
ARECIBO, albeit reduced somewhat, until a formal transfer of responsibility was made to
NSF in 1969.
After the transfer to NSF, the ARECIBO dish was reconstructed in the early 1970s
with aluminum panels, which achieved an average smoothness of a few millimeters,
permitting use at higher frequencies. The history of this upgrade goes back to the mid
1960s, when a smoothing upgrade to ARECIBO appears to have been proposed to NSF by
Cornell. The Dicke Advisory Panel to NSF for large radio advisory facilities, noting that
the ARECIBO carriage feed had moved less than 1/2" in hurricane Inez, concluded in 1967
that the ARECIBO upgrade was the most cost effective of many radio astronomy facilities
then being proposed. NSF did not act, however, giving as reason lack of funds.
23 W. Gordon, op. cit.

24 Some of these were done by Raytheon under AO 982 of 2/67.
25 Some of these involved ionospheric heating experiments and the investigation of large scale
ionospheric "holes" due to missile passage. Cf. MOSAIC, op. cit., p. 31.
26 MOSAIC, ibid.

27 E.g., L.B. Spence et. a&., "Radar Observations of the IMP-6 Spacecraft at Very Long Range,"
Proc. IEEE, Dec. 1974, p. 1717. Some of this work was done by investigators from Lincoln
Laboratory which has been very active in "Space Object Identification," mostly by imaging radars in
the microwave range such as HAYSTACK, built with ARPA support in the early 1960s.
28 Richard J. Barber, op. cit. At the time, there was also a general problem in DoD-University relations

because of the Vietnam War.
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Apparently in 1969 the Mansfield Amendment forced the issue, the Dicke panel was
reconvened and reaffirmed its previous recommendation. NSF did act this time to carry out
the upgrade. 29 NASA then provided a new high power transmitter with which ARECIBO
was able to get data on the roughness of the surface of Mars, which were used in the
selection of a suitable location for the VIKING Mars landing. The extension of useful

•

frequency range at ARECIBO has allowed investigations to be conducted of weak
molecular absorptions in the galaxies, which have also been used to confirm intergalactic
distance scales. The aeronomic structure of the earths' atmosphere has also been explored
using molecular absorptions, and the wavelike dynamics of the upper atmosphere and

*

lower ionosphere have been investigated using the very weak reflections from gradients in
refractive index.3 0 The facility has also been used in the SETI project which attempts to
detect "intelligent" radio emissions from the universe, so far unsuccessfully.31
The ARECIBO facility is now in use 24 hours a day for research, with many
investigators vying for observing time. It is again being upgraded, incorporating a
Gregorian type mirror which will reflect to a point focus and markedly increase the
bandwidth, since line feeds of the type used hitherto have a narrow bandwidth.

ARECIBO's characteristics have been re-examined recently by radio and radar astronomers
who have concluded that it remains, in many ways, the most sensitive instrument available
in i:s range of useful wavelengths. One recent estimate is that ARECIBO is about one
order of magnitude more sensitive as a radar, at its shortest wavelength of about 13 cm,
than the JPL GOLDSTONE when used as a single dish at its shortest wavelength of 8.5
cm. 32 The Bistatic GOLDSTONE-multiantenna very large array (VIA) combination may
prove more sensitive, however.
C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
The ARECIBO facility originated in a 1958 proposal from Cornell to ARPA. There
was interest in properties of the ionosphere in ARPA's large project DEFENDER, and the
facility described in the proposal offered prospects of obtaining data on its structure in a
great deal of detail. There were also interests in a variety of rapidly developing areas, some

29 Cornell U., op. Cit.

30 MOSAIC, op. cit., p. 36.
31 Ibid.
32 Steven J. Ostro, "Planetary Radio Astronomy," Encyclopedia of Physical Science and Technology,
McGraw-Hill, 1988, Vol. 10, p. 611.
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of more military interest than others, and in which ARECIBO could make a possibly
unique contribution. There were even political considerations involved, probably because
of-concerns about Puerto Rico's economy. However, the decisive fact seems to have been
that Dr. J. Ruina, director at the time, was in favor of the proposal, following his
philosophy of ARPA's supporting goc'd research that is broadly related to areas of military
interest. 33 In the short run many objections to this viewpoint could be, and have been,
raised in DoD; nevertheless, over the years ARECIBO has produced a large amount of
information which is, in fact, useful for the progressively more sophisticated models of the
ionosphere and upper atmosphere required for defense-related projects.
ARPA did not respond to the original Cornell proposal with its then characteristic
speed. This was due to several factors: the controversy within ARPA over the proposal's
relevance to DEFENDER; the difficulties that were being experienced at the time by other
ambitious, large antenna projects; and also because of a positive suggestion made by ARPA
staff to use a spherical rather than a parabolic dish. This technical suggestion would not
make , big difference in ionospheric research, which was ARPA's main stated justification
for support, but could help a lot in radio and radar astronomy, and so added to the
attractiveness of the facility for a wider range of investigators.
After construction and demonstration of its unique capabilities, ARPA sought to
transfer the facility to NSF in the mid-1960s. NSF was not involved from the beginning
due partly to an appreciation by Cornell that problems had started to plague that agency's
radio astronomy initiative at Green Bank, and partly that the main thrust of their initial
proposal was to be on the ionosphere, which wasn't a high priority area for NSF. In fact it
was likely, at that time, that NSF would have pointed out that DoD had more ionospheric
interests and that Cornell should try going to one of the DoD agencies.
It took a bit more than 4 years for the transfer of ARECIBO to NSF to be effected.
This was not unusual, since NSF, largely due to its internal procedures, has had difficulty
taking over large projects from other agencies, and when it does the process takes several
years.34 ARPA maintained enough support through this time, recognizing the facility's

33 A similar idea underlay ARPA's support of AMOS, under Dr. Ruina, initially intended to partly be for
military, partly for open astronomical research. AMOS' history is different than ARECIBO's,
however, having been used primarily for military work. See Chapter X,of Vol. I.

34 Other examples include ONR's STRATOSCOPE II balloon astronomy project, the Air Force's
Sacramento Peak Observatory, and the Interdisciplinary Materials Laboratories, discussed inChapter 20
of Volume r".
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importance, to keep it viable until the transfer could be finally effected, notwithstanding a
number of problems in justifying these actions to DoD.

*

ARECIBO, throughout its lifetime, has been continually upgraded in its electronics,
computational capabilities, and in its antenna characteristics. It is now used around the
clock, mainly by visiting scientists. It is expected that it will continue to be an important
and productive national facility and the l.argest "filled aperture" antenna in the world.
Today some of its chief competition comes from fields of antennas or "unfilled apertures,"
such as the multiantenna VLA, which can be linked with sophisticated processing
techniques.

0

ARPA's outlays for ARECIBO, from project records, were about $9 million for the
construction and initial operations, and about $10 million more in support of research
through the transfer period to NSF for a total of about $19 million to 1970. NSF support
currently has b.-en about $7 million a year, and appears to have totalled more than $110
million to date.35 The replacement value of the ARECIBO facility was estimated in 1974 as
$100 million.36

35 InFY90 dollars. Discussion with Dr. F. Giovane, NSF, 4/90.
36 CoMel U., op. cit.
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III. HIBEX - UPSTAGE

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW

0

HIBEX (High Booster Experiment) was a 2-year research project to investigate the
technology of a very high acceleration, short range anti-ballistic missile interceptor, for
hard point defense. The HIBEX missile achieved nearly 400 g peak axiai and over 60 g
lateral acceleration, reaching a velocity of nearly Ma = 8, in a little over 1-sec burn time,
with pitch over from a vertical ejection from a silo to a trajectory of 15 deg elevation. In 2
more years, UPSTAGE, a maneuvering HIBEX second stage, demonstrated over 300 g
lateral acceleration and a side-force specific impulse Isp > 1000 sec using external burning,
jet flow control techniques and a laser gyro for guidance. The HIBEX technology
furnished the basis for the Army's LoADS short range interceptor program. UPSTAGE jet
maneuvering control technology has been incorporated into the SDrs HEDI missile.
B. TECHNICAL IHISTORY

*

A number of early U.S. studies of Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) indicated that
the problem of active defens, of restricted-area "hard points" appeared much more tractable
than that of defending larger urban areas, the primary emphasis of the Army's NIKE ZEUS
BMD project. A presidential decision in late 1962 led to the cancellation of NIKE ZEUS
and the start of the NIKE X R&D program.which involved development of hardened
phased-array radars capable of computer-controlled acquisition and tracking of a large
number of reenzy objects, and a two-3tage high acceleration missile, SPRINT, which was
to intercept and kill reentry vehicles (RVs) by an explosion of its nuclear warhead at
altitudes of about 45,000 ft. SPRINT was launched after "atmospheric filtering" had
allowed better discrimination of the threat RV from decoys.i
About the time of this Presidential decision, there were also further studies of
alternatives to NIKE X, involving a variety of radar and missile systems, with a view to

1 ABM project history, Bell Tcdpowe Labououy, OCL 1975, p. 1-33, ff.
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possible future hard point defense. 2 Hardpoint BMD appeared to be easier than urban
defense for a number of reasons. The defended target is "harder," and the stakes were
lower than urban defense. Technically, the radar ranges could be shorter, search could be
confined to a narrow "threat corridor," and atmospheric filtering simplified the problem of
sorting out the real threat RVs. However, the time for intercept action was compressed into
a narrow "window" (see Fig. 3-1) requiring a very high acceleration missile. Also, the
hardened large phased array antennas being constructed by BTL for NIKE X were
expensive, and economic hard point defense required that such antennas have lower cosL
Shortly after the NIKE X decision, ABPA's project DEFENDER commenced
investigation of several key advanced concepts for hard point defense, including a high
acceleration missile in its HIBEX project, together with the HAPDAR (Hard Point
Demonstration Array Radar), a low cost hardened phased array radar.3 Previously, ARPA
had investigated other advanced BMD concepts but had not, to this point, undertaken any
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4 From "Introductionfor HIBE.X,' by V. Kupelian, Bulletin of the 20th interagency Solid Propulsion
Metn, July 1964, Vol. ml, p. 338 (declassified).
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booster development under DEFENDER. Its earlier CENTAUR and SATURN projects

*

had aimed at space flight and in both cases, after early funding critical to getting them
started and some brief technical involvement by ARPA, the major part of the technical
development of these vehicles was done by other agencies.5 In the case of HIBEX, in
contrast, ARPA was in close control throughout. 6

Besides exploring the technical boundaries of high acceleration missiles and the
associated control problems, ARPA's interest at the time also encompassed the possibilities
of non-nuclear kill of RVs, and the feasibility of firing a second interceptor if the first one
0

failed.7 While the possibilities of using HIBEX alone for intercept were considered, the
ARPA. concept also included a second stage which might be able to execute the "high g"
maneuvers required to "chase" maneuverable RVs, then beginning to be studiedc8
At the time of these investigations it was known that propellant wakes could absorb
and refract electromagnetic waves. Therefore, the ARPA concept envisioned command
guidance from the ground during a "coast" phase of HIBEX flight, after propellant
burnout. In the actual HIBEX experiments, however, no attempt was made to do any
external guidance. Internal, closed-loop guidance was used.

*

Preliminary studies of HIBEX indicated (see Fig. 3-2) that accelerations of several
hundred g's and burnout velocities of about Mach 8 would be required. HIBEX was to be
launched vertically, from a small silo, and afterwards would "pitch over" to a direction
suitable to accomplish intercept, requiring high "g" also transverse to its axis (Fig.
3-3).
It did not seem possible, based on information from the initial HIBEX studies, to
be able to use a scaled vehicle for tests in the usual scheme of engineering research.

5 CENTAUR and SATURN are discussed inChapters IVand V of Volume I.
6

Discussion with V. KupMlian%12/87.

7 Discus=.or with A.Rubenstein. 11/87.
S A.Rubenstein and V.Kupelian, ibid. One such MaRV was ARPA's MARCAS, AO 569 of 4M64.
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*

Therefore it was decided early-on, to undertake HIBEX as a series of full scale field tests.
This was more risky, but if successful the results could be more convincing. The

0

performance desired was higher than SPRINT's first stage (although the two-stage
SPRINT achieved a higher terminal velocity and a longer flight); also HIBEX would be a
much smaller vehicle. As a research program, the boundaries of performance to failure
could be explored in HIBEX without the constraints of practicality imposed in engineering
a system for production. In contrast, because a near-term production was expected,
SPRINT had these kinds of constraints.

0

•

0

In particular HIBEX required a higher burning rate propellant than was available,
and one which could siind several hundred "g's" without undue deformation or fracture.
Technology was available to increase the burning rate by addition of small metal fragments,
and also for strengthening the propellant "matrix," but tradeoffs were required.
Measurement techniques had not been developed for such important quantities as propellant
strain in the regime of stress expected. Consequently, a series of static firings was made to
test successive approximations to eligible propellants.
At the time of HIBEX, aerodynamic characteristics of vehicles in hypersonic flight
with large angles of attack were not well known. Wind tunnel tests were performed to
assist in gaining understanding of the forces and moments; but the stability of the actual
system was somewhat a matter of guesswork, with fortunately corapensating errors made
in design parameters.9
An outline of early HIBEX requirements is shown in Figure 3-4. Boeing was
chosen as prime contractor, with Hercules for propellant development. A large number of
measurements were planned for each flight, in accordance with the exploratory nature of
the investigation. Besides being in entirely new parameter ranges, the measurement
instruments themselves had to withstand very severe environments. The HIBEX flights
took place at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) and took advantage of the telemetry and
optical range instruments there. Figure 3-5 shows a cut-through diagram of HIBEX.
Strap-down mechanical gyros, the only technology then available, was used for guidance
in both stages. The first flight was a test of the booster and did not involve on-board flight
guidance. The second and later flights incorporated on-board control and involved tests of
thrust vector control in one, and later in two dimensions. Thrust vector control was
'

9

Discussion with V. Kupeliam, 12/87.
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achieved by injection of liquid Freon, as with SPRINT. The final flights involved
maneuvers of 75 deg in pitch and 45 deg in azimuth. In the last (7th) successful flight a
second stage incorporated a propellant which was burned externally in order to achieve
very high transverse impulse.
HIBEX Requirements
* Experiment- Full Scale
* Vertical Silo
a 300 IbSecond Stage (15 In. x 15 In.)
0 Burnout Veloclty 8000 FPS In I second
•

Elevation 15 to Vertical

Controllable

Azimuth ± 450
* 0.5 Second: Available for PreLaunch Commands
0 Program not to exceed 2 years
•

Flight and Ground Instrumentation

* Existing WSMR Facilities
a Data and Test Reports
Figure 3-4. HIBEX Requirements 10
The original 2-year schedule for HIBEX slipped by 2-months, but six out of seven
flights were successful. An explosion at one of the propellant testing facilities required
reimbursement.11 Such explosions of advanced propellants were not unusual.

10 From .HIBEX Booster Development," by E.V. Moore and A.M. Jacobs, Bulletin of the 20th
InteragencySplid PropulsionMeeting, July 1964, VoL IV,p. 39, (DECLASSIFIED).
1

AO 93 of 5/66, HBEXExplosion Payment, $. million.
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In its flight test HIBEX reached an axial acceleration of about 362 g's, and about 6'
g's lateral acceleration. The project results indicated that even higher accelerations were
possible.1 2 The last two flights originated from silos. Measurements were made also of
acoustic over-pressures in the vicinity.
Table 3-1 shows a comparison of HIBEX parameter objectives and achievements.
Despite the 2-month extension of schedule, the project was accomplished at low cost with
five fewer "shots" then originally contemplated.1 3
Table 3-1.

HIBEX Flight Performance*

Icm1(h

Achieved

Boost Bum Time

1.05 Sec.

1.124

Burnout Velocity

8,000 fps

8,408 fps

300 lb

295-303 lb

15 dog.

15 dog

* 45 dog.

45-deg.

± 5 dog

1.8 dog. maximum

Weight of Second Stage
Trajectories with Programmed Turns
From Vertical To:
Elevation
Azimuth
Burnout Velocity Vector Error
Stage Separation

Favorable for Missile
Guidance

Favorable for Missile
Guidance"S

"Source: Moore and Jacobs, op. cit., p. 22.

A HIBEX symposium was held in 1966, to present its results, and several
14
(classified) articles were published later in the Journalof DefenseResearch.

12 HIBEX Final Technical Report, Boeing, March 5,1966 (DECLASSIFIED), p. 22.

13 Boeing, ibid., p. 396.
14 "HIBEX," an experiment in high acceleration boost for BMD, by C.R. Smith, Journal of Defense
Research, Vol. 2A, 1970, p. 170 (CLASSIFIED).
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*

Toward the end of HIBEX, some external burning propellant experiments were
conducted with encouraging results. A study was then made of a maneuvering second
stage interceptor, UPSTAGE, which would incorporate external burning for sidewise
thrust. 15 PRESTAGE, the immediate follow-on project to HIBEX, was carried out in the
1965-68 time frame, to investigate external burning in a controlled hypersonic flow
environment and the corresponding problems of thrust control, axial and lateral. 16
"Disposable" vanes were studied along with lateral jets for thrust vector control.
PRESTAGE was carried out by McDonnell-Douglas, 17 and included laboratory and flight
test experiments, using available rocket motors.
After PRESTAGE, project UPSTAGE began in 1968, dedicated to investigation of
a second stage for intercepting maneuvering Rvs. A HIBEX vehicle was used for
UPSTAGE.'s first stage. The UPSTAGE effort covered second stage separation
phenomena, control system, thrust vector control generation techniques and mechanisms,
guidance, aerodynamics, structure and communications. The UPSTAGE vehicle was
designed with "lifting" aerodynamic characteristics. An important new guidance feature
incorporated was a laser optical gyro, which required no "spin-up," and which had been
developed partly with ARPA funding. 18
External guidance for UPSTAGE was provided by a command guidance link and
tracking by the ZEUS target-tracking radar at WSMR. "Finlet" injections were used to
provide transverse thrust. UPSTAGE reached several hundred lateral g's with response
times of milliseconds. The UPSTAGE maneuvers were controlled in a simulated MARV
chase but no actual interceptions were attempted. 19 The tests were generally successful and
indicated the feasibility of the technology along with a need to better understand external
burning.
In another follow-on project Radar Homing On-Board Guided Intercept (RHOGI)
was investigated. 20

15 AO 595 of 7/64, UPSTAGE.
16 AO 765 of 8/65, PRESTAGE.

17 Douglas had also been the NIKE ZEUS SPRINT contuctor.
18 AO 744 of 6/65.
19 V. Kupelian, ibid.

20 AO 873 of 3/66.
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In 1975 a Presidential decision was made to deploy SAFEGUARD, an advanced
version of NIKE X, to defend Minuteman missiles, then not considered a "hardened"
system. SAFEGUARD involved SPRINT missiles in silos. After Congress voted to keep
U.S. BMD in an R&D status, the Army's subsequent HARDSITE and LoADS programs
involved a missile similar to HIBEX in general descriptions of weight and size. 21 V.
Kupelian, ARPA's HIBEX project manager, was for a time in the Army's ABMDA, in
charge of missile-related work in terminal BMD. So far, LOADS has been formally
cancelled, but the Army apparently considers its technology to be "on the shelf."
The SDI R&D program for wide area defense does not involve a short range
terminal defense missile. However, SDI includes HEDI (High Endoatmospheric Defense
Interceptor), a missile incorporating UPSTAGE jet maneuvering control in endo
atmospheric intercept, but at somewhat higher altitudes than HIBEX's range. 22
C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
HIBEX and UPSTAGE were key projects in ARPA's DEFENDER program for
hard point defense. In accord with the DEFENDER assignment, these projects explored
the boundaries of possible performance of high acceleration missiles for intercept of RVs.
HIBEX was widely recognized to have been an impressive R&D achievement. While
HIBEX is often compared with the SPRINT system then being built under the Army's
BMD program, it must be recognized that SPRINT had the major constraints of a system
being engineered for production deployment on a limited time schedule.
UPSTAGE also had a very ambitious objective of demonstrating a capability for
chasing MaRV's, a mission not emphasized in the SPRINT system design, and possibly
coming close enough for non-nuclear kill. UPSTAGE was successful in demonstrating
much of what might be achieved with external burning, but some questions were left for
further R&D.23

21 Thomas M. Perdue. et al., "Low Altitude Defense for MX (U)," Journalof Defense Research. 82-3,
1982.
22 AIAA Assessment of Strategic Defense Initiative Technologies, March 15, 1982, p. 32.
23 Project UPSTAGE, Progress Report, May 1968, McDonnell Douglas Company (CLASSIFIED). See
also "Interaction Control Techniques for Advanced BMD Interceptors," by D.F. Hopkins. eL al.,
Journalof Defense Research, Vol. 9. 1979, p. 274.
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Through personnel and information, the HIBEX/UPSTAGE technology as well as
other aspects of the ARPA hard point defense program seems to have been effectively
transferred to the Army. Treaty restrictions have allowed only R&D on the HARDSITE
and LoADS concepts. The Army did build and test a hardened phased array radar, and the
success of HIBEX is indicated by the fact that the LoADS interceptor missile has not had a
development program, but is described as having gross characteristics similar to HIBEX24
and is regarded as "off the shelf," readily available technology. The ARPA-developed laser
inertial guidance system is regarded as readily available also. SDI does not include a
missile like that in LoADS probably because SDI is aimed primarily at area, rather than
terminal defense. SDI's HEDI missile for high endoatmospheric intercept however, does
incorporate UPSTAGE jet maneuvering technology.
From project records ARPA outlay for HIBEX appears to have been about $25
million and for UPSTAGE (including PRESTAGE) about $26 million.

24

Ptrdue, op. cit.
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IV. PENAIDS

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW

*

Through project DEFENDER, ARPA made early contributions to the capabilities of
ICBMs to penetrate Soviet Ballistic Missile defenses. A direct assignment by DDR&E in
1961 led to a dedicated ARPA effort on advanced offensive technology for assuring
penetration by United States ICBM7, which included support of the Pen X study
recommending use of MIRVs. In the mid 1960s as part of the ARPA joint Service-ABRES
program, ARPA developed several advanced technology options for possible use as
penetration aids (PENAIDS), including observables management, jammers, chaff, and
reaction-jet controlled manuevering reentry vehicles (MARVs).
B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

In late 1957, shortly after Sputnik, the DoD established the Reentry Body
Identification Group (RBIG) to consider whether measures should be taken to assure that
U.S. ICBMs could penetrate possible Soviet ballistic missile defenses (BMD). 1 The
RBIG concluded that the possibility of BMD should indeed be taken seriously and
recommended that research be pursued on countermeasures, which later were called
"penetration aids" (PENAIDS). 2 The countermeasures considered by the RBIG included:
decoys, chaff, jamming, possible use of missile tankage and other fragments other than the
reentry vehicles (RVs) carrying the ICBM warhead; reduction of the RV radar crosssection; the "blackout" that could be produced by a "precursor" nuclear explosion in the
upper atmosphere; and using multiple warheads to saturate the defense. 3 The RBIG
considerations were remarkably comprehensive; most of the work on PENAIDS in the
following years was along one or another of the lines suggested by that group.

H.1.York, "Multiple Warhead Missiles," Sciendflc American, Vol. 229, No. 5, 1973, p.71.
2 There had been previous tudy by RAND and others of the ICBM penetration problem, and the White
House21evel Gaither Conmnittee had a - also led by W.E. Bradley, which considered possibilities of
both ballistic missile defense and offense.
3 DJ. Fink, "Strategic Warfare," Science & Technology, Oct. 1968, p. 59.
I
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The Bradley subcommittee of the President's Science Advisory Committee,
(PSAC) -onvened a little later, reviewed the ICBM penetration problem again and pointed
out that while decoys or chaff -'!iould work to some extent outside the earth's atmosphere,
there were many unknowns in the phenomena of RV reentry into the atmosphere. Some of
these unknowns, the Bradley group pointed out, were at the quite fundamental level of
properties of atoms and molecules existing in the hypersonic shocks and wakes occurring
in reentry, and in the even more complex conditions that would be caused by nuclear
explosions.
In the burst of post-Sputnik U.S. Government activity in early 1958 leading to the
furmation of ARPA, one of its first major assignments--and the one then stated to be the
top priori'y-was project DEFENDER, to look into advanced aspects of ballistic missile
defense beyond those approaches being developed and produced by the Services; chief
among these was the NIKE-ZEUS BMD system being built by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories for the Army. 4 It was understood even at these early stages that the BMD and
penetration problems were two sides of the same coin, so to speak, and that any
approaches to solutions of both required a common scientific: understanding of the
observable phenomenology of ICBM flight, from launch to reentry. The second priority of
the ARPA program had to do with accelerating development of space technology,
especially for surveilance satellites, which were required to more certainly determine
features of the ICBM threat. 5
At this time most attention was being given, in both ti:e Air Force and Navy ballistic
nmssile programs, to getting the missiles (and in the Navy also the Polaris submarines) built
and deployed. There had been concern for some time in these programs about how to
design and construct RVs to assure their survival of the intense heating of reentry. Two
broad approaches to the survival problem had been followed, one using blunt-nosed "heat
sinks," and the other involving ablation of outer layers of RV material, which might permit
use of a more slender RV body. The expectation that nuclear explosions would disturb the
reentry environment added the requirement for the RVs to withstand the associated heating
and nuclear radiationr, It was clear early-on that RV materials and aerodynamic shapes
were inter-related and both would have strong effects on reentry observables. Some of the
first steps in the ARPA DEFENDER program were toward obtaining good full-scale data
4

5

House Subcommittee on DoD Approriation:, 1985 Congress, 2nd Session. Hearing on the Advanced
Rf.search Projects Agcncy, April 25, 1958, iestimony of R. Johnson, p. 292.
Ibid.
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as soon as possible on reentry phenomena, using the U.S. missile test program just
6
beginning.

*

*

*

The proceedings of early ARPA meetings on project DEFENDER indicate the wide
range of current activity, reflecting the RBIG guidance, including: field measurements and
the associated radar, infrared and optical instruments needed to make them; fundamental
atomic and molecular physics involved in reentry phenomena; nuclear effects; effects of
hypervelocity impact of dust, rain and projectiles on RVs; decoy packaging and
discrimination; ICBM fuel tank explosion effects; exoatmospheric infrared detection of cold
decoys; interceptor flight characteristics; directed radiation weapons; and radar component
technologies. Some of the earliest missile flight tests included decoys and chaff.8
One of the earliest explicit scientific discussions of an approach to a penetration aid.
an .'"-,-ith low radar cross-section, was given by a scientist from the United Kingdom at
an :arl', review for ARPA's Anti Missile Research Advisory Committee (AMRAC) in
1960.0 ý.ecognizing that much exploratory and research work had to be done in
DEFENDER, ARPA held a series of meetings at which such scientific papers were elicited
in order to more clearly define the status of understanding. The U.K. scientist pointed out
the advantages of a slender conically shaped RV for lowering radar observability, and
outlined several other general approaches to reducing radar cross-sections. 10
Also in the early 1960s, the Air Force's FORECAST I study recommended that
conically shaped RVs be used because with a high weight-to-drag ratio (usually termed
"Beta"), these could give greater accuracy and, would penetrate further before slowing
down than would blunt-nosed RVs.11 Conical-shaped RVs were in fact developed by the
6 E.g., W.R. Hutchins, "ARPA FY 1959 Program," ARPA BMD Technology Program Review, 3-14
Aug. 1959, p. 13, (declassified). In 1960, ARPA noted that U.S. dam on our own reentry objects were
generally from off-axis broadside observations near Ascension Island. Any terminal defense (e.g.,

NIKE ZEUS) required looking head-on at RVs. So ARPA funded the DAMP ship in June 1961 to
make observations head-on of U.S. RVs launched from Patrick Air Force Base into the Atlantic.
Radar, optics, and IR sensors were placed aboard the DAMP ship. Observations included RV
oscillations and radiation from reentry objects. Discussion with A.Rubenstein, IDA 7/90.
7 ARPA 1959 RMD Review, Table of Contents-much of this early ARPA effort was carried out under
AOs 5 and 6 of 4/59, with many tasks. AO 39 of 3/59 included azusk on Decoy Packaging.

8 E.g., Summary of KREMS Tests Through 30 June 1979, Lincoln Laboratory, 1979 (CLASSIFIED).
9 T. Pawson, *Radar Camouflage Aspects of the Blue Streak Xe-entry Head Design," AMRAC

Proceedings,Vol. II,July 1960 (CLASSIFIED).
10 T. Dawson, ibid., and K. Siegel, et al., in Journal of Missile Defense Research, 4, No. 4, p. 379
(CLASSIFIED).
S1IDiscussion with BGen. R. Duffy (Ret.), 5/90.
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Air Force in the early 1960s to use on follow-ons to Minuteman I missiles. 12 But bluntnosed RVs continued to be used for some time on the larger ATLAS and TITAN ICBMs. 13
It was soon appreciated that the observables and PENAIDS for the blunt and slender RVs
would be quite different. 14 Also, while slender conical shaped RVs would have the
advantages of lower shot dispersion and radar cross-sections, these also had severe volume
constraints and would be subject to high thermal and aerodynamic loadings during
reentry. 15 In turn, these thermal and aerodynamic factors affected RV observables, such as
radar fluctuations due to body geometry and motion and the high temperature wakes
affected by "seeding" by RV material ablation and evaporation.
It became clear relatively soon that what had been considered simple
exoatmospheric PENAIDS, such as chaff, in fact involved complex practical difficulties,
such as ejection of long wires in order to obtain a satisfactory distribution of scattering
objects in space. It was also clear quite soon that "atmospheric filtering" would likely be
the most effective means for BMD to sort out RVs from reentering decoys and other
fragments. The implication was that to penetrate terminal BMD one would have to develop
decoys with Beta comparable to those of the RVs and with similar wake phenomenology,
but under constraints of small weights and volumes this was a difficult task.
In the Waie 1950s and early 1960s there was growing evidence of a serious Soviet
BMD program. 16 In late 1961 Dr. R.Brown, then DDR&E, assigned ARPA the task of
providing the Joint Chiefs' Weapons System Evaluation Group (WSEG) the task of
providing technical inputs for their study of the capability of U.S. ICBMs to penetrate
Soviet BMD, and to develop a comprehensive base of related technology. 17 In early 1962
ARPA commenced a dedicated PENAIDS program. 18

12 Furst Minuteman RV's were blunt.
13 Due to their large warheads, the Soviets had less need for accuracy and used blunt-nosed RVs for some
time. Cf., ABRES 1962-ASMS 1984, TRW, Inc., 1985, p. 15 and p. 2.
14 A.Grobecker, "Parmaetric Considerations for Design of Penetration Aids," IDA TN 61.27, Dec. 1961
(CLASSIFIED).
15 Apparently a satisfatory solution to these problems was not achieved until the mid 1970s (TRW, op.
cit).
16 Sayre Stevens, "The Soviet BMD Program," in Ballistic Mgssile Defense, Brokings, 1984, p. 182 fT.
17 Richard J. Barber, History, p. V-24, quotes the memo from H. Brown, DDR&E, giving the
assignment.
1S "Second Report of IDA Committee on Penetration Effectiveness of Decoyed ICBMs," IDA TR 62-14
(CLASSIFIED).
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At about the same time as the PENAIDS assignment ARPA provided funds for the
TRADEX measurements radar and other measurement instruments at Kwajalein where
NIKE-ZEUS tests were to be conducted, and also commenced investigation of new BMD
concepts. For exploration of one of these new approaches to BMD, called ARPAT, the
AMRAD high-resolution measurement radar was constructed at the White Sands Missile
Range (WSMR). It was anticipated that using AMRAD and the NIKE-ZEUS radars
already at WSMR, together with multistage missiles which would augment reentry velocity
to that of ICBMs, would be advantageous for testing RVs and penetration aids, as well as
new BMD concepts, for reasons of economy, efficiency, and security. This early ARPA
program provided for on-board RV measurements of reentry wake and hypersonic shock
layer properties; exploration of nuclear effects; investigation of the properties of RV
materials as these were affected by thermomechanics of reentry; radar, IR and optical
observables; and active jamming by decoys. 19 Studies were also commenced on the
overall "system" and cost effectiveness of the balance between ICBM penetration options
and BMD.

*

*

In late 1962 DoD commenced the joint Services-ARPA ABRES (Advanced Ballistic
Reentry Systems) program, to more directly coordinate under DDR&E all the efforts related
to ballistic missile penetration in the exoatmospheric and terminal reentry phases.
Apparently some initial funding for ABRES came through ARPA, but in early 1963
management responsibility was given to the Air Force which had the major part of the
program, while DoD conducted regular monthly review and coordination meetings.2D As
its part of ABRES, ARPA continued investigations of advanced penetration aids and
provided critical measurements using the PRESS sensors at Kwajalein. 2 1

0

In the early 1960s there were increased concerns and sharper technical appreciations
of the characteristics of Soviet BMD which U.S. ICBMs would have to penetrate. The
Soviets conducted some large nuclear tests and, significantly, also a "live" test of a BMD
system under conditions involving nuclear explosions-something never done in the United

*

*

States programs.22 The United States NIKE X program also indicated the characteristics
of a sophisticated BMD system that might eventually be developed by the Soviets.
19 AO's 413.415,440.441.
20 SAMSO Chronology, USAF Space ,wommand, 1975, p. 123. The ABRES meetings were first chaired
by the then ADDR&E for missile defense, D. FmkL
21 PRESS is discussed in Chapte I of this volume.
22 Sayre Stevens, op. ciL, p. 193.
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One of the immediate reactions to these new threat developments and concerns was
the Navy's upgrade of the penetration capabilities of the Polaris missile system with
multiple reentry vehicles (MRVs). 3 The MRVs all would have the same urban target, but
would complicate the Soviet problem of BMD--the assessment was that the Soviet system,
like the earlier NIKE ZEUS, would have difficulties handling multiple RVs.U Also in the
early 1960s, the Air Force FORECAST I study had pointed out the possibility of multiple
independently targeted reentry vehicles (MIRVs). A number of relatively independent
technology developments, in this sarae time frame, for satellite deployment and for
separation of RVs in !CBM tests, also suggested the MIRV possibility.2 5 The decisive
push to U.S. MIRV development, however, appears to have been due to other factors: a
Strategic Air Command requirement to be able to attack 3,000 Soviet military targets, and
the decision by Secretary of Defense McNamara, on economic grounds, to limit the AF
ICBM force to 1,000 Minuteman missiles-providing a direct incentive for each Minuteman
to have multiple high-accuracy warheads.2
To get a clearer picture of the cost-effectiveness of different "mixes" of penetration
aids (other than warheads) and MIRVs, the DoD commissioned the Pen X study, a largescale 6 month effort conducted by IDA and budgeted through ARPA.V The Pen X results
indicated that MIRVs had several advantages, but that a "mix" of MIRVs with other
penetration aids would also be useful under many circumstances.2 Pen X appears to have
influenced subsequent DoD decisions generally favoring the use of MIRVs.2 Up to this
time, most of the activity regarding PENAIDS had been on paper.3° However, the Air
31
Force, then and later, did not give PENAIDS a high priority.
The large size of the Soviet Galosh BMD missile, exhibited in late 1964, indicated a
capability for long range intercept, with a large nuclear warhead. With this new
background, in the mid-1960s ARPA undertook investigation of a number of
23 I. York, op. cit., p. 22.
P. Duffy, op. cit.
-LYork, op. ci., p. 18.
1.Geting, All in a Lifetime, Vantage 1989, p. 479.
A.O. 741 of 6W6S.
The PeaX Study, IDA R-I12 (Summary) August 1,1965, (CLASSIFIED).
R. Duffy, op. cit., and Richard J. Barber, History. p. VII-9.
Fink, op. cit., p. 59, R. Jayne, "The ABM Decision," M1T Thesis, 1975, p. 257, and R. Duffy, op.
cit.
31 Duffy, op. cit., and discussion with M~en. Toomay (Ret.) 4/90.
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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exatmospheric PENAID approaches. Along the lines of the first early ABRES emphasis on
LORVs (low observable RVs) ARPA investigated new radar-absorbing RV materials,
"impedance loading," active ECM, and related power supplies. 32 While much of this early
LORV effort appeared not to have been not very successful, at least one ECM approach,
developed in part through ARPA efforts, seems to have met with some acceptance as a
33
possible PENAID.
Another major ARPA PENAIDS effort in this period was HAPDEC (hard point
decoy), a decoy-RV combination which would involve wake and radar cross-section
"management" to make discrimination more difficult down to low altitudes where hardpoint terminal defenses would operate.?4 HAPDEC was designed during a time when
ARPA started several efforts on haripoint defensive technology which could be assumed to
be eventually "mirror-imaged" by the Soviets. HAPDEC was flight-tested in the ABRES

program, but seems not to have been adopted due, in part, to weight and complexity. 35
In the early and mid-1960q severzl analyses were done of the possibility of
MARVs. Some of these approaches involved guiding flaps, or change of RV body shape.
The possibility of MARV attack on hardpoint defensive systems motivated ARPA's
HIBEX/UPSTAGE program, having a second-stage UPSTAGE interceptor capable of
reaction-jet controlled maneuvers.36 A little later similar reaction jet technology was

applied in the ABRES-ARPA MARCAS (Maneuvering Reentry Control and Ablation
Studies) MARV progranm3 7 A number of successful MARCAS flight tests were conducted
at WSMR. 38 However, scaling up the MARCAS jet control technology apparently
involved unacceptable weight penalties.3
During the mid-1960s work on PENAIDS (both system and technology oriented)
was at its peak. At that time both the Navy and Air Force had PENAIDS systems work
going on for POLARIS/POSEIDON and Minuteman, as well as the ABRES program.

AOs 679, 705, 779, 803.
TRW, op. ciL
HAPDEC, AO 920 of 9/66.
TRW, op. cit., p. 15.
HIBMEXpSTAGE isdiscussed inChapter MI of this Volume.
"37 AO 929, of 10/66.
32
33
34
35
36

38 AWAC Proceedings.1968 (CLASSIFED) contains several papers on MARCAS.
39 Duffy, Op. ci, and TRW, op. Cit.4
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Expenditures amounted to several hundred million dollars per year. ABRES alone was
supported at just under $150 million/year.
After transfer of defense-oriented DEFENDER projects to the Army in 1967-8,
ARPA's PENAIDS activity was also reduced and characterized in ARPA statements as
"mature."40 Subsequent ARPA activity, related to both PENAIDS and BMD, moved more
toward exploration of exoatmospheric optical and IR phenomena, and means of obscuring
or detecting these.4 1 This ARPA work has contributed to the database for SDI and
countermeasure technology for the Air Force's efforts in follow-ons to ABRES, now
conducted under the Air Force Advanced Strategic Missiles Systems (ASMS) Program.
Related midcourse observations useful for ABRES ASMS, and also for BMD, continue to
be made at the ARPA-built AMOS optical and IR telescopes and imaging radars. Similarly
useful data continue to be obtained by the ARPA-built sensors at the Army's KREMS
(Kwajalein reentry measurement system) site.
C.

OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS

The early RBIG study gave a comprehensive outline of the areas of research
required for PENAIDS and BMD. The subsequent DoD PENAIDS assignment, together
with the earlier DEFENDER assignment, put ARPA in the unique position of being a key
participant in both the offensive and defensive aspects of BMD. For both aspects, also,
ARPA was to be a source of independent and critical technical information for DoD.
ARPA's contribution to both aspects may have been greatest through the PRESS
measurements of reentry phenomena at Kw~jalein. Other aspects of the DEFENDER
program, such as investigating nuclear effects, and vulnerability of RVs to non-nuclear
attack, also made important contributions to the development of PENAIDS. DoD took a
strong direct role in control of the PENAIDS efforts about 1963, with the Pen X study and
the institution of ABRES, which ensured coordination and technology transfer, while the
Air Force conducted the major part of the program.
ARPA's direct contributions to PENAIDS technology, while real, do not seem to
have had a major impact. Apart from MIRVs which apparently had multiple origins,
PENAIDS were a susbstantial factor in the U.S. ICBM and SLBM developments.

40 pj. Friel, "Project Defender. Progress and Future,* AMRAC Proceedings, Vol. XVIII, 1967, p. 87
(CLASSIFIED).
41 E.g., AO 1846, Plume Physics, and PJ. Friel, op. cit.
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PENAIDS were deployed on Minuteman I and 11 and POLARIS and were developed for
Minutmen II and TRIDENT L The PenX study appeared to have had an effect on the DoDlevel decision on MIRVs. While the use of conical RVs seems to have been accepted quite
early, mainly on grounds of their accuracy, their low radar cross-section seems also to have

*

been considered z.sufficient PENAID against the then estimated Soviet BMD threat. It
apparently took a long time, from 1963 to 1976, to arrive at a satisfactory RV nose cone.
Two former long-term participants in ABRES on direct query, while agreeably

crediting ARPA with contributions to advanced PENAIDS technology development (which
were formally or informally transferred to ABRES) could not recall any major impact of the

specific ARPA-supported efforts. 42 These directors also felt that the PENAIDS program
had been under-funded, through most of its life and not a major Air Force priority. While
initially this may have been due to a low appreciation of the BMD threat, apparently the
feeling grew within DoD in the early and mid-1960s that saturation of enemy defenses was
the appropriate offense--conservative tactic because unexpected advances in decoy
discrimination techniques, which could not be entirely discounted, could rapidly degrade
RV penetration capability.4 3 Later, the BMD treaty removed much of the impetus for

PENAIDS-related efforts.
ARPA expenditures directly for PENAIDS, from project records, appear to have

been about $25 million to 1968.

Toomay, ibid.
42 Duffy Ind
43 T. Greenwood. Making the MIRV: A Study of Defense Decision Making. Ballinger, 1975.
Appenrix A,p. 163.
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V.

ASSAULT BREAKER

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW

•

*

Soviet conventional warfare doctrine for Europe historically has called for initial
attack forces to break through NATO forward defenses at selected sectors of the NATO
defense border, with exploitation by fresh forces moving through the gap in defenses
created by the breakthrough. Various forces following the initial attack at the front are
essential to Soviet operational concepts. These forces may be configured in one of the
following ways: as second echelons to reinforce the breakthrough attempt if it meets high
resistance; or as Operational Maneuver Groups to m've into NATO's rear and disrupt the
support for an orderly defense in depth; or as exploitation and pursuit forces should
NATO's defenses crack.' To enable NATO's forward defenses to perform their tasks
successfully, NATO's counterstrategy has always contemplated the need to disrupt, delay
and ultimately halt the movement and attack by these Soviet/Warsaw Pact (WP) "followon" forces. The DARPA ASSAULT BREAKER concept combined many interrelated and
complementary systems for this purpose.
The ASSAULT BREAKER program accomplished unprecedented integration of
radar, missile, and submunition technologies to demonstrate a capability to attack multiple
tank targets using terminally guided submunitions released from a standoff "missile bus"
controlled by an airborne radar (see Fig. V-3). It also represented a pioneering and
ambitious effort by DARPA that successfully nested major programs within larger
programs, and combined them in a coordinated way to achieve the overall objective.
ASSAULT BREAKER significantly impacted the joint Army-Air Force JSTARS battlefield
surveillance radar and the Army's ATACMS missile system, both of which are currently in

1 There has been no suggestion that the Soviet force consolidation implicit in the current (1989-90)

European force reduction talks has discarded this doctrine. Rather, some of their literature suggests that
they may feel better able to implement it under conditions of reduced conventional force postures in
Europe, because (intheir view) Soviet forces would be better integrated while NATO's would become
more fragmented. See United States General Accounting Office, Supplement B,to a report to the
Chairmen, Committees on Armed Services, U.S. Senate and House of Representatives, NATOWARSAW PACT Conventional Force Balance:Papersfor U.S. and Soviet Perspectives Workshops,

Appendices VIII, IX,and X,December 1988.
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the early steps of procurement. These programs involve a new degree of inter-Service
operational cooperation. NATO established Follow-On Forces Attack (FOFA) as a "critical
military area" based in part on the successful early demonstration of tfie ASSAULT
BREAKER concept, and is now planning and developing several weapons-mix "packages"
that incorporate ASSAULT BREAKER-type technologies. The program history is
summarized in Figure 5-1.
B. TECHNICAL HISTORY
1. Program Origins
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, considerations of approaching NATO/WP
nuclear parity led to the Strategic Arms Limitations talks. There were many studies and
projects related to needed improvements in conventional arms. 2 A particular problem was
the potentially large conventional force asymmetry, which would make it very difficult for
NATO to withstand multiechelon WP attacks. It was widely recognized that this problem
required some approach allowing effective attack of many mobile targets at once and in a
relatively short time periodL3 During the same period, the Vietnam and the Israeli wars had
taught several lessons regarding the potency of ground-based air defenses and the potential
of "smart" weapons. Also in this period the U.S. Army was developing the concept of
Air-Land battle in the extended battlefield 4 requiring precise fire support at longer ranges
than had been considered earlier. In the late 1970s, the Army had begun studies of
replacement or upgrades of the Lance missile which, with its nuclear capability, was a
mainstay of NATO force posture.

2 U.S. efforts in these developments go back at least to the early 1960s, see A.C* Enthoven and
K.W. Smith. How Much is Enough, Harper, 1969, Chap. 1.

3 A declassified briefing-summary of many of the then current concepts can be found in IDA Paper P-

1062, Methods of Improving the Ability of U.S. Forces to Engage Mobile Targets in a Tactical
European Environment. August 1974. The importance of this report was in pointing out the high
leverage of terminally guided submunitions (TGSMs) dispensed from air or ground-launched missiles if
they could be made to work, and in demonstrating the importance of a real-time link betw-.n standoff
radar and time of arrival (TOA) target location systems, and guidance of a missile "bus" to the point
whoe it should release its TGSML

4 The extended air-land battlefield concept was apparently first promulgated inthe 1982 version of the
Army's FM 100-5.
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In the mid- 1970s the Defense Science Board (DSB) reviewed available technologies
for possible approaches to the needed improvements of conventional armaments in the
European theater.5 An important input to this study was made by F. Marian from Martin
Marietta, who sketched for the DSB the dimensions of a pessible Soviet attack on NATO.
He showed the potentially high leverage that could be obtained by use of the Martin
Marietta concept of a ground launched "Battlefield Interdiction Missile" that could dispense
submunitions capable of homing on and attacking several tank targets simultaneously.
Some of the work on such a missile had been supported by DARPA. 6 Terminally guided
submunitions (TGSMs) that might use infrared or millimeter wave seekers were in various
stages of development in the Air Force and Army Missile Command (MICOM) programs.
The DSB study also reviewed the technologies for detection and location of targets, such as
"time of arrival" electromagretic intercept systems and, particularly, high resolution
synthetic aperture radars and Moving Target Indicator (MTI) radars in aircraft.
The DSB concluded that all these technologies, or achievble modifications of
them, could be integrated into a feasible warfighting system. It was anticipated that such a
system, operating together with a facility to "fuse" the information about targets, could
effectively counter the "second echelons" of the expected Soviet attack configurations.
Some of these approaches, the DSB pointed out, would require an unprecedented degree of
ihterdependency of Army and Air Force operations. 7 The DSB panel also noted that no
organized attempt had been made up until that time to put together the technologies to
demonstrate the kind of approach they felt would be worthwhile, and their report
recommended that this should be done. Because of the strong inter-Service
interdependency that would be involved, the DSB also felt that some kind of special
management scheme was required. It should also be noted that this kind of attack would

5 Final Report, DSB 1976 Summer Study on Conventional Counterforce Against a PACT Attack
ODDR&E, May 26,1977 (CLASSIFIED).
6 E.g., ARPA order 2209, of April 1972, A.O. 2238 of July 1972. Apparemitly there were similar
concepts offered by other companies at the time. The Martin Marietta contribution to the DSB
considerations was mainly in their impressive portrayal of the overwhelming nature of a potential WP
attack agairnst NATO and the need for a massed fast response. Discussion with Dr. J. Luquire, June

1989.

7

DSB 1976 Summer Study, p. 21.
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require an unprecedented degree of coordination and timing in the target -cquisition/strike
sequence, a process the Director of the Weapons System Evaluation Group (WSEG) 8 at the
time, Ltien Glenn Kernt, USAF, had called "target engagement." This posed a severe
technicul challenge, in addition to the many doctrinal challenges inherent in the concept.
The USDR&E, Dr. Perry, responded to the DSB recommendation in 1978 by
giving DARPA management responsibility of the project called ASSAULT BREAKER in
reco•nition of its purpose. Dr. Perry established a flag-level steering group and Executive
Committee with Secretarial participation to guide the fast-paced program envisaged.

*

*

Dr. Perry also set up (in 1977) the Joint Services (and DARPA) BETA project to
develop and demonstrate a state-of-the-art, near real-time information fusing facility for
oprrations on an extended battlefield, including ASSAULT BREAKER. BETA was also
associated with CELT (Coherent E;aitter Location Testbed), initially envisaged by DARPA
as part of an overall approach to precise target location in the ASSAULT BREAKER
program. CEI.T wouid contribute information to BETA, which would "fuse1 all available
trget information to provide target location and identification data for weapon firing and
control. Hox mer, all these projects were pursued on such compressed time scales that
there was no opportunity to put BETA and CELT together with the ASSAULT BREAKER
program. 9
As noted previously, there were antecedents in related DARPA and Service work
dating back to the early 1970s.lc In the mid-1970s DARPA pursued the key concept of
modifying the Air Force-developed UPD synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to obtain MTI
(moving target indicator) capability This effort later turned into the joint DARPA-Air
Force Tactical Air Weapons Direction System (TAWDS) project. With such a radar,
targets could be identified anu tracked, and a TGSM-dispensing missile guided to a mobile

8 WSEG ,vas a part of the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, organized in the ealy 1950r to evaluate
joint Sýrvice weapon system oncepts for the JCS. The Institete for Defense Analyses (IDA) provided

analytical support •o WSEG, through combined IDA/WSEG civilian/militL.y analytical keams. WSEG
was thus in a position both to reflect and to influence Service views in complex system design and
acquisition matters.

9 J.Tegnelia, et al., "History of ASSAULT BREAKER and Related Projects," Journal of Defeue
Research, 1984 (CLASSIFIED). CELT and BETA individually had significant impact, the two
additional propens are Oescribed sepmatcly in this volume.
10 See the DSB sun'.mer study report. Also, ARPA ors 2278 of August 1972, and 2479 March 1973
"IF Teriniaal Guidance." and 2878 ot SepL 1974, "Tacticul SAR Expeinrts."
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target. DARPA apparently briefed this concept to Dr. Currie, then DDR&E, and obtained
his backing for it.1I
There had been related earlier efforts that caused the Services some hesitancy in
moving ahead rapidly with the DARPA program. The Army had several related ongoing
p'ograms going back to the MARS rocket project in the 1960s, abandoned because of the
number of missiles required in one-on-one engagements. By the mid 1970s the ongoing
Army prcgrams included the Lance modernization already mentioned; the MLRS launcher
for firing multiple rockets with unguided anti-materiel warheads; the Corps Support
Weapon System, a rocket intended to have TGSMs and related dispensing and seeker
technologies, then m:inly in exploratory development; the standoff target acquisition
system (SOTAS) helicopter radar, the ALARM MTI radar on the OV-I aircraft and other
ELINT systems; and an all source analysis tactical data fusion system. In the same time
frame the Air Force had an o:agoing wide area anti-armor muniticns (WAAM) project,
which included the WASP, a small, high velocity, air launched missile, and submunitions
such as the AVCO SKEET self-forging fragment munitic.n. For long range battlefield
surveillance, the Air Force was developing the high altitude TR-1, a succes-or to the U-2,
which wts to carry the UPD-SAR. Each service wanted, to the exte.-t possible, to have an
organic capability to undertake their respective missions, with the Army covering the near
battlefield and the Air Force doing deep interdiction, a separation of responsibilities dating
back to the "K"ev West" agreement of 1947. There was a degree of accepted
interdependence in operations, partly due to lack of capability of the systems. For
example, the Air Foxe's SAR had high resolution, but couldn't detect and track moving
targets very well, while SOTAS lacked resolution and range but was designed to track
close-in moving targets.
Despite early Service coolness, the new ASSAULT BREAKER program was
eventually supported by the A,-my, to the extent that MICOM became the DARPA agent for
the ground-based missile and TGSM work, recognizing its potenitial for going beyond
LANCE modernization. The Air Force Electmaic System Division (ESD), the agent for the
TAWDS (Tactical Air Warfare Direction System) radar development (eventually renamed
PAVE MOVER) also became an enthusiastic participant. For both these programs,
substantial "up front" DARPA funding was made available. The DoD approved

1 Discussion with J.Luquie, 609.
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continuation of the Service in-house development programs related to defeating the Soviet
second echelon attack, in eddition to ASSAULT BREAKER.
There was also provision in the early ASSAULT BPEAKER program for an airlaunched missile. This, however, met with resistance b. the Air Force's Eglin ASD group,
which had the WAAM responsibility. 12 The ASD group apparently did not like the idea of
an air-launched ballistic missile from tactical aircraft and preferred the idea of a cruise
missile which had a loiter capability, or an air-launched straight-in high velocity rocket
attack.

*

*

Both Services recognized that an attack on the tank top, which has thinner armor,
would have a better chance of success with a small munition delivering either a shaped
charge (requiring a direct hit) or a self-forging fragment (SFF) (fired from a distance). Both
Services, while recognizing the criticality of the anti-armor capability, also wanted a "mix
of weapons" to deal with the variety of targets that would be involved in a WP attack. 13

0

Despite the importance assigned by DoD to ASSAULT BREAKER, Congress did
not fully back the program, initially putting off funding for a year because of skepticism
about its management. However, DARPA went ahead, with a tight schedule and
apparently using available funds. 14 (A little earlier DARPA had provided for support of
effort on the BETA information fusion system. 15 Beginning somewhat earlier, also, the
DARPA anti-armor effort was acce!erated.16 The DARPA-AF PAVE MOVER program
also began in May of 1978.17 A terminal-guidance seeker program had also been going
on, including investigations of millimeter-wave seekers.1 8 )

12 J. Luquire, see footnote 6. Eglin, however, had the responsibility for setting up the ASSAULT
BREAKER missile tests.
13 See e.g., L.D. Buelow, et aL, "Antiarmor Survey and Evaluation," AFCMD/SA, Kirtland Air Force
Bane, February 1984, p. 3, "Summarizing Conclusions of the WAAM Anti-Armor study of the 19771980", and "Technologies for NATO's Follow-on Forces Attack Concept," OTA, 1986, for a list of
weapons miues in diffent "pa•cages."
14 DoD Authordizon Hearings for FY 1980, Committee on Armed Services, HOR, 96th Congress, 1st
Session, Research and Development, part 3, p. 913. A.O. 3628, of May 1978, ASSAULT
BREAKER.
15 A.O.'s 2367 of December 1972 and 3596, March 1978, BETA.
16 A.0. 3580, Anti-Armor, March 1978.
17 A.O. 3628, PAVEMOVER, May 1978.
18 A.O. 3146. March 1975.
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2.

The DARPA ASSAULT BREAKER Program

Because of the inter-service aspects and many interfaces, the ASSAULT
BREAKER program was managed directly by DARPA (and the Steering Group, which
was quite active). 19 There was no industrial integrating contractor. The management
scheme, devised by explicit decision for the ASSAULT BREAKER program, is shown in
Figure 5-2.
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__

_

LTDr.
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Dr. J.Martin
;r.R.Maore
Secretary

I.s Dr. R.

D PA

Lten T Mrs
J ESD

i Fire Cortrol Cntr
- Integration

V
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AIr-o-Surfae
Weapon

Wepon

"Will Include appropriate general officers.
Figure b-2.

Management Scheme for ASSAULT BREAKER Froject (Ref. 14)

The ASSAULT BREAKER concept is illustrated in Figu.- 5-3. The target is
detected and located b" 'a- airborne radar, operating at some standoff from the front line.
This information is pas.,2 to an "attack coordination center," also developed and built in
the project, to do processing of the radar data and "fusion" of this with information from

19 J. Luquire, discussion, 6/89.
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other sensors and other sources. 20 Since some of tlhe targets are mobile, a rapid decision
about the attack must be made at the coordination center. A ground based ballistic missile
was to be guided by its on inertial system until "acquired" and given a guidance update, if
needed, by PAVE MOVER. From this update point on, the missile trajectory is to be
controlled by PAVE MOVER, in coordinates relative to the aircraft. Such guidance would
enable the missile to reach a "basket" near the target area, where submunitions ax• released
to home on the targets. The submunition dispersal pattern could be controlled to some
extent to match the target distribution. Working backward from the characteristics of these
submunitions determined the dimensions of the "basket" in space and time, and thus the
guidance accuracy requirements. For fixed targets, the missile's own inertial system was
accurate enough to be relied on. The submunitions had to be able to "recognize" the target,
home in on it, and, depending on the munition, either hit the target (TGSM) or fire a
penetrating pellet against it (SKEET). Broadly, the ASSAULT BREAKER type of concept
had been discussed earlier, 21 but this was the first time it was actually assembled aid tried.
The ASSAULT BREAKER program had four phases. The first phase involved a
focussed efforn on the component technologies--verifying that they really were available
and that their performance estimates added up to a feasible overall concept." The second
phase involved te-iting most of the critical component technologies in parallel, and making
further developments as necessary. At least two contractors were involved in all the tests
and developments. Thus, there were two different approaches, by Hughes and Norden, to
the PAVE MOVER radar system and for the related ground processing stations; two
"missile bus" contractors, Martin Marietta for the Patriot (T16) and LTV for the Lance
(T22) missile; and two contractors, General Dynamics (TGSM) and AVCO (SKEET), for
the submunitions. 23 Submunitions components were tested individually, with emphasis on
the required dispensing and homing properties to accomplish the "end game."

20 The "fusion" was initially expected to be done in the BETA facility, but actually BETA was not used
in any of the ASSAULT BREAKER trials, w Chapter VI.
21 IDA Pq P-1062a Op.cit.
22 BDM Report, "Histowy of ASSAULT BREAKER," 1985.
23 Only a few tests of the kil! mechwnisms were conducted, apparently, partly because of the considerable

data available from previom effbots on SKEET and TGSMs.
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Figure 5-3.
ASSAULT BREAKER Concept for Standoff
Armored Forces Combines Pave Mover Targeting Radar Which
Surveys Forward Battle Area, a Ground-based Data Processing
Station Where Target Engagement is Established, Radar
Tracking of the Targets, and the Launching of Missile
Carriers. When Over Targets, a Carrier Dispenses SelfContained Submunitions to Make Multiple Kills 24
Submunitions dispensing was tested separately from the actual rnssile using wind
tunnels and high speed tracks, and homing properties were determined in "captive" flight
tests using helicopters and fixed facilities elevated above the targets. Much effort was
devoted to determining the cpatbility of the submunition seeker systems to discriminate
,,argets, specifically tanks, from infrared backgrounds such as would occur under battlefield conditions. Similarly, armor penetration was tested off-line so that other system
testing could be done with inert munitions. Both the General Dynamics TGSM and AVCO
SKEET qualified successfully in these trials. In the PAVE MOVER radar program Hughes
and Norden both succeeded in developing and demonstrating radars capable of accurately
locating and tracking targets, and "interleaving" tht SAR and MTI tmrget acquisition modes
of the radars as well as their ability to acquire a missile and guide its flight. However, the

24 BDM Repot History of ASSAULT BREAKER, 1985. This figure is an unclassified excerpt from
t classified report.
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software for the radars and ground stations apparently proved more extensive and complex
than first estimated, causing some delay in the overall program.

In the third phase gradually more complex degrees of system integration were
tested. Missile flight tests were conducted, first with inertial guidance only: the T-16 used

a Stellar-sight gyro update and the T-22 used an Army-developed optical laser gyro. Later,
radar guidance, ground and airborne, was used to steer the missile. Both missiles qualified
successfully, achieving the desired accuracies. After this, tests were made including
integration of the submunitions with the missile, along with increased complexity in the
command signals directing the time, location, and characteristics of submunitions release.
Finally, in the last phase of the program, tests of the combined airborne radar-missilesubmunitions systems were conducted against some tank targets at White Sands. The final
tests (which involved a ground-based radfr simulating the PAVE MOVER) in late 1982 had
several failures; but in the last test five General Dynamics TGSMs made five direct hits,
one on each tank in a pattern of five stationary tanks. The SKEETs, however, did not
achieve any hits in these final tests.

•

A schedule of some of the different phases of ASSAULT BREAKER is shown in
Figure 5-4, and the success record in Figure 5-5. The final tests, while successful,
unfortunately did not include all features desired, partly for lack of sufficient funding.25
Nevertheless, it seems generally agreed that the major technological features of an
ASSAULT BREAKER capability had been demonstrated by the DARPA program. Proof
of concept was established and a decision could have been made to enter full scale
engineering development if the Services had adopted ASSAULT BREAKER as a system.

0

0

3.
SlThe

0

Transition

transition from proof of principle to operating systems has a complicated
history, however. OSD set up the follow-on JTACMS (Joint Tactical Missile System)
program with the Air Force and Army in 1982-83, while the Air Force and the Army
continued separately with the PAVE MOVER and SOTAS radars. Despite this and
continued encouragement by Congress for a closely integrated program, the Services did
not react quickly. The JTACMS concept required the Army to be operationally dependent

0
25 j. Luquire. discussion, 6/89. Most of the government funding, at this step, was from the Services.
Also the industrial group involved put up substantial amounts of their own funding for the final tes,.
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on the Air Force to a greater degree than before, which took a while to work oUt. 26 After a
review by an ad hoc Defense Science Board panel SOTAS was cancelled and PAVE
MOVER was transformed into the Joint Surveillance and Target Acquisition Radar System
(JSTARS), with the U.S. Air Force as lead Service. A 21 March 1983 memorandum from
James P. Wade, Jr., the principal deputy USDR&E, to OSD, the JCS, Service R&D chiefs
and relevant CINCs outlined the grouping of JSTARS, JTACMS, Joint Tactical Fusion,
Ground Attack Coordination Center and the Tacit Rainbow radar-homing, loitering missile
for attacking ground-based air defenses into a constellation of programs designed to attack
enemy forces deep behind the close combat zone.Y Afterward, the Office of Conventional
Initiatives was established in OUSDRE to oversee Service follow-through on the integrated
program, initially under James M. Tegnelia, who became Director of DARPA's Tactical
Technology Office in 1982. In a Memorandum of Agreement of May 22, 1984, Gen. John
Wickham, Jr., and Gen. Charles Gabriel, respecively Army and Air Force Chiefs of Staff,
agreed, among other things, that the Army would build a ground launched [ballistic]
missile system and the Air Force would build an air launched [cruise) missile system under
the JTACMS program, and tha the Army and the Air Force would support and work
together on a single JSTARS platform, to be operated by the Air Force in such a way as to
provide dedicated support of ground commander requirements.
Also during the ASSAULT BREAKER period there were a number of NATO
studies of the problem of meetiqg the second and other follow-on echelons of a WP attack
deep on the WP side of the battle front, to keep the follow-on forces from overwhelming
and breaking through NATO's front-line defense. Objections by some of the Europeans to

the concept centered on their concern that attention and resources drawn to follow-on forces
attack (FOFA) would detract from NATO's ability to me-et the WP attack at the front.
There was also some skepticism to the effect that "high technology" approaches to the
FOFA problem would fail in battle, and a parallel concern that, if such an approach were
adopted by NATO, then Europe would have to "buy U.S." to create the forces. 28 Gen.
Bernard Rogers. then SACEUR, was aware of the ASSAULT BREAKER results and was

26 Hearings, DoD Authorization for FY 1986, Committee on Armed Services, U.e. Senate, 99th
Congress, 1st Session, part 4, Tacical Program, p. 1668.
27 Discussion in Nov. 1989, with Mr. Loren Larson. Director. Conventional Initiatives, ')DR&E.
28 A list of pertinent NATO (and other) FOFA studies is given in "New Technology for NATO."
Congress of the U.S., Office of Technology Assessment, 1987, p. 218. See, also, U.S. Congress,
Office of Technology Assessment, Technologies for NATO's Follow-On-ForcesAttack Concept.
Special Report OTA-ISC-312, p. 18.
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encouraged by them to persist in his FOFA concept. 29 The concept has since become
accepted as one of SHAPE's "critical military areas of warfare" that, along with such areas
as air superiority and close combat, are deemed essential to defeating a Soviet attack on
NATO.
The major parts of the ASSAULT BREAKER concept have persisted in the Air
Force and Army programs to date, although they are not viewed as a single, integrated
system. The Army and Air Force do not accept the FOFA concept per se as part of their
doctrines, which are centered, respectively, around the air-land battle and deep interdiction.
Systems built for these purposes are agreed between the Services and SHAPE to be
consistent with the FOFA concept, and the doctrinal issue rests there.

The airborne, multimode radar for surveillance of the deep battlefield continued in
the JSTARS program, possibly because RADC had become an internal advocate for the
program. There was, early in the program, an argument about which aircraft would carry
PAVE MOVER: the high altitude TR-I, a lower altitude aircraft like the Army OV-I
carrying the SAR-MTI battlefield detection system, or a modified transport type aircraft.
After the ASSAULT BREAKER tests, the radar contractors felt that it would be desirable
to have as much processing power as possible in the aircraft, which pointed to the C-18
(now E-SA) modified Boeing 707 aircraft for JSTARS. Explicit agreements between
Generals Wickham and Gabriel on 11 May and 11 June 1984, following their initial
agreement in principle, designated the C-18 as the sole JSTARS platform. The C-18 with
JSTARS had its first test flight in early 1989.30 Apparently a new JSTARS radar has been
built by Grumman-Melbourne (formerly Norden) with approximately 1.7 million lines of
software code, but it has been suffering delays. 3 ' Perhaps for this reason JSTARS now
seems to have evolved mainly into a battlefield surveillance and target acquisition radar,
with the more complex missile guidance problem, involving coordinate transformations,
put off for the future. The Army has operators in the C- 18 and responsibility for the
JSTARS ground terminals.
The missile heritage of ASSAULT BREAKER initially involved the joint Army-Air
Force effort to arrive at a ground and air-launched missile with maximal commonality,
through JTACMS. Congrese. further directed that the T-16 and T-22 missiles be
29 See, e.g., Gen. Bernard Roger: "Folow-on Forces Attack (FOFA): Myths and Realities," NATO

Review, V-32, No. 6, Dec. 1984.
30 Aroed Force- loyal Inernatrional,VoL 126, #7, p. 34, Feb. 1989.

31 "JISTARS Slips a Year," C31Repot March 21, 1988.
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investigated for JTACMS, which caused some difficulty in aeticulating a concept suitable
for Air Force operations. 32 The tactical Air Force moved toward a cruise missile with loiter
capability for a variety of interdiction missions, and JTACMS became ATACMSQ,
predominantly an Army program invohing the T-22 Lance variant used in the ASSAULT
BREAKER tests, which is to be launched from the Army's MLRS (Multiple Launch
Rocket System) launcher. The first conventional warheads for ATACMS will use the
APAM (anti-personnel, anti-materiel) munition, with a TGSM for direct tank attack
relegated to a later Block II stage. The TGSM development was slowed by a combination
of bureaucratic and technical delays, which involved inter-Service disagreements over
jurisdiction and preferred technical approach (IR or mm-wave guidance), and insufficient
attention on the part of the technical community to keeping "smart" submunition costs
down. As a consequence, the initial implementation will probably use the SKEET or
similar self-forging fragment approach, with a true TGSM appearing in the mid-to late
1990s. However, as a general matter, ATACMS seems fully funded as an Army
acquisition program.
While the original standoff battle concept involved development and use of the
BETA "fusion" system, the ASSAULT BREAKER ground station for tactical missile
control and radar data processing was built separately from BETA. However the DoD joint
tactical fusion system is in part an outgrowth of BETA and is planned to incorporate the
information from JSTARS.
A number of option packages being considered incorporate JSTARS and
ATACMS-type technologies in NATO FOFA forces; almost all approaches rely on the Joint

Task Force (JTF) concept. These studies have mentioned, in particular, concerns about the
sirvivability of the surveillance aircraft. Germany apparently has serious (largely nontechnical) reservations about the ATACMS. They have consistently expressed concerns
about proposals and plans for ballistic missiles, which might also be fired deep into Soviet
rear areas, for fear of initiating a tactical nuclear war on German territory. France (not in
NATO's military command) has also undertaken development of a helicopter radar system
similar to SOTAS, named ORCHIDEE, for close-in battlefield surveillance, and the United
Kingdom is developing a longer range ASTOR radar surveillance system.
While not directly involved with JSTARS or ATACMS, DARPA efforts continue

on such related technologies as HALE (high altitude long endurance) platfoims with radars
32 Sente Authodizadon Hearinp for 1985, estinmy of Gem. Russ, USAF, p. 1815.
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and on-board intelligent processing systems; on infrared IR seeker technologies; and on
advanced long range cruie missile technologies.
C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
The basic concept of ASSAULT BREAKER was apparently discussed in several
studies and proposals in the mid-1970s. DARPA and the Services were developing most
of the needed technologies, and DARPA was working with the Air Force's ESD
(Electronic System Division) to develop the needed surveillance SAR-MTI radar. The DSB
Summer Study of 1976 found the essential technologies available and made the
recommendation that they be put together and demonstrated. Key inputs to the DSB study
on the missile side were made by industry, an IDA/WSEG study of "target engagement,"
and the DARPA-AF TAWDS work, which indicated that the real-time targeting and missile
guidance updates might be feasible. DSB noted that the concept required an unprecedented
degree of inter-service cooperation.
Under DoD-arranged ertraordinary "Steering" and "Executive Committees,"
DARPA was given the program management responsibility without assistance of any
industrial "integrator." While the DARPA objective was to develop a prototype, not a
system to be fielded, there was some disappointment in OSD and DARPA at the end that
the Services did not react more quickly to the demonsration that th concept could be made
to work, and that they did not fully accept the integrated system concept However, many
Service doctrinal principles were being challnged, so this should not have been surprising.
An extraordinary combination of technologies had to be tested, and some had to be
developed in a very compressed time schedule. Of all of them, the most serious major
hitch seems to have occured in the radar development, which has been described by some
as perhaps the most complex ever undertaken by the United States. The software
development, in particular, seems to have been underestimated. Adding to the
complications of the multimode radars computational system was the need to deal with
coordinate systems relative to the aircraft and the missile inertial systems with ground
reference. These problems caused about a 1-year slippage in the program, not
inappropriate for a highly experimental program; the progressively more complex
"integrated" tests had a mixed record.
The original ambitious concept of linking BETA and CELT to ASSAULT
BREAKER was abandoned along the way, and these other projects have had independent
5-17

development histories. BETA and CELT, individually, have impacted related Service
33
programs.
The second technical area where progress was slower than it might have been was

in the guided submunition development; this occurred for reasons already described. The
final, successful attack of five out of five tanks was a clear demonstration, however, that
the essential ASSAULT BREAKER-type technologies could be made to work. The
somewhat simplified conditions for this test were probably all that could have been
arranged with the funds and in the time schedule followed. The initial feasibility study had
probably been carried far enough to warrant initiation of serious Service system
development efforts had the Services been of a mind to do so.
From a detached perspective one might say that despite this success, at the present
time the Services are following the lines set out before ASSAULT BREAKER. By this
reasoning, ATACMS can be considered the follow-on Lance II, with a conventional
warhead. The Army still has its OV-1 SLAR. The Air Force still has its surveillance
ASARS in the TR-1 system underway, with the E-8A for augmentation. And, the Air

Force has not adopted any ATACMS ballistic-type air-launched missile, but has returned to
its original notions of a standoff cruise missile and a high velocity missile. Nevertheless,
ASSAULT BREAKER seems to have led, as the DSB predicted, to a new, if limited,
degree of interdependency and cooperation between the Services via the E-8A. NATO has
adopted a deep-attack concept (FOFA) and system description that includes many elements
of ASSAULT BREAKER, and the U.S. Services consider their deep attack-related
systems compatible with the NATO FOFA concepts. The Service delay in responding to
ASSAULT BREAKER was due partly to the required adjustment in operational concepts,
and partly due to caution about the support requirements for a new and complex system.
Their cooperation has yet to be worked out and tested "full up," including a joint command
and control sy3tem. The ASSAULT BREAKER experience was, however, one of the
motivations for DoD to set up a special office for conventional initiatives to encourage and
ensure such inmer-Serviz cooperation.
The ASSAULT BREAKER impact, therefore, has been seen in a major legacy of
hardware (JSTARS and ATACMS), in significant developments in Service and NATO

33 BETA ri1d CELT e topics of seprate chaptem in this repor
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operational cooperation, and in DoD organization. Thus in the FY 1986 Senate Armed
Services Committee hearing, LTG Wagner of the Army stated, about JSTARS:34
We signed an agreement wili the Air Force. They are going to develop the
radar and we are going to develop the ground station. For the first time they
have signed an agreement with the Army that will give us dedicated support

for the Corps commander. We never had that before. We feel confident we
can depend on the Air Force to do that job.
ASSAULT BREAKER's success has affected all discussion, in the United States
and abroad, of the possibilities for dealing with WP attacks with smaller size forces 35 than
those of the Pact. The resulting concepts and systems could persist as safeguards against
sudden massing of Soviet forces in Eastern Europe, should a serious crisis arise after a
conventional force reduction agreement there.
DARPA outlays for ASSAULT BREAKER and related previous studies from
project records appear to have been about $155 milion; for PAVE MOVER and TAWDS,
about $50 million. The Services spent, through FY 1984, nearly $200 million on
corresponding programs. The anticipated outlays for ATACMS and JSTARS, together,
36
approach $10 billion, exclusive of NATO expenditures.

34 1986 Senate Armed Services Hearing, p. 1668.
35

Ibid."

36 Ibid., p. 1669.
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VI.

A.

BETA

BRIEF OVERVIEW
The DARPA-Joint Services BETA (Battlefield Exploitation and Target Acquisition)

project demonstrated the feasibility of a state of the art, computei'-based tactical data fusion
system capab!e of dealing, in near real-time, with the _nformation load of the modem
battlefield. A BETA testbed remains in operational use today as LOCE (Limited
Operational Capability Europe), a European command asset providing intelligence support
to thn TJ*.S. Army and Air For :e, and to other NATO forces. BETA has also been a testbed
to gain experience and a training aid for the Army and Air Force components of the Joint
Tactical Fusion System. now under devclopmeni, and for the planned NATO BICES
tactical intelligence fusion system.
*

B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

In the mid-1970s many new airborne surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities
were under development. The joint DARPA/Army/Air Force BETA program originated in
the mid-1970s and grew in part out of Service efforts to corTelate and exploit all
information sources on the future battlefield. 1 The results of these efforts indicated that the
ta-get-dense battlefield on the European Theater would generate a flood of data, which
could not be adequately evaluated by intelligence analysts in a timely way to assist
operational commands. In part, also, the stringent requirements for accurate targeting of
precision guided munitions, expected to be used in ASSAULT BREAKER to deal with
FOFA, provided a challenge to the capability of computer and display systems which were
2
emerging at about the same time, many from DARPA programs.

1Discussioni with Dr. P. Dickinson, 10/89.
2 L. Bruce James and M. Cox. "Viewing and Targeting Enemy Second Echelon Formations," in Journal

of Defe6e Research, Vol. 10 #2,September 1978, p.79 (class.fed article). Unclassified excerpts have
been made from this and other classified ardcles cited.
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In the mid-1970s also, DARPA's Tactical Technology Office ('TRO) funded studies
indicating that such a battlefield information correlation "testbed" was feasible, and might
be developed into a militarily useful product at an affordable cost. These studies led to a
DARPA proposal that a demonstration fusion system be constructed in the European
Thepster. This proposal, however, was not well received, at first, by the Services. 3 Several
WSEG studies and a DSB Summer Study in 1976 pointed out that the Army and
"orce
should have a common info-,ational picture of the battlefield to deal with FOFA, and
recommended that available ;chnologies be integrated into a testbed for operational
evaluation and training. 4 In response, Dr. Perry, then Under Secretary of Defense
Research & Engineering (USDR&E), set up the joint Services BETA project in 1977 with
ARPA funding and technical direction, with the stated objective of demonstrating feasibility
of automated co,'tlation of sensor data for target acquisition and battle management. 5
BETA was, initially, conceptually linked with ASSAULT BREAKER, an essential element
to deal with FOFA.
Because of BETA's perceived importance to NATO, Dr. Perry set up a special
program management scheme for BETA similar to that of ASSAULT BREAKER. In this
approach DARPA managed the program through the Army, and reported to a steering
committee, which in turn reported to Dr. Perry. A fast-paced program was set up
beginning in early 1978,6 (see Fig. 6-2) in order that BZi'A could pai.cipate in a large
NATO exercise fi 1981.
The BETA scenario envisaged was that of an extended battlefield including,
perhaps, several hundred thousand "elements of interest" all under surveillance by a
number of different sensor systems belonging to the Army and Air Force. It was intended
that the BETA fusion cen,- r should be able., in near real-time, to filter, correlate, and
aggregate all available information from these elements in order to accurately identify,
locate, and report on a much smaller number, perhaps thousands, of "high interest"
potential targets. 7 BETA was designed to exploit existing sensor systems, and was to
combine data from these sensors in such a way as to extract the most information possible
3
4

H. Federh,,e.

BETA Program:A History, IDA Memorandum

Report M-56, 1984 (CLASSIFIED),

DSB (1976) Summer Study on Conventional Counterforce Against a Pact Attack. 1977

(CLASSIFIED).

5 H. Federhen "BETA," (UNCLASSIFIED), Proceedings of AIAA-NASA-DARPA (CLASSIFIED)
Confereance on Smart Sensors, November 1978, paper # 29.
6

AO 3596 of 3/8, BETA.

7 FL Federhen, "BETA" p. 29-3.
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from them without interfering with the primary users of the information. BETA was to
disseminate this information in formats that would be tailored to different users in the Army
and the Air Force. A variety of sensors could be invc,i ,ed, including imaging systems,
radars, and emitter locators, each of which required a diff'.rent type of processing. Some
of the sensors, such as CELT (Coherent Emitter Location Testbed), would be ablte to
generate digital data suitable for direct insertion into BETA's computer processing, and
some required human intervention. 8 Based on a study of several battlefield scenarios, an
initial selectIon was made of sensors to provide inputs to the processors in the BETA
correlation centers (CORCENs). Later the number of sensors was limited. Each sensor
was to have a t dored BETA interface module (RIM) which was to operate, as far as

*

possible, without interfering with the other primary users of the sensor. Each BIM would
do some preliminary data filtering and reformatting appropriate for communication to the
preliminary data processors in the CORCEN. 9 In these processors, each data message
would be check ed for errors and further filtered, separated into individual reports, and sent
on to the appropriate "user" terminals or to processors in other CORCENs. Figure 6-1
illustrates the flow of events in BETA.' 0 Different types of correlation, some with nearly
current information and some using previously existing data bases, were to be routinely
performed, and some could be done remotely when queried by operators using interactive
terminals. Each operator terminal possessed an appreciable fraction of the CORCEN
processing capability, and could communicate inquiries, through the CORCEN Control,
back to the individual sensors through their command posts.
Because it was to be a testbed, BETA was planned to be constructed using
commercially available computer hardware and available military and commercial
communications lines, including AUTODIN and voice circuits. However, some BETA
elements, notably terminals, turned out to be one of a kind, and in the end the project
appeared to have stressed the state of the art of several types of computer hardware and
display systems. It was assumed at the outset that available software could be used for
BETA communications, data "fusion," and data base management. It was also expected
that BETA would be able to accommodate more CORCENs, sensors, and operators

8 CELT is discussed in Chapter XXXII of this Volume.

*

I.

9

"History of ASSAULT BREAKER," unclassified chapter on BETA in BDM Draft Report. 1985
(CLASSIFIED).
10 Ibid.
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without software changes. However, major software development eventually prove:;.
necessary, which caused some truncation of BETA functions and overall program delay.";

Sensor
SPlatform

1

JOther
PlatformCORCIENS
AREA COMMUNICATIONS

enications
Sensor Im

Figure 6-1.

.

Major BETA Components by Function

The first two BETA systems were produced by TRW and in 1981 were given to
Army and Air Force tactical operations training units for evaluation. This was timely
because in 1980 Congress had mandated that the Army and Air Force should consolidate
efforts to automate intelligence fusion, starting what later became the Joint Tactical Fusion
Program. Generally, the Services' evaluations were positive, but a number of deficiencies

11 BDM, "History of ASSAULT BREAKER." See also J. Tegnelia, et al., "History of ASSAULT
BREAKER, and Related Projects," Journalof Defense Research, 1984 (classified article) Vol. 16 #4,
1984, p. 277.
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were identifired, particularly by the Air Force test group. However, these deficiencies had
been known to exist beforehand and most could be traced to lack of funding 12
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BETA Project Schedule

12 A somewhat negative GAO report appeared in 1981, while these developmentally oriented evaluations
were at an early stage.
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These two BETA systems, apparently, were used by the Army and Air Force
through 1987 as test beds for their respective ASAS and ENSCE projects in the Joint
Tactical Fusion Program. 13 A third BETA system was constructed at TRW out of available
parts used for software tests. This syste.n was to have been sent to Europe for further
evaluation and operational training in 198'. NATO exercises. However, because a "dry
run" demonstration before the steering committee was only partly successful, and
expectations had been built up in NATO, the BETA program was extended for 4 months,
and BETA was not available for the NATO exercise. With this additional effort, however,
a successful demonstration was held before Service and NATO representatives in 1981,
using input tapes containing data from the missed NATO exercise. 14 This BETA was
eventually placed in Europe with the set-up shown in Figure 6-3. The European BETA
underwent two further extensive evaluations in 1984, by the Army and Air Force.1 5 A
number of problems were identified in these evaluations: the European BETA system
found difficulties with multilevel security, particularly with NATO interfaces: the Air Force
evaluation found delays in responding to queries: and "lockup" of the system occurred
under certain circumstances.

In response, BETA operations in Europe were further

limited, but overall "availability" rcmained relatively high. Today the European BETA
apparently interfaces with only a few sensors, rather than the larger number planned, and
16
uses only a fraction of its computer capabilities.
Nevertheless, this BETA system, now renamed Limited Operational CapabilityEurope (LOCE) and operated main!y by the Air Force, provides the only automated data
fusion system capability now available in Europe. LOCE appears to be often used as a
communications facility rather than for information fusion. It also functions as a training
device for the U.S. Joint Tactical Fusion Program and as a testbed for design of the
planned follow-on NATO Battlefield Information Collection and Exploitation System
(BICES). 17 In 1985 testimony, LTG Wagner of the Army stated: 18

13
14
15
16
17

Assessment of TacticalData Systems, IDA Report R-326, p. 244 (CLASSIFIED).
These tapes apparently involved some exercise data and some data from Army simulations.
J. Tegnelia, op. cit. gives some results of these evaluations which were, on the whole, satisfactory.
Discussion with P. Dickinson, 10/89.
"Intelligence Fusion System Planning Project: Lessons Learned From Development and Fielding of
TLAC, BETA, and ITEP," JPL, 1984 (CLASSIFIED).
18 DoD Authorization Hearing for FY 1986, Committee on Armed Forces, U.S. Senate, 99th Congress,
1st Session, Part 4, Tactical Programs, p. 1787-8.
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I would like to emphasize that LOCE is a European Command asset and, as
such, provides intelligence support to Army users as well as Air Force users
in that theater. Although LOCE is significantly less capable than the Army
All Source Analysis System (ASAS) and the Air Force Enemy Situation
Correlation Element (ENSCE), the fusion systems now under development
within the Joint Tactical Fusion Program, it is performing a valuable service
in support of our forces in Europe, while providing useful feedback to the
development process for ASAS/ENSCE. Exsqpt for LOCE, the Army has
no true fusion system.
ASAS and ENSCE, the Army and Air Force elements of the Joint Tactical Fusion
(JTF) Program are current developmental programs which were set up by Congressional
directive in 1980. These JTF developments have used BETA systems as testbeds and for
training, and profited from BETA experience in Europe, but have differences in design due
to their operation at "system high" security levels. The Services' JTF programs have
experienced technical problems, mostly software, cost over-runs, and l-ck of test
specifications to meet DoD approval. 19 ASAS is developing in evolutionary modules and,
while under procurement by the Army as of early 1990 for limited capability
configurations, is not expected to be available in time to match the IOC of JSTARS, with
which it was hoped to work. One ASAS module has served the Korean U.S. Army's
Command as a fusion facility. ENSCE funding apparently has been withdrawn by the Air
Force as of early 1990.20
BETA's most extensive influence may have been on the NATO BICES which is
now being developed to interface with the C31 systems of all NATO countries. BICES
specifications have been worked out using the LOCE BETA testbed. Development of
BICES was begun with a consortium of approximately 200 engineers from European
companies in 1985 and is funded by NATO. BICES is initially planned to be a testbed,
like BETA, but will be more complex, interfacing with several NATO countries' C 3!
systems and more closely tailored to NATO requirements. 21 JTF will have to interface
with BICES, and LOCE is regarded as the JTF support element for that purpose.
C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
BETA was a DARPA initiative toward a demonstration "fusion" center for the
European theater. This proposal, apparently, was not well received initially by the Array or
19 See cy., ASAS, "From Confusion to Fusion," by James Rawles, Defense Electronics, Oct. 1989,
p. 105H; and OT&E report for FY 1988, DoD, p. 104.
26 Jane's,DMS Market Intelligence Report. 1990, "Joint Tactical Fusion Program."
21 Jane's,DMS Market Intelligence Report. 1989, for "BICES." L. Bruce James, JDR.
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*

Air Force.22 However, the urgency of the FOFA problem overtook events. After DARPA
had conducted studies indicating BETA feasibility, the DSB recommended a go-ahead and
DDR&E set up a joint program in which DARPA had funding and technical
responsibilities. Apparently there was no development with the same scope, in the Service
programs, at that time.
According to a JPL 1984 review of lessons learned pertinent to the JTF program,
the BETA project underestimated the computer and software capability required, was late,
delivered less capability than o.liginally estimated, and ran over budget. 23 Its scope was

10

apparently changed in midstreram to accommodate NATO users, which caused problems in
multilevel security. 24 The original BETA motif, however, was to serve NATO, which
would seem to have made such problems inevitable. In its operational tests firm
specifications were not set early enough. Although tight coupling to users was prescribed
from the beginning, users were apparently not consulted nor adequately instructed in order
to operme the equipment with confidence. Also, BETA provided a "quantum jump" ;n
informati';1.t: capability to analysts, which bas required some time for the intelligence
system to digest.2

-•BETA

*

has performet, its function successfully as a research testbed, introducing the
Services and NATO to a new level of intelligence capability, and assisting in the working
out of specifications for systems such as BICES, the planned NATO tactical data fusion
system. BETA remains also a useful, if limited, operational capability in the European
command ar-a.
BETA's influence on the development of the U.S. Joint Tactical Fusion Program
has been real but appears to have been limited, due largely to multilevel security problems.
ASAS and ENSCE, the Army and Air Force elements of the Joint Tactical Fusion program,
partly grew out of previous Service intelligence fusion efforts. These programs seem also
to have had significant software problems.26 ENSCE, in fact, seems to have been deferred

22 H. Federhen, "BETA," 1978.

23 "Intelligence Fusion System Planning Project," JPL, 1984.
•

Iil !0

24 Federhen, ibid. and JPL, ib;d.
25 JPL. ibid.
26 Rawles, "From Confusion to Fusion,. 1989.
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indefinitely by the Air Force, and while ASAS is in procurement, its IOC has slipped to
1993.27
While criticized by some as "over ambitious," in his 1984 review article J. Tegnelia
characterizes BETA and ASSAULT BREAKER as research programs which were
successful technologically and well worth pursuing in view of their technolcgical impact.
He pointed out, however, that such technological success does not necessarily lead to
implementation, due in part to follow-on management difficulties. Rucognizing this,
DDR&E established the Office of Conventional Initiatives. This anagement actioni can
also be credited, in part, to BETA and ASSAULT BREAKER.
From project records, DAP, A outlays for BETA seem to have beer. about $9
million. Total DoD funding was $56 million. Present BICES plans :or devel'pn-.nt
funding have been estimated at about one-half billion in 1998. ASAS an'd ENSCE costs
are difficult to estimate but various reports indicate these will be considerably higher than
28
$2 billion.

27 Jane's DMS Market IntelligenceReport 1990, "Joint Tactical Fusion Program," p. 4.

28 Government Computer News, Vol. V-7, June 10, 1988, "2.6 billion Systems to Merge Secret
Battlefield Information," and "House Action Joint Tactical Fusion," Aerospace Daily, August 24,
1989, Vol. 151, # 37.
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A.

*

CELT

BRIEF OVERVIEW

The joint Service-DARPA CELT (Coherent Emitter Location Testbed) was the first
automatic, near real-time system for precision location of communications emitters. CELT
successfully demonstrated its capability in NATO exercises in 1978-80. CELT technology
has influenced the design of Air Force PLSS-ELS systems and the Army improved
airborne GUARDRAIL system.

0

B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

The origins of CELT go back to the 1960s, when efforts were made to use airborne
systems to locate enemy communications emitters during the Vietnam War, and to even
earlier efforts in ECCM.1 In the early 1970s the expectation was that the European
battlefield would involve distances from location systems to targets far greater than those in
Vietnam, and would require rapid formation of much sharper beams than those possible on
single-aircraft intercept systems. In the mid-1970s, the Air Force RADC and DARPA's
Tactical Technology Office (TTO) began a joint effort toward an Emitter Location System
(ELS) which used long baseline multiple time difference of arrival (TDOA) and differential
doppler (DD) appoaches to locate communications emitters. 2 The RADC group involved
in ELS was also responsible for development of the Precision Location Strke System
(PLSS), dedicated to location of pulsed emitters, to which ELS was to add a
communications emitter location capability. 3 Communications emissions, however, were
characteristically narrowband in frequency spectra, generally withou~t the sharp time

See e.g., "Genesis and Evolution of TOA Concepts," Harry Davis, (classified article) in Journal of
Defense Research. Vol. 5B, #1, Spring 1973, p. 1. Unclassified excerpts have been made from this and

other classified references.
2

Cf., "Techniques to Precisely Locate Non-Pulsed Emitter." L.O. Taylor, et al., Journal of Defense
Research, Vol. 5B, #4, 1973, p. 350 (CLASSIFIED).

3

AO 3126 of l?75 CELT.
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reference points provided by pulsed radar-type emissions, so that cross correlations of
4
intercepts over sufficiently long signal samples were required.
The CELT concept involved communications-navigation links between several
aircraft similar to that for the PLSS (Fig. 7-1), which also was to includc an ELS system.
ELS required precise navigation data and used for this purpose ground-based distance

measurement equipment (DME) and inertial systems in the aircraft, together with accurate
frequency reference data. Digitized encrypted data from the aircraft were transmitted in a
high-speed data link to a ground processing station such as BETA, where the major part of
the processing was to be done, together with other command, control, and intelligence
functions. Figure 7-2 illustrates the flow of events in CELT.

Figure 7-1.

PLSS Real-Time Information on Emitting Targets

(From Hearing beforQ Senate Committee on Armed Services, 1st Session,
March 1984, p. 1735)

4

See e.g., "COMTOA: Precision Location of Continuous Emitters," by S. Stein, Journal of Defense
Research. 5B, #2, Summer 1973, p. 146, (CL.ASSIFJED article). This and other earlier work had been
funded by RADC.
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Figure 7-2. Real-Time Data Flow
The Army soon joined DARPA and the Air Force in efforts to develop a mini-ELS
system for use on small RPVs, also being developed in the early 1970s, and several flight
tests were made of different versions of the ELS. 5 While these early systems did not
possess a real-time location capability, the test results indicated the feasibility of accurate
location of any type of electromagnetic emitter, narrow or broadband.
In 1978, spurred by the increased appreciation of the threat of massive Soviet
"follow-on forces attack" (FOFA), DARPA's TrO undertook initiatives toward precision
location data fusion, and multiple target attack, in the BETA and ASSAULT BREAKER

5

RPV's are discussed in Chapter XXVIII, of Volume I.
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programs. 6 The ELS project (renamed CELT) was now aimed at developing a new
generation of technology for the real-time, automatic location and classification of the many
communications emitters expected on the European battlefie!d, with the accuracy required
for targeting by standoff weapons. 7 Due to the urgency associated with the FOFA
problem, CELT had an accelerated schedule, in order to be able to participate in the NATO
REFORGER exercises to take place in late (calendar) 1980. Since CELT was envisaged to
provide a key digital, real-time input to the BETA tactical fusion system, (also under
development by TTO to meet the same NATO exercise szhedule) special efforts were made
to configure a BETA interface for CELT.
CELTs schedule had three phases.8 The first phase, in the 1979-80 time period,
involved system design, construction and integration. The second phase took place in the
Spring of 1980 and featured evaluations and demonstrations of the CELT air and ground
systems, and check-out of the interface with the BETA testbed then at the Army's Fort
Huachuca. A "CELT enhancement system" developed independently by IBM (the prime
contractor) was added to CELT in this phase. This enhancement system provided
"templates" that related the individual emitters located by CELT to the larger "force
elements" through which they could assist in assessing the attack and assigning target
priorities.
In its final phase CELT was sent to the European Theater in the early fall of 1980
and participated in NATO's REFORGER exercise that year. While it was possible to
analyze only part of the data from CELT in this exercise, apparently a large number of
emitters were located and many high value targets identified, along with a significant
fraction of the related force elements. Unfortunately, BETA was not available to participate
in this exercise and link with the (ET input.9
After its REFORGER involvement, further quasiopcrational tests of CELT were
conducted in the European Theater in the early 1980s. 10 While quite successful overall,

6

ASSAULT BREAKER and BETA are discussed respectively in Chapter V and VI of Volume II.

7

"Coherent Emitter Location Testhed," RADC TR-81-246, Vols. I-IlI, December 1981. Unclassified
chapter ia Fir.al Report, IBM Corp., by J.R. Stovali (CLASSIFIED).
John N. Entzminger, et al., "Emitter Location and Identification Technology for Precision Strike,"
Journal of Defense Research, 78-2, p. 65 This classified article also describes the early history of

8

TDOA systems.
9

Later, taped recording of CELT and other inputs were used to test BETA. See Chapter VI. on BETA,

in this volume.
10 Stovall, op. cit.
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*

and providing a new level of information on battlefield activity and targeting, these and the
previous tests of CELT indicated several problems, one of the most important of which
was due to outside electromagnetic interference affecting data links which had been
"borrowed" from available Army DIME (Distance Measurement Equipment) radiolocation
systems.
CELT technology also was to have been included in the tactical Air Force's PLSSELS system. However, PLSS was cancelled in 1986--costs were cited as the reison--after
production of one complete system which was installed in TR 1 aircraft. 11 CELT
technology has also been incorporated into one of the planned improvements in the Army's
GUARDRAIL system, the IBM CH.AALS (communications high accuracy airborne
location system), to provide a high-precision emitier location option when multiple aircraft
are involved.
C.

12

OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS

The development of CELT had origins in the Vietnam War era. DARPA
involvement in CELT began as a joint effort with the Air Force RADC to augment the Air
Force's PLSS system capability by locating nonpulsed emitters. An acceleration of the
project was motivated by the urgency expressed by the DoD to deal with the emitter
'location problem of a European FOFA battlefield environment, with its corresponding
requirement for rapid and accurate location of a large number of potential targets and
identification of enemy formations.
CELT was initially envisaged by DARPA as part of an overall approach to the
FOFA problem, together with BETA and ASSAULT BREAKER. However, all these
projects had short time schedules because of the urgency of the FOFA problem, and all the
40

pieces were never put together. Despite this, the DARPA CELT, BETA, and ASSAULT
BREAKER projects have had, individually, considerable impact.
CELT achieved its major goal of a successful trial under NATO exercise conditions,
and its technology was incorporated in the IBM CHAALS, which has been included in
plans for the Army's improved GUARDRAIL system. CELT also contributed to the Air
Force's PLSS-ELS, which was cancelled by the Air Force in 1986 for stated reasons of
economy after one t,'st system was constructed.
Jlane's DMS Injo Service. 1989, "PLSS." op. cit.
12 Ibid.
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CZLT expenditures by DARPA were about $11 million. PLSS expenditures to the
time of cancellation were apparently about $500 million? 3 Expenditures for the Army's
GUARDRAML systems, including aircraft, have been about $350 millio.i through FY 90.14

13 Ibid.

14 Expt'ndiune. to 1984 wer mentioned in Hearing before the Committee on Armed Services, U.S.
Senate, 98th Congress, Ist Session, March 1984, p. 1735. From FY 84 on, see Jane's ibid.
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VIII.

ARMOR/ANTI-ARMOR

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW
DARPA has had a long history of work on the problems of penetrating hardened
vehicles with projectiles. In ARPA's early DEFENDER program, research on kill of
ICBM RVs by hypervelocity pellets contributed to robust RV designs. From the 1960s
and into the mid-1980s DARPA pursued a variety of programs in the areas of armor and
penetration research. Under Project AGILE lightweight armor was developed and used on
helicopters in Vietnam. Initial work was begun on several advanced concepts for armor
penetration, including kinetic energy and chemical energy projectiles, and electromagnetic
approaches to projectile acceleration. Through the 1970s some of these efforts were
focused on the HIMAG/HSVT-L light armored vehicle programs, which incorporated an
automatic cannon firing an advanced kinetic energy round.1 A workshop Eponsored by
DARPA in 1973 for the express purpose of creating "a renaissance in conventional
weapons technology" had several significant outputs. One was an analytical theory, based
on some of the earlier work on RV sun,ivability, high modeling velocity material
penetration mechanics, which provided a systematic basis for the DARPA program, in
contrast to what had been previously a largely empirical design process. In particular this
theory demonstrated the value of ceramic materials for lighter weight armor. This approach
suggested, when combined with other data, that Soviet armor design was much more
advanced than the United States had thought, and it assisted the DoD in its decision
regarding q larger caliber of gun for the M-1 tank. DARPA efforts during the late 1970s
and into the early 1980s continued through several modest programs on penetrators
(shaped charges, rod penetrators) armor, and rail guns.
During the latter period, growing concerns about the implications of Soviet tank and
armored fighting vehicle modernization culminated in a Summer Study by the Defense
Science Board in 1985. The Board concluded that the United States faced a problem in the

l

Chapter XXVII, Volume I of this study.
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area that was "approaching a matte: of national urgency."' 2 Subsequently, with a.1
assignment by the Secretary of Defense via the Undersecretary of Defense (Research ard
Engineering), DARPA made a major new commitment, with an ini5, funding level cf $U-2
million in 1986 to the armor/antiarmor area. This new program fundamentally broadened
and redirected DARPA's research in both penetration technologies and armor. The new
program's management was shared by DARPA, the Army, and the USMC. Innovatics
made by this program included: involvement of the Department of Energy laboratories and
of industry as major players; establishment of a 'Red Team activity to pose threat challenges
to the program; and competitive shootoffs in specific technical areas as alternative
approaches were developed. The joint DARPA, Army, Marine Corps armor/anti-armor
program has involved financial commitments of nearly $400 million, of which
approximately one-third was for armor, one-third for anti-armor, and the remaining onethird for activities that could contribute to both efforts. The program involved a 5-year
DARPA commitment through Fiscal 1990, and has led to important advances in chemical
energy and kinetic energy munitions, armor design, and electromagnetic gun technology.
B. TECHNICAL HISTORY
1.

History up to 1980

DARPA has had a continuing interest in problems of penetration mechanics since its
incepticii. The interest was pursued in a variety of related programs which ultimately
converged in the armor/anti-armor program. Initially, the ARPA effort was aimed at
achieving non-nuclear, impact kill of reentry vehicles under project DEFENDER. Under
this effort, explosively driven pellets at speeds greater than 5 km/sec delivered more than
15 megajoules in lethality demonstrations. 3 While these early investigations were mainly
for new terminal anti-missile defense systems, 4 related efforts were undertaken to Select

2

3

4

Defense Science Board, "Armor/Anti-Armor Competition," October 1985, (CLASSIFIED)
p. v, 1983 Summer Study. Statement unclassified, quoted in the record of a meeting on "Worldwide
Developments in Armor/Anti-Armor" held by Technology Training Corp., Washington DC., Jan. 2324, 1989.
Statement of Dr. R. Sproull, ARPA director, before House Defense Appropriation Subcommittee for
FY 1965. A.O. 6, of 5/58, included tasks for a broad study of such kill mechanisms, as did A.O. 39.
The concepts then investigated included long rod penetrators. A.O.s 70 and 71 were for hypervelocity
impact investigation at NRL and BRL.
A.O. 90 of 5/59. NASA and the Air Force also had some related work, going back to the mid 1950s,
concerned with hypervelocity impact of meteorites on space vehicles. See, e.g., Proceedings of the. 2nd
Hypervelocity and Impact Efforts Symposium, Dec. 1957, at NRL.
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materials and designs for reentry vehicles (RVs), and to estimate hypervelocity impact
effect on survivability of RVs. 5 Some of this ARPA work continued until the DEFENDER
project was transferred to the Army in 1967 and the related penetration aid program was
transferred to the Air Force. The analytical work on the physics of penetration under this
program later became an important basis for DARPA's anti-armor work in the mid-I970s.
In the early 1960s, under project AGILE, an ARPA-funded effort was devoted to
developing lightweight armor for personnel and helicopters. 6 About this time ARPA began
to support related work by Wilkins and others at the AEC's Livermore Laboratory on
approaches to lightweight armor involving ceramics. 7 Together with standoff multiple
aluminum armor arrays to make bullets tumble, ceramic armor configurations for aircrew
vests were produced that were able to stop the tumbling nrojectiles. 8 The results of this
work were used extensively in Vietnam to protect helicopter pilots from small arms fire.
In the late 1960s "Chobham Armour" was developed in the United Kingdom and
was used in new UK tanks beginning in the early 1970s. This armor was provided to the
U.S. Army's Ballistic Research Laboratory under a M.O.U. A little later, a derivative
"special armor" was developed by the U.S. Army's laboratories and is now used in the M1
tank. 9
In 1972, ARPA undertook a joint program with the Army to develop a high velocity
rapid fire 75--mm automatic cannon firing an advanced "kinetic energy" penetrator. This
gun was incorporated into the High Maneuverability Gun (HIMAG) and the High
Survivability Vehicle Technology (Light) (HSTV/L) test beds, in a program aimed at
exploring the possible advantages of agility on the battlefield. These efforts led to a
demonstration armored fighting vehicle system incorporating the 75-mm, high-rate of fire
gun. While this vehicle was not adopted for Service use, it contributed to Army and
especially Marine Corps Light Armored Vehicle technology.10 Other DARPA work in the

5
6
7
8
9
10

A.O. 149, "Hypervelocity Kill Mechanisms."
Discussion with R. Moore, 4/6/90. A.O.s 294 and 359 for nonmetallic composite armor, both in
1962.
A.O. 469 of 4/63. A later A.0. 980 of 1/67 was explicitly for a "Lightweight Armor Research
Program." Some of the results are summarized in "Lightweight Armor Research Program," by M.L.
Wilkins, et al., Journalof Defense Research, Volume 1B, #4, 1969, p. 321, (classified article).
A.O. 2554 of 7/73, "Armor Arrays."
R. Eichelberger, "The Evolution of Tank Armor," Journal of Defense Research, 79-1, 1979,
p. 116 (CLASSIFIED).
This program, the HIMAG/HSTV/L, is described in Chapter XXVII of Vol. 1of this history.
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late 1970s and early 1980s on tactical armor penetration included designs for a prototype
Tank-Launched Guided Projectile; the Tank-Breaker anti-tank guided missile; 11 and the
Assault Breaker system for attacking armored follow-on (second attack echelon) forces. 12
In coordination with these efforts, in 1974 K. Kresa and Robert Moore, the
Director and Deputy Director, respectively, of the ARPA Tactical Technology Office,
arranged a workshop on tactical systems and technology at the Naval Undersea Systems
Center. According to Moore, this workshop specifically aimed to create "a renaissance in
conventional weapons technology and research," an area that had been viewed as
stagnating in the arsenal system., 3 The objectives of this workshop were (1) to heighten
industry involvement in tactical systems technology development, (2) to generate new
tactical technology ideas, and (3) to go back to fundamentals to find a more efficient way to
design new armor and penetrators. Available methods for such design were based on
empirical rules or involved complex but limited and often expensive computer codes.
Several areas of new ARPA-supported work were stimulated by this workshop.
One such area was the development of a simplified analytical theory of penetration by C.
Donaldson of the Aeronautical Research Associates of lhinceton (ARAP), which could also
be embodied in an inexpensive computer code, relating the physical properties of the armor
and projectile material to the penetration phenomenology. This theory was an extension of
earlier work by Donaldson on effect of hypervelocity impact of rain droplets on
survivability of RVs. Moore notes that he explicitly brought Donaldson under contract
because of this earlier work and Moore's strong feeling that such an analytical approach
made the mechanics of penetration more understandable and was necessary to counter the
"empiricism" of the Army research. "People had forgotten the fundamental physics work
that had been done (.n problems of penetration." Moore said.14 Donaldson's theory
characterized the armor material by two, and in many cases one, integral dissipative
parameter that could be determined by exe.riments. ARAP carried out such experiments in
the mid-1970s for a number of materials and experimental armor configurations. 15 This
11
12
13
14
15

Ibid., Chapter XXVI.
Chapter V of Volume II of this study.
Discussion with R. Moore, 4/6/90.
Ibid.
The ARAP theory and some experiemental results are presented in: R. Contiliano and Coleman
Donaldson, "The Development of a Theory fob' the Design of Lightweight Armor," AFFDL TR-77144, Aeronautical Research Associates of Princeton, Princeton, NJ., Nov. 1977. Some of the ARAP
work on lightweight armor was also supported by the Air Force.
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ARAP work suggested a more economical and efficient approach to armor and pene t rator
designs, notably for lightweight, confined ceramic armor and had considerable impact on
the ARPA program at the time. However, it met initially with considerable skepticism from
those involved in the Army and the Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA,
subsequently the Department of Energy) laboratories.
In the late 1970s the ARAP analytical models were applied at the request of
R. Moore, then Assistant DDR&E for land warfare, to assist in deciding the required
caliber of gun for the M-1. The issue was whether the United States' 105-mm gun with an
advanced kinetic energy munition or either of the 120-mm guns available from the UK or
the FRG should be used, in the M-1.1 6 A related investigation of the open literature,
instigated by Moore, revealed that the Soviets had developed a similar approach to the
armor penetration problem.17 This, plus the gun characteristics attributed to the recently
fielded (mid-1970s) Soviet T72 tank, indicated that the U.S. tanks might be more
vulnerable than previously thought, and probably should have a larger gun than previously
planned; both were matters of deep concern to DARPA, the Secretary of the Army, and the
Secretary of Defense.
Another outcome of the 1974 workshop was the initiation by DARPA of an effort
toward improving shaped charge rounds. 18 The use of new liner materials and shaped
charge geometries apparently demonstrated important new levels of capability. Later R&D
developments along these lines were applied in TANK BREAKER and torpedo
warheads. 19 The ERDA national laboratories took a prominent part in this effort. A
conrelated materials program was initiated in the late 1970s, working toward low cost
20
armor and improved penetrator materials.

16 Discussions with R. Moore, 12/89 and 4/6/90. Moore emphasizes that he had earlier discerned Soviet
involvement in ceramics for armor based on their avid interest in Wilken's research. He used this
information to develop a revised "threat" against which to evaluate the M-1 gun requirement using
ARAP's models. The result, which he presented to Dr. Currie, the DDR&E, was that nothing under a
120-mm gun would be adequate.
17 See e.g., Soviet Kinetic Energy Penetrators,Joseph E. Backofen and Larry W. Williams, Batelle
Report, 1979, p.2 2 .
18 Discussion with R. Moore, 4/6/90.
19 Ibid., and AOs 4161 and 4470.
20 Cf., e.g., AOs 3964 for light weight armor and AO 3979 for particulate reinforced aluminum.
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2.

History of the 1980s
In the early 1980s concerns contiried to be raised about the lead that the Soviet

Union was believed to have again gained over the United States in armor design and tanks
with their larger (125-mm) gi::1.. It was also known that the Soviet Union was fielding
improved tanks and armored fighting vehicles at a higher rpie than the U. S. (Fig. 8-1).
Some of the Soviet tanks, in particular the T-80, were believel to have new armors at least
as strong as those in the new U. S. M-1 tank. Moreover, the T-80's gun was a larger
caliber than that of the long-barrelled guns used in most United States M-60 tanks, and was
larger than thdt planned at the time for the M- 1. Soviet tanks were also being outfitted with
reactive armor appliques that would make it even more difficult for shapy d-charge,
2
chemical..enc-_y wa ".earlsto da.-magc or destroy the tanks. 1
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Tanks showns are both new models and major modifications. O'her systems are new models only.

Figure 8-1. New and Modified U.S. and USSR Armored Systems by IOC
Date, 1960-1985. From: The FY 1987 Department of Defense Program for
Research and Development; Statement by the Under Secretary of Defense,
Research and Engineering, to the 99th Congress Second Session, 1986,
p. IV-4.

Reflecting these concerns, in 7982 DARPA began an extended Arnor/Anti-Armor
Research and Technology Program, and the Services also accelerated a number of
21 The concept of reactive armor had been investigated for a long time but apparently not funded before the
1970s. Cf., Eichelberger, ibid., p. 117.
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substantial anti-armor programs. During this same period, NATO was adopting Follow-on
Forces Attack concept and the United States was further refining Air-Land Battle doctrine.
These doctrines called for holding Soviet armored force advances at the forward edge of the
battle area (FEBA) while their second and third echelons, essential for breakthrough,
would be severely damaged or destroyed through interdiction. However, doing this meant
introducing "new technologies producing more accurate and lethal weapons systems
22
expanding the possible scope of such ac:ion and making new options available."
(DARPA's ASSAULT BREAKER progranm was one of the efforts intended for this
purpose.)
By the mid 1980s, the Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering),
Donald Hicks, was also concerned, by the mid-1980s, about the slower rate of U.S.
armored forces' modernization compared with that of the Soviet Union. All these growing
concerns, which were emphasized by theti in an -xchange of correspondence at the highest
levels of government in the United States and the United Kingdom, led the USDR1E to
assign the problem to the Defense Science Board, which examined it in a 1985 Sul, .;.er
Study.23 The DSB report confirmed that theie was reason to be concerned, saying that the
U.S. lag behind the Soviets in the area was "approaching a matter of national urgency."
Recommendations made by the DSB to remedy the situation included: advancing
utrmor/anti-armor technology and systems, and changing how DoD conducted R&D,
planning and acquisition of systems in this area. However, some feel the DSB ignored the
earlier successful DARPA work.24
The Under Secretary said, in his February 1986 annual report to Congress: "The
Soviet modernization [of armored forces] directly challenges past U.S. qualitative
superiority in ground combat forces." The Under Secretary's report further argued that:
"Rapid introduction of more effective weapon systems and munitions using emerging

22 Michael Moodie, "The Dreadful Fury," Praeger, New York, 1989,:!. 31.
23 The FY 1987 Departmentof Deferse Programfor Research andDevelopment. Department of Defense,
(UNCLASSIFIED), February 18, 1986, p. IV-3. See, also, footnote 2 of this Chapter.
24 Discussion with R. Moore, 4/6/90. The DSB report Appendix on modeling iecommended that both
simplified, semi-empirical, and complex computer hydrocode approaches be followed in the DoD
Armor-AntiArmor program. This appendix noted that the former had been the path largely followed by
industry, and the latter by the Government and DOE laboratories. It also noted that the industrial efforts
h~d been often in competition with those of the government laboratories. DSB, ibid., Appendix D
(UNCLASSIFIED). Apparently this happened in the case of ARAP which while first to meet new
materials specifications in the early 1980s, nevertheless lost the competition to Livermore. Discussion
with C. Donaldson, 5/90.
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technologies will L.- necessary to regain the past U.S. qualitative advantage." 25 The Under
Secretary agreed with the DSB recommendations that the Secretary of Defense should
assign DARPA the responsibility to undertake a new coordinated program to remedy the
situation. 26
3.

Structure of the New Joint Armor/Anti-Armor Program 27
In a new joint armor/antiarmor program DARPA hoped to further implement the

idea, which had been in the background of the 1974 tactical technology workshop, of
increasing industry participation in an area tmat had been almost the exclusive province of
the government laboratory system. DARPA's top management also regarded it as
important, in the interest of early application of results, to involve the Services in the
expanded program as early as possible. 28 DARPA designed a program, developed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Services, and proceeded expeditiously to
bring industry into the program outline in Figure 8-2.2
An MOU with the A.rm.y and Marine Corps committed all parties to a joint
armor/anti-armor technology program of major financial proportions through 1990; nearly
$400 million was to be spent in the time period (Table 1). The available data suggest that
the DARPA contribution amounts to between a quarter and a half of the amount in the joint
program. 30 [There are additional relevant Service and DARPA technology programs,
riotincluded in this program, that increase the total contribution of each to the overall
problem solution. 31] The three parties farther agreed that the program might be extended

25 The FY 1987 Departmentof Defense Programfor Rcsearch and Development. p. xiii.

26 There had been some criticism of excessive proliferation and lack of coordination of the substantial
Service efforts in the area, totalling nearly $1 billion in FY 81-83. For example. cf. "Anti-Armor
Survey and Evaluation, Feb. 1984," DAS-TR-84-3, HQ AFSC, 1987.
27 Based on unclassified extracts from DoD 1989 Antiarmor Munitions Master Plan, September 1989
(CLASSIFIED).

28 Discussion with R. Moore, 4/16/90. One effect of the early multiagency nature of the program was
the rearrangement of the work among various performers as new contracts were let. In the process
some of those who had contributed to DARPA's earlier efforts were not included in the new program.
29 At the early stages of the program, however, technical goals were no, clearly delineated. Discussion

with R. Gogolewski, 3/90.
30 E.g., A.O.s 5868 and 5882 of 6/86. 5937 of 7/86 total nearly 80 million; there were many other
A.O.s.
31 Loder, R. K., (AMC),

Unclassified data from "DOD Armor and Antiarmor Technology Base

Program," Jourral of Defense Research, Special Issue on Annor/Antiarmor, SECRET/NOFORN, in
pulica;ion, 1990.
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through 1992 after an ,-SD assessment of its status and progress as of 1990. Ii was also
decided at DARPA's urging, subsequent to the MOU, that Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) would act as Independent Technical Advisor, doing some of the work
and letting contracts to other performers.
Table 8-1.

Joint Armor Anti-Armor Program Budget (in $ Millions)

FY86

FY87

4.9

10.3

KE WH

2.2

Armor

Project

FY88

FY89

FY90

9.3

12.7

11.0

8.9

8.1

17.2

15.0

3.6

8.%

12.1

10.6

16.0

Veh Surv

3.5

4.5

8.0

8.5

14.0

int &Trms

1.2

1.6

1.2

3.4

10.0

Red Des

1.0

3.1

11.4

13.0

5.9

ATAC

3.0

16.2

10.2

15.8

15.0

SPT

0.3

4.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

12.0

9.6

8.6

4.7

3.7

NUNN

0.0

0.0

15.0

12.0

10.0

Total

31.7

66.5

83.9

97.9

100.6

CEWH

*Tech Base

I

j

Under the MOU, direction of the armor/anti-zrmor program was assigned to an
Executive Committee consisting of representatives of the Army, the Marine Corps, OSD,
and DARPA; the Committee is co-chaired by DARPA and the Army. This group provides
program direction to DAPPA, which is implemented through contracts with industry, the
Department of Energy, and universities. The DARPA Tactical Technology Office has had
the lead in prosecuting the program, and a Joint Program Office a! DARPA, with strong
Army and Marine Corps participation, has managed it. The management process has been
important to the transfer of results to the Services and will be explained here.
A major objective of the DARPA/Army/Marine Corps program has been to build a
capability in industry to analyze, design, and test armor/anti-armor mechanisms and
systems. In a specific research area, work is carried out by all participants toward a
common goal--for example, the design of a lightweight armor system capable of defeatinj. a
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given set of kinetic energy and shaped-charge penetrators. At the end of each cycle ,4f
competition, the designs are evaluated in a shoot-off, and a contrazt could be awarded to
adapt the winning concept to a specific application. Following each shoot-off, a new cycle
of competition is initiated using updated threat or evaluation criteria.
The organization of the program is shown in Figure 8-3. An important program
feature is the independent Red Design Bureau, headed by Battelle Mechanical
Technologies, Columbus Laboratories, which produces suitable simulators of Soviet
equipment for use in the shoot-offs. The Advanced Technology Assessment Center
(ATAC), located at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, plans and conducts the shoot-offs
and also takes part in the competitive evaluations.

0

0

The Joint Program Office (JPO) provides administration and day-to-day oversight
of the program. This office includes personnel from DARPA, the Army, and the Marine
Corps. The Executive Steering Committee provides "strategic" guidance to the program.
This group is assisted by the Intelligence Steering Committee and the Independent
Assessmer.t Group. The Independent Assessment Group is made up of representatives of
the Army and Marine Corps test and evaluation community, and provides an independent
assessment of new technologies and selected test procedures to the Executive Steering
Committee.
4.

0

Areas of Investigation Under the New Program 3 2

The penetration investigations were divided into chemical energy and kinetic energy
approaches to defeating tank armor. The armor program is aimed at improvements in
protection for both heavy tanks and light armoreA vehicles. Other parts of the program
were aimed at defeating incoming attack before actual contact with the vehicles, and have
been intended eventually to incorporate pioneering technological results in weapons and
platforms.

32 The program achievements ;itzd in the following sections are taken from Siegrist, D., BDM Corp.,
unclassified briefing charts on the accomplishments to da;e (as of 1989) of the armor/anti-armnr joint

program. unless otherwise noted.
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33
a. Chemical Energy

Two of the questions posed to the teams concerned with chemical energy weapons
for Phase I of the program were:
Can a 10-pound HEAT warhead greater than 81 mm but less than 150 mm in
diameter of any design defeat projected FST II armor in direct attack, ,r is a
tailored trajectory necessary? If it cannot, what is the minimum diameter and
weight?
Can an effective top-attack submunition be retrofitted to existing delivery
systems that will defeat projected applique armor on the T-72 and T-80?
The results obtained in response to the first question established the warhead
paameters and tradeoffs for ATGM systems, and are being applied to systems such as the
AAWS-M and AAWS-H. The second question concerns tradeoffs for short overflight
shaped charges and explosively formed penetritors. The competing systems were
evaluated in a shoot-off that beg.n in May 1988. In addition, a large body of data is
available from test firings done by each of the contractor teams. Storage of this information
in an automated central data base for future reference is underway.
The three industrial teams competing in the chemical energy warhead area have
different areas of emphasis, as shown in Table 8-2. A fourth area consists of several
industrial efforts to address unconventional, high-payoff chemical energy warhead
approaches in Phase 11 of the program. In addition, a technology support team headed by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has performed work of general interest
to the industrial teams, such as the development of advanced explosives and improved liner
materials, and itivestigations of some novel shaped-charge concepts. This team serves a
basic research function for support of the overall effort; it does no. compete with the
industrial teams.
In 1988, warhead technologies for both direct and indirect fire weapons were
successfully demonstrated against interim threat targets. However, ai [he end of Phase I
developments, new intelligence information for the year 2000 + led to newly defined threat
targets, starting new cycle in the armor-antiarmor historical pattern. Targets reflecting
substantially higher levels of difficulty were used in the May 1988 shoot-offs. While these
higher threat levels made the problem more difficult than had been anticipated, several

33 DoD 1989 Antiarmor MunitionsMaster Plan(CLASSIFIED).
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shaped-charge and explosively formed penetrator-based warhead designs were successful,

although larger warhead diameters were requized. The industrial competitive shoot-off led
to a focus on technology gaps in warhead systems for the next armor/anti-armor cycle.
These are being addressed by the program through design iterations for which testing
began in the second quarter of FY89, as an extension of Phase I efforts. It is planned that
warhead technologies demonstrated thus far be transferred through specific programs for
warhead upgrades.
Table 8-2.

CE Program Structure (From Ref. 33)
AAWS-M

Heavy

(41-4-)

(6".7")

0

0

J Submunitions
Top Attack

Direct Fire
Projectile

UNCONVENnONAL0
Competitive
Industrial
Team*2

Teom n1

04T-

0

-'--

Teami 3
Advanced
Technology
Support Team

LLNL and Others

*uMajor

Emnphasis

0

- Seconday Empha1si

Phase II of the chemical energy warhead program, which began during FY89, has
the aim of enhancing the robustness of the maturing technologies, development of nearterm warhead solutions, and cultivation of unconventional far-term, high-payoff chemical
energy warhead technologies. By FY90 and FY91, it is expected that additional warhead
technologies with potential application not only to the above mentioned systems, but also to
HELLFIRE, FOG-M and AAWS-M, will be demonstrated and readied for FSD.
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34
b. Kinetic Energy

The major thrusts of the kinetic energy penetrator program are the following: to
increase total penetration through the use of segmented rods, new materials, and novel
penetrator concepts; to increase projectile velocities, particularly for longer ranges; and to
improve projectile accuracy, either through reduced ballistic dispersion or through the use
of guided rounds.
Because of uncertainties regarding the penetration mechanics and target interaction
of novel penetrator concepts, the initial efforts in the kinetic energy penetrators program are
parametric investigations to compile a database of various impactor materials attacking a
variety of target types over a wide range of velocities (Table 8-3), in order to provide the
background for the formulation and experimental evaluation of advanced penetrator
concepts.
Table 8-3.

Projectile/Target Matrix of Hypervelocity Impact Investigations
Targets

Projectiles
Rods
of
Different
Materials

RHA

Ceramic

Spaced

Reactive

x

x

x

x

x

xxx

X

x

x

X

Rod

x

x

x

X

Tubulw

x

x

x

Ceramics

x

x

x

"Grease Gun"

x

x

Scaled
International
Range Targets

Segmented
Rods
Sheathed
Rods

Jackhammer

x

The X-Rod program has been initiated in the Joint Program to demonstrate kinetic
energy munitions suitable for firing from a 120-mm tank cannon and capable of defeating
projected Soviet tank frontal armors at extended ranges. These concepts involve

34 Ibid.
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propulsion outside the gun tbe (for example, rocket or ramjet-assisted) and some form of
guidance or accuracy enhancement. Competitive industrial teams have been formed and
Phase i component development woik,- well u,.uu..w... A ....
for
FY91, after which development for the i2O-mm application could begin, followed by 105mm development.
w=

Additional work in the area of anti-armor gun systems is also being pursued in a
related program, the Electromagnetic Gun Technology Demonstration program, designed to
demonstrate maturity of launcher and projectile technologies for weapon development. 35
Projectile velocity upward of 5 km/sec are being sought. A portion of this program is
funded by the DARPA JPO; funding is also provided by the Balanced Technology Initiative
and th. Strategic Defense Initiative. Three distinct technology approaches have been
pursued: an electromagnetic railgun, an electromagnetic coilgun, and an electrothermal
gun. Projectile development for this effort focuses on high velocity and draws on results
obtained in the kinetic energy projectile parametric examination described above.
Demonstration hardware is planned for a maximum energy output of 9 megajoules. An
anti-armor system based on any of the three approaches is estimated to require an energy
output in the neighborhood of 18 to 25 megajoules.
c. Armor
The results of the armor program Fare expected to be incorporated into improvements
of existing tank and armored combat vehicic, designs, and into new vehicle designs such as
the Army's new Armored Family of Vehicles. Two industrial teams are competing in each
area. The four contractors were evaiuated initially at a shootoff in late 1988. Cooperation
with other NATO countries is also being established as part of this program.
Both the light and the hieavy armor progr:tms enhance protection levels through
innovative geometries, next generation armor appliques, and advanced ceramics.
Materials, advanced manufa'turing techniques, and improved approaches to design of
materials through improved computer m,>:els of the material-penetrator interactions are all
part of this program.

35 E.g., A.O. 5882 of 6/86.
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C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
ARPA's early, non-nuclear impact kill experiments resulted in robust designs of
RV nose cones and indicated feasibility of mechanisms that form part of the database for
the SDI program. The ARPA AGILE work on light armor led to applications for personnel
and helicopter protection in Vietnam.
Moreover, DARPA's early work from the DEFENDER and AGILE programs
pointed toward the directions for solving a number of fundamental questions about
penetration mechanics. Near the end of the Vietnam War DARPA involved industry in this
area, charging it from an almost exclusive government laboratory preserve. A new,
simplified approach to armor penetration mechanics emerged, derived from the earlier work
on RVs. This approach provided a theoretical basis for a systematic efficient and economic
sense of experiments that _monstrated the value of lighter weight confined ceramic
armaors.

This work, together with other data, pointed to
the possibility th#-at the Soviet Union
was already using such armors, placing them ahead of the United States in tank design; the
work impacted later lightweight armor designs and assisted DoD decisions favoring an
increase in gun caliber for the M-1 tank. An attempt to integrate many of these advances
with other technology in HIMAG/HSTV/L was overtaken by threat advances in heavy
armor. However, another result of this DARPA initiative was the involvement of the Los
Alamos and Livermore Laboratories in efforts t-, improvd shaped-charge warheads.
Converging concerns in the United States and NATO about a growing Soviet lead
in armor capability were reinforced by the DARPA-supported work on penetration
mechanics, and by the observation of more frequent Soviet fielding of new tank and
infantry combat vehicle designs. The implication of a growing U.S./NATO disadvantage in
armored systems and forces was confirmed and reinforced in a DSB study undertaken as a
consequence of the concerns. This, together with a lack of focus among Service programs
in the area, led the Secretary of Defense to ask DARPA to undertake a new joint armor/antiarmor program. The DARPA program, with responsibility for conducting a coordinated
program, represents a relatively new approach to ensuring Service adoption of DARPA
program outputs. Since it is still on-going it is impossible to assess this program's impact.
Preliminary indications are that parts of the new program are making substantial
contributions to addressing the concerns raised by the Defense Science Board.
Developing new analytical tools and creating the Red Design Bureau at Battelle are
widely acclaimed successes of the new program. The recent Program-sponsored projects
8-17

at Department of Energy laboratories that are developing complex, multidimensional
36
computer models are seen as substantially advancing the armor design process.
Additionally, the new program modified existing special diagnostic capabilities resident in
Department of Energy laboratories to improve the design process for kinetic and chemical
energy warheads. The Red Design Bureau's efforts to forecast potential Soviet armor
design advances, and then to build prototypes of those designs, have gone a long way
toward implementing the Defense Science Board's recommendation to define future Soviet
threats in more imaginative ways.
There have also been a number of specific technical successes in the recent
program, including many advances in shaped charge design that greatly enhance their
penetrating power, even against reactive armor, advances in kinetic energy rounds
including validation of segmented-rod penetration theory; boosted kinetic energy rounds of
greatly enhanced performance, and demonstration of a 3.4 km/f c tactical bullet; and
37
progress in the areas of armors, electromagnetic guns and anti :mor mine warfare.
While these accomplishments may be regarded by some as evolutionary, the results have
increased U.S. capability both to penetrate armor and to afford protection against
penetration. For example, armor material concepts developed in the new armor/antiarmnor
program were the competitive winners for the Block U1armored vehicle upgrade program,
and several chemical energy warhead designs have been accepted for application by the
U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM).
DARPA leadership of the recent program has also led to the introduction of a
number of valuable management features. The initial DARPA hope of involving industry
in the technology-base aspects of this national problem in an important way has been
realized. The use of Los Alamos in an integration-oriented role is helping to tie the entire
program together. The time to transfer useful results to the Services appears to have been
reduced by virtue of Service participation in the joint program and the Joint Program
Office. The use of competitive shootoffs between new capabilities in specific technical
areas as they were developed has increased the chances that the results will be sturdy to
new threat developments.

36 Rurik K.Loder, op. cit.
37 Siegrist, D., BDM Corp., unclassified briefinig charts on the accomplishments to date of the
armor/antiarmor joint progran.
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Some DARPA participants have expressed disappointment that more couldn't be
done in the new program. In particular, the time from conception of an idea to contract to
results has tended to be longer than desired. Also, some of the desired technical parts of
the recent program--work in integrating all of the results in demonstration vehicles,
reminiscent of HIMAG/HSTVL, for example--have been given up. Some believe that
technical impetus may have been lost because some participants in the earlier efforts we-..
not involved in the new program, and that some earlier contributions seem to have been
ignored at the new program's inception.
Overall, in managing this program DARPA has fulfilled one of its important roles,
that of facilitating a rapid approach to an important national problem where our technical
capability was lagging. To do this, DARPA drew on a long background of involvement in
relevant technology matters. A final score sheet will obviously have to await the
completion of the program and the outcomes of the Service utilization of the results.
DARPA outlays in the armor-antiarmor area, from available records, were about
$100 million up to 1985. The subsequent program budget has been somewhat larger. The
technology from this DARPA effort has impacted a wide variety of defense systems
involving armor, guns, warheads, and penetrators, programs totalling several biiiion
dollars.
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SURVEILLANCE
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IX. IR SURVEILLANCE:

A.

4

TEAL RUBY/IHCAMP

BRIEF OVERVIEW

ARPA had early involvement in satellite infrared (IR) surveillance technology and,
later, in development of IF. imaging for the Vietnam war. In 1975 DARPA began to push
the state of the art in IR focal plane array staring imager technology, and commenced the
Teal Ruly program to constru(.6 a satellite capable of near real-time IR detection of strategic
and tactical aircraft. Under Teal Ruby very large space qualified focal plane arrays were
successfully pToduced hL a fraction of previous ccsts per image pixel, along with larger
long life cryocoolers, and large. lightweight optics. To assist design of Teal Roby
processing algorithms. H-IICAMP, an aircraft-based background measurement programi
produced the major IR data base now available for satellite systems for aircraft detection.
After a numler of management problems, cost over runs, and aelays, the planned Teal
Ruby launch via the space Shuttle was postponed and later cancelled by Congress. The
Teal Ruby satellite is now in storage.
B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

1.

Background

From its earliest days ARPA was involved in infrared surveillance technology. As
part of its broad space assignment ARPA briefly took over responsibility for the Air Force
(AF) MIDAS, infrared sate'lite program for ICBM detection and early warning. ARPA
changed the Air Force 1171 surveilhance satellite program to make MIDAS a separate
satellite. 1 Some in ARPA/IDA also had further concerns abo-it the MIDAS IR system but,
these had little effect on MIDAS which was then well along toward launch. 2 When
MIDAS was found to have excessive false alarms it was cancelled, - id DoD gave ARPA
an 18 month assignment to dete-.ine whether there were fundamcital problems which

1
2

Ri'hard J. Barber History of the Advanced Research ProjectAgency. 1958-75, 1976, p. IV- I I and 12.
H. York, ihe first ARPA Chief Scientist, states that "the Air Force (satellite) programs were approved
essentially as they stood." in Making Weapons, Talking Peace, Basic Books 1987, p. 145.
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would not allow any IR missile warning system to ",vork. ARPA responded with project
TABSTONE, which made many high accuracy measurements of of missile propellant
radiation, atmospheric transmission, and of the background seen from high altitude
sensors. 3 TABSTONE was completed in 18 months as assigned, and its results raised
DoD confidence that satellite IR surveillance of ICBM launches could indeed be practical.
Subsequently the Air Force undertook several satelliie R&D progr.ms toward an IR ICBM
surveillance system, culminating in the launch of the satellite early warning system (,1D3P)
in the early 1970s.
Under project DEFENDER ARPA also supported IR measurements of ICBM
reentry in project PRESS, and in project AMOS constructed an IR telescope for precision
1R imaging of space objects and stellar backgrounds for measurement of IR transmission
by the atmosphere. 4 AMOS was also a testbed for some later infrared detection arrays.
The Vietnam War provided a major impetus for development and production of
infrared imaging systems, in the late 196Gs and early 1970s. ARPA funded many of the
developments in this period, along with the Services. By the early 1970s it was clear that
there was a fast-growing demand for IR imaging systems for use in the field, but the costs
of these systems were high. A concerted DoD effort, with Army lead, was set up in 1973
toward a "common module" approach to construction of infrared sensor systems, in order
to bring costs down and facilitate i.roduction. 5 Part r." the basis of the common module
effort was an ass amption that something of a plateau hu been reached in the early to mid
1970s in several key ingredient technologies, detectors including 1-D (1-dimensional)
arrays of up to 180 detectors, cryogenrrc coolers and custom integrated circuits.6
This platmau assumption was useful for "freezing" some of the technology for the
mass-production efforts that followed, but the large funding base also aliow:d several
developments to continue, including construction of early 2D!focal plane arrays (FPA) with
7
around 103 detectors, with charge cupled device readout systems in the back of the,FPA.

3 TABSTONE isdescribed inChapter VII of Volume I of this report.
4 AMOS isdescribed in Ciapter X of Volume i and PRESS in Chapter I of this volume.
5 ARPA funded one of the earliest La.mpts toward simplification of IR imaging sensor design, at
Honeywell. Discussion with R. Ennulat 4/88.
6 Commor. Module--Overview and Perspective, by W.A. Craven, Jr., Proc. IRIS Infrared Imaging,
Specialty Group Meeting, 1986., Vol. 1,p. 9.
7 Common Mod"le FLIR impact -P Technology Development, by J. Stephens, Proc. IRIS Imaging
Specialty Greup Meenng, 1986, p. 32, and chapter on Improved Surveillance, by L.Fraser, in Army
Contro" Specificaidon, Eds. K. T. Spies, et at., Pergamon, 1986, p. 179.
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2.

TEAL RUBY

Around 1975 Dr. George Heilmeier, then Director of DARPA, was anxious to push
the state of the art in IR focal plane array technology. The recent success of the common
module program, outlined above had shown that techniques were to allow the use of IR
focal plane technology i:h a wide variety of military programs. Furthermore, the advent of
CCDs in the early 1970s implied the possibility of very large focal plane arrays, with two
to three orders of magnitude increase in the number of pixels over the current state of the
art. Aside from the focal plane array issue, DARPA was interested in other key
technologies such as large lightweight optics, mechanical cryocoolers, active satellite
structure control, and data processing. This effort was intended to support missile
surveillance, theater surveillance and targeting, air vehicle detection, (AVD) and other
surveillance interests. To push the technology, the detection of air vehicles from space
appeared to be the most challenging, yet within the bounds of reality and cost.
Furthermore, the AVD issue was at the forefront within the Defense community (as well as
Congress) because of the development by the Soviets of a long range bomber capability,
(Backfire). Thus, although IR focal plane arrays were initially the driving issue, contracts
were awarded to Lockheed and Rockwell to develop a demonstration satellite for IR AVD:
Teal Ruby. Competition continued through Program Decision Review (PDR) at which
point Rockwell was awarded the contract for the final phases of the program. Although
funding and direction was provided by DARPA,8 contract management and spacecraft
development was provided by Air Force Space Division under the Space Test Prog.-am.
This type of management arrangement had worked earlier for less complex systems, but for
Teal Ruby it led to difficulties, which will be discussed below.
The Teal Ruby program was begun in 1975 to place into orbit a satellite capable of
detecting strategic and tactical aircraft in several infrared wavebands. The program
objectives were:9
1. ,o demonstrate the feasibility of AVD from space with an IR mosaic sensor;,
2.

to demonstate the prcducibility and assess th-1 performance of IR focal plane
a-rays and associaied technologies in space; and

s

ARPA Order 3058 of 6n75 provided most of the early funding.
* M. Schlessinger, Infrared Handbook of Air Ve.ticle Detection. Velum,! 6. The Teal Ruby Experiment,
ed. Hans G. Wolfhard, The Institute for Defense Analyses. IDA Paper P-1813, Septembter 1985
(SECRMT). Unclassified excerpts have been made from this classified article.
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3.

to generate and establish a background and target database of radiometric and
other data that will support the development and test of future operational AVD
sensors and space surveillance systems.

Although aircraft detection was the primary objective, Teal Ruby was .uso to
perform experiments relevant to missile launch detection, naval targets such as ships ana
submarines, ground targets such as mobile missile iaunchers, and other non-AVD
problems. Thus, Teal Ruby was to demonstrate the potential of IR surveillance to many
different interest groups.
Development of a space-based IR AVD system required more thEn f& mal plane
a-rays. Waveband selection was by no means a foregone conclusion; thus, multiple filters
were required on Teal Ruby in order to optimize an opeiational system. The original
concept was to use a single array with in acousto-optical filtnr. However, data handling
issues caused that idea to be discarded ir favor of dividing the focal plane into 13 filter
zones; each zone had within 12 32 x 96 IRCCD chips, and the array would be read off a
zone at a time. Filter s.lection focussed on (wo detection concepts: the detection of the contrast between the aerodyramically heated airframe of the target and the earth's background,
and the detection of the target aircraft engine plume. Initially, the plime was thought to be
the key signature feature.
Much effort was expended within the Teal Ruby program on the physics of the
"blue spike" and "red spike" spectral features in the 4.3 p.m CO 2 emission region, which
were the "leakage" (i.e., spread) around the central atmospheric absorption region of the
emissions from the hot CO 2 in the engine exhaust. Much data was coilected, generally at
short range, which proved to be very deceptive for inferring signal strength at operational
ranges, reminiscent of TABSTONE. Data collected at longer range by B. Sanford of
AFGL, (Air Force Geophysical Laboratory) along with subsequent analysis by ERIM
(under R. Legault), Aerospace (under F. Simmons), IDA (under Hans Wolfhard), and
Hughes Aircraft, led to the conclusion that the plume emissions would not be dependable
for AVD detection. This conclusion was programmatically helpful to Teal Ruby in that
more zones could be given over to hardbody detection bands, and very narrow, very
expensive blue spike filters were no longer required; some of the spectral zones were
changed, nid include-I spectral bands to support the Talon Gold1 0 program and other

Taloij Gold w.s xiclassified program for an experimental space-based laser pointing and tracking system

for missile defensz
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speciu missions. However, ., could be argue~d that the 13 zones already frozen into the

design were probably superfluous.
The detectoon of air vehicles against the earh's backgroucd requires a substantal
amount of clutter suppress-S.ca Hence, detection algorithms had to be developed' and
evaluated. It was also decided early on that Teal Ruby shou'd be dc;sibded to demonstrate
as much a -eal-time, operational detecdon capability as was possible. Therefore,
provisions were made for on board processing, which had r.ever been attempted before.
Detection algorithms all revolved arouna MTI (Moving Target Indication) schemes, which
generally require a !ow degree of platfoim jitter, and significant on-bcard storage and
processing. This work was pioneered by M. Schlessinger of The Aerospace Corporation
and Dr. E. Winter of Technical Research Associates.
The telescope was comprised of four elements, with an f/33 20 inch aperture- total
weight was 61 lbs, excluding focal plane hardware. To achieve that low weight, graphitefilled epoxy was selected a', the structural material. At the time, graphite epoxy had be,'n
t:sed primarily in some experimental aircraft, and in the manufacture of tennis racquets.
One technical issue that arose was that graphite epoxy is hygroscopic, -andmust retain a
certain amount of moistur.. to maintain structural stability. In earth-bound applications a
film coating traps the moisture.; in space, however, moisture would continue to evaporate,
causing condensation problems on the cooled optics. This difficulty was discovered late in
the program, and was fixed by the insertion of a transmissive zinc selenite window that
isolated the structure from the cold optics.
The development of low temperature (15 K), long life (1 year mission duration)
cryogenic systems to cool very large focal plane arrays was a significant technical
achievement of the program. The monolithic silicon arrays required low temperature
uniformly across the entire assembly. To minimize sensor jitter solid cryogens were
specified; the arrays were cooled with subliming neon. Furthermore, the optics had to be
cooled to 70 K. This was achieved by coupling subliming solid methane to the rear optical
elements.
The IR focal plane array production line for Teal Ruby remains the largest ever in
this country. Over 150 IRCCDs were required for the mission, and had to meet stressing
specifications of uniformity, responsivity, noise, spectral response, etc. Thus, hundreds
of aiiays had to be tested in order to select the optimal set. This was a learning process that
occurred primarily under the direction of LTC. H. Stears of DARPA; for almost two years
the program stood virtually still while sorting out the issue of whether or not the tester
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(provided by Rockwell grati5) was giving erroneoas results or the detectors themselves
were bad.
Once this was resolvea, a dedicated test facility that largely automated the process
was constructed with success; over 500,000 detectors were processed in 6 months time,
once the system became operational. Furthermore, massive amounts of ground calibrations
were conducted, achieving i9bsolute accuracie-s to a few percent. An on-board blackbody
so-iice w•s provided, and an unprecedented amount of ground command of bias voltages,
gain states, etc. was to occur as detector performance changed with time. Ground truth
"%tes were selected later in the program. The scope of this achievement is easy to
underestimate today, but the LANDSAT sensor was in comparison rudimentary.
Aside from thu goal of producing very large, space-.quafified arrays, there was the
objective of obtaining low detector channel costs. At the time, the single pixel cost for 2-D
IR surveillance system (including drive electronics), as estimated by DARPA, was
$20,000.11 The DARPA goal was $0.10; Teal Ruby achieved $2.00 per qualified,
calibrated pixel.
3.

HICAMP

After the down-select to Rockwell, a contract was awarded to Lockheed to collect
data from an aircraft-based sensor of targets and earth backgrounds. This program was
called the Calibrated Aircraft Measurement Program (CAMP), which flew a two
dimensional IR array, and later evolved into HI-CAMP, with higher radiomctic accuracy,
greater spectral coverage, and higher spatial resolution. HICAMP as a program is only
now winding down, and represents the single most comprehensive 1R AVD database collected. The purpose of the program was to get the community's feet wet with data. Furthermore, there was a desire to put to rest the plume detection vs. hardbody detection issue.
The original intent was to use Teal Ruby "reject" detector arrays, but that was discarded in
favor cf a dedicated focal plane array. HICAMP data, in the absence of Teal Ruby, has
become the major IR AVD database in this country for designing and testing detection
algorithms, selecting spestraý passbands, and sizing tactical, and a-r or missile defence
systems that operate in the relevant spectral regions.

11 Nm•lizee tT' total fielded unit cost, the per pixei ccst for 1-D, cemmon mod'le systems was about
S$0. Cf. Common Moaules, A Success Story, by Walter E. Morrow, Proc. IRIS Imaging Specialty
Group Meeting, 1986, p. 25.
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The development of detection algorith,•s required detailed knowledge of
background clutter. It was found from the HICAMP data, as well as other, more limited
programs, that statistical measures of clutter, such as power spectral density, could lead to
erroneous conclusions about the false alarm rates. Indeed, there is still debate as to what
measures best characterize the clutter background. Furthermore, although Teal Ruby had
planned an extensive set of target measurement experiments, the 1 year mission lifetime
implied that a considerable amount of time would be available for collecting background
data. Although never implemented, there was also a design feature that allowed the
uplinking of new detection algorithms, which would occur as data became available.
*,Finally,
the HCA..P database did Ant
0xist fr deniedAreas such ac the Soviet Union, or
for weather conditions that precluded the U2 from flying. Thus, Teal Ruby if it had been
successfully launched woul, have added a large variety of background measurements to the
experimental program.
4.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Significant time delays and cost overruns occurred in the program; the blame could
be shared among the contractor, DARPA, and AFSD. 12 DARPA had imposed initially a
highly unrealistic schedule, wherein many new technologies would be integrated and the
whole would come to fiuition within 21 months. DARPA had also loosely defined
program requirements and given inadequate specifications in an arena where many aspects
of the technology were very immature. Unrealistic "success-oriented" cost estimates were
accepted, without indej;!ndent evaluation. There were other issues associated with
procurement management, and configuration control. For its part, AFSD provided inadequate manpower, the pl'oject office consisted of 3.5 persons in 1980. There was a lack
of continuity, with five program managers in five years. The early support by Aerospace
Corp. was essentially similar. This led to an acceptance of the overly optimistic DARPA
procurement strategy. system requirements, and schedule. Senior management seemed
unaware of the nature and scope of the program, which led to inadequate responses to the
cost growth, such as arbitrary spending caps. Rockwell in turn, had inadequately
estimated the cost of the program, failed to properly audit and track subcontracts, and had
problems with the system engineering and program management. Finally, inflation had a

12 See Edwin W. Schneider, The Life and Times of Teal Ruby, presentation tc DARPA Space
Symposium, Oct. 4, 1983. Schneider was the Director of DARPA's West Coast Liasion Office, and
rp,3rts the reentry of the Aerospace Corporation study to assess and rebaseline the Teal Ruby program.
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major impact; fully one third of the $30M in program growth that had occurred by the end
of 1981', due to that cause.
Program management was clearly a major issue for Teal Ruby. DARPA provided
the money, and was primarily interested in development of the techbase (e.g., focal plane
arrays, cryocoolers, lightweight optics, etc.). Air Force Space Division (AFSD) was
responsible for contract management and spacecraft development, and was primarily
interested in assuring that the system worked; the program was initially treated as a "small"
program by AFSD, but was eventually elevated to "major" program status by LtGen McCartney. As might be expected, friction occurred, to the point where the program came
close to cancellation several times by mutual consent. In some cases this was averted by
the intervention of DDR&E, who considered the program important for addressing the
perceived Backfire threat as well as driving the technology. Col. A. Wisdom of AFSD and
Lt. Col. H. Stears of DARPA eventually reached a modus vivendi. They tried to obtain a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between AFSD and DARPA, but the Air Force would
not sign; fiscal flexibility was the issue. Without an MOA, Wisdom and Stears reached a
personal agreement, which kept DARPA out of decisions involving less than $100K,
placed a DARPA person in the AFSD SPO, and established programmatic goals. Lines of
communication opened up significantly. Furthermore, DARPA and AFSD, acting jointly,
were able to get Rockwell to renegotiate the contract (now 10 years old) into a fixed-price
contract with incentives for on-orbit performance, of a type used in a number of DoD
13
satellite contracts beginning with ARPA's VELA HOTEL.
Teal Ruby came under attack within DARPA. DARPA overall funding had been
low throughout the 1970s, compared to the preceding decade, and Teal Ruby was seen by
many within DARPA as taldng a disproportionate share of the pie. As discussed above,
significant cost overruns had occurred. In response, Lt. Col. Stears and L. Lynn, Deputy
Director of DARPA, stopped the program for 5 months at the management level to
reevaluate. An Aerospace Corp. study was commissioned by DARPA to compare Teal
Ruby with other first-time satellite development programs like DSP and GPS.14 The study
concluded that Teal Ruby was within what normally occurred in such Air Force programs,
and furthermore estimated that the program could expect that between I to 1.5 years of time

13 VELA HOTEL is described in Chapter 11, of Volume I, of this report.
14 See Schneider, op. cit.
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outside the schedule would be required to meet unexpected problems. The study also
identified potential problem areas. With this in mind, DARPA and the Air Force
reformulated the program schedule, with management blocks set aside to meet
contingencies, and got the corporate Air Force to agree to the consequent cost and schedule
increase. No further overruns occurred. It is important to realize that Teal Ruby was the
most complex spacecraft ever constructed by AFSD, in terms of number of parts and
subsystems; the fact that it programmatically fell within the norms of other first-time
systems might be seen as something of an achiev-ment. In contrast to these other systems,
however, the delays in the Teal Ruby program were fatal due to the Challenger launch
accident and subsequent events.
Teal Ruby was set for launch wbea the Challenger disaster occurred. By the time
shuttle flights resumed, circumstances and personnel had changed dramatically. Teal Ruby
had been transitioned by DARPA to the Air Force for completion. The money for the
sensor had been in the Air Force cruise missile line, which was cancelled. The Air Force
had money for the spacecraft, but was told by Congress to hold up spending on the other
components of the mission until they had seen justification for the program. Congressional
attitude at that point was generally positive. However, AFSD issued a contract to Rockwell
to allow completion; this step was construed by Congress as a violation of its direction.
Congress then cancelled the entire program. The strong support for the program provided
by, among others, Lt. Gen. Randolph, had evaporated. Air Force AVD was now focussed
on space based radar. Furthermore, the Backfire bomber was seen now as primarily a
Soviet Naval Aviation asset, and hence less important to the Air Force threat scenarios.
DARPA was anxious to transition the entire IR AVD program to the Air Force, which
seemed uninterested. In addition, there was some quarreling within DARPA between the
Strategic and the Tactical Technology Offices as to who should control future IR AVD
programs. The argument with Congress proved. !o i'e the slamming of the door on the
program. The Teal Ruby satellite is currently in storage, and remains flyable. The
qualification sensor has been tested, and found to be fully operational after 10 years of
storage. Cannibalization o" Teal Ruby is expected to begin at any time.
As a demonstration program, Teal Ruby has yet to prove itself. After a period of
delay, substantial cost over-runs and management problems, a satellite and mission
operations center was built, qualified, and calibrated, experiments were designed, and a
large amount of testing and analysis was performed to plan and carry out the mission. Teal
Ruby was designed as a Space Shuttle payload, and was scheduled and ready to go when
9-9

the Challenger exploded 5 months before scheduled Teal Ruby launch. The subsequent
long wait, budgetary squabbles among DARPA, Air Force HQ, and Congress, and a
limited interest in iR AVD within the Air Force due to the push for space based radar
systems, prevented Teal Ruby from flying.
The Teal Ruby program repi sents different things to different people. To critics of
infrared air vehicle detection (AVD) the program represenis a massive tailure that resulted
from the hubris within the IR community. To some Teal Ruby is a case history that
illustrates why DARPA should nut get involved in big" programs. While there are
understandable reasons for holding such views, Teal Ruby has had considerable impact as
a technology base program. It demonstrated clear'y the feasibility of a number of
technologies necessary to the use of infrared for both air vehicle detection and surveillance,
and furthermore nurtured a community and a technology that has gone on to support the
tactical use of IR, the Strategic Defense Initiative, the Air Defense Initiative, and a variety
of other programs.
C.

OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS

The Teal Ruby program, in spite of the fact that it never flew, can claim a number
of technical achievements:
I.

IR focal plane array technology. The production nimber, size, testing
procedure, and achieved cost reduction of the arrays remains a singular
success.

2.

Lightweight optics.

3.

Long-life cryocooling for large LFA's.

4.

Development of detection algorithms for IR surveillance and their
implementation in on-board signal processing.

5.

A quantum leap in the understanding of IR target and background signatures.

6.

Planning of a ground segment that allowed unprecedented control of the
sensor, real-time demonstration of AVD, and reduction of data for later
analysis.

Perhaps the greatest achievement of Teal Ruby was in the nurturing of a community
and a technology that later has gone on to play a vital role in the Strategic Defense Initiative,
the tactical electro-optic community, civilian efforts such as LANTDSAT, and a variety of
other programs. The absence of Teal Ruby data has proven to be a major handicap to
programs in all these a
with current proposals for satellite-based IR target and
9-10

I.arena.

background measurement programs a common thread throughout the national security

Teal Ruby was a high risk, high investment development program, but was not
managed as such from the beginning. The DARPA-sponsored Aerospace review presented
by Edwin Schneider listed the following more basic lessons learned: 1(a) Be very selective in initiating high risk, high investment, demonstration
prograrr.s. Because of the -.st liability, the number of these programs should
be minimized.
(b) Develop an internal program plan that outlines the program objectives ani
matches realistic technical goals to the schedule.
(c) Obtain competitive proposals.
(d) Conduct an independent cost analysis.
0

(e) Develop a formal program plan with the agent that identifies the major tasks,
risk areas, program review cycles, organizational responsibilities and
interfaces, critical milestones, and the funding baseline prior to program
initiation.
(f) Obtain an independent analysis of the plan.
(g) If the program requires non-DARPA resources to be successfully completed,
obtain a written commitment for these resources prior to initiation.
(h) Obtain the personal commitment of the agent's commander to fully support and
monitor the program.
(i) Ensure that the agent "mainstreams" the program (i.e., subjects it to the same
review procedures as the agent's programs).
(j) Incentivize the contract such that end item performance is of equal importance
as the cost and schedule goals.
(k) The contract should include Mil-Std requirements and specifications for
hardware and software developments; provisions for spares; redundant test
equipment; separation of funding clauses if more than one source of funds is
used; formal cost reporting; strong quality assurance/control requirements; and
at least three end items: a development model, qualification model, and final
model.
(1) The problem should be structured so that cost and schedule contingencies are
included for both the agent and DARPA; formal program review/evaluation
15 Op. cit., p. 84.
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points are identified; go/no go criteria or re-evaluation criteria are designated
for each evaluation point; and inflation is accounted for in the budget.
The presentation then listed some additional, perhaps less obvious "lessons for
DARPA."

16

(a) Stay involved and as close to the program as possible. Use monthly letter
exchanges with the agent and biweekly visits.
(b) Get in the program's major decision loop. Utilize in-plant or in-program office
representation.
(c) Use outside experts to augment the contractor's or agent's efforts in high risk
areas. Ensure that the prior or related experience is transferred.
(d) Ensure the contractor's top management is involved in the program.
(e) Work all program issues/pioblems through the agent, not directly with the
izontractor.
"These observatioi.s came from the perspective of the Aerospace Corporation
review, aid the DARPA Liaison Officer then responsible for the Technology Program.
Some of these may be viewed as "overkill," or not applicable to other programs, or even,
just hindsight not appreciative of the imperatives of the program. However, they do show
the important issues of program management and program and program definition td.at were
raised by Teal Ruby.
Teal Ruby was initiated by Director George Heilmeier, who was a strong advocate
of a large-scale demonstration program for a space-based large focal phase array sensing
system. There were others who favored a more incremental approach. 17 Heilmeier
recounts that he purposely was "pushing technology intc demonstration as application,
18
when others were reluctant; I saw this as the true mission of DARPA."
In this regard Heilmeier was in accord with the DDR&E, Dr. Currie, who states
that his primary motivation for appointing Heilmeier as Directo" was to "revitalize" the
agency by "hitting hard on basic research projects and big projects that could make a
difference." 19

16 Ibid.

17 Discussion with R. Zirkind, 11/88.

18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
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Currie explicitly contracted this perspective from his view that "DARPA was spread
too thinly doing things it shouldn't have been doing." Instead, he felt DARPA needed to
"pursue a more active program that took some risks." 20 In retrospect, Heilmeier says that
Teal Ruby should have beer, cancelled, but cites management problems, particularly with
21
the main contractor, as the main reason.
Teal Ruby and the associated infrared sensing and surveillance technology work
clearly moved the state-of-the-art much more rapidly than would have been the case without
such a program.
Teal Ruby was started with a $24M contract (with an initial letter contract for
$21M), with a delivery date for the sensor system of 21 months and an additional 13
months for it to be integrated in the P80 spacecraft and tested before launch--a total of 33
months (Rockwell had a separate contract with the Air Force for P80-1 spacecraft). 22 By
mid 1982 the accumulated over-run was $100M (with schedule flippage of 40 months). In
"rebaselIning" the program in 1982, additional cost for the Teal Ruby sensor was set at
$230M with an additional $220M, required from the Air Force for the P80- i spacecraft, the
laud support, and mission planning and data analysis.23 A program initially scooped at
$24 million, over 33 months, grew into one that cost over $575 million and spaniied nearly
fifteen years and still did not result in a launch.
The legacy of the Teal Ruby therefore is dichotomous: (1) it is a prime example of
a large, high-risk demonstration program, that did not yield the end-result intended (a
space-based infrared sensing/surveillance system) and cost an enormous amount of
resources; and (2) a progenitor of fundamental advances in infrared sensing technology and
measurements with the resulting of understanding infrared phenomena that have
contributed directly to subsequent surveillance and sensing systems. The lessons-learned,
as listed in Schneider's retrospective, clearly show that programs of such scope and risk
must , entered into, and continually managed, with much greater attention !o their scope
and uncertainty. Teal Ruby, in conjunction with the other technology thrusts initiated in
DARPA at the time, clearly overloaded DARPA's existing management capabilities and
experience. It took several years and intensive effort to bring the program under control.

20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.

22 S,hneider, op. cit., p. 71.
23 Ibid., p. 83,
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The program presents "mportan, lesson regarding the strategy of moving forward
multiple key tecnnolcgies demoastration approach. Perhaps the greatest lesson is to clearly
understand and consider thz. -Isks up-front and tc, approximately Ncope the effort in
advance. Teal Ruby as a major technolegy/dtmonstration program was managed initially
as if it were an incremental, bvsiress-as-usi:a1 activity. This had damaging, nearly
catastrophic, effects on the program.
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AVIATION TECHNOLOGY

X.

A.

STEALTH

BRIEF OVERVIEW

DARPA from time to time undertook programs to reduce th-e observability of
missiles, aircraft, and sensors. These included approaches to reducirg the observability of
re-entry vehicles (RVs) to complicate ABM defense; the QT-2 quiet observation aircraft
program for night observation of Viet Cong activity in Vietnam;1 an approach to a quiet
ielicopter, observability reduction parts of the RPV program that DARPA pursued from the
early 1970s on; and incorporation of Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) characteristics in
the PAVE MOVER radar for ASSAULT BREAKER.
In 1975, as the result of an interaction between DARPA and the staff of the
DDR&E, DARPA focused more explicitly on concepts for low observability in aircraft. 2
After a period of discussions among the DARPA Director, his staff, the DDR&E, the
USAF Deputy Chief of Staff for R&D, and the USAF Chief of Staff, it was agreed that a
program to demonstrate the technology would be undertaken jointly by DARPA and the
USAF. At this point the clear operational implications of the technology led to designation
of special access requirements for DARPA and Scrvice efforts in the low observables area.
A number of Service programs subsequently emerged. The decision by the Services to
undertake such programs was aided by DARPA's demonstration of technical feasibility.
DARPA continued to cooperate with the Services in furtherance of the technology
development.
B.

EARLY HISTORY

The need to avoid detection of aircraft oni missions over enemy tenritory dates from
the time aircraft were first used in such missions, and the problem became especially severe
when the Soviets proliferated and continually improved their air defense systems in the
post-1950 period.

The QT-2 program isdescribed in detail in Chapter XVI of Vol. 1 of this history.
2

See Chapter V. of th;s Volume for a deiled depcription of ASSAULT BREAKER.
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When visual and acoustic detection were the only means available, night flying
could help reduce targeting by air defenses significantly. The "soda strew" of the
searchlight and the coarse direction finding of the acoustic array, together with the inherent
difficulty of hitting an aircraft with the unguided antiaircraft shell-" of World War I and
World War 11, were not adequate to the task. Interceptor pilots could rely on ambieat light
and visible exhaust trails for night engagements, but in general attrr.ion of night attackers
was significantly lower than 'jhat of daytime flyers. This, together with the bombing
accuracy Issue, figured in the World War 11 arguments btween the RAF and the U.S.
Army Air Corps about whether to do night bombing with essentially defins-.l'-ss airn-raft or
daytime bombing with heavily armed aircraft that could exact attrwition from the enemy. The
invention of radar for aircraft detection and tracking and artille~y direction changed the
nature of the arguments, and led to a need for aircraft to have reduced observables in this
additional dimension. The problem was made still more complex as electro-optical
de:ection and guidance systems in the infrared bands were added to the inventory in the
post-World War II era.
World War II saw the beginning of stealthy use of aircraft for surveillance and
reco-muaissance. The British Mosquito bomber proved to be especially capable of
penetrating the defense!s of th,- rime period in Europe at low altitude. 3 As the war was
ending, the United States fielded the long-range P-61 "Black Widow," designed and built
by Northrop to cover long ranges at night against the Japanese. 4 This aircraft was
followed (in 1954) by the U-2 and subsequently the SR-71 (early 1960s). Both were
designed for int-usion into enemy airspace for surveillance and reconnaissance using parts
of the flight envelope--high altitude, for both, and high speed for the SP -71 --that were
difficult or impossible for the defenses of the day to reach. The SR-71 was the first
modem aircraft to incorporate low radar cross-section (RCS) technology integrated with the
design for performance, from the start. Hostile defenses eventually caught up with the U2, but the Mach-3 .i- 71 successfully avoided therm throughout its operational life. 5

3

Jane's All the World's Aircraft, 1943-1950 issues

4

Knaack, M. S., Encyclopedia of US Air Force Aircraft and Missile Systemrs. Vol. 1, Post-World War
II Figh:ers, 1945-73 Washingtor, D.C. Office of Air Force History, 1978.
Sweetman, B., Steath Aircraft, Osceola, Wis., Motorbooks Internat:3tal, 1986.

5
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C

C. DARPA EFFORTS
a

DARPA (or ARPA, as it was known until 1972) showed periodic interest in
reducing aircraft observables almost from the time the agency was organized. In ARPA's
earliest days, in 1959, when the Institute for Defense Analyses (ID.i,.) provided the ARPA
technical staff, there was a proposal from the University of Michigan to "nvestigat- the
possibility of designing aircraft and space vehicles from th,• beginning with electromagnetic
scattering properties as well as aerodynamic qualities in mind. 6 This proposal, by Keeve
M. Siegel, a consultant to ARPA and IDA, involved trie combination of shaping with radar
absorbing materials (RAM). Apparently this proposal received an unfavorable review in
ARPA, according to the brief IDA records. There are no details of the proposal, but the
negative review seemed based on the fact that there was related technology work at the time
at seieral companies. Eventually, work oa the idea in the specific proposal was supported
by the Air Force laboratories at Wright Field.7
According to the historical records, mainly the ARPA orders, there were then three
er four sporadic ARPA efforts in the low-obser" 'es area.

*

*

Very e:wfy-or there were efforts tow, low-observable re-entry bodies (RVs).
1The possibilities in this direction had been "sounded" before ARPA's existence, by the
DoD's "Re-entry Body Identific:ition Group."8 These involved shaping, radar-absorbing
materials, and impedance loading body schemes. 9 The goals were to make RVs look like
smaller decoys, and to reduce "glint" used by homing vehicles. 10 The U.S. was not alone
in this--there was a good deal of interest in the shape and performance of the UK's RV to
go on the "Blue Knight" missile that was tested at the Australian range at Woomera. 11
ARPA actively participattJ in the radar measurements made there through 1965.
The problem of RV observability is complicated by the plasma effects at hypersonic
speeds in the atmosphere. Some work was done to reduce the plhsma electron content
below "critical" for various radar frequencies. Some of this work continued after the
6

*

IDA's TE-33,

6/59, IDA archives (CLASSIFIED).

7
8

Discussion with R. Legault of IDA, 1D/24/89.
Herbert F York, "Military Technology and National Security," Scientific American, V. 221, p. 12,
Aug. 17, 1969,
9 AO 3q Task 14 of 5/5P. "Threat Parameters and Observables," AO #197 of 1/61, Task 7, "Penaids
Survey," AO 25A of 8/61, Task 3 on LORV's, AO 558 of 4/64. "RV Thin Film Radar Absorbing
SMste.rials,"
AO 803 of 11/65, "Impendance Loading."
10 AO F?3, Task 6 of 10/60, "N.ilintMeasurement and Suppression Techni :,ues."
11 AO 114 of 11/59, and IDA TE 197 of 1/59 (CLASSIFIED), and AO 709 of 3/65, SPARTA.
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transfer of DEFENDER to the Army in 1967.12 Also, under Project WIZARD the Air
Force was measuring components of RV cross-section with the idea of tiansferring the
appropriate parts of the results to air defense system design. The critical question was
whether the resulting vehicles, with shape optimizel for radar cross-section (RCS)
reduction, would fly with reasonable performance for the mission. The necessary
13
technologies were not yet available, and the project did not progress.
The next ARPA low-observables effort of record began in project AGILE. For
example, the proposal made by Lockheed for the QT-2 "quiet airplane" originally included
work to reduce its radar cross-section by using radar absorbing materials. Perhaps because
the QT-2 was to fly low in an environment where the enemy was not expected to have
radar, and it achieved its major objective of being acoustically quiet, radar absorbing
materials were apparently not applied. When, a little later, ARPA supported investigations
of a "quiet helicopter," a somewhat similar pattern was favored--but in this case the radar
sca'tering reduction seems to have been looked into more seriously. 14
After Vietnam, ARPA began development of mini-RPVs. The second phase of the
RPV design was dedicated to increasing these vehicles' survivability mainly by reducing
observables. There were several ttis of these RPVs' observability.15 Also. in the late
1970s DARPA incorporated Low Probability of Intercept characteristics in the FAVE
MOVER surveillance, target acquisition, and weapon guidance radar of the ASSAULT
BREAKER program. This approach was presented by the USAF as "Airborne LowVisibility Moving Target Acquisition Systems" after the PAVE MOVER technology was
16
transferred to the Air Force when DARPA completed its ASSAULT BREAKER efforts.
The genesis of the DARPA effort in low observables that led to current steal:lb
programs was in the sequel to a 1974 request by Dr. Malcolm Currie, the DDR&E during
the 1972-1976 period, to Dr. Stephen Lukasik, then ARPA Director, to consider new
program ideas. The idea of building low-observable systems was discussed with Robert
Mooie, then Deputy Director of DARPA's Tactical Technology Office (TIO), by Charles

AO 1009 Task 2 of 6/67 "Electron Properties," and AO 1080, "Antenna Radar Cross Section," of
1%
8,"67.
13 R. Legault, op. cit.
14 AO 1321-2 and 3, Quiet Helicopter, 8/68 and discussion with R.Zirkind, 3/88.
15 See Chapter XXVIII, in Volume I for history of RPVs. AO #2528 of 10/73, and Hearing before
House Committee on Armed Services, 94th Congress, Ist Session. March-April 1975, p. 3973.
16 Department of Defense Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1979, Harold Brown, Secretary of Defense, p. 264.
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Meyers, then Director of Air Warfare Programs in ODDR&E, who raised the notion of
"Harvey," an invisible aircraft (named after the invisible, quaskI-numan 6-foot tall rabbit
"companion" of the lead character in a popular play of the time).! 7 Subsequently, when
Geoýrge Keilmejer became Direc tor of DARPA in 1975, Meyers also discussed with him the
idea of designing an aircraft :hat would be invisible to the most comnmon means of
de-,ection; ths purpos,ýz would be to achieve surprise in air warfare.15 Moore applied the
term "stealth" to tha aircrafi that v~.as one of the ideas discussed over ihe period, and thie
term remain-ed associated with the entire area of low-observables technology.
Moore and Currie agreed that DARPA would undertiake a programn to enplore what
some technical approaches could achieve. When Heilmeie-r assumed responsibility for the
total DARPA program on becomihig Director, he felt it would be desirabls-for DARPA and
d,_- USAF to share the funding for the demonstration phase of the program. This was
agreed after extenisive discussion ane negotiation involving the Deputy Chie of Staff for
R&D and the Chief of Staff of fte USAF. There was a competition among sevcsal
contractors, and one was chosen to pror~eed, but ideiks developed by others as well
persisted in later programs.
In~ his extenisive testimony' before th_ House Defense Appropriations Committee for
FY .1976 and 76T, Dr. George Pleibieier, then DARPA director, referring to still anothei
program, statM: 19
Inipx-%Ing the ability of sa-raegic ~tirraft and their offensive weapon
systems :o reach assigned iargets flas a direct payoff in the
,,ost/effectiveness c~ the strategic bomber force. Emphasis is being placed
on ref~icing the dettztabiliky o,' alrcraft. t/s a first step the feasibility of a
low radar cross-setction strategic penetrator was investigated based on a
conceptual flyii'g-ving design. Tht ability w0 penetrate can be imnproved by
extreme shaping of the 11yinb, wing design, application of thrust vector
coatrol/reactien c-,ontrol technology; modified engine inlet designs, and
techniques for wing ~e~ading edge RCS suppression. Investigations
in~cluding the analys-.s of range test darital are underway in the evaluation of
these approaches.
It became clear around this time that the st-.?ith concepts wou!d be promising, and
that they should be closely heid for opterational reasons. Thie decision was therefore made
to put the programs in the spccial access cat-,gory. From this poini on the Scr-vL..e
Interview with Robert Moote, January 10. 1990.
18~ Interview with Gcorge Heilmeier, Marci; 28, 1990.
19 Dr. George Heilneiet, mfreniony befG..a the House Defenspe Appropriations Committee for FY 1976
ond 76T' Qo. 4968).
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programs, all of which have special access requirements, predominate. The DARPAinitiated demonstration of feasibility figured importantly in the decisions to proceed with the
Service programs. 20 DARPA continued to cooperate with the Services, to assist in
implementing the technology. About 10-12 individuals were involved in the early effort,
and its success was due to their efforts. 21 In response to the rising problem that as RCS is
reduced, the infrared signature becomes more important for detection, in 1984 DARPA and
the USAF iritiated a basic technology program at IDA to deal with that issue.
In 1988 the Director of DARPA, Dr. Raymond Colladay, prepared a briefing for
the Presidential Transition Team with an illustration (Figure 8-1) bearing the legend that
"Early work on low observables was started in DARPA in the early 1970s and once the
initial feasibility was established, the programs transitioned to join efforts with the Air
Force and other Services."
D. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
Not much can be said about the process in this area without violating the bounds of
security. This seems to have been an area where
There was early work, by ARPA and others, in the direction of trying to learn
about and solve an impo.tant and difficult technical problem;
"

ARPA, and then DARPA, maintained a sporadic but productive interest in the
problem, expressed that interest through periodic projects that incorporated
some of what was known about the technology at the time, and was responsive
to suggestions to advance the technology when the technical situation had
reached the point wheie further advances appeared possible;

"

DARPA took the lead, in coordination with the DDR&E, to advance the
technology and cemonstrate new concepts through an experimental program;
DARPA expended the managerial as well as the technical effort to insure that at
least one Service would make use of the experimental results if they were
successful.

20 Interview with John S.Foster, Jr., February 6, 1990.
21 Heilrieier (op. cit.) specifically mentioned Moore (who had become Director of "TOduring the period
of program development); Bruce James, Moore's Deputy; and Kenneth Perko as individuals who made
special efforts with him toward insuring the success of the DARPA program.
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XI. X-29

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW

*

•

The X-29 program was undertaken to explore the advantages of forward swc.pt
wing and to overcome problems of structural divergence. Program directorsl hoped that
the X-29 and other "technology demonstrators" would perform some of the functions of an
advanced fighter prototype. 2 Although this did not happen, the X.-29 proved successful in
demonstrating the ability of a forward swept wing aircraft to operate at high angles of
attack,-it also demonstrated the viability of advanced technologies such as a unique fly-bywire flight control system, aeroelastic tailoring on a thin, forward swept, supercritical
wing, and the use of close-coupled canards or foreplanes for pitch control. Technology
breakthroughs, particularly flight control systems and composite mater:-Is, made possible
the manufacture of a supersonic fighter class aircraft with a forward swept wing.

*

*

B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

1.

Origins of Program, 1945.1976

The "X" series aircraft, from the Bell X-1 to the National Aerospace Plane (NASP),
have been part of an intermittent experimental design and testing program begun in the
1940s. X-plane programs have pushed existing speed envelopes, endurance limits, tested
innovative design concepts, performed maneuverability and high altitude tests, examined
various new modes of propulsion, and served as prototypes for missiles such as Atlas and
Navajo. Almost all X-planes were designed with a specific mission objective.
Unlike other X-planes, the X-29 was designed to be an integration testbed, not a
demonstrator of a single technology or improved performance in a single regime.
Application of the forward swept wing concept has a history dating back to 1944 when
1 IDA appreciates the assistance of Tom Taglarine and Glen Spacht of Grumman. Norris Krone and Bob

*

Moore, formerly of DARPA, and Gary Trippensee of NASA Dryden Flight Research Center in helping
to piece together the history of the X-29.
"2"Forward Swept Wing Technology Integration for the ATF," Internationa!Defense Review, February,
1984, p. 209.
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Junkers designed, built, and successfully flew the Ju-287 prototype. 3 The end of the war
brought development of the Ju-287 to a close, but only after it had flown 17 times and
attained an airspeed of 400 mph, not quite fast enough to suffer problems with wing
divergence. 4 Since the 1940s, several other designs have experimented with forward
swept wings as well. These aircraft did encounter problems with wing divergence, hence
these experiments were unable to explore performance envelopes of modem fighter aircraft.
In the 1970s, two scenarios were unfolding simultaneously and would eventually
merge in the production of the X-29. Air Force Lt, Col. Norris Krone, a structural
engineer with the Air Force, became a strong proponent of the viability of forward swept
wing design to application in modem aircraft. Krone's dissertation at the University of
Maryland centered on forward swept wing design and the ability of advanced composite
forward swept wings to overcome wing divergence. 5 Mr. Irv Mirman, scientific advisor to
Air Force Systems Commander, attempted to interest Air Force aircraft design personnel to
consider the forward swept wing concept proposed by Krone. This idea was rejected
because of the high risk associated with the concept. At least one major aircraft
manufacturer also rejected the concept because of the risks involved. As a result, Mirman
and Krone contacted DARPA and Robert Moore to investigate the possibility of Krone
working for DARPA. 6 Krone left Air Force Systems Command for DARPA's Tactical
Technology Office,7 specifically to work on air vehicle technology and the forward swept
wing concept. DARPA was the only organization contacted by either Krone or Mirman

that agreed to accept the risks of developing the forward swept wing aircraft.
In 1975, Grumman Aerospace embarked on an in-house wind tunnel program to
determine why serious wing root drag problems caused the company to lose competition
3
4

5
6
7

Several papers had been written about the use of a forward swept wing, including those by Adolph
Buseman (1935) and Bob Jones of NACA (1944).
An aft swept wing bends under a load and twists leading edge down. This reduces angle of attack
capability and wing load. A forward swept wing twists leading edge up, increasing angle or attack and
load. Depending on various factors, including degree of forward sweep, above a critical speed (usually
as the aircraft approaches .9 mach) the wing will fail, twisting off of the aircraft. Until strong
composites were available, this phenomenon citrtailed the use of forward swept wings. To offset
twisting, or divergence, the wing had to be made stronger, and *eight penalties incurred offset any
performance gains made by the sweep of the wing.
DivergenceElimination with Advanced Composites, Norris J. Krone, Jr., Ph.D. Thesis, University of
Maryland, December 1974.
An interesting sidelight to the story revealed by interviews with Krone and Moore is that Krone
essentially called DARPA "out of the blue" to see if there was interest in his ideas.
The Tactical Technology Office was headed by Dr. Robert Moore at the time; the Director of DARPA
was Dr. Robert Fossum.
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with Rockwell to build the HIMAT (highly maneuverable advanced technology) remotely
piloted vehicle. Krone, because of his past involvement in forward swept wing design,
took particular interest in Grumman's internal wind tunnel program, becoming familiar
with Grumman's facilities and acquainted with lead engineer Glen Spacht. Eventually,

0

Krone suggested that Spacht and Grumman try a forward swept wing design on the
HIMAT in order to solve some of the problems associated with the original design,
including wing root drag. Even though the HIMAT contract had been awarded to
Rockwell, Spacht and Grumman were committed to solving the problem, and Krone's

*

suggestions, combined with Grumman's innovation, helped solve some of the HIMAT
design problems.
2.

The Program, 1976-1984

The program that became known as X-29 officially began in 1976, when Krone
was authorized to begin looking at the feasibility of forward swept wing technology.
Combined outlays in FY76 and FY77 totaled $300,000, and were used to grant study
contracts to Grumman, Rockwell, and General Dynamics.8 The purpose of the study
contracts was to verify the technical aspects of a forward swept wing design. All three
companies verified the aerodynamic performance of the forward swept wing concept, and
demonstrated that a wing could be fashioned with advanced materials and be used on an
aircraft. In addition to fulfilling the obligations of the contracts, all three companies and
NASA donated wind-tunnel time to the project.
By 1979 DARPA-funded research had made clear that use of lightweight composite
materials could overcome the divergence problems associated with previous forward swept
wing designs. In so doing, DARPA learned that certain maneuverability and angle of
attack performance advantages could be gained by using a forward swept wing on a
fighter-class air'raft. DARPA and the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory decided to
apply the forward swept wing concept to an experimental aircraft program. Norris Krone
became the program manager for a project that was to explore the application of forward
*

swept wing design to a fighter type aircraft.
DARPA, with the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboiatory acting as the agent,
received proposals from Rockwell, General Dynamics, and Grumman in 1979. Krone and
others in the DARPA Tactical Technology Office set the program requirements. The
8

DARPA issued AO 3436, .. analyze the forward swept wing concept in 5/77. This AO also covered
several other later tasks, totalling S8.85 million.
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Grumman and Rockwell designs exploited more or less equivalent technology, but the
Grumman design more strongly emphasized cost savings. The design that became the X29, conceived in 1978 as Grumman Design 712, developed and demonstrated the
associated technologies :mploying extensive use of off-the-shelf components and
systems. 9 Rockwell, in contrast, had designed a new aircraft that was in some ways
technologically superior, but more costly than the Grumman design. General Dynamics
had essentially taken the F-16 design and applied a forward swept wing concept to it.
Grumman's design represented a compromise between use of new technology/design and
cost considerations.

Figure 11-1.

Grumman X-29, In the Flight Test Program, NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center, Edwards Air Force Base, Cal.

The X-29 designation, the first X-plane in over a decade, was granted in September
1981. Two X-29's were developed and produced by Grumman at a cost of about $87
mi); on.10 Costs were cont'olled in part because Grumman was able to use many off-theshelf components in constructing the X-29. The X-29 research program was funded by
DARPA and administered by the USAF Wright Aeronautical Laboratories Advanced
9 For example, the Grumman design incorporated the nose assembly and ejection seat from the F-5. F-16
landing gear and hydraulic actuators, F-14 flight sensors, and other off the shelf equipment. See
"Unusual Aerodynamics of X-29," Aei crpaceAmerica, February, 1986, p. 34.
10 "First Phase of X-29 Test Show Forward Swept Wing," Defense Daily, 20 January, 1989. Actual
costs were slightly higher. as Grumman contributed about $50 million of its own money to the
projecL DARPA AO 418G of 1/Sl covering construction and tests, was for $118 million.
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Development Pro[ram Office (ADPO). In the X-29 testing, the ADPO acted as the agent
for DARPA, and initiated the contract with Grumman.
3.

Flight Test Program, 1984-Present
The first phase of the flight test program proved the viability of design of a forward

swept wing aircraft by flying and verifying the results of the simulation program. The first
phase involved only the first X-29 aircraft. The second phase evaluated the ability of the
forward swept wing design and technology to operate at higher angles of attack. Both
aircraft were used during this phase, but the second aircraft was extensively modified (at a
cost of about $4.65 million)11 to look at high angle of attack (AOA) characteristics of
forward swept wing aircraft.
First flight of the first aircraft was December 14, 1984. The first flight of the initial
X-29 lasted 66 minutes. The second and third flights were undertaken in February 1985.
These ended successfully, but not without controversy, as Grumman test pilot Chuck
Sewell performed "unscheduled maneuvers" during the third flight. Sewell was replaced
*

as pilot until the eighth mission. 12 The final technical report for the period January 1983 to
December 1986 indicates that the first three fligh:s were completed with no pilot

9

discrepancies (from the predicted performance in the simulator) reported. The fourth flight
revealed that on takeoff, 15-knot additional rotation speed would result in a more
comfortable rotation. On both the high-speed taxi and during flight, forward stick was
required to stop the rotation. This characteristic was not exhibited in simulation. 13 The
end of the fourth flight effectively completed Grumman's initial obligations under the
contract to USAF and DARPA. On March 12, 1985, after the first four flights, (he
program was turned over to the Air Force to continue flight tests. The X-29 program (both

9

aircraft) completed more than 279 flights (as of April 27, 1990), the most ever for an X14
series aircraft.
The primary research objective of initial X-29 flight testing was to determine the
flying qualities of the aircraft and compare the flight test results to predictions, design
criteria, and existing military specifications. A secondary research objective was to
11 TM' X-Planes, Jay Miller, New York: Orion Bocks, 1988, p. 189.
12 Ibid.,pp. 186-193.

13 X-29 Aircraft, Flight Worthiness, Grumman AerospaL,, Bethpage, NY, March 1987, p. A-15.
14 "X-29 Proves Viabili:y of Forward Swept Wing," Aviation Week and Space Technology, 31 October
1988, p. 38. Vol. 129.
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establish a flight test set of aerodynamic stabi ty and control derivati..es for the aircraft and
compare these derivatives with wind tunnel predictions.1 5 The X-29 flight test program
reached both objectives.
In December, 1986, USAF, DARPA and NASA jointly funded a $30.2 million
follow-on flight research program covering high angle of attack studies (up to 90') using
both X-29 aircraft. Also during the same month (13 December) the X-29 became the firs,
forward swept wing aircraft to fly supersonically (Mach 1.03).16 Thcre was some
hesitation on the behalf of NASA and the Air Force in the initial funding. Once this flight
test follow-on program began, both NASA and the Air Force were eager to explore the
potential of the aircraft. Although the Air Force originally had no interest in a forward
swept wing fighter, as the test program evolved, it was interested in examining potential
applications of the technologies on the X-29 to conventional fighters. NASA, on the other
hand, has been trying to understand exactly why the aircraft has demonstrated specific
capabilities. NASA has been responsible for the day-to-day events in the flight test
program; as a result, it has been less willing to conduct risky flight tests suggested by the
Air Force. NASA has proposed some interesting research directions for the future, which
are discussed in Section C, Observations on Success.
The second aircraft entered flight testing in May of 1989.17 The first aircraft
verified performance characteristics up to the 20-22" AOA range. For the secoad aircraft,
wind tunnel tests have demonstrated an ability to approach an angle of attack of somewhere
between 70 and 80. In actual flight tests, the second aircraft has flown at angles of attack
up to 57" at mach 1. The second X-29 has demonstrated a high instantaneous rate of turn
and roll control at high angles of attack, and is highly maneuverable through 42" angle of
attack. The unique design of the aircraft, with three surface cc atral configurations -canards, wing control surfaces, and strake flaps -- provides the aircraft with significant
longitudinal control at high angles of attack. Wind tunnel tests indicate that the aircraft's
design limit is about 70" angle of attack, compared to 50-55" for the F/A- 18,18 the aircraft
in the U.S. inventory with the highest design limit. 19
15 "Flying Qualities Evaluation of the X-29 A Research Aircraft," Stuart L. Butts and Alan D. Hoover,
Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards Air Force Base, California, May 1989.
16 The X-Planes, Jay Miller, New York: Orion Books, 1988, pp. 186-193.
17 "First Phase of X-29 Test Show Forward Swept Wing," Defense Daily, 20 January 1989.
18 In reality, the F/A-18 has not flown at an angle of attack greater than about 220.
19 "Second X-29 Will Execute High Angle of Attack Flights", Aviation Week and Space Technology, 31
October 1988, p. 36. Angle of attack is the relationship between an aircraft's longt;udinal axis and its
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The high angle of attack envelope is the flight regime that the Air Force would like
to exploit with the ,ngoing flight test prog'ani. If this ability were improved, a new
generation fighter would be able to out-turn its opponent without risking a ztall and loss of
control. This ability would improve the short take off and landing capabilities of an aircraft
20
as well.
Additionally, the angle of attack capabilities of the X-29 could be advantageous in
later designs. Performance data for the X-29, 7-!6A, and F-15C aircraft were analyzed by
Universal Energy Systems, Inc., Dayton, Ohio, under contract with USAF Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories. The objective of the combat analyses was to obtain an
assessment of the maneuverability of the X-29 versur the F-15 and F-16 in a r',ie-on-one
combat situation. The point mass digital simulation does accurrtely represent lift, drag, and
thrust characteristics of the aircraft. During the analysis, approx,.nately 70 percent of the
firing c.)portunities for the X-29 occurred at angles of attack greater than 30". This
indicates an advantage for an aircraft with high angle of attack capabilities in a one-on-one
situation. 2

1

In most tests, t:,e actual performance of the X-29 came close to the predictions that
weie generated before the testing program began. A rneetxng of aeredynamic sptcilists
was held in DecemtN--r 1988, after four years of flight testing, to review initial aziodynamic
design predictions and compare them with flight experience. The data indicate that the X29's advanced technologies result in improved performance, especially in transonic
maneuvering. 22 Drag and lift coefficients were for the most part, accurately predicted.
There were some unexpected drag polar results at .4-.6 Mach which require further
analysis to explain. The unique technology areas (discussed above) fared well in tests.
The variable camber configuration provided significant drag reductio*i and the canards
flight path, assuming that the wing ;s mounted so that the line from its leading edge to its trailing edge
is parallel to that axis. At zero angle of attack, iir flows parallel to the longitudinal axis. Angle of
attack is related to lift. and thcrefore to maneuverability. At constant airsp.red, a wing produces more
lift as the angle of attack increases, and conversely, increasing angle ,f attack will maintain constant
lift as airF".e.J decreases. But angle of attack cannot be incrcased beyond a certair point, or the airflow
over the ving separa;es, ani ti. wing will no longer produce necessary lift, creating a stall. High
,angleo&attack is i.o. usually attainable at high airspeed, because the aircraft will reach its maximum gload before reaching the stal!i,,g point (greatest possible angle of attack). Low airspeed combined with
E high angle of attack allows the wing 0oproduce greater lift, allowing for greater macuvcrabil-ty

20 "X-29 to Explore New Flight Regime," Dzfense Electronics,September 1987 p. 52.
21 "Fighter Class Aireraft Performance Comparisons," Universal Erergy Systems. Inc., Dayton, Ohio,
November 1988, p. 22 'X-29 Aerodveamics Speialists lVeeting Reprrt," Stephen M. Pitrof. Wright Research and
Developm-nt Center, Wrighi Patterson Air Force rbase, Ohio, April 1989.
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increased lift and control. "Data showed that these advanced technologies, as configured
for the X-29A aircraft, could provide significant decrease in drag coefficient when
compared to a current tactical fighter. Consideration of these advanced technologies could
be useful in the development of future USAF aircraft."23
4.

Technical Accomplishments
The testing program was set up to evaluate several individual technology areas, and

evaluate how these technologies Lnteract. The initial flight test program was undertaken to
evaluate both the benefits of the forward swept wing design and technology advances in
aerodynamics, smuctures and flight controls. Other forward swept wing aircraft have been
flown, but never in an externsive' testing program with modem technology. Integration of
the technology areas that occur;-erd in the X-29 program resujlted in significant technical
accomplishments.
a. Technical Integration
The X-29 combines unique technology into a viable design, and has demunszrated
performance limits for an aircraft design regime that was not accessible for experimatiaon
earlier. The X-29 flight test program has demonstrated:
Forward swept wing will produce approximately 20 percent better performance
in the transonic (Mach 0.9) regime than will an equivalent aft-swept wing.
"Wingdivergence studies have confirmed the X-29 configuration will tolerate
dynamic pressures up to 1300 lb/ft2 and still remain below the design
divergence boundary, validating aeroelastic tailoring cencepts used in the
wing's composite structure
"

It has flown up to 57" angle of attack at mach 1, reached a top speed of mach
1.5, performed well at altitudes above 50,000 ft, and %kchieved6.4g in wind-up
turns (80 percent of design load).

"

Flight control system (FCS) software, although not designed to be a main part
of the developmental program, has been an area of intense research. There
have bee" on average 4-5 new releases of FCS software each year of the
development. The changes have ranged from minor changes in built-in test
features to major chnges which have improved the aircraft's handling, such as
halving lor.gitudinal stick travel and improving pitch forces. As a result, the

23 "Performance Evaluation of the X-29 Research Aircraft," X-2vA Program Office, Wright Aeronautical
Labormtories, Dayton, Ohio. March. 1988, p. 33.
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aircraft now handles more "like a fighter," allowing pilots to more readily
complete testing procedures.24

•

b. Forward Swept Wing/Wing Constru,.tion
*

The forward swept wing used by Grumman has demonstrated reduced drag (about
20 percent) compared to advanced conventional wings.25 Though inherently unstable due
to wring design, the forward sweep of the wing significantiy shifts the stall regime of the
wing. The thin, supercritical wing is constructed of non-metallic, graphite epoxy
composites. 26 The X-29's wing structure is an aluminum and titanium framework, over

*

which is laid a one-piece graphite-epoxy composihe wing cover that is lightweight, yet
considerably stronger and more rigid (per unit weight) than steel. 27 The X-2.9 is one of d.e
few aircraft ev'r to fiy with an all-composite wing.

F~gure 11-2. Forward Swept Wing Design. Air moving over the forwardl swept
wing tends to low Inwvsrd rather th.tn outward, allowing the wing tips to remain
wustalled at high anglee of attack.

-

24

'Second X-29 Will Execute High Angle of Auack Flights," A-iiaton Week and Space Technology, 31
October 1988, p. 36.

25 Interavia, November 1983, p. 1197. Tranmonir "nd .upcrscnic drag are related to the wing's "shock

*

sweep," or the sweep of the line where the shock from th: nose of the aircraft neLts the wing. On a
forward swept wing, the effect of the taper of the wing is to reduce the sweep of the leading edge and
the structural axis Less sweep mcans that the vnring structure can be sharter for -.quivaltat span, or can
be designed with a higher aspect ratio for the .;am- weight.
26 See Aviation Week and Space Technology, 4 January 1982, p. 19, for more datail.
27 Def-;nse Electronics, April 1985, vol. 17, p. 53.
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Conventional Wing Design

Supercritir~ai Wing Design

Thin 'Supercritical Wing Design

Figure 11-3. Re:otive Thickness and Shape of Conventional, Supercritical, arid
Ihbin Superc.-iticai Wings. Supercritical wings enhance a high pe~lormance jet
aircrey's maneuvering capabilities In transonic flight. The wing Oe'ign dei~yg
an-d softens the onset of shock waves on the uppqr surface of a wing. This
shock wavo deteriorates smooth flow over the wing causing a loss5 of III! and an
'ncrease In drag. The only aircraft aircraft withi supercrltIcai wings are the AV-88
and the F-ill Mission Atiaptive Wing Aircraft. The X-29 can use a thin
supercriticall wing because of the Inherent strength of the aeroelastically
tailored materials.
c. Advanced Materials (Aeroelastic Tailoring)
The forward swept wing has been made possible by the availability of composites
which are lighter and stronger than metallic materials. The composite material bends in
only one directioni, allowing thf, X-29's designers to aeroelastically tailor the wing to resist
twisting by laying down the material in a criss-cross pattern during fabrication. The skins
Eire laid vwth about 70 percent of the carbon fibers aligned 9* forward of the l eading edge
sweep. This gives the skins asymmetriz shearing characteristics: as the wing bends
upwards, tht upper skin tends to sheAi forward and the lower skin tends to shear aft.
Secause both ure fused to the wing's substructure, neither skin can move. Ile net rzsult is
that the shear resistance of both skins cream~s 2 aeroelastic effezr strong enough to counter
the twisting foices caused by tio vcrtidcity.28

28 "Forward Swept WinZ Technoil',gy Integration :or the ATF,' internationalD~efense Recview, February
1984, p 207. Subsequent discussion with Nnrcis Krone wen-. invaluable in undet standing performance
of the X-29.
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The strong, lightweight aeroelastically tailc,:ed compos,'te wings were proven to be

*

a successful design. Shear resistance of bcth skins wa.s shown to be strong are tl~e,
weight savings foi the aircraft significa.,. 29

Divergent forces gen,,=aed by upward

"*

lift would tvist wing off aircraft

However, aroela~tic tailoring
prevents "wing twist" from occuring

Figure 11-4. Aeroelastic Tailoring.
Wing is designed such that the wing
material prevents divergence. The criss-cross pattern of the rnaterifl- ceuses
!he wirng skins to move counter to one another, preventing divergence.
d. Three-Surface control
The X-29 relies on the action of three d'Fferent surfaces to control pitch. The X-29
features close coupled canard surfaces (foreplanes) directly forward of the forward swvpt
wing for primary pitch control. These canards are designed for efficiency and stability at
cruise speed, but are inadequate at low airspeeds. Therefore, small strmke flaps at the rear
of the aircraft provide additional pitch inputs for slow speeds, and act ii the same manner
as a tail plane. Pitch control is integrated with the wing's two segment trailing edge. which
acts as a var able camber device to optimize the wing for various flight conditions. The
variable camber device also serves as the wing's flaperons. 30 All three moveable surfaces

are adjusted coxnstan' J for control and trim.

29 An interview with Charles B. McLauglin, X-29 flight test support p, oject engineer, revealed that "the
aircraft has given credibility to the use of aeroelastically taiiored composizes, and the technologies
incorporated into the aircraft have proved that when joined !ogether. you can safely operate, in many
flight reginies, a very unstarle aircraft. It now appears that a forward swept fighte -type aircraft can be
constructed with about 10-20% less drag and 5-25% less w'eight than conveitioazl, aft-swept wing
aircraft." See "Second X-29 Will Execute High Angle of Attack Flights," Aviation Week and Space
Technology, 31 October 1988. p. 36.
30 "Grumman will cornplc,. Initial X-29A Flight Tc,4is This Month," Aviation Week and Space
Technology, 7 Janitary 1985, pp. 47-8.
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Figure 11-5. Three Surfaces are esed for pitch and trimn control: 1 Is Wth
closecoupled c~anard; 2 the variable camber device on the wing's trailing edge; 3
denotes the rvar Wtake flaps.
The X-29 program demonstrated that an aim-raft iesign can take advantage of a
digital flight control fystem and control three surfaces at once. Pitch control using, thle
canard surfaces and strake flaps is adequate. There arc no limitations to handling, and
camber control is unlimited. All three surfares are constaritly adjusted, and the flight
control system is ab'e to accommodate the design. 31
e. Fly-by-Wire FI*,ght Control System
Because the X-29 is inherently unstable, it trust usc its flight control syst.-m
software at all times just to get off the ground, unlike other aircraft (e.g. SR-71 or the F16) which can be flown (in b?,sic design) without the software. The X-29 flight control
systent is all computerized (two digital systems, backed up by -an analog system), and was
developed by H-on~vweil. (Hon-,yuwell also pewrfond rigorous analysis of the flight
control laws developed by Grumman, r~iodifying the. laws Ps needed.) The flight control
31 "Analysiz of the flight 2'on"!c I .a-,s for the Forward Swept Wving Aircraft," Enns, Dale et al.,
Hereywell Sys:,m5 aiid Research Center. Mb,.eapx olis, Mfinn., Septeibcr 1985.
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system software has been an important part of the development process, and bugs were
worked out through the coarse of the testing program. Flight control system software was
significantly reworked for the second X-29 in order to enable it to explore higher angle of
attack regimes.
One goal of the X-29 was to develop flight control laws for a forward swept wing
aircraft. In order for the flight control software to be written, the design limitations of the
aircraft had to be ascertained, and a series of flight control parameters, or laws, developed
and tested. The objectives of the control laws were to stabilize the aircraft and to provide
good handling qualities, camber control for drag benefits, and gust suppression. The
control law objectives were accomplished in the face of flexure effects and modelling
uncertainty, while satisfying the available control power and surface rate constraints, and
within the computational capability of the flight control computers. The driving feature of
the pitch axis control problem for this aircraft is the high degree of instability brought about
by the forward swept wing and canard configuration:
The design and analysis showed that there are fundamental limitations to
controlling such an aircraft. The limitations occur primarily in the stability
margins area as a result of conflicts between bandwidth requirements,
modelling uncertainties, and control power constraints. In the handling
qualities area, there are no significant limitations and the control laws
provide robustly stabilizing feedback, automatic camber control. 32
Tctal costs of the DARPA forward-swept wing and X-29 program, from project
records, w'as about $138 million.
C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
The first observation that must be made is that the X-29 was a risky venture, so
risky in fact that both the Air Force and private firms declined the opportunity to further
develop the theoretical evidence offered by Krone in his dissertation. DARPA, on the other
hand, agreed to take on a risky venture, and succeeded in producing an aircraft which has
demonstrated significant technical accomplishments.
There is some debate as to whether programs such as the X-29 are suitable
programs for DARPA to be involved in. Although the gains made by the X-29 are
significant when applied to an aircraft with forward swept design, the accomplishments do
not necessarily fit the profile t&-at some would recommend are criteria for a DARPA
32 "Analysis of the Flisht Control Laws for the Forward Swept Wing Aircraft," Enns, Dale et al.,
Honeywell Systems and Research Center, Minneapolis, Minn., September 1985.
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program: high risk, high payoff with an order of magnitude improvement in technology. 33
Although digital flight control systems are commonplace now, the X 29 is the first
aerodynamically unstable fixed-wing aircraft to fly. The advances in the flight control of
the X-29 appear to be unrelated34 to the digital systems now standard on advanced fighters.
Some critics hold that the X-29 has not provided the Air Force with an aircraft that achieves
an order of magnitude improvements in performance. This, however, raises for DARPA a
difficult issue: particularly in aviation, how does one determine what constitutes an "order
of magnitude improvement"? 35
The X-29 does provide significant improvements in high angle of attack (a design
limit of about 70" versus about 50" for the F/A- 18, 570 in actual tests, versus 40" for the

F/A-18) and maneuverability (the X-29 is highly maneuverable through 42" angle of
attack), but the question remains whether these accomplishments are significant enough to
warrant DARPA's involvement.
Separate from the discussion of the nature of the program is the fact that DARPA's
management of the X-29 was effective. DARPA essentially brought in a person with
special skills and allowed him to run the program with minimal interference. Although
there was friction at times between Grumman, the Air Force, and NASA, Grumman's
design remained intact from the outset of the program. Grumman had personnel uniquely
qualified to work with the X-29 concept, and they were permitted to follow through on
their ideas.
There is some question as to whether DARPA turned the program over to the Air
Force at an opportune time, or if it should have been transitioned earlier, or terminated.
The X-29 concept had been proven before the first aircraft was flown in 1984. Critics
claim that DARPA should have turned the program over to the Air Force after the wind
tunnel tests were complete and the design verified. However, given the initial lack of Air
Force interest, it is unlikely that the X-29 would have been built if DARPA had followed
this course.
Norris Krone's influence was important to the program from day one. Even those
critical of the program acknowledge that the X-29 would not have been possible without
33 Heilmeir article.
34 That is, development of the flight control system in the X-29 did not spawn developments used
elsewhere.
"35 And what if the accomplishments of the X-29, can be duplicated with other technologies? Are these
both considered order of magnitude changes, or is i..,ither an order of magnitude accomplishment?
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his efforts. Krone was in a position to initiate and execute the X-29 program, lending
continuity to a unique endeavor. He was also able to maintain continuity in the program by
selecting his successor at DARPA, Jim Allbum.
From the standpoint of accomplishing original goals, the flight test program of the
X-29 was indeed successful. In the initial tests, Grumman proved that !is design was
viable and would behave as predicted, with few minor variations. Unlike other DARPA
funded aircraft, notably the X-wing, the X-29 is still flying; Grumman, tLt e Air Force and
NASA are all still learning from it. The X-wing, a programn that X-29 critics point to as a
program that offered DARPA an order of magnitude gain in aircraft function, literally never
got off the ground. The second phase of the X-29 test program has so far validated
predictions that a forward swept wing aircraft can fly safely at high angles of attack, and is
extremely maneuverable.
Technically, the X-29 program proved to be a success. The original goals of the
program were met. New, dynamic ttwhnologies were integrated for t.e first time with only
few variations from predictions. There is no evidence that the technical concepts of the X*

29 have been applied to other programs. This could be due to the relatively recent
development of the X-29, or to the fact that the military services have not yet established
high angle of attack as an important requirement for new aircraft.
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XII. ACOUSTIC RESEARCH CENTER

A.

BRIEF OVERVIEW

Beginning in the early 1970s, new DARPA computing and networking
technologies were used in several experiments, with joint Navy Laboratories and industry
participation, which explored the limits to detection, localization, and tracking of
submarines by advanced processing of acoustic data from existing SOSUS hydrophone
arrays, without interfering with their normal operation. In the mid-1970s under the
DDR&E-assigned SEAGUARD advanced ASW technology program, DARPA expanded
this effort by setting up the Acoustic Research Center (ARC) which linked a number of
advanced computers in a testbed primarily for disciplined development, testing and
evaluation of algorithms for acoustic signal processing, in a series of large-scale ocean
experiments. The results of these experiments assisted the Navy in upgrades for SOSUS
processing. The fixed-mobile experiment conducted at the ARC in the late 1970s
demonstrated the feasibility of real-time correlation processing, between a fixed array
(SOSUS) and a mobile array (LAMBDA), and provided data useful for the Navy's
SURTASS towed array ASW system. 1
B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

In the late 1960s and early 1970s the issue of vulnerability of U.S. strategic
weapons systems received a great deal of attention in connection with the Strategic Arms
Limitations Treaty (SALT) negotiations. One of the related actions by DoD, in the early
1970s was to set up a standing panel of the Defense Science Board (DSB) to examine the
vulnerability of ctorrent and future U.S. fleet ballistic missile (SSBN) submarines. The
Navy had ,iso set up a special SSBN security program in the early 1970'to assess SSBN
submarine vulnerability. Howcver, the DSB panel pointed out that the security of all
elements of the U.S. strategic de:errent was a National issue, and that there was
justification for another DoD program, for this purpose, separate from the Navy's. On
Testimony of Dr. G. Heilmeier, DARPA director, in DoD Auth.oriza!ion Hearings for FY 1976 and
1977, Part ,, 1975, p. 4912.
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DSB's recommcndation, DoD then set up a program in ARPA to assess the potential of
new submarine detection technology and to determine the limits to detectability, tracking,
and localization of future FBM submawines. 2 In response to this assignment, ARPA began
to plan a program which included investigations of both acoustic and non-acoustic
approaches to submarine detection. ARPA's acoustic program, in particular, began to
explore the potential of focusing a number of technological developments, some from
within its own programs, and some that were emerging from the Navy's programs at
laboratories and in industry.
One of these initiatives came from ARPA's VELA UNIFORM program on seismic
technology for detection of underground nuclear explosions. Some early work, begun in
the late 1950s and early 1960s, involved correlating taped data from seismic observations
separated by thousands of miles, and had given encouraging indications of signal
coherence. 3 By the mid-1960s, the Large Aperture Seismic Array (LASA) had been
constructed under VELA UNIFORM, to explore the possibility that "signals" from distant
nuclear explosions might be "coherent" between widely separated sensor locations in the
array, while the seismic noise might not, which would permit significant processing
gains.LASA combined an unprecedenfedly large (250 kin) diameter array of subarrays,
with on-line central processing of the seismic data from the array by an IBM group. A
sornewhat smaller follow-on array to LASA, called NORSAR, was built in Norway. One
of the original motifs for NORSAR was to correlate its signals by satellite with that from
LASA. LASA was dismantled in the late 1960s, but NORSAR still transmits signals over
a satellite link to a seismic processing center in the U.S. The ex-LASA director, H.
Sonnemann, who had joined the staff of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for R&D at the
time of the new ARPA assignment, played a key role in getting the ARPA acoustic
programs underway, as discussed below.
Another related ARPA initiative came from its Information Processing Techniques
Office (IPTO). In the mid 1960s IPTO funded construction of ILLIAC IV, the first large
scale parallel processor. ILLIAC IV was the most powerful computer available in the mid
1970s. IPTO also began development of the ARPANET, in the late 1960's, which
promised a capability to greatly expand the availability of computers for research. Because

2
3

Discussion with R. Moore, 12/89.
LASA is discussed in Volume I, Chapter 13. The continental-scale seismic coherence measurements
were made by B. Steinberg who had been involved earlier in a similar experiment with underwater
accoustic signals under ONR's project ARTEMS. Discussion wih H. Sonnemann, 6/90.
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of these IPTO developments, at the time of setting up the Acoustic Research Center in the
mid 1970s it appeared that computing power, until then a limiting factor in acoustic signal
processing, might be a problem no longer. Further, along lines of the ARPANET
program, computer interface techniques could be applied to securely access the data from
operational Navy SOSUS acoustic receiving systems without interfering with their normal
operation.

4

A third initiative, started in 1973, was aimed at exploring the limits and utility of
mobile underwater towed arrays as passive acoustic detection systems. DARPA funded
experiments using a large ship-towed detecticn array, LAMBDA (Large Aperture Mobile
Detection Array) which was built with robust seismic exploration technology. 5
The operation of both SOSUS and LAMBDA depended on the fact that sound could
travel long distances in the ocean, with low loss, through the "deep sound channel." The
properties of tis channel were investigated after WW II by Ewing and his collaborators at
Columbia University. During the Korean War, Columbia set up the Hudson Laboratories,
funded by ONR, for research on advanced underwater acoustic approaches to antisubmarine warfare. In the late 1950s, Hudson performed experiments on correlating data
6
from spaced underwater hydrcphones with encouraging indications of coherence.
Hudson's ARTEMIS project demonstrated that significant gains could be achieved by
7
beam-forming using large underwater arrays, in a "multistatic" active acoustic experiment.
The signal processing for ARTEMIS, and later for LASA, was done by IBM.
In the late 1960s the National Academy's Committee on Undersea Warfare
conducted a Summer Study to review potential advances in undersea surveillance, at the
request of the Navy. Among other things this group recommended further research on
both coherent acoustic processing and the utility of OTH (o- -er the horizon) radar to locate
8
ships which could also be acoustic noise sources.

4

Statement by Dr. R. Fossum, DARPA dire.tor, before the R&D Subcommittee of the House Armed

Services Committee, March 2, 1981.
5 LAMBDA is discussed in Volumne 1,Chapter 24.
6 "Correlation of Signals at Large Hydrophone Separation," by A. Berman, et al., Hudson Labs;
Technical Report, Apr. 1957 (CLASSIFIED). ARTEMIS anticipated that passive detection systems
couid be defeated by submarine quieting.
7 H. Sommeman, ibid.
8 "Ocean Surveillance Study," Committee on Undersea Warfare, National Academy of Sciences, Oct.
1966 (CLASSIFIED), p. 101.
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In the late 1960s the Bell Teiephone Laboratories (BTL), which had designed and
built SOSUS for the Navy, condui, .d experimenps to investigate the coherence of
underwater signals and noise at different ;coustic receiver separations. Their results
indicated how signal cohereace deteriorated for wi."e spatial separations of hydrophones,
and apparently discouraged further BTL efforts along these lines. 9 At the time BTL's
views occupied a rather dominating position in regard to the Navy's undersea surveillance
technology, and were apparently largely negative throughout the period of ARPA's
efforts.1 0
The Navy's Naval Underwater Center (NUC) (West Coast) and Naval Undersea
System Center, (NUSC) (East Coast) collaborated in the late 1960s to improve the
processing of signals received by a large sonar dome on submarines.1 1 Again important
questions had to do with relative coherence of acoustic signals and noise. NUC built a
multicharwel, wide band recorder for this work which proved quite successful, and later
NUC proposed to ARPA/IPrO to modify it for further investigation of coherence at
different freqtencies. 12
In the late 1960s the ENSCO Company, under Navy sponsorship, developed a
successful algorithm for correlating the signals received by a number of acoustic receivers
at short distances from underwater sources. Several other companies, including GE, iBM
and BB&N were also active at this time in development of acoustic signal processing
techniques, under Navy sponsorship.
In the mid 1960s, Dr. H. Sonnemann of Hudson Laboratories, who had been the
chief engineer for Hudson's project ARTEMIS, joined ARPA's VELA UNIFORM
program, and as mentioned above became director of the LASA project. In the late 1960s
Sonnemann left ARPA to join the Office of the Secretary of the Navy as an assistant to Dr.
R. Frosch, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for R&D (ASNR&D).1 3 In 1969,
apparently on his own initiative, Sonnemann obtained some unclassified SOSUS tapes of
unprocessed ocean noise. With a transfer of funds from the Navy to ARPA's LASA

9 Cf., e.g., "Fluctuations in Low Frequency Acoustic Propagation in the Ocean," by R.H. Nichols and
HJ. Young, J. Acoustical Soc. of America, Vol. 43, 1968, p.4 .

10 H.Sonnemann, ibid.
SIDiscussion with L. Griffith, 12/89.
12 AO 2288 of 9172, "Sonar Processing Facility."
13 Dr. R. Fresch, who had headed the Hudson Lab's, went to ARPA to head the VELA program, and later
became ASNR&D.
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*

program, thiese tapes werc processed at Lth LASA fa.llity. with the IBM algorithms usei
for the seismic work. The results were encouraging, and weru followed up by a more
Fecific efffoi by IBM. Sonnemann brought these resuAtsto ARPA 's attention, and helped
Oanfunding fof related Navy Laboratories' efforts. 14
Some of the first ARPA actions, under its new program to explore the limits of
underwater acousdc detection, were to expand and intensify ongoing efforts and exploit
existing tchniques. Thus AIRPA funded an experiment in the early 111970s, which used ax'
existin~g IBM algori2i'm for (incohierert) pi-ocessing.15 There was a considerable body of
opinion, at the time, that crily incolherent procýessing was likely to prove practical.

*

*

a

Another early ARPA LPTO sction. in 197 1, was a positive response to an NRL
request for use of the UTJA~C IV, then located at NASA's Ames Laboratory, for the
intensive processing required to carry cut an texperimetrt inv:estigating fundamental zýspects
~of the oc.'an acoustic propagation using data from SOSUS hydrophones.16 To deal with
the problem of interfacing the data from SOSUS with the ILLIAC iV, NRL h4wi contracted
wit-h 'I . an offshoot of the ARPA IPTO-supported Stanford Computer and A! group.
Somne of this early NRL effort a-lso had support from ON19.
A little later, ARPA PITO also began to expand support of SCO toward constructing
a "transparent," non int.rfering interface be~tween the SOSUS stations and the ARPA data
collection and processing facilities.' 7 Thcise ARPA facilities were then envisagcd .-s mairly
the JLLLAC IV, but also including soine other computers to do preliminary processing.
The problera of the "non-inteffering" requirement for conducting any experiments
involving SOSUS, an ope-rational Navy system, had hampered previous efforts to do
research using SOSUS data, although as Freviously mentioned Sonnemann had ma,.iaged
to obtain unclassified "unprocessed" SOSUS tapes. The interface built by SCO digitized
and encrypted the acoustic signal dlata, and formed it into "packets," of the type used in
ARPANET', for trasmission to the ARPA data collection facility location, then called the
"Acoustic Research Facility" ~ARF)
H. Sc':mne.,,ann and L. Griffith, ibid.
15 A.0. 2054 of 1/72. This IBM cAperimen, did not actually take place unti' U;73. Cf. "Technical
Achievemnents of DARPA's Acoustic Re-smtrch Center," July 1973 to March 1982, Tetra Tochl.. L-c.
1983 (C~.ASSlFIED).
16 In 1971 ILLIAC IV was comnmeniciag a "shakedown and debugging" phase which la-ted about two
years. Sze Chepter XXVI!.- of Volume 1. NRL was supported under AO 2009 of 1.2171 for ILLIAC
IV progremming, and later uide; AO 2275 of gni7for the uriderwat! r exper.ment.
17 AO 2228 o( 9/72.
14
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In the carly 1970s the Navy Undt.rsea Center (NUC, later the Navy Ocean Systems
Center IN'OSC) proposed an experiment to test a compLtationally efficient track-ng and
localization algoidr., (rht. Trueblood algorithm) they had developed for proces,:ng of
acoustic signals. DARPA pruvid'd funds for obtaining the data tapes, for the subseque.-t
processing which was done off-line at NUC, ai.d for later use by others. One of the
significant conclusions of tNe suzcessful NUC experiment, carried ot:: in April 1973, was
that theh' tracking andl locaiization aigorithm would work, in "real time" if desired, using
state-of-the-art commercial computer technclogy.18
Th4- NRL experiment, mentioned above, was actually carried out in 1973 and was
successful in determining the correlation betwcen acoustic signals received at different
locations from a fixed source, under carefully measured conditions.19 Data from this
experiment was prr.,essed off-line, partly with ILLIAC P:, and subsequently at NRL.2°
In this early activity, ARPA efforts were under its Information Processing
Techniques Office (IPTO).21 During the 1972-73 perioca, however, resDcUsibili:y for most
of this work was shifted from IPTO to the Nnclezr Monitoring Research Office (NOMRO),
which then fostered the development of data transrridssion by satellite between SOSUS
stations and the ARC, similar to what had been done for transmission of seismic data
between thc NORSAR array in Nurway and the seismic data processing c.enters in tt'e
U.S.x2

DARPA also began funding, in the ealy 1970s, an effort by ENSCO to modify aýd
23
apply a version of their previously me:ttioned processing algorithm to the NUC data.
Apparently the Navy also f,.nded this ENSCO effort and joined DARPA in funding several
other similar efforts, by industry and laboratories, using the same data. After the NUC
experimek.t, APIA commenced a series of workshops on undersea surveillance, in order to
get an overview of rest.ts of the various efforts now underway and provide a forum for
24
scientific exc0.ange.

18 1 G.-iffith, op. cIt.
19 Some of the results are discussed in A.A. Gerlich, "Cohrerecs of Acoustic Signals Propagated in the
Deep Ocean," in Journalof UnderwaterAcoustici. Vol. 25-2, April 1975, p. 441-465 ýCLASSIFIED).
20 NRL was funded by DARPA under AO 2275, of 80;2.

21 Tbis was dcre at t.p.explicit dire:tion of Dr. 1.Lue'as'-i. then head of ARPA. R. Mo3re, op. cit.
22 See Chapter 13 on LASA,, Volume 1.
23 AO 2101 of 2/72.
24 The proceedings were itin recorded, L. Griffith, op. cIt
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*

*

Another early related IPTO initiati've was to fund an effort by Feigenbaum and
others of the Stanford Al group. woking at SCI, to apply heuristic Artificial Intelligence
(Al) approaches to automation of acoustic s-gnal recognition. This effort was called HASP
(Heuristic Adaptive Signal Processingi. 25- Thi., was one of :he early Al application
attempts and it continued to he funded by IPTO after the transfer of most of the of ARPA
aconstic work to other offices. HASP was considered important since "manupl" signal
recognition was still required at this time as an input to later processing of ,he acoustic
signal. However, HASP proved to be computationally intensive, and after considerable
work wa.; apparently only able to recognize some signals under benign background
conditions. At the same time 3s HASP was being developed and tested, "conventional
approach" signal processing algorithms were being progressively improved a,'id, to some
extent, also automated. Some attempts were made to interface these conventional signa!
processing developments with HASP and its later version "SIAP," with limited success.
Apparently the H-IASP/SlAP sequential heuristic approach "started from scratch" and did
not take advantage of the information base provided by the conventional types of signal
pro~cessing. 26 A careful review of the HASP and SIAP efforts was made in the mid 1970s,
concluding that during the period of Acoustic Research Center activity these Al approaches
did not achieve the desired objectives, due mainly to computational !imitations.27
While the ILLIAC was improving its performance during this period (1971-74), its
availability was still intermittent and its programming continued to make slow progress.
Ths caused considerable difficulty not only to the ongoing research, but also for the
concept of near 'real time" processing for target localization and :racking, one of the main
DARPA program objectives.
!';74 a number of factors led DARPA to expand and shift responsibility for !he
program to its Tactical Technology Office (TTO) and to locate an enlarged processing
,T

facility, now named the Acoustic Research Center (ARC) at Moffett Field, Cal., Naval Air
Station in proximity to the Ames Laboratory and the ILLIAC IV. The ARC was to be a
joint project with the Navy Electronics Systems Command (NAVELEX) with an agreement
that -he Navy would take over at some point. DARPA chose not to locate the ARC at NUC
as proposed by that laboratory, but w.ooperate it independently, emphasizing industrial

25 AO 2288 of 2/73,
26 L. Griffith and R. Thieblood, op. cit.
27 Tetra Tech.. op. cit., and R. Trueblood 12/89,
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participation. 28 The main factors motivating the establishment and lccatickn of the ARC
seem to have been the success d.at had teen achieved so far in d:e procc.ssing experiments,
and the continuing expectations for ILLIAC IV's performance, together with the intensive
computation which was needed to approach a reo.1 time tracking ;apability. However, the
ARC had to be physically separated fro.n the ILLIAC IV, since that comDuter was then
under NASA management anid in an unclassified area. 29 The ARC eventually included a
number of computers, notable k,-,, "itg which was the Culler "Chi" processor, which was
one of the earliest parallel intermediate-size systems especially efficient in executing Fast
Fourier Transforms. Originally expected, and to some extent used, to "drive" the ILLIAC
IV, later the "Chi" processor itself carried an increasing amount of the ARC processing
load. 30 The ARC also included extensive data storage systems.
The ARC was one of the major "testbeds" built while Dr. George Heilrneier was
Director at ARPA and was to be a major feature of the SEAGUARD program, which was
assigned to DARPA by the DDR&E in the mid 1970s, Dr. M. Currie. 3 1 The SEAGUARD
thrust was toward a major improvement in ASW capability. Under SEAGUAPD the ARC
was to be the processing testbed, one of the key features of the program along with the
LAMBDA towed array and OMAT, a very large fixed array proposed by NUSC. The
ARC was to provide a focus for interarray processing algorithm development and test in
several demonstration experiments of increasing scale and complexity, moving toward a
"real time" processing capability for loca':zation and tracking, anJ possibly evenr,,ally also
automatic detectior of submarines.
SEAGUARD objectives stated by Dr. M. Currie were to determine and quantify the
limits ,f detectability ard localization accuracy cf submarines, an area of ASW which was
of greater importance as a result of the SALT agreement. 32 However, in some high

28 L. Griffith, ,..t..., and R. Trueblood, op. cit.
29 Classified processing on ILLIAC IV was eventually achieved but even then involved some difficulty:
clearing the area, and after processing, purging the computer and its memories. Discussion with
E. Smith, 11/89.
30 The Chi processor led to some of the "floating point" processors now commercially available. L.
Griffith, op. cit.
31 Statement of Dr. M. Curne, DDR&E, DoD Authorization Hearirgs, Committee on Armed Services,
House of Representative, R&D for FY 1976 and 1977, March 1975, Pan 4, p. 3826.
32 M. Currie, op. cit.
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quarters it was held that accurate tracking of ballistic missile subnc~rines would be
destabilizing)

3

There was also, under SEAGUARD, an effort led by W. Munk and zhe JASON
group to develop a theory of the effects of ocean structure and dyramics on propagation
over large distances. 34 Earlier, Munk had participated in a Navy study which critically
examined the basis for the Navy's acoustic ASW systems, and as a result had been
motivated toward leading a major effort linking underwater acoustics and oce.nnography.
Interplay between theoretical modelling with experiments was to be a key feaure of the
scientific effort centered at the ARC, in DARPA's program plans. This theoretical effort
seems to have had a limited effort on most of the work at the ARC. However, one ARC
experiment, discussed below, was funded by ONR and dedicated to "ocean tomography",
one of the offshoots of this theoretical work.
*

0

The Fixed Mobile Experiment (FME) planned in 1974 was the iargest effort
conducted at the ARC. In this experiment, coordinatd by NUt.7, a ship-towed LAMBDA
array wa:; linked via sdtellite with the ARC. The signals rect.ived from LAMBDA were
correlated at the ARC in order to do interiay p:oces.-g.35 A spur to this satellite
demonstration was provided by the fact that ttne comme:ciai liner Queen 2lizabetn had
6
afready used a communications satellite !in'. tic sore)
The feasibility of correlating c'ata from. the ruobiie LAMBDA with that from SOSUS
37
had actually been demnstrated earl'*r by NUC usifig taped records "off-lilz."
However, some of the data ieceivea at the ARC in the FME were processed in ne:," reA,

0

#

time" for tralkag, an important 5emorinstation for the follow on SURTASS system. Tne
.LLAC IV was used for some of this processing but event'ally several ".v;'la)le PDr
computers were conne,:ed in parallel for most of the w:ri,. For the FME, r secure
wiieband ARPANTET lirk was used between NU(' ad 62 ARC wl.ich was apparertly the
flist of i;',. kind, dnd usti a rw encrypting dIcvice deveioped p:,rvy .Nich DARPA IPTO

33 H. Sonnernann, op. cit.
341 "Sound Transmi,.ioplTnrough a klu. 'uating Ocean," eds.. S. Flzttc and R. Dashen, Cnnbrdgz U.
Pres, 1979.
3 Sttement of Dr. G. Hz)meier, ;)oD Auttorizatioa learings. Ccrnmittee iun Armed Set vices, House of
Represenlatves, FY 1918, R&D, Parn 3, March 1977. p. 1409.
3

R. Moore, op. cit.
37 L. Grifflth, op. cit.

support. Several interarray processing algorithms were te.,ted "on-line" during the FME.
At one stage of FME, some 20 computers were linked ,z the ARC by ARPANET. 38
ENSCO, iBM, GE and others were involved in the Navy's NAVELEX program in
the mid to late 1970s to develop improved processing for SOSUS. A version of a new
processing system was tested using the data obtained with ARPA support in the early
".970s and afterwards adopted by the Navy for SOSUS. 3 9 The objectives of the
NAVELEX program appear to have been to develop an evolutionary, "modular" approach
to pro-.essing improvement. The ARC provided a disciplined environmeat in which all
eligible processing algorithm3 were tested with the same data and in the saff;t processing
facility, and wvere involved in the same experiment. Some of those involved felt that in this
way the ARC improved the quality, speed ar.d economy of the Navy's decision on
selection of upgrades for SGSUS processing. 40
In the late 1970s the ARC participated in several operational experiments conducted
by the Navy. 4 1 Multi-level security apparently proved a problem for the ARC's computer
network in these experiments. 42 There were also problems hav;.ig to do with the location
of important information relative to the various operational commands. 43
A fundamental expc, iment was also performed in this time frame, using the ARC
and supported by ONR, to e-xplore to wha- extent ocean structure could be inferred from
coherent processing of acoustic data received at several locations from several fixed,
controlled sources. This was P preliminary experiment toward "ocean tomography" which
had been proposed by W. Munk and his collaborators ;s an approach to large scale ocean
measurement, ard was based in part on some of the theoretical work under
SEAGUARD.44
In 1978, a "semi-alerted searcb experiment" was conducted at the ARC which
included the first attempt at automating a part of the surveillance process over an area of

38 G. Heilmeier, 1977, op. Cit.
35

Ibid.

40 L. Griffith, op. cit.
4 1 Statement of Dr. R. Fossum, DARPA director, DoD authorization Hearings for FY 1979, V&D, April
1978, part 3, p. 1567.
42 R. Moore, op. cit.

43 H. Sonnemann, op. cit.
,4 See e.g., "Ocean Acoustic Tomography, A Scheme for Large Scalc. MzNitonng." by W. Munk and
C. Wunsch, Deep Sea Reser-ch, Vol. 26A, 1970, p. 123.
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nearly 3/4 million sqiare miles, in addition to localization and tracking emphasized
previously. The Stanford WARF (Wide Aperture Radar Facility) OTH radar facility also
participated in this experiment, correlating its data on locating ships at the ARC, to help
determine sources of acoustic noise. The results were encouraging and with further
increase in processing speed due in part to use of optical processors, a more ambitious
experim•.nt, covering a larger area, was undertaken in the early 1980s. 45 For this
46
experiment, only the PDP type computers in the ARC were used.

*

Also in the early 1980s the ARC's capabilities were used in an experiment using
active-acoustic sources, and in an at-sea test of the Advanced Acoustic Array, an airdropped self-deployable underwatel acoustic array.
In October 1982 the ARC was formally transferred to NOSC (ex-NUC) 4s a
technology (6.2 budget) project. Befcre this an attempt was made To "sell" the ARC as a
system to the Navy's Op 95, responsible for ASW, but without success.47

*

NOSC was agreeable to the trar.sfer of thc ARC equipment and communication

*

links to San Diego partly because this dovetailed with the centers' mission assignment in
ocean surveillance and R&D. Initia~ly, NOSC had planned to operate the transferred and
transformed ARC facility as a "cost center" for Navy R&D and operaticnai experiments.

*

There was considerable opposition in the Nlavy, however, to conduct .perational
experiments centered at an R&D facility. 48 With NAVELEX support, NOSC began to
replace several of the ARC's internal set el computers with more modern systemb 49
However, the Navy did not keep up ;he same level of funding for the NOSC ARC-type
R&D work.50 The SOSUS data comm,iication links were maintained and expanded wii.h
the relocation of the ARC to NOSC until the Navy's SPAWAR-PMW 1I0 project office
assumed control of the facility in FYS7. By 1987 NOSC had completely replaced all the

S45

Suttement of Dr. R. Fossum, The DARPA Budý'et Request FY 1982, p. !I- , E. Sm:th, op. c6.
4i E. Smith, ibid.
47 E. Smith, ibid.

48 'Mhi; p.roblem had also occurred earlier at the ARC. 14. SonnenMn-in, c-?. Cit.
49 The ILLLAC IV had remainea at Ames.

5t' The ARC rescairch remaired in the Navy's Exploraio.y Deieoprme:t (6 2) bulget. The re;uest for
ARC support in that bidget arrived at thc. aame time as other sizeable requests. Disc-lss,on with
L. H111, HID,

SM.-
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older ARC processors with equipment to be used in a new project under PNW-180. 5 1 The
52
ARC was shut down a little later.
Shortly after the transfer of the ARC, Navy and National appreciations greatly
sharpened about the new threat posed by the quieting of Soviet submarines. In response,
DARPA and Navy-funded research and exploratory development for ASW has intensified,
and appears to be addressing many of the the same general questions as did SEAGUARD
about the limits of detectability in the ocean. The emphasis, however, now seems to be
more on what can be done with increased physical apertures, together with appropriate
processing, than following the ARC approach of exploiting existing SOSUS receivers.
C.

OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS

DARPA's activity culrinating in the Acoustic Research Center seems to have
involved several converging factors. One was the great increase in computing capability
promised by the IPTO programs, for MLLIAC IV, and the ARPANET. These advances
promised to remove some of the major previous limitations in acoustic signal processing.
Another factor was the Navy-funded laboratory and industrial initiatives which had been
going on for some time. The issue of SSBN vulnerability had increased in importance due
to the SALT talks, and the related DSB panel's recommendation, implemented by DDR&E,
gave an assignment of working this problem to ARPA, in praliel with a dedicated Navy
effort. The apparently key initiative of H. Sonnemann came from his unique, background
of participating in the earlier ONR-funded ARTEMIS experiments, and later being
responsible fer ARPA's LASA large "array of arrays" seismic processing experiment.
Sonnemann took advantage of his position in the office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy to link SOSUS with LASA processing. Ht. also brought many key players together.
ARPA's initial actions seem to have been based primarily on exploitation of IPTO
technology, the ILLIAC IV and ARPANET. This exploitation might be regarded as
offering a breakthrough in computational power, but ii was risky because of the still
developing status of these IPTO programs. The :nitial DARPA aztions could also b'e
regarded as cautious, backing two Navy laboratory groups which had fairly well develope.d
ideas and initiatives. These groups were quite successful in their fist experiments which

51 See e.g., testimony of Dr. P. Selwyn before Senate Armed Services Defense indusury and Technology
subcommittee. April 1990, quoted in Aerospace Daily, Vol. 154, #22. May I, 1990, p. 2.

52 L. Griffith, op. cit.
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made limited use of this IPTO technology. In particular one of the earliest of these
experinents, by NUC, employed an algorithm which was very efficient, so that
extraordinary computer capability such as ILLIAC IV was not required. In the ARPA
effort, "remote non-interfering access" to SOSUS data was successfully achieved for the
first time.
The DARPA effort "took off' when Dr. Heilmeier became director, and pushed
the

0

concept of a major test bed for ASW, where advanced processing would be tested in a
controlled environment in major exercises. The ARC testbed served as a way to test and
evaluate a number of improvements in processing technology economically, using existing
SOSUS assets, competing all the competitive algorithms against each other in a common
environment. This procedure provided help to speed improvements in the efficiency and
quality of the Navy's decisions on SOSUS processing upgrades.
*The

ARPA attempts at Al applications automating signal recognition, HASP and
SIAP, were evaluated in the ARC program as not sufficiently successful to lead to any
implementation at the time (mid 1980s). It was recognized that this was a judgement about

*

Al of the time, and in fact with neural net "parallel" approaches, rather than seq,'iential
"linear" heuristics, the problem is now being attacked again.
The attempts to go beyond localization and tracking to extend the ARC interarray

*

processing technology to search were very computationally intensive, as expected. Dr.
Fossum, DARPA director, stated at the time of the formal transfer of the ARC that acoustic
ASW had become mature and that further marginal improvements would be very difficult
53
and costly.

When ILLIAC IV operated it was very productive, but it did not prove as reliable as
had been hoped, and its programming problems also seem to have slowed progress
somewhat. The Navy (with its continuing responsibility to keep upgrading SOSUS) didn't
wait for the final results from the ARC, but was encouraged by the general results of the
esrly DA RPA experiments and proceeded to field a processing scheme developed by one of
its contractors, and tested using results of these early DARPA-funded experiments.
The major experimmnt with the ARC was the FME, in which data from fixed and
moving (ILAMBDA) receivers were correlated for the first time on-line. The FME results,

53 F3ssum, op. cit., p. 11-2.
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also obtained a little late due to difficulty with ILLIAC IV reliability, nevertheless seem to
54
have been a useful input for the Navy's SURTASS program.
The SEAGUARD program also attempted to pull together the ARC, LAMBDA and
OMAT. An OMAT array was deployed in the Atlantic, but plans for a similar effort in the
Pacific were abandoned mainly for the operational reason of potential vulnerability of large
55
fixed facilities.
Th,
4 ARC succeeded in showing what could be done with greater computing
capability, and with the fusion of other information such as that provided by OTH radar,
thus giving a picture much desired by decision-makers: information on possible marginal
improvements and estimates of associated costs. The Navy's actions in implementing a
more evolutionary set of processing improvements rather than a larger step toward
coherent, real time processing may have been due to concerns about cost effectiveness,
given the ILLIAC problems, and perhaps also due to some of the difficulties experienced in
the operational experiments involving the ARC. However, the change in the threat seems
to have eventually influenced the Navy's judgment about a system tied to existing
underwater arrays In retrospect this judgment may have been wiser than one that would
have moved more quickly to use DARPA technology.
DARPA's costs of the ARC program, from project records, was $64 million. The
Navy provided a reiatively small additional amount before transfer. The costs of
SURTASS, affected by the FME results, are estimated at about $4 billion. The costs of the
Navy processing upgrades tested on the ARC are classified.

54 Earlier off-line correlation processing had been demonstrated between fixed and mobile receivers. H.
Sonneman, and L. Griffith. op. cit.
55 Discussion with H. Cox, 5/90.
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XIII.

A.

INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS

BRIEF OVERVIEW

Effective human-machine communication has always been an area of interest in the
field of computing. Beginning in 1946, computations were being performed electronically,
greatly increasing the speed at which the resulting information was available for human

I.

consumption. The idea of usilig graphical symbols for input and the capability of
"drawing" computational resuhs prompted research and development of interactive
computer graphics.
ARPA's role in the development and promulgation of interactive computer graphics
began as a component to the early computer time-sharing projects. While Project MAC' is
more widely known, XRPA funded another computer time-sharing effort in 1963 with
System Development Corporation, which included a General Purpose Display System.
Along with the MAC graphical display terminals, this is the earliest ARPA involvement in
the area of interactive computer graphics.
Concurrent with ARPA's efforts in interactive graphics were privately funded
efforts to develop a capability for Computer Aided Design (CAD). Though ARPA was not
directly involved, the interactive graphics work for the ongoing MAC project prompted the
publicity of these private efforts, thus encouraging technology exchanges among industry,
academia, and the government.
B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

1.

The Need for Interactive Computer Graphics

The developments of the first truly electronic computers set the stage for
development of interactive graphics. Speed and power were the key and the electronic
2
computer promised both. The ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator)
!
2

MAC, orginally Machine Aided Cognition, see Volume I, Chapter 19 of this paper for the story of
MAC.
Jean-Paul Tremblay and Richard B. Bunt, An Introduction to Computer Science, An Algorithmic
Approach. McCraw-Hill Book Company. 1979, p. 9.
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was the first completely electronic computer. Developed from 1943 to 1946 by John W.
Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert at the University of Pennsylvania with support from the
Ballistic Research Laboratory of the Aberdeen Proving Grounds, ENIAC was comprised
of arrays of vacuum tubes functioniag as its logic network. ENIAC's electronic
techn~ology allowed it to calculate 1000 times faster than that of its electro-mechanical
predecessors. The teletype and its descendants would be the mainstay of interactive
input/output uatil the introduction of the Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT).
Followin~g ENIAC were tie electronic stored-program computers that can.-" in the
late 1940s and throughout the 1950s. Although their developments pre-date ARPA, the
ILLIAC from the University of Illinois, JOHNIAC from Rand Corporation, and
WHIRLWIND from MIT, would all later be funded by ARPA and it was those later
prqje',.. that led to the spinoff of interactive graphi,&s.
The earliest financial contributor to computer development was the DoD. Demands
for strategic and tactical as well as defense computations initiated several projects. Two
such projects were SAGE, an air defense system. and BMEWS, a ballistic missile early
warning system. These systems were sponsored by the Air Force and a majority of the
computing development was performed by System Development Corporation (SDC),
which at that time (1950s) was an arm of the Ranct Corporation. Like other Command and
Control (C2 ) systems that would follow, the desire to display information pictorially was
expressed. Such expressions helped to spur the development of interactive graphics.
Ferhaps the most important push for computing that eventually included interactive
graphics was the result of one individual's vision. Dr. J.C.R. Licklider, who would
become the first director of ARPA's Information Processing Technology Office (IPTO) in
1962, promoted a concept he termed "man-computer symbiosis" A summary of Dr.
Licklider's vision3 , which was first published in March 1960, follows.
Man-computer symbiosis is an expected dcvelopment in cooperative
interaction between men and electronic computers. It will involve very
close coupling between the human and the electronic members of the
partnership. ' ie main aims ire 1) to let computers facilitate formulative
thinking as they now facilitate tci solution of formulated problems, and 2)
to enablz men and computers to %:--operate in making decisions and
controliiing complex situations withu:.t inflexible dependence on
predete rm'ined programs. In the anticipated sy,..iotic partnership, men will
set thc. goals, formulate the hypotheses, determine t.%- criteria, and perform

3

J.C.R. Licklider, "Man-Computer Symbios*s," IRE Transaaionson Human Factorsin Electronics,

Vol HFE-. March 1960, p. 4.
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the evaluations. Computing machines will do the routinizable work that
must be done in to prepare the way for insights and decisions in technical
and scientific thinking. Preliminary analyses indicate that the symbiotic
partnership will perform intellectual operations much more effe-tively than
man alone can perform them. Prerequisites for the achievement of the
effective, cooperative association include developments in computer time
sharing, in memory components, in memory organization, in programming
languages, and in input and output equipment.

•

When Dr. Licklider came to ARPA in 1962, he proceeded to turn his vision into a reality.
His attention was first focused an time-sharing systems. ARPA's initial involvements in
interactive graphics came as spinoffs from these time.-sharing projects. To quote Dr.
Licklider again:4

*

Certainly, for effective man-computer interaction, i; will be necessary for
the man and the computer to draw graphs and pic:ures and to write notes
and equations •o each other on some display surface.... He [the man]
could sketch out the format of a table roughly and let the computer shape it
up with precision. He could correct the computer's data, instruct the
machine via flow diagrams, and in general interact with it very truch as he
would another engineer....

•

Dr. Licklider foresaw interactive computing and its associated interactive graphics as the
key to effectively marrying computers and people. In fact, when asked what he considered
to be his primary achievement in his tenure at ARPA, Dr. Licklider said, "I feel best about
the fact that I convinced people to take interactive computing seriously long enough to give
it a chance."5
2.

Early Development Efforts

The development of interactive computer graphics started in the 1950s, but before
they would become a reality three fundamental building blocks were needed:
*

*

Graphical devices, such as the CRT

*

Rapid, interactive computation to drive the graphics devices

*

Algorithms for the various computational aspects of manipulating and
displaying graphics.

Since 1962, ARPA has funded efforts, both directly and indirectly, to support all three of
these fundamental building blocks.
0
4
5

d

*

Ibid., p. 9.
J.C.R. Licklider, "The Early Years: Founding IPTO," Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence.
Thomas C. Banee, Ed., 1988, p. 220.
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a. Graphical Devices
The first known use of the CRT as an input/output device on a computer system
occurred in 1950 on the WHIRLWIND computer at MIT.6 CRTs had been used in many
applicatio:.s prior to this. such as radar screens, oscilloscopes, and, of course, in the
fledgling television indusury. However, their use in cowputers certainly provided a critical
component for truly interactive cemputing and, as a result, interactive graphics. The CRT,
as a basic device, has not changed radically sinc'e its introduction 30 years ago. What has

4

changed is the additional, specialized hardware associated with CRTs, such as dynamic
refresh memory and pointing devices.
on CRTs
Dynamic refresh memory allowed the individual points of light, or pixels,
to be changed on the fly, creating a near real-time display capability. This capability,
coupled with powerful central processors, enabled new algorithms for solids modelling and
consequently CAD to be developed and demonstraztd.

4

Pointing devices also contributed to overall graphics algorithm development by
providing physical human control over the graphics. The first of these devices was the
light pen. Developed at MIT, the light pen is pointed at the CRT screen and with the use of
a trigger mechanism is able to select pixels or groups of pixels for manipulation. The light
pen was originally used for SAGE consoles, but their use extended inte other systems.
However, light pens were not sufficiently ergonomic, were thing to use, and were
7
subsequently replaced first by a stylus operated tablet, then later by the mouse.
b. Rapid Interactive Computing
ARPA purchased an IBM AN/FSQ-32V, simply referred to as a Q-32, for use a:
SDC in their Super Combat Center (SCC) Project. However, the SCC was cancelled, but
as the SDC ARPA Project Manager, Dr. licklider reshaped SDC's contract to focus on
developing a timesharing system. An SDC project was formed in December 1962 with the
challenge from Dr. Licklider to have a timesha.ing system running in six months, i.e., mid1963. SDC not only met the deadline, but their Time-Sharing System (TSS) was a
manifestation of Dr. Licklider's man-computer symbiosis vision. Mos. notable in this
respect was the development and inclusion in TSS of the General Purpose Display Systems
(GPDS). The GPDS was the first system of its kind to int.grate hardware and software
6

William M. Newman and Robert F. Sproull, Principles of Intcractive Computer Graphics.McGrawHill Book Company, 1973, p. xxii

7

J.D. Foley, and A. Van Dan'. Fundamentals of Interactive Computer Graphics, Addison-Wesiey

Publishing Company. 1982, p. 22.
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into an interactive graphical user irterface. It used graphical symbols for its input/output
and so served as the "ancient" predecessor to the iccn-based interfaces developed in the
1980s. 111c principal developer for t..e GPDS, Sally C. Bowman, remembers it as the
"friendliest system I've ever used."e
Another major effort in timesharing sponsored by ARPA was Project MAC.
Project MAC began in early 1963. The acronym MAC is dc.rived from its overall research
objective, Machine-Aided Cognition, and its major tool, a Multiple-Access Computer. The
original proposal to ARPA stated:
The broad long-term objective of the program is the evolutionary
developmcnt of a computer system easily and independently accessible to a
large number of people and truly flexible and responsive to individual
needs. An essential part of this objective is the developmet of improved
input, output and display equipment, of programming id.. of public files
and subroutines, and of th'e overall operational organization of the system. 9
.ie intent on pursuing the display of information graphic~ally is clearly evident.

0

MAC was born out of an original timesharing effort on MIT's TXO computer, an
IBM 7099 which was ihe first transistorized computer. This early effort was moved to the
TX2, a hager and nwor powerful IBM 7094 compuwer. This system provided the base for
the doctoral work of Ivan Sutherland which pioneered !nte; active computer graphics and
for subsequent work by others in three-dimensional interactive graphics.
By July 1964, MAC included the initial model of a multiple display system for
computer-aided design, which included the rLUDGE terminal. KLUDGE had an
oscilloscope display with a character generator and a light pen and included hardware
facilities to rotate images in three dimensions.10 A more complete discussion of MAC is
presented in Volume I, Chaptor XIX.
c. Algorithm Development
Developing computer hardware to handle some special needs of interactive graphics
was an important effort. More importantly however, was the development of computer
software to generate, manipailate, and display the graphics. The hardware, as discussed in

0

8 C.Baum, The System Builders - The Sor- of SDC, System Development Corporation, 1981, p. 92.
9 R.Fano, "Project MAC," Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Technology, 1979, p. 339.
10 Thornhill, et al., "An Integrated Hardware-Software System for Computer Graphics in Time Sharing,"
MIT Project MAC, TR-56, Dec 1968.

*
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the last section, provided the platform, but it was the software that "created" interactive
computer graphics.
Dr. Ivan E. Sutherland is credited with being the father of modern interactive
computer graphics. Dr. Sutherland's doctoral resez-ch culminated in the development of
Sketchpad,l1 which has been heralded as the first software specifically designed to provide
a capability to do interactive graphics. Sketchpad was not directly funded by ARPA
it
was developed on the TX-2 computer running the MAC timesharing system and was duiie
so with the cognizance and enthusiastic concurrence of Dr. Licklider.
From a user-perspective, Sketchpad was exactly what its name implied, a system
that "makes it possible for a man and a computer to converse rapidly through the medium
of drawings."1 2 The system used a light pen to draw line segments which are joined to
form polygons. Tihese polygons are then manipulated into regular shapes, stretched,
shrunk, moved, or joined with other polygons. Combined with ercles and arcs, the
system provides a powerful interactive graphics capability for the user.
Dr. Sutherland left MIT after receiving his PhD and succeeded Dr. Licklider to
become the second director of iPTO. This is a prime exemple of the impor tant relationship
ARPA had between its project managers and their graduate students. This relationship led
io a cohesive and directed effort in the development and promulgation of much of ARPA's
early work, in this case interactive graphics. Dr. Sutherland says of his time at ARPA that
the ARPA project managers were fully capable scientists themselves; they were not just
government bureaucrats. They therefore knew how to communicate what they wanted
done and subsequently cotuld understand the research results presented to them. 13
Following his tenure at ARPA, Dr. Sutherland moved on to the University of Utah
in Salt Lake City, Utah, at the request of Dr. David Evans, the Computer Science
Department chairman. Dr. Evans was building a department with an impressive group of
faculty and was able to recruit talented graduate students. His efforts were rewarded as
14
Utah became recognized as the first ARPA Center of Excellence.

11 I.E. Sutherland, "SKETCHPAD: A Man-Machine Graphical Communication System," Doctoral
Thesis, MIT Lincoln Lab T/R-296, May 1965.
12 Ibid., p. 1.
13 From a telephone conversation with Dr. Sutherland, September 1990.
14 From a telephone cuoversation with Dr. Evans, November 1990.
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3.

Follow-on and Related Efforts

Work on interactive graphics under Project MAC continued at MIT throughout the
1960s with ARPA support. As a follow-on to Dr. Sutherland's work with Sketchpad, an
advanced version for drawing pictures in three dimensions was produced. 15 Sketchpad III
allowed 2-D pictures to assume 3-D characteristics as they were rotated about any of the.
three axes. This three-dimensional interactive graphics capability became the foundation
16
for surface and solids modelling and eventually led to CAD systems.
At the University of Utahi: Dr. Evans was hard at work building his faculty and
attracting the talent needed to undertake a variety of projects from ARPA. Dr. Evans
fondly recalls that tht program at Utah was offbeat and aut,'cted offbeat, but very talented,
individuals, such as Alan Kay. 17 Another one of those talented students was John
Warnock. 18 Both Dr. Sutherland and Dr. Evans agree that the single most important piece
of ARPA-sponsored work at Utah in the area of computer graphics was Warnock's hiddenline algorithm work. 19 When iooking ot a non-transparent solid object, areas exist that
cannot be seen, being merely hidden from view. By rotating the object or by shifting the
viewpoint, areas that were previously hidden are now visible and vice versa. The
application of this break-through work took graphics out of the laboratory and placed it into
everything from CAD to aircraft, seacraft, land, and space vehicle simulators. Even the
"entertainmentindustry has applied this technology to video animation.
Kay and Warnock were jus: two of the many talents that ARPA sponsored at Utah.
According to Dr. Evans, other students have gone on to other academic and industry
positions where they have continued to pursue interactive graphics. 20

15 T.E. Johnson, "SKETCHPAD III: A Computer Program for Drawing in 3-Dimensions," MIT ESL,
ESL-TM-173, June 1963.
16 S.A. Coons, "Surfaces for Computer Aided Design of Space Forms," MIT Project MAC, TR41, June

1967.
17 Kay eventually became a founder of Apple Computers and is generally recognized as a driving force in
the development of the personal computer.
18 Warnock is credited with developing the algorithm that allowed solid-surface depiction and

Uj-on
o
ffof ;..
9' S. McAllister, and 1 E. Sutherland, "Final Report on, the Area Wamock Hidden-Line Algorithm,"
Evans and Sutherland Compuý,r Corp, Salt Lake City, February, 1970.
20 Evans, op. cit.
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C. APPLICATIONS
ARPA's push for the advancement of computer technology led to the development
of architectures of ever-increasing compuLing power. Over the years, it became evident that
the bottleneck in deriving maximum tnefit from these powerful computers was in how
information was input and output. The birth and promulgation of the field of interactive
computer graphics is a direct result of the work and projects undertaken through ARPA
support.
Perhaps the best single application of ARPA-funded computer graphics success is
in computer-aided design (CAD). Although used for a variety of applications today,
DARPA-directed efforts were mostly in the application of CAD for Very Large-Scale
Integration Circuits (VLSI). ThiF work is spread among many institutions as testament to
DARPA's direction:
"

MOSIS - The MOS Implementation System is operated by the Information
Sciences Institute of the University of Southern Calffomrn-

"

VLSI Design Generators - Northwest University's Latxw.'atory for Integrated
Systems.

"

High-speed Rendering of 3-D Objects - The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.

"

SPLASH CAD System - Part of the Wafe-Scale Integration for Strategic
Computing Program at MIT's Lincoln Laboratory.
"Berkeley MAGIC CAD Tools - University of California at Berkeley,
Electronics Research Laboratory.

In addition to these projects, DARPA also funded hardware development to support
graphics, such as the SUN workstation.2 1 The goal of the SUN 68000 workstation's
graphics subsystem is to provide a high-speed display and high-speed manipulation of
raster images. The graphics subsystem solves the problem of high-speed frame buffer
updating. The frame buffer is the part of the system memory that is set aside for storing the
information that makes up the digital image. By increasing the speed at which this buffer is
updated, more real-time type graphics can be achieved.

21 See Chapter XVII, "VLSI: Advanced Computer Architecture," in this Volume.
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D. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
*

The effect DARPA has had on interactivf graphics has been both instrumental and
substantial. It was mostly achieved through support of academic research programs at such
universities as MIT, University of Utah, and Stanford. In essence, interactive graphics
was an important element of DARPA's broader programmatic vision in information
procetsing with an emphasis on suppor':ng an infrastructure of basic research capabilities,
rather than explicit or specific graphics techaologies or systems. The development of
interactive graphics in this environm.ient was fostered substantially by 1he wider range of
hardware, software, and microel.ctronics that DARPA's information science programs
enabled. In turn, advances in ihteractive graphics contibuted to such applications as CAD,
which improved these other aspects of infcrmation processing. Not only did ARPAsponsored pioneering work promote technology exchange among the government, research
institutions, and private i!,dustry, but it also has found its way into our transportation, our
education, and our workplaces.
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XIV.

A.

IMAGE UNDERSTANDING

BRIEF OVERVIEW

ARPA first began research into the capabilities of machines to duplicate the human
cognitive vision and speech processes in the mid-1960s. Early research investigating the
roots of human perception (speech and vision) focused on developing a fundamenital
understanding of each process. Two research efforts were aimed at duplicating human
speech and vision capabilities to the extent possible with available computer systems.
Image Understanding (IU) which waq differentiated by attention to high-level vision
became a formal DARPA program in 1975.
The formation of the program established DARPA as one of the principal supporters
cf vision/image research in the world. DARPA initiated original research, and also provided
a purposeful focus to research already underway. Many of the research efforts undertaken
as part of the image understanding program were started in conjunction with (in the 1970s)
work on the DARPA image processing program, and (in the 1980s) with work associated
with artificial intelligence (Al) and the Strategic Computing Program. The concept of image
understanding was in its infancy when DARPA became involved, and DARPA served an
important function in broadening thinking related to image recognition capabilities of
machines and artificial intelligence. 1
Two important legacies of the DARPA program are discernable. First, DARPA
efforts involved funding interdisciplinary research related to IU and as a result, there is a
broader base of scientific knowledge and a growing cadre of trained researchers pursuing
problems related to ILI and its applications. 2 Second, DARPA-funded efforts resulted in

1
2

See Volume I of this report, Chapter XXI, "Artificial Intelligence," pp. 21-6 through 21-18.
Interview with Dr. Azriel Rosenfeld, Director of the Universily of Maryland's Computer Vision
Laboratory, 7 July 1990.
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two testbeds, 3 work witlh the National Science Foundation, and several internal IU program
initiatives and technology transfer effc-ts within DARPA.
The two testbeds were located at the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), and the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). The work with the National Science Foundation (NSF)
resulted in the generation of new research thrusts and ideas for IU research. The internal
program initiatives exposed the "boundaries" between rTd and other technologies and
applications: between IU and parail, 1 computers; between IU and softw'are development
technoJrgy; and IU applied to autonomous navigation tasks. In additioi-, technology was
;nnology Office (TTO) in DARPA from the IU program to
transferred to the Tactical
produce an image exploitation applications for the U.S. Army. DARPA supported IU
research and technology also were utilized for target recognition research and development
programs of the U.S. Army and the U.S. Air Force.
B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

The DARPA image understanding program was a continuation of research efforts
that were started either independently or as part of the DARPA image processing progiam.
Research efforts sponsored as part of the image processing program included work in image
restoration, encoding for bandwidth compression, and visual systems modelling. Research
in image understanding and computer vision are relatively new scientific fields with origins
in the multi-spectral sensor programs of the U.S. dating back to the early 1950s.4 The first
experiments in image computer vision were conducted in the late 1950s, with many of the
essential concepts of the field being developed in, the 1970s and 1980s.
1.

Defining Image Understanding

Image understanding has as its end goal to ascertairn information about a scene from
one or more images. A major focus is on understanding the relationship between objects in
the scene. A human is able to interpret the objects in a scene and if the proper context is
provided, to determine their relationships. An image understanding system obtains
information from images through a combination of hardware and software components.

3

The term "testbed" is used to connote that more than the hardware platform was the purpose of the

4

enterprise, rather these efforts encompassed with the hardware, the software and the procedural aspects to
establish standards and performance metrics.
Dana H. Ballard and Christopher M. Brown, Computer Vision, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982, 1. xiii.
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The IU program currently draws upon a number of scientific disciplines. Each of
the circles in Figure 14-1 represents a discipline some portion of wbich is involved in
imagery research. Figure 14-1 provides a theoretical representation of the relationships
among the disciplines that are integral to the IU program. DARPA has funded institutions
with particular expertise in each of these academic disciplines to contribute to the larger
program. The image understanding program has to date iocused on specific interpretation
or classification problems and attempted to generate solutions based on this interdisciplinary
approach.
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Conceptual Model of Image Understanding Program 5

Subtle but important differences exist between image understanding, i'mage
processing or pattern recognition, and artificial intelligence. Image processing may be
characterized as image transformation; the encoding and transmission of an image or the
processing of an image to yield another image of improved or different qualities. Pattern
recognition (in imagery) classifies objects that exist in or are represented by an image often
using statistical decision theory applied to general patterns. Artificial intelligence attempts to

5

Larry E. Dnuffel, "Summary of the DARPA Image Understanding Research Program," in J. Kittler,
K.S. Fu, and L.F. Pau, eds., Pattern Recognition Theory and Applications, D. Reidel Publishing,
1982, pp. 265-281.
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simulate the information-processing capabilities of humans (often focussing on cognitive
tasks without regard to biological realism). 6
Image understanding is very different from image processing, which studies imageto-in'age transformation, not explicit symbolic description building. Such symbolic
descriptions are more computationally efficient in recognizing and classifying an object.
Image understanding can potentially explair. the scene and obj •cts in a proce3sed image
using pattern recognition, and can attempt tc explain the significance of the information
,,sing artificial intelligence techniques of symbolic information-processing. Image
understanding applications can be thought of as an agent that integrates image processing,
pattern recognition, and artificial int~elligence to produce an automated analysis of
information from an image. 7
?.

Motivations for Starting the Image Understanding Program

There were a number of motiv,-ions for DARPA to form the image understanding
program in `975. Tht first impetus was prior work performed by the Information
Processing Technologies Office JIPTO) in artificial intelligence. 8 At the time, AI research
was `ocusing on providing automated symbolic information processing techniques fcr
military and civilian applications. One example of a project that would foreshadow the IU
and computer vision work was a medical application of symbolic reasoning in a project
called DENDRAL. 9 This project produced artificial intelligence-aided automated tools to
analyze mass spectrograms and nuclear magnetic resonance spectral images. 10 These
spectral images where analyzed to reveal the structure of organic molecules to aid in the
diagnosis (classification) of lung problems. This project was funded by DARPA, the
National Institute of Health (NIH) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). The DENDRAL projr.Li was widely considered the first major applization of an
Al expert system; it made possible the exploration of other applications for Al expert
systems to complicated analyses that involved signal-to-symbol transfo-'mation plus
symbolic reasoning.

6
7
8
9

Dana H. Ballard and Christopher M. Brown, Computer Vision, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982, p. 2.
Druffel, op. cit,.
See Volume I of this report, Chapter XXI, "Artificial Intelligence," pp. 21-6 through 21-18.
Ibid.

10 The S,.eds of ArtricialIntelligence, National Institutt of Health, P0-2071, 1980, pp. 18-19.
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The artificial intelligence work performed prior to the formation of the image
understanding program in 1975 was influenced by pattern recognition and focused on a
bottom-up approach to interpretation tasks like DENDRAL. The bottom-up approach uses
statistical samples of expected data to define the terms of reference in a pipe-line of
successively more restr;ctive recognition tasks. In a sense, the bottom-up approach builds
an a priori structure for recoguizing its terms of reference from "learned" expectations. An
alternative is the top-down approach, which also uses a priori expectations represented in a
knowledge base. A system based on a top-down approach has a pre-existing set of rules or
knowledge to distinguish for example an apple from a tree, or a red ap,-!e from a green
based on contextual information that may not ever be in any image. The top-down approach
is less sensitive to missing or unexpected data. The image understanding program adopted
the top-down approach to represent and use symbolic information in addition to or in
combination with traditional bottom-up pattern recognition methods. The innage
understanding program sought to understand how knowiedge is gained and utilized in a topdown fashion. This desire by ISTO and the Ai community to research and build an a priori
knowledge base was one of the major impetuses to the beginning of the image
undeistanding program and represents its value added to other computer vision activities. 11
Other motivations were two independent projects that eventually influenced image
understanding effoits undertaken by DARPA. The first was the "hand-eye" project, an
informal coordination of research efforts at Stanford University and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in the late-1960s. The project produced a demonstrator for
robotically assembling building blocks. Using a robotic arm, and camera eye, this
demonstrator assembled and replicated pre-designated block constructions. The hand-eye
project dealt only with very simple blocks and shapes. The efforts conducted at both
Stanford and MIT vyere constrained by the limited memory caDabilities of the computers
available at the time. The hand-eye project was the first attempt to use computer recognition
of a three-dimensional object for a put- oe, in this case constructiond assembly and
replication. Although the actual results -€ this project were limited, it did promote
cooperation and coordination of research activity among researchers interested in different
12
aspects of problems for which DARPA was trying to generate solutions.

11 Interview with Dr. Robert Simpson, former Image Understanding Program Manager. 1985 to 1990, 11
May. '1990.
12 Inturview with Dr. Azriel Rosepfeld, Director of the University of Marylanr's Computer Vision
Laboratory, 7 July, 1990.
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The second project was the Pattern Information Processing System (PIPS), initiated
in the mid-1970s by the National Science Foundation. This was a response to a Japanese
effort to develop an advanced speech and vision pattern information processing system.
The Japanese effort was extensive, funded at slightly above $100 million. The U.S.
response was the first well-funded pattern-information-processing effort. It too was
constrained by the computer technology of the time. In retrospect, the type of capability that
the U.S. researchers sought required fifth-generation computer architecture in order to be
possible. Computer capabilities that would satisfy the requirements of this program were
13
not available until at least ten years after the start of the PIPS project.
An additional motivation to the image understanding program's formation, was the
work of Lt. Colonel David Carlstrom, USAF. Carlstroin w3nted to start a very long-term
program, in the 1960s, which looked at the use of machines to augment human
performance. Expenrs in the field held several symposia sponsored both by DARPA and the
academic community to evaluate the potential development and use of the man-machine
interface (cybi..etics). As a result of these symposia, DARPA funding gave rise to a
research community that looked at the components of a man-machine interface such as
visioit iad spe.cn recognition/understanding. The combination of on-going intcrest in the
sciemific commicuity in inan-machine interfaces, the initial funding of projects to study manmachine components, and the personal involvement of David Carlstrom all provided a
significawt impetus to sta.t the IUprogram.14 DARPA proceeded to fund research efforts
aimed at investigating the viability of computer technology ior military application,
specifically to speech and vision.15
The DARPA image processing programn also influenced the decision to pursue the
image understandirg program. DARPA had funded an Image Procesf.ing Program from
1966 to 1975. The earlier programs succeeded in pushing image processing technology
forward. The original DARPA-sponsored work in image processing was conducted at the
University of Southern California, Purdue University, and the University of Utah. These
and oth.,r ur.iversities and other research institutions1 6 received contracts to transform
13 Ibid.
14 LL Colonel Daid Carlstrom's early involvement in the field and at DARPA resulted in his becoming

the first program manger for the IWprogram in 1976
15 See Volume I of this report specifically the discussion on the speech recognition project HEAR-SAY,
Chapter 21, "Artificial Intelligence,' pp. 21-6 through 21-18.
16 Including Stanford, MIT, Carnegie.Mellon, Maryland, Columbia, the University of Rochester. and the

Stanford Research Institute.
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efforts in mage processing research into new efforts investigating possible ways to develop
an image understanding capability for use in defense systems.
In the mid- 1970s, a three-page letter was sent by Dr. Azriel Rosenfeld of the
University of Maryland to Dr. Porter, head of the Image Processing Program at DARPA,
proposing an image understanding system and real interest was garnered to start something
new. A new and key step took place with the concept of signal-to-symbol mapping. This
process borrowed or made use of methods from the Al community (e.g., DENDRAL) to
transform signal data into a symbolic data structure. This structure could then be used to
infer missing data and to group the data into more abstract structures (e.g., objects). This
insight influenced the formation of a group of researchers that was the predecessor of the
fi'st DARPA-sponsored Image Understanding Workshop. These investigations provided
additional input to the vision and image understanding research program in the mid1970s.17
DARPA initiated the Image Understanding (IU) program to investigate techniques
which offered the potential to derive more information from an image and improve our
national technical capabilities in image interpretation. Military research laboratories and
other DoD agencies also began to study applications of vision/image understanding
techniques and to sponsor complementary research. The previous work by DARPA
performed iis Al knowledge-based systems, DARPA-sponsored symposia on computer
vision and cybernics, and DARPA-funded research in image processing all provided
powerful stimulus to the formation of the image understanding program in 1975.
3.

Formation of the Image Understanding Program

The image understanding program officially began in 1975. The original program
was a planned five-year effort covering the period from 1975 to 1980, which has been
renewed periodically ever since. DARPA initiated the IU program to investigate techniques
which offered the potential to derive information from an image.1 8 At the initial workshop
of the image understanding program in March 1975, Dr. .I.C.R. Lickdie'r, then Director of
the Information Processing Techniques Office which sponsored the program, made this
observation:

ciL., I1 May 1990.
Larry E. Druffcl, "Summary of the DARPA Image Understanding Research Program,' in J. Kittler,
K.S. Fu, and L.F. Pau, eds., Pattern Recognition Theory and Applications, D. Reidel Publishing.
1982, pp. 265-281.

17 Simpson, op.

i
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The objective (of the image understanding program) will be to develop the
technology which can. be exploited by the DoD ,omponents to solve their specific
problems. Thus, the activities that wili be supported in the program will not be the
engineering of specific solutions to specific problems. The philosophy in the
program will be to develop generalized zechnology by driving research in particular
directions. However, at the end of the five year period the technology developed
must be in a state in which it can be utilized by the DoD components to solve their
specific problems without requiring a significant research effort to figure out how to
apply the technology to the specific problems. For this reason, the program must
result in a demonstration at the end of the five year period that an important DoD
problem has been solved. 19
Because the research area was so new, program goals remained consistent
throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s DARPA retained its preferred, interdisciplinary
approach to solving broad, complex problems. Program manager Major Larry Druffel,
United States Air Force (USAF), summarized program goals in 1981, and his successor,
Lt. Colonel Robert Simpson, USAF, reiterated those same goals in 1985:
...to investigate application of a priori knowledge to facilitate an understanding of
the relationship among objects in a scene. The appropriate focus is on the word
understanding ....[The image understanding program] is a catalyst which attempts an
integration of many sciences (image processing, pattern recognition computer
science, artificial intelligence, neurophysiology, and physics) in search of methods
for automatic extraction of information from imagery.20
The managers of the IU Program realized from its inception that the goals stated by
Dr. Lir.klider would be difficult to attain. The image understanding program funded
research efforts at institutions with demonstrated expertise in the areas depictcd -n Figure
14-2 below, and the ability to perform research designed to investigate total vision systems.
The major accomplishment of the program to date has been research that has more clearly
defined the challenges to fielding systems with imbedded image understanding components.
There are at least thcee major areas in which computer assisted image understanding
techniques could be beneficial to DoD:
provide a means of viewing enormous amounts of collected imagery (scinning
for alert functions)
improve the time and pace with which information from imagery can be
reviewed (data overload for image analyst)

19 Lee S. Baumann, ed., Seventh Image Understanding:Proceedingsof a Workshop held at Cambridge.
Massachusetts May 3-4. 1978. DARPA, p. i-i.
20 See Drfel, 1982, Proceedings:Image UnderstandingWorkshop, 1981, pp. 2-3; Proceedings:Image
Understanding Workshop. 1985, pp. i-ui.
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provide capabilities to receive and process infiorma!ion from image.; in hostile
21
environments (i.e., deep space or deep oceans) (e.g., robotics, etc.),
'.

Program Management and Funding

The initial progiam mapsager, ii1 1975, foi the
im~age uixderstatnding program was Dr.
Larry Roberts. From 1976 to 1990 the image understanding program manager's job was
filled by a military officer until the tenure of Dr. Rand Waltzman, a student of Dr. Azriel
Rosenfeld at the University of Maryland's Computer Vision Laboratory. The program
manaeger from 1976 through 1979 was Lt. Colonel David Carlstrom, USAF. Lt. Colonel
David Chrlstrom was an electrical enigineer from MIT who received his degree under U.S.
Air Force sponsorship. The next program manger was Lt. Colonel Larry Druffel, USAF,
who held that posiion from 1979 to 1981. Commander Ron Ohlander, United States
Navy, followed Lt. Colonel Larry Druffel, serving as program manager from 1981 to 1985.
Cmdr. Ohlander was a former student of Dr. Rej Reddy at Carnegie-Mellon University. Lt.
Colonel Robert Simpson (USAF), followed Cmdr. Ron Ohlander and served as program
manager in that position from 1985 to 1990, when Dr. Rand Waltzman assumed the
position of IW program manager in 1990.22
When the image understanding program started in 1975 funding ranged between 2 to
3 million dollars a year. In the mid-1980s, with the advent of the Strategic Computing
Program, the budget grew to between 8 and 9 millior dollars a year. The funding for the
image understanding progrm-n came from three primary sources:
(1) the ISTO basic science budget,
(2) the ISTO robotics budget, and
(3) in the mid-1980s, the Strategic Computing Program.
This last period was one of rapid growth. The IU program made a transition from being a
scientific research program to one focusing on producing hardware and software testbeds
(the bulk of effort was always in software).2 3
In addition, the PUT program created and controlled a number of vision tasks
undertaken by universities and research institutions. ThIe ARPA orders associated with
image understanding or vision testbed components totalled 72 million dollars. This
21 Druffel, op. cit.
22 Simpson. op. cit., I I May, 1990.

23 Ibid.
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represents the total expenditure of DARPA funds contracted from 1971 to 1985 on
vision/image understanding research testbeds. A specific breakdown of some of the bud.get
items by major projects funded by DARPA from 1974 to 1985 in image understanding and
r•)nipute, vision is outlined below in Table 14.4.
T tI 1-1. Image Understanding Major Project Commitments: 1974-198524
Selective Project Titles
Image Understanding Program
Joint DARPA/DMA Testbed
Cartographic Station (,U System Testbed)
Joint DARPA/CIA Testbed (Pre-Scorpius)
Automated Cartographic Station (Scorpius)
IUTech for Autonomous Land Vehicle

Commitments
$4,068,333.00
$41,584,537.00
$2,595,081.00
$649,929.00
$1,836,512.00
$1,125,000.00

Total 1 $14,454,473.00 .

Year
1975/1984
1974
1979
1982
1985
1985
____.,

[Dollars as Contracted by ARPA Order/Year When ARPA Order was Originally Signed]
These programs are representative of the contracts awarded to either initiate or to
carry on major image understanding program initiatives. The commitment of money to
these effort is representative of the contracted activities in the original and follow-on
amendments to the initiating ARPA Orders.
The testbed efforts described in the next section were efforts funded to field test
systems and proof-of-conc:tpt platforms to implement 11 research results in potential
military applications. Funding for the joint DARPA/CIA project has continued uider the
project name RADIUS. In addition, funding is continuing at Camnegie-Mellom (i.e., the
NAVLAB) on the further exploration of computer vision and its applications to robots and
vehicu'lar movement. The DARPA image understanding program is forecast to receive a
substantial level of funding at least through Fiscal Year 1991.
5.

Major Programs in Image Understanding

In addition to funding a collection of research efforts organized around the scientific
and technical issues in I, DARPA also coordinated efforts that originated outside the
research institutes it funded directly. The Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA), and the National Science Foundation (NSF) continued to fund
projects aimed at developing image understanding th-ory and applications, and DARPA
attempted to leverage these interests into johit programs where agency goals were

24 ARPA Orders 19"14 to 1988.
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complementary and synegistic. DARPA conducted several major IU initiatives under the
Strategic Computing Program, culminating in the development of the Autonomous Land
Vchicle (ALV), the Image Understanding Architecture (a parallel processor hardware
design), and the Image Understanding Software Environment. The IUprogram transferred
IU technology that was used by the Tactical Technology Office (TTO) among others at
DARPA for image exploitation projects for the U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force. Some of
these efforts will be detailed in later sections.
"The results of DARPA's image understanding program joint projects are mixed.

The Defenme Mapping Agency dropped out of its oasic technology relationship with DARPA
and embarked on its own testbed developmental effort, while DARPA experienced
reasonable success coordinating with the CIA and the NSF. DARPA's coordination efforts
resulted in many DARPA-funded research institutions maintaining ongoing work with the
CIA on photo interpretation projects like SCORPIUS, and a new follow-on thrust,
RADIUS.2 The IU program in th• late 1980s also included several universities,
independent research institutes, and manufacturers in the development of technologies
associated with the Strategic Computing Program's ALV project and related vision-based.
Before the IUprogram was begun in 1975, each of the sponsored institutions had an
established history of research excellence in at least one. of the areas listcd in Figure 14-2.
The IU program funded research efforts at the Carnegie-Mellon University, Columbia
Un*versit, the U.ierSi- of Maryland, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
University of Massachusetts, the University of Rochester, Stanford University, Stanford
Research Institute, and the University of Southern California. The National Science
Foundation also sponsored some of the early related work that fed into the RI program and
recently participated with DARPA on a joint venture outlined in later sections.
Each of these institutions has performed research or development in different aspects
of image understanding, as Figure 14-2 indicates. There is some overlap, but for such a
decentralized program, minimal duplicative research. This figure provides a history of the
major academic and industrial participants and a sampling of their contribution to the IUJ
program since 1975. Most of these institutions participated in the development of the
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Strategic
Computing Program's Aut.nomous Land Vehicle program testbeds, as well as the image

25 Simpson, op. cit., 11 May 1990.
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understanding program's hardware/software vision system developments DARPA has
undertaken in the 1980s.
a. External Image Understanding Joint Efforts
The 1U program built a series of demonstration testbed systems to evaluate the
maturity of WU tc'.biology for automatic mapping, charting, and geodesy functions. While
focusing on specific cartographic photo-interpretation functions, the testbed attempted to
offer the entire image exploitation community an opportunity to assess the future application
of image understanding methodologies to their specific problems. The following section
details each testbed produced by DARPA's image understanding program from 1974 to the
present.

4

DARPA/DMA Testbed. Since its inception a major goal of the IU program was
to produce applications of critical importance to DoD. DARPA, through several IU
workshops, became interested in exploring fundamental computer vision techniques
applicable to image-interpretation tasks to twansfer to the defense community. To provide a
framework for evaluating and demonstrating some of these capabilities, the Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA) in conjunction with DARPA, sponsored the establishment of the
Image Understanding Testbed facility at the Artificial Intelligence Center of Stanford
Research Institute (SRI).26 The primary purpose of the Image Understanding testbed was
to provide a means for technology transfer from DARPA-sponsored IU research programs
to DMA and other interested defense organizations. The testbed served as a major vehicle
for demonstrating, testing, and evaluating the applicability of IU research and its results to
automate cartography and image interpretation tasks.Y
Many software packages were submitted to the testbed by participants funded by the
IU program. These packages were adapted to the SRI format with additional hardware and
software utilities as needed. The testbed was supported by an ARPANET28 network link
with network addresses at the Stanford Research Institute's Image Understanding facility
and the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories Research Institute.

26 Andrew J. Hanson, installing a Copy of the ARPAIDMA Image Understanding Testbed at the U.S.
Army Engineer TopographicLaboratories,SRI, Menlo Park, Cal., 10 June 1985, pp. 3-6.
27 Simpson, op. Cit., 11 May 1990 and Druffel, op. cit.
26 See Volume I, Chapter 20, "ARPANET," pp. 20-1 through 20-29.
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4

SResearch

Focus and Prolect Involvement

Camegie-Msllon
University

Modelling the physics of perception; vision systems for navigation;
color understanding; parallel vision; SAR image understanding

Columbia University

Cooperative efforts with AT&T Bell Labs in low-level stereo;
middle level vision research; spatial relatiuns;parallel algorithms;
robotics

Hughes Aircraft
Conpany

Photographic interpretation system; demonstratedapplication
of research results from Stanfords ACRONYM system,
SCORPIUS prime contractor

University of
Maryland

Autonomous navigation system; research in motion analysis,
stereo and range sensing, 3D shapes; cooperative research with
Westinghouse

Massachusetts Institute of "Hand-Eye" project; representation of early and middlevision; object
Technology
recognition using MARKOV Random Field paradigm
*

University of
Massachusetts

Basic research in knowledge-based vision, perceptual
organization, 3D models, mobile robot navigation, image
understanding architecture

University of
Rochester

Connectionist implementation of Model-based system for
Inspaction and visual control in repetitive manufacturing tasks;
processing of aerialphotographs; installed prototype system at
DMA

SRI International

Model-based cartograi'hic vision system which answers
queries about overhb . images. Prime contractor for DMA
testbed.

Stanford University

Developed ACRONYM and follow-on SUCCESSORsystem
concept, three- dimensional modelling systems; geometric
reasoning

University of Southern

Mapping from images; robotics vision; motion detection for

California

Autonomous Land Vehicle; parallel processing, 3-D vision

*

0

Figure 14-2.

Institutions Conducting Research for the IU Program 2 9

An automated cartography machine was produced by this joint sponsorship called
the MARK 90. This system utilized IU techniques to automate feature analysis in support
*

of cartography. One important feature of this system is the Road Expet This package was
developed by SRI to acquire and track linear features, such as roads, in aerial imagery. The
tracking is done automatically in imagery with a known and validated physical features
database. Once a roaci has been identified and tracked, a separate subsystem is available to

29 Collected and compiled from several IU wodkhop proceengs from 1977 to 1988.
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0

analyze road surfaces, markings, and vehicles. The machine was designed to assist
30
mapping, charting, and geodesy production process for DMA.
The DMA utilized about 2 million dollars of its research and development funds in
conjunction with DARPA funds. This program quickly outgrew the original scope DARPA
and DMA had agreed upoy, (i.e., joint sponsorship of research and prototype building),
resu!Ping in DMA's decision to proceed unilaterally. DMA did not build on the previous
DARPA/DMA joint researci effort but elxted to imst~ead build their own machine which is
expected to be delivered someti" , in 1990. A copy of the testbed still resides at SRI with
ancther functional copy transferred to DMA branches DMAIHTC and DMAAC; to the U.S.
Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories Research Institute, at a DMA site in Fort Belvoir,
Virginia, in June 1985. The DMA testbed was the first research effort within the 113
program to develop a significant DoD application of IUJ research and technology.
DARPA/CIA Testbeds. Originally, DARPA's IU efforts focused primarily on
developing systems to improve the processing of irmages. This was due in part to the poor
quality of the initial data received from space-base& overhead assets. As the processing and
quality of imagery data improved in the mid-to laie-1970s, moxre emphasis was placed on
algorithms and hardware which could automatically detect changes in irmages over time.
With the advent of the IL program in 1975, the task of producing an image recognition
system replaced the preiioul, trnphasis on irr.?ge processing. This effort has continued with
the availability of new spectral sensors and increased quality of overhead imagery,
culminating in a series of testbeds to apply vision research to deal with CIA's photointerpretation problems. The f&-st of these testbeds was the Image Understanding System
(IUS) begun around 1980. Another testbed was produced for the Central Intelligence
Agency and DARPA under the SCORPUIS code name in 1985 and the new follow-on
RADIUS projects, continue these developments into the 1990s. This project envisioned the
use of semi-automated multi-spectral overhead imagery interpretation process to analyze
shipping movements in and out of selected ports of interest.
Hughes Aircraft, with support from DARPA and the Office of Naval Research
(ONR), conducted research into a series of programs applying research results from
DARPA's IU program to military applications. This effort integrated several IU

30 Andrew J. Hanson, Overview of the Image UnderstandingTestbed, SRI, Menlo Park, Cal., September

1983, pp. 1-5 and 10.
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applications, such as the ACRONYM vision system design. 3 1 These applications were
used as die framework to form an initial lU system design. The goal of this effort was to
produce a stand alone automated photo-ititerpretation workstation testbed. DARPA wanted
to test the application of their IU research to a photo interpretation system using real
imagery. The CIA was interested in co-sponsering such a testbed workstaiion, resulting in
joint activities of grewing involvement and increased levels of funding throughout the
1980s.
The initial work for this system was based on the ACRONYM vision system
developed by Dr. Rod Brooks and Dr. Tom Binford at Stanford University under the
image understanding program. ACRONYM is a high-level Nisiori system. 32 Additional
modifications were made to this work by Hughes and Dr. Brooks to include low-level
vision modules. The ACRONYM vision system was selected because of its sophistication
(at the time) and the relative ease with which it could be modified (given the primitive state
of IU software development tools).
This project started as the Image Understanding System (IUS) by Hughes Aircraft
Company as a test case from 1980 to 1985. Then in 1985, DARPA and the Central
Intelligence Agency collaborated on producing an automated image system project,
SCORPIUS. The SCORPIUS system attempts to identify objects by matching shapes

extracted from digitized images to shapes generated by geometric three-din.ensional object
models, and information derived from camera angles and illuminating conditions. Using
low-level vision, the system identifies areas of interest in each scene. Shapes are extracted
from the scene and are compared with pre-determined shapes to find matches with the preconstructed database. Finally, multiple scenes and objects can be tracked and scripted to
33
provided additional insight on the object's identification and predict future behavior.
It is hoped that this testbed or its derivative could aid or replace a photo-interpreter
with an automated workstation, which could detect changes in images over time. A test of
"theSCORPIUS system was conducted using 100 images of ports and associated assets.
The workstation recognized maritime objects and attempted to track their changes through

nveral images taken at different times and slant angles.

31 G.R. Elwards, Image UnderstandingApplication Project: Implementation ProgressReport, August
1983, p. 136
32 iid.
33
bid.
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This effort has proven difficult, but since 1980 a substantive effort has been
underway with the CIA to provide a solution. However, the effort culminated in the
production of an end-to-end automated imagery workstation. This was the first large-scale
attempt at producing such an automated imagery workstation. This de-nonstration was
successful, but the application of the technology to operational needs was not undertaken. It
was felt that a man-in-the-loop between the workstation and the finished product was
required. Based on the new requirement and the relative success of SCORPIUS, a new
thrust was undertaken in 1990 with project RADIUS.
RADIUS will develop, based on the accomplishments of the SCORPIUS project, a
man-in-the-loop imagery workstation, thus moving away from the autonomous automated
imagery workstation concept attempted by project SCORPIUS. The ultimate goal of the
DARPA effort in this field is to produce an automated real-time multi-spectral image
workstation to identify significant changes over long-periods of time in imagery data with
little or no human interaction.34
DARPA/NSF Joint Effort. DARPA and NSF co-sponsored an effort to
generate new and innovative proposals on computer vision and image understanding
research to supplement the IU program. DARPA provided half the money and the NSF the
other half and each agency reviewed and selected the winning proposals. Over 40 proposals
were received, these were peer reviewed by NSF and 8 finalists were judged to be qualified
bidders. Of the 8 finalists, 3 research efforts were selected by DARPA based on tl.ir
relative addition on complementary relationships to the other IU activities.
b. Internal DARPA Image Understanding IU Initiatives
DARPA has conducted several major computer vision initiatives under the overall
umbrella of the Strategic Computing Program culminating in the development of the
Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV), the Image Understanding Architecture (IUA), and the
Image Understanding Software Environment. The IU program also transferred IU
technology that was used by the the Tactical Technology Office (TI'O) at DARPA for image
exploitation projects for the U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force. The next sections will detail
each initiative conducted by DARPA's image understanding program to extend the image
understanding program's basic computer vision/image understanding tools, architectures,
and applications.

34 Interviews with Dr. Robert Simpson on 5 May 19Y.
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Autonomous Land Vehicle and the Strategic Computing Program. The

overall goal of DARPA's IU program within the Strategic Computing Program was to
demonstrate 4,pplication of the technology to critical problems in the defense community.
DARPA's activities in the Strategic Computing Program have been geared toward producing
capabilities far greater than those demonstrated by present computer-based systems. One
specific military application area targeted by DARPA for initial technology demonstration
was the area of autonomous navigation as exemplified by the Autonomous Land Vehicle
(ALV). In this program DARPA attempted to demonstrate artificial intelligence and
computer vision techniques applied within an eight wheel autonomous land vehicle testbed
using imagery obtained from multiple sensors to determine possible routes for on or off
road navigation.
The Computer Vision Laboratory at the University of Maryland and twelve other
image understanding research institutions were major participants in DARPA's Strategic
Computing Program. The Computer Vision Laboratory developed one of several prototype
computer vision systems for autonomous ground navigation of roads and road networks.
The complete vision system runs on a VAX 11/785 with certain portions running on a
VICOM image processing system, ,he .ntire prototype system was eventually transferred
and demonstrated on the ALV testbed at Martin Marietta in Denver, Colorado. 35
Recognition is a major goal in almost all computer vision applications. What does it
*

*

mean to recognize an object? Does it require a thorough description? Th,.sc questions point
out the fact that vision is always task dependent and that the vision component of a system is
conditioned by these tasks. The ALV's application of vision must distinguish a bush from
a rock or a large obstruction, so that the ALV can determine whether the vehicle should stop
or continue on. Seeing an object and inferring the impact on task accomplishment is a
vision problem, it is a processing problem to communicat. what that object is. Recognizing
or identifying that object and inferring the impact on task accomplishment is an image
understanding problem. The IU program deals with the image understanding problem and
deals with the latter two only as needed to solve the IU problem.
Computer vision was only one component of the ALV. Before inclusion in the ALV
program, computer vision was often a stand alone effort which was not coupled to any
particular application or system context. The ALV project made available an application
35 Larry S. Davis and Todd R. Kushner, "Road Boundary Detection for the Autonomous Vehicle
Navigation," SPIE, Vol. 579, 1985, p. 362.
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platform testbed. As such, computer vision was an important but not the sole focus of the
ALV program. As noted by Dr. Clinton W. Kelly III, at the time head of the Strategic
Computing Program, the ALV was chosen as a demonstrator because it offers "a strong pull
for vision and image understanding technology" rather &an a near-term military
requirement. 36 This collaboration helped to resolve how the ALV would receive and

process information. Before the ALV project, the vision pro.gram had centered on defining
the terms and building a lexicon to discuss the mechanics of vision and image
understanding. The ALV was one of the first ral tests of IU techniques in practice.
While many in the scientific community viewed the ALV effort as overly ambitious
and premature relative to the state of image understanding in the early 1980s, Cmdr. Ron
Ohlander wanted to push the technology to force complexities within the vision problem in
autonomous navigation to surface. 37 Building and experimenting on an integrated ALV
testbed would point out shortcomings in the scientific processes and would push the state of
the art forward in a focussed way.
The ALV testbed as a project wthin the Strategic Computing Program has been
suspended. It ultimately suffered frcm the fact that the national customer, the U.S. Army,
had not yet established a requirement for robotic vehicles. But, thanks to the ALV and other
ro.botics projects, that is changing. However, as noted by Kelly in 1985, the work
•erformed by the University of Maryland's Computer Vision Laboratory in their ability to
work effectively with ALV prime Martin Marietta and others made the ALV program more
effective. Kelly also stated "...that these university-industry teams will become the hallmark
for our applications program because they offer a useful mechanism for providing on-thejob training of graduate students," 3 8 in artificial intelligence and vision research.
Autonomous navigation is still a major target and research area in the Strategic Computing
Program at DARPA. Work is still being performed in the Navigation Laboratory
(NAVLAB) at Carnegie-Mellon University, continuing research into areas not pursued by
the ALV project.
Image Understanding Architecture (IUA). The Image Understanding
Architecture (IUA) project, also sponsored by the Strategic Computing Program, was
36 "DARPA Envisions New Generation of Machine Intelligence Technology," Aviation Week & Space
Technology, Vol. 122 No, 16, April 22, 1985, p. 46.
37 Simpson, op. cit., 5 May 1990.
38 "DARPA Envisions New Generation of Machine Intelligence Technology," Aviation Week & Space
Technology, Vol. 122 No, 16, April 22, 1985, p. 46.
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broken into two parallel efforts, the establishment of a conceptual vision system and the
testing of vision systems against existing comiputer hardware. The first phase was
development of an IUA conceptual vision system. The IUA effobi establishe. the "pyramid"
philosophy on which vision systems would be designed utilizing iconics, syn~bolics, and
knowledge based constructions. 39 This first phabc involved the entire IU community and
mipresented a major effort by "'e IUJ community to define the at.xt generation IU vision
system's processes, methodolkgies, and designs.
The second phase involved analy:,v,,g existing computer hardware against a complete

vision systems benchmark zo provide the [U community comparative hardware performance
using a completed end-to-end vision system. The University of Maryland and others
defined a set of low- and intermediate-level oasic vision tasks to properly evaluate the
parallel computer a.'chitectures. The benchmark was intended to achieve an initial
understanding of the benefits to end-to-end •ision applications of the growing number of
parallel computer architectures and to provided a metric for futurc development of computer
hardware to support the IU research program °
*

0

0

This activity was a two-year effort. The first benchmark work was deemed a
success by oatsiders and participants alike. A second benchmark based on the expe, cc of
the first benchmark has been defined by the University of Maryland and the University of
Massachusetts. The University of Massachusetts, using these benchm-arks, refined their
original design of an Image Understmiding Architect'jre System. 4 1 Computers included in
the benchmark test were the BUTJ1ERFLY Parallel Processor machine by Bolt Beranek and
Newman (BBN), the ENCORE MULTIMAX b- tho Encore Computer Corporation, the
CUBE and MOSAIK by California Institute for Technology, the WARP Programmable
Systolic Array Processor at a'rnc.ie-Mellon (CMU), the Columbia NON-VON, Thinking
Machines' CONNECTION MACHINE, and the Image Understanding Architecture, a
machine defined by the University of Massachusetts and built by Hughes Research
Laboratories. 42 The results of the second image understanding benchmark resulted in

39 Interview with Chip Weems, researcher at the Computer Vision Laboratory at the University of
Massachusetts, on 7 December 1990.
40 Weems, ibid.
41 Image U'derstandingArchitectureProject:Second Annua! Report, University of Maisachusetts, March

1989. p. ii.
42 A. Krikelis and R. M. Lea, 'Performance of the ASP on the DARPA Architecture Benchmark," IEEE,
2/89, 1988, pp. 483 and 485-6.
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CMU's WARP machine's meeting and in some cases exceeding the benchmark. 43 The IUA
project represented a tiny -raction of the new projects initiated by the IU program in the late1980s and will likely continue into the early-1990s.
Image Understanding Software Environment. One of the many challenges
to the development of advanced vision applications using IU technology is the specific
software engineering problems associated with vision software. The Image Understanding
Software Environments is a portion of the IUprogram which is developing special software
development environments that can be used to quickly prototype, test, and customize image
understanding vision system applications. The specifications for a software development
environment are currently being defined by the entire IU community. The intent is to
develop within this environment a standard whereby software can be transferred from
researcher to researcher and from researcher to developer in a quick and complete format. A
first generation attempt at such a standard was undertaken by the University of
Massachusetts and Amerinex Artificial Intelligence, Inc., using a software environment
called KBVision. Two other prototype IU environments previously developed are: (
PowerVision by Advanced Decision Systems A:., and (2) Cartographic Modeling
Environment by SRI iftternational. The components of this research, to take place in the
1990s, are to define an LU software standard utilizing existing research coupled with new
efforts. The Intelligent Integrated Interactive Image Understanding System (I4U) is a major
example application program to start off the next phases of vision research and image
understanding architectures in the 1990s and will be used as a testbed for the next generation
software development environment for vision system applications.
Transfer of Technology from LU to TTO: The Advanced Digital Radar
Imagery Exploitation System (ADRIES) and the Image Exploitation System
(IES). The most recent application of LU techniques and research is the Image Exploitation
System (EES). This program began as the Advanced Digital Radar Imagery Exploitation
System (ADRIES). The goal of the ADRIES program was to reduce the false alarm rate in
radar imagery while improving the detection threshold of vehicles in a given terrain setting
using IU developed decision theories. This program began in 1984 and lasted until 1988.
The funding for this program was provided by the Tactical Technology Office (TTO) at

43 Weems, op. ciL, 7 December 1990.
44 Ibid.
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DARPA and the U.S. m
my's Engineer Topographic Laboratories (ETL) under the Strfaegic
45
Computing Program.

The ADRIES program was redirected in 1988 and renamed the Image Exploitation
System (IES). The program was redirected to broaden its input to include multi-spectral
imagery, not just radar. The IES is the most advanced fielded application of IU technology,
research, Prd techniques performed to date. The system processes both low and high
resolution imagery for use by the U.S. Army in surveillance and targeting of enemy ground
forces. The systerm uses an expert system, which uses terrain databases and military tactics
knowledge to smartly filter collected radar imagery providing data on inferred enemy vehicle
concentrations and movements.
The expert system uses this data to generate alternative hypotheses based on the
0

*

likelihood of vehicle detections being real or false alarms. If more information is required
the software tasks the collection systems to produce more confirming information before
making a decision. The software system models much of the human decision process.
Inquiry workload is distributed by the software among tightly coupled and distributed
processing engines, suclý as the CONNECTION MACHINE, the ENCORE machine, and
SUN workstations.
Decisions are made on a probablistic basis, using a Baysian probability model to
produce a rational basis for decisions. Older methods using pattern recognition and image
processing •-bniques to detect vehicles have a 70 to 80 percent detection threshold and a

0

inigh false alarm rate. At the battalion or higher organizational levels the IES is able to detect
100 percent of the targets with an extremely low false alarm rate.
The IES uses model-based reasoning, image registration methods, and terrain
reasoning, techniques which were researched and deveioped by the DARPA image
understanding and Al programs.46 Currently, the IES platform is one of the U.S. Army's
top five research and development projects to be fielded in Fiscal Year 1991. A new expert
system is currently being constructed for Middle Eastern terrain, military operations, and
tactics for use by the U.S. Army in Operation Desert Shield. The Image Exploitation
System was developed by Advanced Decision Systems (ADS), Science Applications

45 Interview with Tod Levitt of Advanced Decision Systems (ADS) on ( Decemly-r 1990.

46 IM.
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International Corporation (SAIC), and the MRJ Corporation. The total funding for the two
programs from 1984 to present is approximately 25 million dollars. 47
Past, Present, Future of the Image Understanding Program. The future
direction as well as a historical summary of projects conducted by DARPA's image
understanding research efforts are illustrated by Figure 14-3. As shown, DARPA plans in
the future to improve the three areas of low- through high-level vision: (1) computational
theory of shape recovery--to include stereo and real-time vision capabilities, (2) modelbased vision systems--to include fully automated cartography systems, automatic target
recognition systems and the development of a "vision-based language," and (3) commercial
vision systems--to include the practical uses of 3-D sensing and the fully automated
inspection of machine parts. These programs represent the major areas of emphasis in
DARPA's image understanding program through the mid-1990s. These efforts show
DARPA's commitment to field significant vision applications in the mid to late-1990s.
Image understanding technology has a limitless range of possible applications.
Potential military applications include:
*
*
•
*

Image to map registration
Photo interpretation for both intelligence functions and cartography
Target cucing
Passive navigation

*

Remote sensing

*

Bandwidth compression.4

Image understanding technologies will have wide application in the civilian world as
well. Possible applications include-

47
48

*
*

Use in automated manufacturing
Multiple applications in robotics

•
•

Cell biology
Automated cartography.

Ibid.
Druffel, op. ciL
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body of knowledge and expertise in the vision and WU research. In a sense, DARPA
created the critical research mass in vision and image understanding.
The IU Program has begun to move from scientific research and infrastructure
building into exploratory development. In its joint programs with DMA, CIA, NSF and the
Strategic Computing Initiative's ALV, the IU Program has applied new IU developments to
specific military problems. While some have thought it to be premature to look at actual
applications of IU research, both past IU program manageri and DARPA Directors have
stressed the importance of pushing technology to force complexities within emerging
technology areas, such as image understanding to surface new problems and areas of
exploration. Building testbeds has pointed out shortccnaings in current knowledge and
pushed the state of the art forward.
The goals and milestones set up for this program have proven to be ambitious since
its inception in 1975. This is in part due to the computational limits of the computers
available at the time of its birth and the over-optimistic belief that common three-dimensional
images could be recognized easily with the available equipment and algorithms. This initial
over-optimistic approach plagued several of DARPA's early vision efforts. Throughout the
course of the IU program, the computer technology available to researchers often limited
their ability to produce direct military applications. This concern was a major driver of
IARPA's strong push for advanced computing capabilities in the Strategic Computing
Program, particularly the massively parallel machines. It was not until the late-1980s that
computer technology had sufficient speed and memory to enable some image understanding
programs to work under approximate time constraints.
Ir short, the IU program has accomplished much in the 15 years of its existence in
basic scientific exploration, but has had less notable success in applying its research
findings toward fielding significant military applications for DoD. Image understanding is
an on-going research program which may pay significant dividends in the next decade.
Already some specific operational systems are in the process of being fielded.
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XV.

ADA

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW
During the early 1970s, a growing interest was being expressed by top management
at DoD in a strategy for overcoming technical and cost problems associated with the
0

proliferation of programming languages used in embedded computer systems (ECS). Part
of the reason for this interest was the potential for savings of $1 billion or more a year in
the cost of software development and maintenance if a common language were adopted.
DoD commissioned studies pointed to ECS software as a major reason behind escalating
procurement costs. In addition, hundreds of languages and their dialects were being used
by the Defense Department and its vendors, making it virtually impossible to interchange
software programs and personnel, and seriously affecting system interoperability.
Air Force Lt. Col. William Whitaker was assigned by the Director of Defense
Research and Engineering (DDR&E) to chair an inter-service and inter-agency working
group to lay the plans for and oversee the development of a common higher order
programming language. Successive drafts of a requirements document for a high-level
language were widely circulated for review and critique by programmers and computer
scientists at home atid abroad. DARPA was given the responsibility in 1977 to issue an
RFP for the design, development, and testing of the common programming language that
was in 1979 to become known as Ada. Cii-Honeywell Bull won the competitive award for
Ada development. The focus of the overall program was not only on building a common
language but on designing a support environment that would facilitate the spread and
adoption of Ada. Untii the advent of Ada, no programming language had ever been
systematically planned and built from the top down. Ada was approved as an ANSI
standard in 1983, and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) adopted the
existing standard in 1987.
With OSD's guidance and DARPA's leadership, Ada has achieved several
important milestones: widespread agreement on its basic design; ANSI and ISO
standardization; validated compilers; and an increasing number of Ada-trained
programmers. Pockets of resistance still exist, however. While DoD has mandated that all
15-1

its projects adopt Ada, some have obtained waivers from this requirement. However, DoD
is increasingly reluctant to grant waivers, and Ada is oecoming the most prevalent language
for DoD systems software development. Moreover, an increasing number of domestic and
foreign companies, as well as several government agencies, have begun to adopt Ada
because of its productivity improvement and potential cost savings.
B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

In the early 1970's, DoD officials began to recognize that serious problems existed
in their development and acquisition of weapon system software. Missile system
operators, submarine commanders, AWACS pilots, and fleet admirals all had become
dependent upon computer software to carry out their assigned duties. 1 Over 450 different
program languages and dialects were being used to run embedded computer systems
(ECS). 2 A special task force within DoD studying ADP cost trends3 found that far too
much effort and expense was being invested in the development, maintenance, and updating of weapons system software. A series of DoD-sponsored independent studies4
confirmed that each of the services shared a common programming language requirement
and that substantial benefits could be derived from "tri-service cooperation and DoD-wide
standards." 5 Software savings of between $100 millien and $1 billion a year could be

1

B.C. DeRose, "An Introspective Analysis of DoD Weapon System Software Management," Defense

Mant;,ement Journal,Vol. 2, No. 4, October, 1975, p.2.
2 The phrase "embedded computer systems" is used to describe computers that play a key role in larger
systems (e.g., a tactical weapon) whose primary function is not computation. Incorporated into the
ECS is support software that may require up to 100,000 lines of code. Such programs must be

reliable, long-lived, modifiable (to accommodate evolving system requirements), and abl. to operate
under demanding conditions.
3

4

See, for example, D.A. Fisher, Automatic Data Processing Costs in the Defense Department,IDA
Paper 1046, October 1974, pp. 1-68. See also J.H. f, anley, "Embedded Computers--Software Cost
Considerations," AFIPS Conference Proceedings, Voi. 41, 1974, NCC, pp. 343-347.
In December of 1974, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics)

funded a two-phased software acquisition study program to identify methods for controlling costs and
improving the quality of software in weapon systems. The MITRE Corporation and Johns Hopkins
University's Applied Physics Laboratory were asked to conduct separate but coordinated studies. See:
A. Asch, et al., DoD Weapon Systems Software Acquisition ard Management Study. Vol. 1. MITRE
Corp., MTR 6908, May, 1975, pp. 1.1 - 4.5; and A. Kos.iakoff, et al., DoD Weapon Systems
Software Management Study, Johns Hopkins University, June, 1975, pp. 1.1-8.3.
5 W.E. Carlson, "Ada: APromising Beginning," Computer, Vol. 14, No. 6, June, 1981, p. 14.
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*

achieved if DoD were able to persuade the Services and their vendors to Mdopt a common
programming language to meet their nceds. 6
The absence of an ECS language standard for use in military systems had iesulted
in a proliferation of new languages or the extension of old languages in nonstandard ways.
Operators and maintenance personnel were constantly being retrained to handle modified
software requirements. The edge enjoyed by an original vendor's software often
overshadowed potential competitors when equipment upgrades were contemplated. The
reliability of system softwa-. was being questioned, and costs were mushrooming.7

*

0

Lack of ECS programming language commonality had led to costly investment for
each separate language, their translators, and their associated software support tools.
Widely diffused expenditures for support and maintenance software had resulted in the
development of only primitive programmer aids. Information exchanges among DoD
software practitioners were limited by the diversity of languages being employed. It was
thought this investment could be focused with much greater effectiveness if greater
commonality were achieved. This "Tower of Babel" effect had been avoided by the
adoption of COBOL as the language of choice fer ADP appl.cations and FORTRAN for
must scientific applications within the Defense Department. The next challenge was to
significantly reduce the number of general-purpose programming languages used in ECS
throughout DoD.8

0

In December 1974, the Assistant Secmttary of Defense (Installations and Logistics),
the Comptroller, and the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) jointly
sponsored the establishment of the Office of the Secretary of Defense/Service Weapon
System Software Management Steering Committee whose charge it was to develop a
"comprehensive and integrated solution to the problem of weapon system computer
resource acquisition, management and use." 9 Shortly after its formation, the committee

6 B.W. Boehm et al., Information ProcessinglDataAutomation Implicationof Air Force Command and
ControlRequirements in the 1980s (CCIP-85), Vol. 1,Highlights (Revised Edition), February 1972.
7 In his opening remarks at a conference convened by DoD on the high -ost of software, Bruce Ward saiu
"We are here because software costs too much and doesn't work well enough." Proceedings of a
Symposium on the High Cost of Software, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California,
September 1973.
8 D.A. Fisher, "Introduction," in G.Goos and J. Harnmanis, eds., Lecture Notes in Computer Science:
Designand Implementationof ProgrammingLanguages,Springer-Verlag, No. 54, 1976, p. 2.
9 De Rose, 1975, ibid., pA.
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issued a statement of proposed pnnciples that later became DoD Directive 5000.29.10 The
directive recurmiincnded that th.e Defense Department "develop coordinated embedded
computer systems software engineering methodology and discipline to improve the quality
of software and provide for the effective management control of its development."11 The
Management Steering Committee subsumed the on-going DDR&E program by requesting
that a single, powerful, high-level programming language be developed and adopted by all
ECS suppliers. By 1975, DoD had begun the process of designing the language that was
later to become known as Ada.12
Lt. Col. William Whitaker, who at that time was serving as Military Assistant for
Research in DDR&E, 13 initiated an investigation of whether a single high-level
programxrring language could meet the needs of all of the Services. With the backing of the
Assistant Director of DR&E, George Heilmeier,14 in January 1975 Whitaker formed the
Higher Order Language Working Group (HOLWG), under the Management Steering
Committee, as ar, inter-Service, committee whose role would be to set policy and oversee
the development of the program. HOLWG was comprised of representatives from the
Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, Defense Communication Agency (DCA), NSA,
DARPA, and other offices within DoD. Whitaker was its chairman, HOLWG's primary
mission was to clarify and recommend solutions to DoD's la.aguage prcblems.
A second key actor in the evolving coinmon language initiative was Dr. David
Fisher then of the Institute for Defens e Analyses. Already noted for his work at Carnegie
Mellon University on computer language control structures, Fisher joined IDA in 1972 and
was immediately tasked to assist Heilmu.ier and Whita, -r in their pursuit of a higher order
programming language.' 5 Shortly after joining IDA, Kt authored a report analyzing ADP

10 Department of Defense Directive 50430.29, "Management of Computer Rwources in Major Defense
Systems," April 26, 1976.
11 Ibid .p. 7.
12 Ada was named after Augusta Ada Byron, the daughter of the English poet, Lord Byron. She is credited
with being the world's first computer programmer. She was a close associate of Charles Babbage, the
inventor of the first computer. Miss Byron developed the initial software for Babbage's "analytic

engine," circa 1830.
13 J.E. Sammet, "Why ADA is Not Just Another Programming Language," Communication's of the
ACM, Vol. 29, No 8, August 1986, p. 723.
14 Discussion with G. Heilmeier, 1990. Heilmeier's hopo was to narrow the field from 450 languages
down to thre or four. In 1975, he was appointed tlirmto: of DARPA and took Whitaker with him as
his special assistant.
15 Discussion with D.Fisher, 1990.
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costs in DoD and, in Appendix A of that document, suggested how a common
programming language might be structured. 16 Fisher became the group's technical
advisor. 17
Whitaker became the "driving force of the HOLWG...the father of Ada."18 While
he had a clear vision of a common language product, he was also a pragmatist; he realized
that his vision did not necessarily guarantee acceptance of the product throughout the
bureaucracy. Strong political support would be necessary to accomplish that task. With
this in mind, he used his strong personality to gather others within the Pentagon to his
side.19 At each critical stage in the project, key Defense officials were asked to endorse or
mandate the concept of a commonly used HOL.
Whitaker continued to recrui: supporters for the product when he moved to DARPA
with Heilmeier, when Heilmeier became Director of DARPA later in 0975. By this time,
Whitaker had already developed a strategy for designing and testing a common HOL, and
then creating a market for it. The first step in realizing that objective was the creation of
HOLWG. It provided synergy to the common language effort by bringing together a
diversity of resource persons and by coordinating their efforts. Coordination was the
HOLWG's major function; the technical work itself was done by Whitaker, Fisher, and
Phil Weatherall, a programming expert on loan to DoD from Great Britain.20 The
representatives were carefully selected for their technical and organizational skills; the
group itself provided advice and counsel to on-going projects. HOLWG's initial effort was
to urge USDRE to issue a memorandum that no more money be spent to develop new
21
programming languages in support of major defense systems.
Heilmeier recounts that he brought the Ada development effort with him to DARPA
in 1975 because, unless either he or Whitaker watched over it "the Ada effort would have

16 D.A. Fisher, "Automatic Data Processing Costs in the Defense Department," Institute for Defense
Analyses, Paper P-1046, AD-A004841, October 1974.
17 D.A. Fisher, "DoD Commor Programming Language Effort," Computer, Vol 11, No. 3, March,
1978, pp. 24-33.
18 Discussion with J.F. Kramer, December 1989.
19 Discussion with D.A. Fisher, May 1990.
20 Discussion with W.A. Whitaker, August 1990.
21 Malcolm R. Currie, "DoD Higher Order Programming Language," Memorandum issued by Director,
Defense Research and Engineering, January 28, 1975.
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died in DDR&E."2' He noted that "at the time, the Ada program was completely out of
character for DARPA, but DARPA today is doing more projects like Ada."'
Shortly after HOLWG's formation, Malcolm Currie, the DDR&E, signed DoD
Directive 5000.29 announcing the common language project.24 It was the first in a series
of directives that provided the necessary support to insure the continuity and integrity of the
program through three different adminritiations.
To justify the undetaking of such a comprehensive common language effort,
Whitaker and other project insiders realized that an economic rationale was needed. The
studies cited e;%mier provided the necessary support: a common language would help stem
25
the prolifceration problem and, at the same time, save hundreds of millions of dollars.
Since ECS accounted for most of the money DoD was spending on software, 26 the
potential economic benefit to be derived from standardization was significant. Whitaker
realized this, and the ECS focus became part of 'is procurement ategy for common
language products.
1.

Requirements Specification
HOLWG's next step was to issue a set of requirements. All the requirements

documents were generated by HOLWG, with much of the detailed writing and editing done
by Fisher at IDA.27 These requirements would become the basis for language design and
standardization suitable for embedded computer applications. The standardization
requirements largely addressed technical issues. These included language simplicity and
completeness, program reliability and corre;tness, maintainability and portability, real-time
programming, strong data typing, and error handling. 28 Certain requirements were added
to specifically satisfy different user communities (e.g., avionics, and command and
control) though they were also applicable to more general usage. 29 While different
22 Dish,ussion with G. Heilmeier, October 29, 1990.
23 Ibid.

24 fparniment of Defense Directive 5000.29, "Management of Computer Resources in Major Defense
tysterm," April 26, 1976.
2-5 Boehm, op. CiL
26 Carlson, op. cit., p. 14.

27 Discussicmi with S. Squires, November 1985.
29 N. Gehani, Ada: An Advanced Introduction, 1974, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 1983.
•

Fisher, op. cit.
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communities favored different language approaches, it was later determined that these
differences were more preferential than technical.
In 1976, a conference at Cornell Univ;'sity was convened involving 62
knowledgeable computer scientists from academia, industry and the military. Sponsored
by the Computer Systems Commands of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, some of the
delegates argued that the existing languages being used by DoD satisfied less than 75% of
the extensive requirements identified by the conferees.3° Opponents used this as a criticism
of the common language approach. They felt that it would be too difficult, expensive and
time-consuming to develop a language that would satisfy all of DoD's needs. It was agreed
that these concerns should be put aside until further evidence could be gathered, and the
31
requirements documents initially authored by Fisher, were circulated for public comment.
"Strawman" was the first of a series of requirements documents. It was reviewed
by domestic and international groups, both public and private, including the U.S. Armed
Forces, foreign military organizations, industrial organizations, and universities. Feedback
led to subsequent requirements 32 which were named according to their level of
completeness and finality: Woodenman, Tinman, Ironman, Ironman Revised, and finally
Steelman. The widespread review of the requirements documents exemplifies the capacity
of HOLWG to bring together and utilize the available information resources possessed by
eznowledgeable individuals worldwide. Sammet observes: "The importance and
uniqueness of this process of producing requirements, evaluating them, based on public
commentary, revising them, and then repeating the cycle, is often underestimated ....In
Ada's development, however, the language design occurred only after numerous
33
refinements to the requirements had been made."
Twenty-three languages were evaluated against the "Tinman" requirements by 16
organizations and companies. None of the languages met all of the requirements.
However, the evaluation did conclude that a single language could be developed that would

30 G. Goos and J. Hanmanis, eds., Lecture Notes in Computer Science: Design and Implementation of

ProgrammingLanguages,Springer-Verlag, No. 54, 1976.
31 Carlson, 1981, op. cit.
32 D.A. Fisher, "WOODENMAN - Set of Criteria and Needed Characteristics for a Common DoD High
Order Programming Language," IDA, Working Paper, August 13, 1975.

33 Sammet, op. cit., p. 723.
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meet the "Tinman" specifications. 34 In November 1976, an interim list of seven DoDappioved HOLs was published. 35 The approved languages were not considered to be the
final solutions to the DoD's language needs. The directive acknowledged that the
languages were the most widely used at that time and that the most cost-effective approach
was to: a) improve the support for those languages; b) ban the use )f other languages until
a new language was proven to offer significant advantages; and c) focus all language
development resources on the development of a single language based on the "Tinman"
specifications.
Throughout the period 1975-1980, William Carlson served as DARPA's program
manager for the Ada effort. 36 He ran the contractual aspects of the common language
program, including requirements studies, language definition, and language procurement,

while HOLWG and its chairman, Whitaker, provided policy direction.
2.

Design Competition

The evaluators found that no existing language simultaneously satisfied the needs of
embedded computers, of reliable and maintainable software, and of machine independence.
DDR&E tasked DARPA to manage the contract with Service dollars in order to issue a
single RFP to develop a common language that would satisfy all of the Services'
37
requirements.
The-, RFP was based on the "IronL-tan" requirements document and specified that
bidders should use PL/I, ALGOL 68 or Pascal as a basis for the new language. Most
bidders chose Pascal. The development of the new language was left intentionally open
ended because DoD wanted a language that would be acceptable to the Services; to
companies that make military equipment; and to its Allies, who were concerned about
issues of compatibility. 38 The developmental strategy was also designed to garner support
within the community of programming experts, and encourage organizations outside of the
34 Amoroso, P. Wegner, D. Morris, and D. White, "Language Evaluation Coordinating Committee
Report to the High Order Language Working Croup," Defense Technical Information Center, ADA037634, January, 1977.
35 Department of Defense Dir-ctive 5000.31, "Interim List of DoD High Order Programming Languages,"
November 1976.
36 Discussion with J.F. Kramer, December 1989.
37 L.E. Druffel, P.M. Fonash, J.A. Kramer, End V.A. Mall, AIPO ProgramPlan, 1983.
38 R. Halloran, "Pentagon Pins Its Hopes on Ada: Just Ask Any Computer," New York Times,
November 30, 1980.
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DoD vendor network to become involved. The RFP served as a catalyst for change,
promoting a simultaneous r oblem-solving effort among a number of companies resulted in

the collaboration of a diverse array of knowledgeable people from a diverse array of
organizations.
The HOLWG received 17 bids and evaluated them with the participation of Service
personnel. Four of these were selected for further development. All 4 had based their
designs on Pascal.39 Each of the designs was assigned a color code to provide a measure

of anonymity, and to ensure the impartiality in the review of producas. Each of the
contractors - Ce-Honeywell Bull (Green), Intermetrics (Red), Stanford Research Instituteinternational (Yellow), and Sof ech (Blue)--were funded for 6 months to allow them to
refine their designs.40 Between mrid-Febmuary and mid-March, 1978, the four seti of
designs were sent to 125 teams (comprising a totel of 390 individuals) who voluntered or
were paid to review them.4 : A few groups (or individuals) were selected by each of the
militcry services to look at the proposals from the perspective of that particular Seriic.:.42
Cii-Honeywell Bull and Interm-.tri's were selected to develop a final language design.
The final selection was based on the technical quality of the language. Since
"Steelman" was th- evolved level of requirements at that point, it became the basis for the
work of the design tearas. 43 Whitaker arranged for ACM to publish 13,000 copies of the
"document" and these were subsequently distributed worldwide at no Zcost to DOD for
45
discussion and comment.

In May of 1979, the Ichbiah team from France was awarded the project. Members
of the runner-up Red Team from Intermetrics were hired as technical consultants to the
project. A team led by John Goodenough, the lease designer of the Blue Team won a
competitive contract to develop a suite of tents to validate Ada compilers. Archives were set

39 Fisher, 1978, op. cit.

40 Ibid.
41 DARPA, "Plan for the Analyses of the Preliminary Designs for A Common Programming Language
for the Department of Defense," December 30, 1977.
42 Sammet op. Cit.

43 Department of Defense;, Requirement for High Crder Cemputer Programming Languages,
STEELMAN," June 1Q78.
44 Department of Defense "Preliminary Ada Refe*ence Marual and Rationale," ACM SIGPLAN Notices.
14. 6. PartsA & B. June 1979.
45 Discussion with W.A. Whitaker, August 1Q90.
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up and details of the new language were put on-line via the ARPANET computer network.
There was planned a period of time to complete the design of the language and to complete
the standardization process; the process took 2 years.46
From June through October of 1979, Ada was tested by more than 100 different
groups each of whom wrote programs addressing some small but realistic problem of their
choosing. Reports of these test programs were published through December 1979, and in
June of 1980 the final language specifications were delivered. This specification was thm,
basis for the military standardization of Ada, promulgated as MIL STD 1815 in December
of 1980.47 Any changes made to Ada after this time required DoD approval.
3.

Ada Programming Support Environment

Parallel to the language development process was the problem of programmer
support tools. In June 1978, a workshop was convened by the HOLWG to discuss issues
and policies relevant to the specification of programmer support tools (e.g., compilers,
loaders, editors, debuggers) needed to write Ada progranms. Whitaker (with the assistance
of Peter Elzer, a German computer scientist on loan to DoD from Germany)48 subsequently
published the "Pebbleman" document outlining what would be needed for an integrated
programming support environment. Professor John Buxton took a one year sabbatical
from Warwick College in England to work ai Harvard, under contract to DARPA. to
develop the technical requirements. In November 1979, a. )- aw-up workshop was held to
review "Pebbleman" and discuss the technical issues involved in developing the
environment. 49 The review led to the "Stoneman" doctement, which -stablished the
requirements for an integrated collection of programming support tools or APSE (Ada
Programming Support Environment).5e
At this juncture (1980), the HOLWG shifted its focus from the development of the
language to supporting the technical and management tasks involved in the design,

45 Disclissica with S. Sqdires. November 1985, and review comments of L. Druffel, January 1991.
47 J.F. Kramner, "Ada Stus and fOutlook," AJPO, undated.
48 Discussion with W.A. Wh'tfs•r, August 1990.

49 Discu~sion with I.F. Krwrter, December 1989.
50 Department of Defensc, "Rzquirements for Ada Pgruarnming Support Environments - STONEMPN"
Febuary 1980.
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development, and maintenance of computer prcgrams. 51 The tools set described in the
"Stoneman" document became important to the overall long term success of Ada. The
potentialities of Ada would only be realized when a sophisticated APSE became available
52
and widely utilized.
4.

The Role of AJPO

With the development of the Ada language itself having been accomplished and the
APSE spe.:ified, DARPA's role and responsibility for developing Ada had been realized.
At this point the focus of the effort transitioned to implementation, standardization and
policy concerns, which the Management Steering Committee (under Mark Grove) and the
HOLWG determined would best be done by a joint-service project office in the Office of
53
the Secretary of Defense.
The Ada Joint Program Office (AIPO) was created in December 1980, under the
Office of the USDRE (OUSDRE). Initially it fell under the Deputy for Acquisition
Management, but then moved under the Deputy for Research & Advanced Technolcgy, as
part of the Ccmputer Software and Systems Directorate. Members from each of the
Services served as deputy directors of the office, thus encouraging the joint ownership and
acceptx c of Ada.
Esta.i shizzg AJPO temporarily marked the end of direct DARPA involvement,
though the Agencry did continue to manage Ada-related contracts.M Larry Druffel, an Air
Force officer, then the DARPA program manager for several of the Ada related contracts
became AJPO's first directu:'. A: that time, the deputy directors of the Joint Program Office
were Robert Mathis (technical director), Peter Fonash (Army deputy director), John
Kramer (Navy deputy director), and Al Kopp (Air Force deputy director).55 Druffel states
he "did not intend to move from DAK1A with Ada," but finally agreed to head up the
AJPO. After 9 months on loan from DARPA, he was asked to reconsider and agreed to

51 W. Rolling, "Ada: Within DoD and Beyond.

Some Perspectives on the Promises and the
Achievements." Speech presented at the Federal Computer Confteence. Washington, DC, September
9-1!, 1985.
52 Discwt.ion with LF. Kramer, December 1989.

53 Discussion with Larny Dnuffel, November 1990.
54 Kramer, 1989, op. .iL
55 F.Kramer, Ada Technology Transfer (a slide presentation), AJPO. 198-1982.
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transfer to the AJPO. 56 In retrospect Druffel believes the transfer of the program from
DARPA to the AJPO facilitated the transitioning of Ada to the Services. He believed it was
essential that the AJPO Director was a military officer.
The AJPO was created to coordinate the introduction and implementation of Ada,
and to provide life-cycle support and maintenance for the language and its support
systems. 57 It employed a strategy of public review for the requirements documents, drafted
RFPs, supported multiple and competitive designs, and provided high visibility and
continuous critical assessment of the implementation process to facilitate the adoption of
8
Ada by the military, the business, and the international cormnunity.5
The Ada Information Clearinghouse created by the AiJPO became the focal point for
assembling and distributing information about Ada. Even though the Clearinghouse did
not become fully operational until 1983,ý9 it significantly increased the visibility of Ada and
aided in the language's acceptance. It provided information on seminars, courses,
textbooks, and other training materials available on Ada, and an on-line collection of
documents, status reports, and products to anyone with access to ARPANET or MILNET.
ARPANET was especially helpful in that it provided an essential link for researchers to
share information and coordinate the activities necessary to promote the development of
compilers, supplied information on Ada training, and encouraged the use of the
langtage.

60

Alxhough an important component of the DoD sofiare strategy, the Ada Language
and the Ada Programming Support Environment were not sufficient to solve the problems
associated with the high cost of language proliferation and maintenance. A ncw joint task
force was established by Edith Martin, the Deputy Undersecretary for Research and
Advanced Technology, to analyze DoD's software problems. 6 1 In early 1983, the
Software Technology for Adaptable Reliable Systems (STARS) program was launched to
"achieve greater systems reliability and adaptability while hopefully improving software
56 Discussion with Larry Druffel, November 1990.
57 J.F. Kmner and C.W. McDonald. Ada Joint ProgramOffice Objectives and Progress- Through 1983,
InstituT. for Defense Analyses Memorandum Report M-22, September 1984, p. vi.
58 L.E. Druffi., P.M. Fonash, J.F. Kramer, and V.A. Mall, AJPC Program Plan, OUSDRE, 1983.
59 J.F. Kramer, Ada Technology Transfer (a slide presentation), AJPO, 1981-1982.
60 Discussion with S.Squires, November 1985.
61 Report of Joint Service Task Force on DoD Software Problems. Office of the Under Secretary of
Defenise, Rese.arch and Engin-eing, 1982.
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productivity, particularly in the "1-st-delivery phase which amounts to as much as 80
percent of the systems costs." 62 Organized as a 7-year effort, the STARS program focused
on a range of concerns, including:
(1) software re'.iability/adaptability
(2) software portability
(3) dvelopment of software tools
(4) educating the software community.
The STARS Program is currently a part of DARPA and continues to pursue its long-term
mission.
By 1983, the refinements made to Ada were completed, and implementation as a
standardized common language was well on its way. Congress passed the 1983 Defense
Authorization Act which allocated money to weapons systems utilizing Ada and encouraged
the acceleration of Ada implementation. 63 In June 1983, USDRE Delauer issued a
memorandum mandating the u ;e of Ada for all DoD mission-critical software after July
1984." This memo was designed to ensure that Ada would continue to have DoD's
6
support and backing. 5
One of Ada's program objectives was standardization, a requirement that was to
prevent the proliferatioa of unauthorized dialects and subsets. Once Ada was standardized
by the U.S. Military, 66 it was hoped that it would also be accepted by the American
National Standard Institute (ANSI), and the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO).67 In January 1983, Ada passed a canvas by ANSI, and in February it was officially
adopted by ANSI.
One of AJPO~s key functions was to publish a language reference manual (LRM)
whose function would be to define the Ada language and provide the basis for

6Z Special Issue of IEEE Compuer,November 1983.
63 Kramer. 1989, op, cit.

64 E. Lieblein, 'The DoD Software Initiative - A Status Repor," Cmmvniration 0f the ACM, Vol. 29,
No. 8, August 1M86.
65 Carlsnu, 1986, op Cit.
66 M--STD-1815.
67 Dnffei, et &L,, up. cit.
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standardization and configuration management of Ada. Designated as MIL-STD 1815, in
December 1980, it was distributed worldwide by ACM (SIG/Ada) as a way of soliciting
detailed quetions from Ada language irnmplementors, public and s•tandards review
committees, and initial applications programmers.6 8 Currently, Ada is undergoing its
69
second review by ISO.
The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) approval under the aegis of
the National Bureau ef Standards Iollowed closely on the heels of the ANSI approval. ISO
standardization was received in March 1987. Ada's relatively rapid approval by ANSI and
ISO was based oyý the involvement of the ISO Technical Working Group on real-time
languages throughout most of Ada's development effort. The Directoi of AJPO served as
70
the convener of the ISO expert group in Paris, Brussels, and Washingtcn, D.C.
5. Acceptance by the Services
Following the standardization and mandating that the Services adopt Ada as its
mission-critical software, each of the individual Services approached the "embracing" of
Ada in its own way. Ironically, the Navy which had been very active in the early design,
was th• last of the Services to actually implement Ada. Its heavy investment in CMS-2 (a
less powerful language than Ada) and in other types of software may have slowed its pace
of adoption. 71
The Army, on the other hand, was slow to support Ada's early development, but it
was the first to mandate its adoption. In the early 1980s (for example), the U.S. Army
Communications and Electronics Command (CECOM) contracted with SotTech (one of the
four semi-finalists in the language design competition) to design, develop, document, and
verify an APSE based on the requihements specified in the "Stonema.-" docunients. 72 The
prototype environment built for the Army became known as the Ada L.anguage System
(ALS).7 3

8
69
70
71
72

Kamer and McDonald, op. CiL, p. 2.
Mathis, op. ciL
Y.m-er and McDonald, op. CiL, p.5.
J.Fawceue, -Aria Txckles Software Botdt;neck," High Technolgy, February 1983, p. 51.
MJ. Wolfe, W. Babich, R. ThaUI, and L. Weissman, "The Adc Language System," Comnpu•ter, June
1981.
73 Discu.ion with A. Hook, IDA, 1985.
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The Air Force had a similar contract with Intermetrics (also one of the four
semifinalists); its product was the Ada Integrated Environment (AIE). DARPA and the
74
Army also funded an effort at the New York University to develop prototype compilers.

*

The ultimate acceptance of Ada rested on acceptance at the program manager level
of responsibility. In the Army, for example, CECOM Command at Fort Monmouth, N.J.,
strongly favored Ada, while the avionics laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
expressed a preference for JOVIAL.5
6.

Ada Compiler Validation

Paralleling the Army and Air Force efforts to develop prototype environments,
DARPA contracted with SofTech to carry out a project on the Ada Compiler Validation
Capability (ACVC)ý7 6 which would produce validation test suites of compilers to ensure
conformity to language standards. The ACVC was crucial to Whitaker's original plan to
derive industrial support for needed Ada products. DoD contractors and other companies
were likely to make investments -n Ada only if their products were likely to find a readymade market.7
Because one of the major goals of the Ada program was to ensure software
portability and reliability, the validation process was essential for the success of the entire
project. Though validation is usually an afterthought in language design, it became a
prerequisite in the Ada program. The validation process became the certifi•ation
mechanism for Ada compilers and the AJPO served as the regulatory body. 8
Validated compilers were correctly perceived by AJPO as one of the keys to the
spread and adoption of Ada by industry. 79 Well-defined software development
methodologies (as specified in another requirements document, "Methodman' 80 ) was
intended to serve as a mechanism for systems planners to make hardware/software
74
75
76
77
78
79

Discussion with G. Fisher, IBM, September 1990.
Fawceue, op. Cit.
Goodenough, "The Ada Compiler Validation Capability," Computer,June 1981.
Carlson, op. Cit.
Discussion with A. Hood, 1985.
W. Rolling, "Ada: Within DoD and Beyond. Some Perspectives on the Promises and Achievements,"
Speech presented at Federal Computer Conference, Washington, D.C., September 9-11, 1985.
80 A. Wasserman and P. Freeman, "Ada Methodologies: Concepts and Requirements," Departmen! of
Defense, November 1982.
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tradeoffs as new technologies became available over the life cycle of a particular weapon
82
system or application.81 Not much progress resulted from this effort, however.
Designing reusable, easily transportable software components nece.N7itates isolating
and minimizing dependencies on the operating or hardware systems.8 3 Kernel was the
term used to describe the machine instructions at the operating level of the hardware
system.8 To help standardize operating systems and facilitate software portability, the
Kernel Ada Programming Support Environment (KAPSE) was developed under the
watchful eye of AJPO.8 5 DoD also sponsored a study group, the KAPSE Interface Team
(KIT), to develop the specifications for the standard mechanism to control software
interface with operating systems. This interface mechawism is .alled the Common APSE
Interface Set (CAIS). While CAIS was designed to facilitate software and tool portability
and reusability,8 its actual use by program managers has been limited. 7
The final phase of this developmental stage was the validation of compilers. The
first prototypes were not efficient enoigh to be practical or workable, but were a step in the
direction of gaining widespread usage of Ada. In 1983, the first Ada compilers were
validated. The organizations producing these compilers were New York University's
Courant Institute (with its interpreter), to be Rolm/Data General compiler developed by
Rational (which had the first validated compiler), and Western Digital/Gensoft. By 1986,
19 organizations had received certificates from AJPO with Alsys leading the field with 24
validated base compilers.8s

81 Kramer and McDonald, op. cit., p. 27.
82 Discussion with W.A. Whitaker, August 1990.
83 Rolling, op. cit.
84 The basic concept behind the development of reusable, easily transportable software components
contains three levels: KAPSE, MAPSE, and full APSE. The KAPSE (Kernel APSE) level operates
just above the native operating system and serves as the interface between the operating system and
everything else. MAPSE (Minimal APSE) covers such facilities as the compiler; a linker/loader, a
debugger, an editor, etc. The full APSE covers the other tools needed to support the applications
written in Ada. For a full rendering of the "Stoneman" concept, see Department of Defense,
"Requirements for Ada Programming Support Environments - STONEMAN," February 1980.
85 Discussion with A. Hook, 1985.

86 Rolling, op. cit.
87 Discussion with W. A. Whitaker, August 1990.
88 K. Nyberg, "183 Validated Compilers on List," Government Computer News, Vol. 7, No. 12, June,

1988, p. 74.
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The Institute for Defense Analyses, under contract to USDRE, becar.e. the Ada
validation office for the AIPO in 1983. There are now five Ada validation facilities (two in
the U.S., and three in Europe) authorized by AJPO to do the actual certiying. IDA still
reviews the validation reports. The end of 1984 and 1985 saw the validation of the first
production-quality compilers by Alsys (a French company), Data General, DDC
International, Digital Equipment, Honeywell Information Systems, Rational, Rolm,
Telesoft, Verdix, the University of Karlsruhe (in Germany), and SofTech (for the U.S.
Army CECOM), and Intermetrics (for the U.S. Air Force). The first "Ada engine" was
developed also in 1985.89 It was developed by Rational and offers a complete operating
environment.2

C. ADA IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION
Since Ada's official implementation, sales of Ada software companies have grown
to $150 million in 1990.91 Intellimac developed the first proprietary software product
using Ada in a commercial MIS application--a payroll system. 92 Japan's Nippon
Telephone and Telegraph has developed switching software using Ada; two-thirds of
Finland's banking industry uses Ada software. 93 Several European countries have adopted
air traffic control systems implemented in Ada.94 The increasing availability of Ada trained
programmers (thanks in part to early DoD support) and recent advances in compiler
technology and hardware storage capacity and speeds have helped to reduce the risks
associated with the adoption of Ada. Within DoD Ada's application was initially slow, as
waivers to its use were grantel for reasons of scheduling and cost and because the
language was insufficiently proven for "mission-critical" applications. However, as the
pool of vendors with Ada experience has grown and the DoD acquisition system has

89 Acomputer specifically built aroitnd Ada and an Ada compiler.
90 Discussion with A. Hook, 1985.
91 Discussion with Jerry Rudisin, Alys, 1990.
92 Rolling, op. CiL
93 K. Nyberg, "Commercial Market Undeveloped but Could Be Huge," Government Conwuter News,
Vol. 7, No. 12, June 10, 1988, p. 76.
94 Discussion with W. A.Whitaker, August 1990.
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increasingly insisted on Ada, rather than allowing waivers, Ada is now a critical
competitive advantage for DoD software suppliers.95

I

Outside of DoD, Ada's spread to the Federal civilian sector is evidenced by such
agencies as the U.S. Post Office, Federal Aviation Administration, Department of the
Interior, and NASA. 96 The Post Office uses Ada in its mail handling system; NASA uses
it in support of its Space Station Program. High reusability, controls on cost, improved
interoperability, and the increased productivity of programmers are benefits that these
agencies report from the use of Ada. The typical constraints imposed by hardware systems
are eliminated by Ada's design. The language isolates and limits operating system
dependencies. Reifer, in a recent study of 107 Ada use projects, found that programmer
productivity was enhanced by 20% when compared with the use of other prograrnmjing

languages, He states:
A number of our clients look at portability of applications across platforms.

With certified compilers, they can achieve that. They also look at
economies of scale through reuse of Ada components, They are not forced
to use Ada by DoD regulations. The reason they are moving to Ada is the
bottom line-money. Its cheaper, and it does the job.97
Ada is now being used as a way of teaching software engineering principles to
prospective programmers and connuter scientists, and as a mechanism for teaching
specialized topics such as numerics, concurrent processing, and data strcucn.res. 98 An
article which compares the strengths of Ada as a teaching-tool with Modula-2, concludes
that
Ada, we can often combine the complex, difficult to implement language
features in a simpler way. So the more complicated Ada language often
leads to simpler Ada programs; the Ada compiler writers have taken the
burden off my students shoulders, and placed it on their own....They can
solve more complicated problems more quickly and simply. Beyond the
learning curve, there is a net gain in productivity.99

95 1. Goldberg, "The Pentagon's Software Crisis Jeopardizes Key Weapon Programs," Armed Forces
JournalInternational,June 1990, pp. 60-62.
96 B. Brass, "Complexity Kecps Ada from Reaching Its Petential," Government ComputerNews, Vol. 8,
No. 23, November 13, 1989, p. 67.
97 Reifer, president of Reifer Consultants in Los Angeles, was quotfd in Brass, op. cit.
98 Many comaputer science deparinents have already ,witched from Pasc.1 to Ada b¢ecuse it ofters a belt.r
absiractioa ..iethod.
99 R. Patis, "One Teach,',rs Perspelctive of Ada end Modula-Z," Alsyncws, Vol. 3, No. 2, June 1989, p.
13.
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Foreign military organizations are also working with Ada. It is the standaro
language for Canada's Ministry of Defense and its Aviation Administration. NATO has
mandated the use of Ada for all common support systems whose development is jointly
sponsored or funded by NATO. By the 1990s, Ada will be the mandatory language for
real-time systems throughout all of NATO.
Britain's Ministry of Defense, however, had initial difficulties implementing
Ada.
A directive issued in 1984 mandated Ads's lise for real-time programming in defense
0

systems as of July 1..7. 'His directii e was then rescinded in light of the United
Kingdom's failure to develop an Ada cm.npiiei. Britain's former defense secretary,
Michael Heseltine, may have indirectly contributed to this delay when he insisted on fixedprice instead of cost-plus contracts for Britain's ECS software. Defense vendors allegedly
built in languages with which they were more familiar (e.g., FORTRAN and Pascal) rather
1
than run the risk of higher costs gearing up with Ada. 00
D.

OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
The notion of DoD support for developing a common programming language for

*

*

embedded computer systems originated within DDR&E, based on several studies ti~at
showed there were potentially very large dollar savings and productiviy gains to be made
from adopting a standard DoD language for such applications. The program was directed
and managed by the Higher Order Language Working Group (HOLWG) with Col.
Whitaker of the DDR&E's office as chairman. When Whitaker moved to DARPA with
Heilmeier in 1975, after the HOLWG was established, he maintained his involvement with
the Ada program. Indeed Heilmeier states he brought the Ada program into DARPA
because both he and Whitaker were moving over there, and he feared the program would
die if orphaned in DDR&E. While DARPA was responsible for contracting and managing
the Ada development effort, the HOLWG reviewed the proposals and decided which to
support. In late 1980, DARPA's role was further reduced, when the AJPO was created
under the Office of USDRE (formerly the DDR&E), with Druffel, an Air Force officer who

managed several of DARPA's Ada efforts becoming the first director of the AJPO.
DARPA thus was an effective institution for managing the initiai contracts to
develop the Ada language and supporting software development tools. It was tasked to do

100

M.Brown, "Users Worldwide Find Ada an Aid to Productivity,
No. 18, September 12, 1986.
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this by the DDR&E, delivered the Ada language and an infrastructure base for its

implementation, and these efforts resulted in implementation through the AJPO.
DoD has persisted in its interest in developing a standard language for its systems
application, but the adoption of Ada has not been as rapid or ubiquitous as some of its
supporters have hoped. Subsequent efforts to provide support for software tools and
techniques, including STARS, which only recently was transferred into DARPA after 7
years as a DDR&E program, evidence continuing concerns with the cost and productivity
of software in defense systems. The Ada language technically is a successful development
effort; its ultimate evaluation depends on the degree to which it is applied and its
characteristics, including re-usability, are found to be valuable in overcoming the problems
of software cost and productivity. That implemnentation has begun, but its success now
depends upon a range of factors including the availability of trained, proficient
prosrammers, the development of tools and techniques to support programming, the degree
to which broader applications beyond DoD affect both of these, and the degree to which
DoD remains committed to the implementation of Ada.
DARPA, as a flexible mechanism for contracting and contract management, played
a major role it. this development. While most of the impetus and direction for Ada's
development was external to DARPA, DARPA's Ada program managers played active
roles on the HOLWG, and DARPA explicitly funded such efforts on the Pilot Validation
Facility for Ada compilers to facilitate the language's implementation.
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XVI.

SIMNET

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW
SIMNET, an acronym for "Simulator Networking," was initiated as a DARPA
project on Large Scale Simulator Networking in 1983.1 It is a proof-of-principle
technology demonstration of interactive networking for man-in-the-loop, real-time, battleengagement simulation and wargaming. It is the. first system to achieve true interactive
simulator networking for the collective training of combat skills in military units from
mechanized platoons to battalions. SIMNET is also adaptable for training or exercising
commanders and staffs at higher echelons, useable in the development of military concepts
and doctrine, and suitable to the testing and evaluation of alternative weapon-system
concepts prior to acquisition decisions. As of January 1, 1990, the available SIMNET
components consisted of about 260 ground vehicle and aircraft simulators, communications
networks, command posts, and data processing facilities distributed among nin-. sites--five
in the continental United States (CONUS) and four at U.S. Army locations in Europe
(USAREUR).2 In 1989, SIMNET technology was transitioned to the Army as "SIMNETT," a collective or unit training capability that the Army is planning to extend Army-wide
through a large-scale follow-on acquisition program. "SIMNET-D," another version
located at Fort Knox, Kentucky, and "AIRNET" at Fort Rucker, Alabama, provide a
developmental capability that can be recoafigured to simulate new design concepts for
evaluation in SIMNET trials. These are the basis of a new joint Army-DARPA initiative to

1

ARPA Order (AO) #4?Sy, signed 15 February 1983.

2 The CONUS sites are at Fort Knox, Ky., Fort Benning, Ga., Fort Ruck-r, Ala., Cambridge, Mass. and
Washiigtcm, D.C. The USAWE., rires are inWest Germany at Grafeny "r.rFriedberg, Schweinfurt,
and Fuid.- The Fort Knox site iscurrently the largest SIMNET fa-iiity with sinulatots for 44 MI
Abrams j-nks, 28 M2h3 Bradley Fightirg Vehicles, 2 Swout/Atak Helicopters, 2 Close Air Support
Fighter Aircraft, a Battalion Task Force Tactical Operations Center, an Administrative.Logistics
Operating Center, and other commana and control, artillery and mortar-fire, and close air support

conhroi elements--all fully initeractive on a lo-aI area network.
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demonstrate "Advanced Distributed Sirnulation Technology (ADST)" for use in system
3
development, studies and analyses.
B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

SIMNET's history can be divided into five phases: (1) the origins, including
related efforts at DARPA prior to 1979, (2) gestation and planning, resulting in DARPA's
initiation of the SIMNET Project in 1983, (3) component development and early
demonstrations, from 1983 to 1985, (4) system development, networking and testing,
from 1985 to 1987, and (5) full system development and field testing, culminating during
i989 in transition to the Army and subsequent planning for system expansion to
demonstrate the capabilities and assess the potential benefits of using new SIMNET-D
technology in weapon-system evaluations and acquisition decisions and for the
development i f military concepts and doctrine.
1.

Origins

The pervasive scientific and management culture that led DARPA to suppurt many
special developments and applications of computer technologies was especially stimulated
4
and influenced by J.C.R. Licklider who, in 1962, became the first director of ARPA's
Information Processing Techniques Office (IPTO).5 He had a broad and pres;ýient view of
the benefits, for the military specifically and society more generally, that would result from
progress in the man-machine interactive computer technologies. 6 Indeed, ARPA
subsequently instituted and carried out a wide range of information processing projects in
7
areas such as computer time sharing, networking, and artificial intelligence.

3
4

5

See RJ. Lunsford, Jr., US Army Training Systems Forecast, FY 1990-1994, Project Manager for
Traini1ig Devices (US Army Materiel Command), Orlando, Fla., October 1989.
The Advanced Reseurch Projects Agency (ARPA) became the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) in 1972 under the terms of a revised charter, DoD Directive 5105.41, dated March
23, 1972.
The name of the office was later changed to the Information Processing Technologies Office and then,

in 1984, to the Information Sciences and Technologies Office (ISTO).
6

7

See J.C.R. Licklider, "The Early Years: Founding IPTO," in Expert Systems ond Artificial
Intelligence, T.C. Bartee, ed., Howard Sams, 1988, pp. 219-ff. See also: J.C.R. Licklider, "ManComputer Symbiosis," IRE Trans. on Human Factorsin Electronics, 1960,1,4-11.
See Volume I, Chapters XIX, XX, and XXI, respectively.
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Licklider influenced the establishment of what became DARPA's Cybernetics
Technology Office (CTO) and served as its first director.8 During the late 1960's, after
Licklider h?d returned to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Mrf), the office was
directed by Davis B. Bobrow, a political scientist, followed late in 1969 by Austin W.
Kibler, a U.S. Air Force officer and engineering psychologist. 9 Robert A. Young, who
joined the staff after Bobrow's departure, was named CTO director when Kibler retired
from military service in August 1975.10 Crftig L.Fields, who later played a crucial role in
supporting SIMNET development, joined the CTO staff when he completed graduate work
at IvIT at the end of 1975.11

During Bobrow's and Kibler's tenures, ARPA's behavioral science researcl.,
although "under attack" by Congressional sources and staffers, continued to b- supported
by the ARPA management. Congressional pressure on the ARPA budget, and especially
on the budge! for the behavioral science research projects, led not only to the name change
to CTO, 12 but also to a shift in program emphasis--a shift intended to reflect the still
broader changes in DARPA's direction or "phiosophy" that were instigated during the
latter half of the 1970's by George H. Heilmeier who had been appointed DARPA Director
in 1975.3
From :he beginning, Heilmeier began raising "fundamental and pragmatic
questions" of all DARPA's project managers.14 For example, he is quoted as saying:
I tried to apply my catechism questions: What are the limitations of
current practice? What is the current statt: of technology? What is new
about these ideas? What would be th'- measu'e of success? What are the

8

Initially called the Behavioral Science Research Office (BSRO), this office was redesignated the Human

Resources Re-search Office (HRR0j Curing lKible'r! tour as director, and later became the CTO during
Young's s'ewardship; di-cussion with A.W. Kibler, Falls Church, Virginin,. on 18 January 1990.
9 Bobrow and, at first, Kibler were dual.hauct, working part ti,.ie in ARPA and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD). The CTO staff in 1969 coissisted of Bc-row. Kiler, a,,d GeoTge H.
Lawence, who .•.maged a project on hiofeedback. Kibler, ibid; oelepbone diszussion with C H.
Lawrtnce, Army Research Institute, ,%9 Febu,-ry 19,10.
10 The staff then consisted of Young, Lawrence, an6 Harold F. ONeil, Jr. Kibler, ibid.: Lawrence, ibid.
11 Fields tansferred from the IPTO to the CTO to replace Lawrence, who lcfi DARPA early in 1976.
Lawrence, ibid.
12 See fn. 8.
13 Kibler, ibid.
14 See Volume I, Chapter XXI, pp. 21-10 ff.
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milestones and the "mid-term" exams? How will I know you are making
progress? I asked these of all programs ....15
As a :esult of his review and subsequent actions, there was a shift in the balance of
DARPA wozk towards applications, especially in certain "software-oriented" areas such as
artificial intelligence. 16 The general trend was away from studies and analyses that resulted
in reports, and towards the development of technology that ied to 'things" that ccu!d be
used by the military. The CTO was not immune to the new trend. Its projects backed
away from their past involvement with studies and analyses of behavioral and social
science models and nsearch in more-or-less basic or academic areas, and moved towards
adaptations of the rapidly developing new computer technologies in areas of military
decision making and training. 17
Changes relevant to the later development of the SIMNET project took place in both
the CrO program and its personnei during 1977. Among these wa,;, ftie arrival of J. Dexter
Fletcher, who had been recruited earlier by Kibler from the Xerox Co"poration. 18 Fletcher
began in the CTO by consulting with Stephen J.. Andriole to develop applications of
cormlputer technology to training issues. When he beu -,nea full time staff member late in
1977, there was a sense of urgency in the CTO. Heilmeier had cut the program by half
before he left DARPA. All work in the behavioral sciences wa., being questioned, and
internal DARPA support for CTO projects seemed increasingly limited) 9 The projects that
fared best were those dealing with applications of comptiter and advanced information
technologies to militar> -ksuessuch as operational decision aiding. So, Andriole, with the
support of Rcber, R. Fossum, who had replaced Heilmeier as DARPA Director, pressed
the staff to make rapid conversions of technological developments and findings into
demonstrable capabilities.2

15 lbic!., p. 21-10.

16 This change is discussed by Licklider and Kahn, IPTO directors at the time, in Bartee, op. ciL, pp. 225
and 246.
17 Telephone discussion with S. J. Andriole, George Mason University, 7 February 1990.
18 At the time, Fletcher was at Xerox on unpaid-leave status from the Navy Personnel t,.search ard
Development Center, San Diego, California; discussion with 3. D. Fletcher, IDA, on 4 January 1990.
19 Young initiated the personnel action that culminated in Fletcher's full-time appointment when a CTM
project manager working on instructional strategies left DARPA (O'Neil; see fn. 1(). However, b)
the time Fletcher arrived, Young had left and Andriole had been named CTO director. At the end of
1977, the CTO staff consisted of Andriole, Fields, Fletcher, Judith A. Daly, and Lt Co! Roy Gulick,
USMC. Andriole, ibid.; Fletcher, ibid.
20 Fossum had indicated hiWinterest in further reducing the proportion of studies-and-analyses types of
projects in favor of increasing the proportion of technology development projects in the DARPA

program. He emphasi-.id especially the need for the DARPA program to advance into areas t'lat would
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Experieaice had led the CTO staff to believe -hat their chances of success in

obtaining both Servi-e-user and DARPAx.managemnnt support were better when 'hey could
demonstrate their concepts and proposals in .;oncrete form.21 So they established a facility
or demonstration room near the headquarters building at Rosslyn in Arlington, Virginia, for
this purpose, and A'ndriole invited Fossum and his deputy, Eugene Kopt, to visit and view
some o' the nt,-w technelogies dhat might be used to advance military (and civil) education
and training in zhe future-specilfically, Fletcher's new ApphA-iI personal compater.22
Fletcher demcns•at-Aw

0

the Apple-If, and they (Fossum, Kopt, Andriole, and

Fletcher) discussrd some of the things that might be done with microcompeters in the
domain of military ralning. Oie idea hit a ieczptive chord:
Videodiscs P-e coming on line now. Why noý tre videodisc pinztureF from

the rIai world, say with tanks, and overlay them with computer graphics to
build a iow-•ost tank gunnery traine'r?3
Fossum was enthusiastic and said that this was the correct direction for future CTO
p,-ojects in ti'aining techno;ogy. Th- conclusion reflected the prevailing mood that
characterized not only CTO, but also the whole of DARPA at the time: "Why not do it
now?" 24 So, Fletcher set nut to write a DARPA proposal for a project to develop a lowcost Tank Gunnery Trainer. The need was expressed in rtem.s of the high cost of tank
gunnery practice in the field, wd t.e resultant severe limitations on the amount of ;,,nictive
tl-aL tank gunners acqnired in the 6he%, cur%,n trainhig systems. Thus, the "!ow-cost"
Sconstraint was a fictor frcn. the veiy beginning of the -roject2 5

develoi., ard ex-,1oit new techr.Ologies in the conwxis of enhancing U.S. military capabilities; for

*

*

exmple, unrough applications that promised to aadress or resolve ihportant military needs or issues,
whether formally stated or net Andriole, ibid.
21 Earlier, for example, Fossam was exuberant when he sw a demonstration of Field's "Spatial Data
Marageument System" i MIT's Media LUborarry (then called the Ma.hine-Architecture Group). He
said that he wsnted one for himself, his secretary, and his immediate staff members, and he increased
his persoml support of the Fields-managed project on advan.,ed information technology for comm-.'rd
2•d control, of which it was a part. Ai!driole, ibid.; Fletcher, ibid.
22 While completing doctor-! work in psychology at Stanford University, Fletcher had also obtained a
master's degree in computer science and had developed a number of successful applications of computer
technologies to education and tnininj. He becaame a member of the Apple Education Foundauon in
1978, and through that essociation had been givcen a new Apple-lI to use in his work. Fletcher, ibid.
23 Fletcher, ibid,
24 Andriole, ibid.
25 Andriole, ibid.; Fletcher, ibid. This is an important point, since such a restriction is very likely to
' svit in a --strem concept different from that which would follow in the absence of tir cost constraint.
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CTO was a small office, and the staff rzriebers tended to discuss thehi projects and
plans with one anothe:, naming scurces they j'-.iged capable of developing the various
desired enabling technologies. Among those identified as potential sources of the expertise
26
required to develop the Tank Gunnery Trainer were a DARPA contractor, Perceptronics,
and its founder and president, Gershon Weltman. Fletcher was introduced to Weltman via
27
the ARPANET. and they communicated about the proposal Fletcher was developing.
Fletcher's basic concept was to use the Apple-il to drive the videodisc (a capability that had
already been demonstrated), and to overlay computer graphics on the display. The
overlaying of the computer graphics was the new technology Lavolved.28
Perceptronics was interested. So, before developing an internal DARPA project
plan, Fletcher spoke on the topic, first with Weltman, and later with Robert S. Jacobs who
joined Perceptronics at about that time.29 Fletcher's plan won support and the Tank
Gunnery Trainer project was initiated in June 1979,30 and Jacobs began to play an
increasingly important role in the development of the Tank Gunnery Trainer.31 Then, near
the end of 1979, Perceptronics successfully overlasir computer graphics on a videodisc
image. It was among the first to demonstrate the
/ technology--i.e., to accomplish a
mixing on a single visuil display of digital compute- graphics (computer generated images)
with analog video images from a videodisc. 32
Computer image generation (CIG) had been demonstrated prior to this and was
being exploited by the Defenr. training-technology research and development (R&D)
community. In 1976, the Advanced Simulator for Undergraduate Pilot Training (ASUPT),

26 Perceptronics, Inc., had been a prime element in th: development of a "Group Decision Aid" under a
DARPA contract managed by Fields.
27 It is important to note this aspect of the thea-current DARPA environment and modus operandi, The

28
29

30
31
32

DARPA project managers were expected to know thoroughly their R&D areas, including all the
"players"--i.e., all the persons and firms who had the requisite expertise and capabilities. It was the
standard operating procedure for project managers to work collegially with potential or actual
"coniractors" in the conduct of the work. Many, if not most or nearly all, of the DARPA contracts at
the time were "sole source," a situation that ended after 1984 with implementation of the Competition
in Contracting AcL
Fletcher, ibid.
Telephone discussion with R.S. Jacobs, Illusion EngiNeering, Inc., on 21 March 1990. It may be of
some interest to note that Jacobs and Weltnma.' brought, respectively, radar and cinematic technology
orientations to the work through theit family experiences and backgrounds -- olientations that served
the SIMNET project well in. its later development.
AO 3791. signed II June 1979.
Jaccs was later to play a central role in the SIMNET development; Fletcher, ibid.
Andriole, ibid.; Fletcher, ibid.
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iater renamed the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT), had been hnstalled at the
Operations Training Divisictn of the Ai," Force Human Resources Laboratory
(AFHRL/OT), 3 3 Williams Air Force Pase, Arizona. The visual display was a
dodecahedron of sevtn CIG channels (limited to 2500 edges) displayed through special
optics (pancake windows) by monochromatic video projectors. 34 In addition, CIG was
used in the Visual Technology Research Simulator (VT'S)3 5 under development at the
Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC), 36 Orlando, Florida, for dte Naval Air Systems
Command. Its visual display was based on the projection of the CiG image on the interior
surface of a dome, with a high-resolution area-of-interest (AOI) inset from a second
projector system "slaved" to the head and eye movements of the pilot.37 The Army's
Project Manager, Training Devices (PM TRADE) 38 had a full-mission tank simu!ator
designed to train tmik crews under development at Fort Knox, Kentucky; it, the Unit
Conduct of Fire Trainer (UCOFT), also used a CIG display.
All such systems were quite costly. For example, during the late 1970's. a single
channel capable of producing an adequate CIG visual display was estimated to cost op the
order of $2 to $3 million. The relatively high costs were not limited to the developmcnt
efforts-the estimated procurement costs of the follow-on operational training equipment
ranged from the millions to the tens of millions of dollars ($5 million plus for UCOFT, and
' $30 million plus for ASPT). Even in the R&D comre unity, +he concern was growing
regarding the projected high costs for the training equipment and .he military training
39
community's ability to acquire them in sufficient numbers, once developed.

33 Previously the Flying Trzining Division (AFHRI/FT).
34 Three additional CIG channels were available, but were reserved for later insertion of a high.resnlution
inset, the location of which would be driven by the head and eye movements of the pilot in the
similators cockpit.

35 See G. Lintern, D.C. Wighunan, and D.P. Weswa, "An Overview of the Research Program at the
Vis!;l Technology Research Simulator," in Proceedingsof the 1984 IMAGE-Ill Conference, E.G.
Monroe. ed.. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Williams Air Force Base, Arizona, 1984, 205221.

36 P-reviously the Navrl Training Equipment Center (NTEC).
St. DR. Breglia, A.M. Spoonef. and D. Lobb, 'Helmet Mounted Laser Projector," in P7oceedings of
51
,?w

1981 IMAGE GenerationDisplayConference II,E.G. Monroe, ed., Air Force Human Resoumes

Laboratory, Williams Air Force Base, Arizona, 1981. 241-258; alsu D.M. Balwin, "Area of Interest-Instantaneous Field of View Vision Model," op.cit., 481-496.

38 Collocated with NTSC in Orlando, Florida.
39 During the Spring of 1978, Michael Cyrus of AFHRUOT. who was later to play a principiat role in
the development of the SIMNET graphics generation system, assisted NTSC to convert its mainfranubased stimulator computer system to a mu!ti-minicomputer architecture, a precursor to the mtlti-
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The concern was reflected at DARPA :hrough Fletcher's emphasis on developing a
low-cost item. Specifically, his objectives for the Tank Gunnery Trainer project were to
develop a device that would or could be (a) procured in quantity for $10,000 or less each,
(b) acccssible, for example as a stand-alone "game" in military barracks or dayrooms, (c)
motivating, for example in supporting competitive score keeping, (d) of sufficient fidelity
to satisfy the training objectives, within the cost constraints, and (e) suitable for
documenting training effectivnress in terms of transfer-of-training data. These objectives
led to the stipulation of r;.quirements that the device provide (a) the "feel" of the controls
like the operational equipment, kb) th. "sighting" of the operational equipment's reticle, and
(c) the "vision" of - real world visual scene fot which scenarios were to be obtained with
the cooperation of the U.S. Marine Corps at Camp.Pendelton, California.

0

During the last part of 1979, while discussing the menits of a transfer-of-training
study that Fletcher favored (without universal CTO support4 1), an expansion of the initial
objectives was stimulated by further consi'eeafion cf the tara gunner's job and related
requirements for training gunners with a device such as the Tank Gunnery Trainer. First, it
was recognized that some of the gunner's actions are in response to instructions from the
tank commander. So, the thought of representing the commander, for example, by
digitally coded instructions proprammed into the trainer, was discussed along with the
alternate idea of developing a Tank Te=m Gunnery Trainer. During one of these
discussions, a military trainer at Fort Knox said to Fletcher words to the effect, "We have
gunnery trainers all over the place. What we need is a way to train a tank platoon." To
vwhich Fietcher recalls having responded, "We could do that easily by hooking five [of the
42
Tank Gunnery Tra.iers] together so that they can interact."

2.

Gestation and Panning

During the winter of 1979-80, Fletcher explored with the contractor, Pc~ceptronics,
some of the possibilities for de,, loping a Tank Team Gunnery Trainer (TTGT) by

microprocessor architecture eventually employed in the SIMNET system; personal note to Fletcher
from W.S. Chambers, NTSC. 2 March 1990.
40 FInchcr, ibid.
41 Fields, who was then CTO Director, did not favor DARPA sponsorship of the transfer-of-training
study, arguing that training effectiveness was rot a DARPA technology-development function, but
rather a Service training-affordability issue. Pletcher, ibid.
42 Fletcher, ibid.
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networking together several Tank Gunnery Trainers--quickly and at low cost. 4 3
Specifically, the approach discussed was one of adding the necessary capabilities to
support a "quick-draw" competition. The concept was that several Tank Gunnery Trainers
would be networked to view a single videodisc-generated scene, with the trainees
competing to be the first to sight and fire at an "enemy" tank.44 Thus, although the TFGT
concept did not include many of the characteristics of the SIMNET system, it was clearly a
step in the right direction on the path towards SIMNET development.
At about the same time, however, Fletcher began planning to leave DARPA. As an
early step. he began searching for persons who could possibly replace him and continue the
developmental direction initiated by the Tank Gunnery Trainer program. He learned that
Jack A. Thorpe, an Air Force officer, had ideas regarding what could be done in training
with the interactive battle-engagement networking of such trainers.4 5

0

*

Thorpe was just completing a course of advanced military education at the Naval
War College. He had served at the Operations Training Division of the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory (AFHRLIOT, Williams, AFB) and was familiar with the potentials of
computer image generation (CIG) and its application to simulation for flying training.46 He
was also familiar with the high costs associated with large aircraft simulators such as the
Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT) at AFHRL/OT and the Advanced
Technology Visual System (ATVS) at NTSC. As part of his duties in the Life Sciences
Directorate of the Air Force Office of Scientific Rese:arch.(AFOSR) just prior to his tour at
the Naval War College, he had maintained a current. appreciation of the technologies tiat
could contribute to the future development of simulators for collective as well as individual
7
training.&

43 Discussion with A.Freedy, Perceptronics, at IDA on 5 Iecenber 1989.
44 The concept did not extend to an interactive one-vs..one, one-vs.-many, or many-vs.-many battle
simulation, but was limited to a many-vs.-"iron horme" paradigm-i e., many trainee gunners competing
among themselves against a computer controlled graphics representation of their firing on a single-view
videodisc scene inwhich "enemy" tanks appeared; Fletcher, ibid.
45 Fletcher, ibid.
46 During th, mid-1970's, while he was assigned to A-IPRL/OT, Thorpe and several of his colleagues had
many discus.ions on, and perhaps acitualy conceived of, the networking of many low-cost simulators
of sulficient fidelity to provide combat-skills training for pilots. Among those included were Don
Bustell, Mike Cyrus, John Fuller, Liz Martin, Gary Reid, Rob Reis, and Wayne Waag Telephone
discussion with E.L. Martin, AFHRL/OT, on 14 March 1990; and telephone discussion with M.
Cyrus, La Jar, Colorado, on 11 April 1990.
47 Discussion with J.A. Thorpe, DARPA European Office, on 16 October 1989 at Stuttgart, West
Germany.
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Thorpe had also come to the view that it was wrong to consider flight simulators as
substitutes for aircraft to be used for training skills that pilots learned by flying. Rather,
simulators should be used to augment aircraft. They should be used to train air-combat
skills that pilots could not learn in peacetime flying, but that could be trained with
simulators in large-scale battle-engagement interactions. He had proposed this as a 25-year
simulation-development goal during the Fall of 1978 in an unpublished AFOSR concept

paper.4 8
Thus, before Fletcher left DARPA in the Fall of 1980, he contacted Thorpe and
introduced him to the CTO director, Fields, who then set about having Thorpe assigned to
DARPA as a replacement for Fletcher. Thorpe joined the CTO staff in January 1981, and
started where Fletcher left off--managing the Tank Gunnery Trainer project4 9 and
developing further the networking of several devices to provide a platoon-level, low-cost
Tank Team Gunnery Trainer. 50 He also began developing an expanded proposal
51
emphasizing networking technology-an idea that later became the SIMNET project. His
belief was that both the survivability of our friendly forces and the damage they would be
able to inflict on enemy forces would be substantially enhanced were we able to provide
opportunities for them to enter their first few warfighting battles in the relatively benign
environment of a simulation. 5 2 His concept was to develop and demonstrate the utility of

the low-cost, large-scale, battle-engagement simulation technology that v, 'uld permit such
"combat" training--just as h%had envisioned earlier, but now aimed at ground troops, not
air.53

48 J.A. Thorpe (Captain, USAF), "Future Views: Aircrew Training 1980-2000," unpublished concept
paper at the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, 15 September 1978, available from the author.
49 The (approximately 100) units that were built by Perceptronics through DARPA for test and evaluation
by U.S. and allied military establishments eventually stimulated acquisition, first of devices now
known as the "Videodisc Interactive Gunnery System (VIGS)," and later of the "Precision Gunnery
Training Sy•,tez. (PGTS)"; Jacobs, ibid.
50 Thorpe had maintained contact with researchers active in the area, including some of his former
colleagues at AFHRL/OT. He explored with them his ideas of applying video-game technology for
tank gunnery training and telerobotics technology for maintenance training. He actively pursued man.,
of the technologies that showed promise of relevance, not limited to those being developed by the
DoD, but also including those being developed by the entertainment and electronics industries. He had
set a goal of very low cost per unit in production, and even began to investigate the feasibility of
molding a tank "cockpit" that would accommodate a full crew. Martin, ibid.
51 Freedy, ibid.
52 Jacobs, ibid.
53 For example, see AJ. Owens and R.F. Stalder, Jr., The Adaptive ManeuveringLogic in Tank Warfare
Simulation, Fina!Report (No. DSI-82-413-F), Decision Science, Inc., San Diego, California, May
1982. The report desr.ribes the results of a nine-month effort under DARPA Contract No. MIDA903-
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"Affordability" was, in Thorpe's view, a core requirement for the system he
envisioned.54 He had experienced the cancellation by the Air Force of "Projert 2360," an
engineering development effort te prototype a high-resolution, high-brightness, full-fieldof-view CIG-based visual system for flight simulators.5 5 The reason given tor the
cancellation was excessive costs--at the time, a single visual system for the propose
simulator was estimated to cost on the order of $30 million, and a single simulatcr over $35
million, roughiy the price of two fighter aircraft. Also, in 1977 the Army had cancelled a
similar program for a Full Crew Tank Simulator (Project FCTS) for much the same reasoa
of excessive costs ($18 million). Thus, affordability had been demonstrated to bea nmajor
issue in the Military Departments with substantial impact on the development and use of
56
simulators for training.
During the Summtr of 1982, Thorpe asked a retired Army Colonel, Gary W.
Bloedorn, to help develop, as a DARPA consultant, a network of tank simulators suitable
for collective training. Bloedorn promised to pass word of the potential DARPA
development to Brigadier General Frederic J. Brown, Jr., then Deputy Chief of Staff for
Training at Headquarters, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), Fort
Monroe, Virginia. 57 Brown sent a representative, Colonel Harm Stryker, to talk with
Thorpe about the proposal. Stryker reported back to Brown that the proposal had merit, or
at least potential, for arnored-vehicle team training. Brown, who had been notified of his
selection for promotion to Major General with a likely new assignment as Commandant of

54

55

56
57

81-C-0509 directed toward "the design and development of a computer program for realistic,
intelligently interactive tank warfare simulation..." and based on "experience gained inthe developmeat
of the Adaptive Maneuvering Logic (AML) program for air-to-air ant. naval combat simulation..." (p.
1).
Thorpe expressed views to the effect that no" only would the system,have to be of sufficiently low cost
to permit the Services to prowe the thousands of copies n.,eded for the collective combat-skins
raining, but also the changes m technology were occurring so rapidly that the Government's buyi~ag
low-cost, commercially available, off-the-shelf items with a limited life-span would be better than its
buying specially developed "mil-spec" item• that would last so long that they would be technologically
dated before wearing out. Martin, ibid.
Although the engineering development project was cancelled, an advanced development effort. "Project
2363," was continued under an A1-iRL/OT-managed contract with the General Elutric Ccmpany,
Daytona Beach, Florida. See R.L. Ferguson, "AVTS: AHigh Fidelity Visual System," in Procedings
of the 1984 IMAGE-Ill Conference, E.G. Monroe, ed., Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
Williams Air Force Base, Arizona, 1984,475-485.
Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
Bloedom and Brown, among others, had authored an Army Training Study that identified problems or
needs, certain of which DARPA was trying to address through applicable development of videodj=,
microprocessor, and other emerging technologies inthe T.nk Gunnery Trainer program; Jacobs, ibid.
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The Armor School at Fort Knox, Kentucky, indicated a willingness to support the
development to the extent that it would address the collective training needs of Armor
8
units.5
In the meantime, 1:.ceptronics brouight Bloedom together with Jacobs (a t-chnica!
staff mem!ner working on the Tank Gunnery Trainer) and Ulf Helgesson, an industrial
designer from Los Angeles on a consulting retainer. It was agreed that should
Perceptronics decide to prepare a proposal for SIMNET development, the three. would
work together--Jacobs as a member of Perceptronics technical staff, and Bloedcn and
Helgesson as consultants. Jacobs would focus on the technology and technical issues,
Bloedorn on the military operational and training issues ("the definition of what the
simulation system wculd do"), and Helgesson on the industrial design and human factor,
issues. 59 These three--Bloedorn, Jacobs and Helgesson--were destined to play central
roles in the SIMNET development.60
3.

Component Development

The SIMNET project was approved by DARPA management late in 1982, and
initiated by DARPA early in the Spring of 1983.61 There were three initial contracts: (a)
Perceptronics 62 was to develop the trail.iing requirements, and conceptual designs for the
vehicle-simulator hardware and system integration, 63 (b) BBN64 was to develop the
networking and graphics technology, 65 and (c) the La Jolla, California, unit of SAIC66
was to conduct a six-month "lessons-learned" study of Army field-training experiences

58 Tzlephone discussion with G.W. Bloedom, on 20 February 1990.
59 Discussion with U. Helgesson, Los Angeles, California, on 12 April 1990; Bloedorn, 1990, ibid.;
Jacobs, ibid.
60 Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
61 Thorpe, 1989, ibid.; AO 4739, signed 15 February 1983.
62 See fn. 26.
63 Telephone discussion with J.M. Levine, Northridge, California, on 6 March 1990; Bloedorn, 1990,
ibid.; Jacobs, ibid.; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
64 BBN Laboratories Incorporated, now BBN Systems and Technologies Corporation (A Subsidiary of
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.). BBN had been a principal ARPANET developer, and thus brought to
the SIMNET effort its experience with packet switching network technology; see Volume I, Chapter

'X.
65 Bloedorn, 1990, ibid.; Jacobs, ibid.; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
66 Science Applications International Corporation.
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with armor and mechanized infantry units using the instrumented ranges zt the National
67
Training Center, Fort Irwin, California.
Perceptronics produced die first data handbook for the SIMNET development in
March 1983.68 The handbook provided initial data and background information, and it
served as a general orientation for the subsequent six-month development study that was
scheduled to begin in April 1983. Specifically, the preface to the handbook stated,
The data and information contained herein describe the M1 Abrams tank, the
basic organization that employs the tank, as well as the organic command,
control, and communication syztems used to employ units; the training, and
the logistics attendant to preparing and supporting the employment of the
tank.69
The second volume of the data handbook, providing data on the M2 Bradley
Fighting Vehicle (BFV) and the M3 Cavalry Fighting Vehicle (CFV), was completed in
August 1983.70 It was intended for use in conjunction with the M1 tank data package in
providing information on the specific combat systems to be simulated. The preface stated,
The data and information contained herein describe the M2 BFV and the M3
CFV, as well as the training and logistic burdens/requirements related to
field operations oi mechanized infantry and reconnaissance units equipped
with these weapon systems. Command and control procedures,
communications, logistics, troop leading and logistic procedures for M2/Mj
equipped units are, for purposes of this development program, identical to
those of M1 tank units. For this reason the reader should refer to
appropriate sections of the M1 data package, published under separate.
cover, for information on these topics 71
This was a highly innovative approach at a time when simulators were typically
des;g..g d to einazlate ihe vehicles they represented as closely as engineering technology and
the available fonds lerniitted. The usual design goal was to reach the highest possible level
of physical fOdeliry--to design "an airplane on a stick," as it were. The SIMNET design
goal was ciiffemnt. it called for !earning first what functions were needed to meet the
training objecdives, and only t4Tn to specify the needs for simulator hardware. So.
67 Bloedorn, 1990, ibid.; Jacbs, ibid.; Thorpe, 0189, ibid.
68 S.W. Bloedom, .arge Scale Simi:ation Data Packee, Vol. I: M1 Ab.-arm Ta'ik, Pcrceptronics,
March 1983(a); also see G.W. Bloedorn R. Kaplan, & R.S. Jacobs, Large Scale Simulation Data
Package, Percepuonics, Mrxch 1983.
69 Bloedorn, 1983(a), ibid., p. 1.
70 G.W. Bloedarn, Large Scale Simulation Data P%-kage, Vol. :11 M2 & M3 Fiehling Vehi :le,
Perceptronics, August 1983(b).
71 Blotrdom, 1983(b), ibid., p. Hi.
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selectivefunctionalfidelity, rather than full physical fidelity, was SIMNET's design goal,
and as a result, many hardware items not regarded as relevant to combat operations were
not inclIded or designated only by drawings or photographs in the simulator. This
approach also helped minimize costs, thus maicng possible the design of a relatively lowcost device.12
Among those to whom Thorpe briefed the program during the Spring and Summer
of 1983, seeking Army support, were the Commandants of The Armor School at Fort
Knox, Kentucky, and The Infantry School at Fort Benning, Georgia. Major General
Brown, by then Commandant of The Armor School, reiterated his support of the project,
and promised the support of the school, provided SIMNET would build armored-vehicle
simulators and address Army collective training requirements.73 By the end of the Summer
c-f 1983, both Armor and Infantry Schools had agreed to participate in validation of the
military requirements for SIMINETJ74
Thorpe's concept for the development was to build an early low-cost prototype--a
"60 percent solution" to take into the field as a concrete device to be modified and improved
on the basis of informal tests and evaluations. 75 At PeIceptronic,, ;'acbs, hiving been
predominant in me Tank Gunnery Trainer developnimnt, was now assigned a principal role
in the SIMNET project. He artculated the "rule" that, in lieu of detaie-d cngineering
specifications, the government won'-d provide the contractor, Perceptronics, a listing of the
"minimum essential" charact'ristics that the simulators must 1-avc.7 6 Bloedom, working as
a consultant, provided key information for that listing, ;..d continued to advise the
development team regarding atrmor £perational and training doctrine, practices, and
issues.77

72 Bloedom, 1990, ibid.; Jacobs, bid.; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
73 Bloedom is credited by Thorpe with having provided the Army field-training and operatienal exnertise
that made the difference between success and failure o; the SIMNET technology demonstration.
Thorpe. 1989, ibid.
74 Bloedom, 1990, ibid.; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
75 Freedy, ibid.; Helgesson, ibid.
76 Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
77 'Iloedorn identified the best five missions for which SIMNET should be designed to train as the

following: (a) hasty attack, (b)deliberate attack, (c)hasty defense, (d)deliberate defense;: and (e) passagc
of lines, The five missions were broken down into the nine collect•,•e skills that are required to
perform sixty-two collective tasks. The tasks were assczia;ed further with the specific rniliury
occupational specialty (MOS) duties of the irmored-veIl.icle crew mcmbers. Bloedorn, 1990. ibid.;
Thorpe, 1989) ibid.
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Thorpe and the development team star-ed the design with identification cf the cues
that had tc be presented 'o the crew member in order to train specific duties and tasks.
Once the necessE y cues had been identified, the development team would propose ways of
delivering the cue's efficiently (i.e., at low cost) and effectively (i.e., for collective
training). Oiily after these considerations were articulated, understood, and accepted by the
eovelopmant team would 'he "clever technologies" (i.e., hardware) be devised to provide

0

th-. cues. Such were the behavioral (training) requirements employed as design criteria
78
throughout the development.
To be successful, this behavioral approach required that the scientists and en~ineers
on the development team learn more about how armor units operated and how they were
trained. So, during the Fall of 1983, they went to The Armor School at Fort Knox,
Kentucky, for field training in close combat heavy skills with actual equipment.7 9 Thus
armed with this experience, the development team's SIMNET design process became
"behaviorally driven." For example, the proces3 required the recognition and provision of
the essential touch-and-feel cues in the SIMNET simulators. Input regarding these cues
came from a wide variety of persons with relevant expertise-operators, trainers, engineers,
and psychologists--many of them on the development team, but others from elsewhere.80
The design did not concentrate on the armored vehicl, , per se. Rather, the vehicle

!0

simulator was viewed as a tool--a training device that when networked with other vehicle
simulators would enhance the training of the crews as a collective, i.e., as ,- military unit.
The major interest was in collective, not individual, training. The design goal was to make
the crews and units, not the devices, the center of the simulations.8 1
Where design options were to be exercised, and there were frequent choices to be
made especially regarding the physical fidelity of the simulator, the development team
insisted that the decisions be based on the likelihood of obtaining the desired trainee

0

behavior. They asked the question, "What v.ould the trainee do differently," if he has what

S

*

~

78 Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
79 There were three ph%:,,es in the training- (1)orientation to the vehicles, ,2) academic instruction on the
con epts and docrire of armor-unit beha-,ibr in battle, and (3) the Armor Officer Basic Coursc.
Bloedorn. 1990, ibid; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
80 Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
81 The training concept was to provide a mz.ans of cuing individia behavior, with the annored vehicle
being part of the cuing. When individuals and crews reacted, they would provide add;tional -ues to
which others would react. Thus, the tecnology was io play a subservient role in the battleengagement simulations, making no decisions for the crews, 'ut rather simply and faithfully
reproducing battlefield cues. Bloedorn, 1990, ibid.
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you want to include instead of what we propose') Where the answer was, "Nothing!" as
was frequently ,he caze, the point was usually conceded and the decision made to go with a
less-complex (and less-expensive) representatbjn of the actual armored-vehicle equipment.

4

Such was the manner in which SIMNET simulators achieved the design goal of selective
functionaJ fidelity, rather than full physical fidelity.8 2
"1hcrewere other design issues, of course, but these were also resolved in the
dc.rection of the behavioral gcaIs. Som', c-f the issues seemed quite controversial at the
time. For example, the trainers were developing roles for instructors, and designs for
instructor operator stations (lOSs). The behavioral scientists from one of the contractors
argued that the presence of instructors, made effective with the use of properly designed
IOSs, would be the only way of gaining information regarding what was being learned, by
whom, how, and to what level. Bui Lhe issue, as rephrased by Bloedorn, with the support
of General Brown, was "How does a commander at any level diagnose performance
deficiencies of his unit and correct them while, he is in contact with .heenemy?" And since
the answer did not provide any "third party" looking over the shoulder of tne coimma ander
or his troops, they argued that neither should SIMNET. T.ey counselled instead. "Let the
soldiers alone. Let the -,hain oil command control ks own training." 83 As a result,
SIMNET has no "irstruct'.mrs," Po R"OSs, and no thid parties looking over the shoulders of

4

the soldier.traices. The "xtei-action reviews are conducted by the commanders of the units
involved. The cuir.n feetdback during the action is provided by the simulated battleengagemcnt environmient itself, including, of course, the interactions with other elements of

the military units taking part in the collective training scenario.8
The developmental process was to construct mock-ups of hardware elements that
were designed or proposed to satisfy the requirements of providing the proper "touch and
feel" of the cues required for training the desired performances, and to work these into the

82 Each active display and control in each vehicle simulator remained tied to the performance of a specific
task--a function to be trained. There were no superfluous live displays or controls inserted in the
simulators simply because the "real" vehicles had them; Bloedorn. 1990, ibid.; Helgesson, ihid.;
Jacobs, ibid.; Thorpe. 1989, ibid.
83 Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
84 Bloedom, 1990, ibid.; although arguably included ba the concept of "coll-cuive" training, it was oniy
later, after actual "field" trials, &at the SIMNET development team recognized that SIMNET's
"articulation" of command-and-control training provides te -.argei payoff, not ind:qidual armoredvehicle crew training. Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
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software logic, from Iab')ratory racks, through plywood foam-core miock-ups, to a
fiberglass prototype. 85
The first SIMNET foar. :---rt mockup of the MI (Abrams) tank was demoncistrated
at Fort Knox during the Spring of 1984, jt'st about one year after project init~ation. At
abojui the same. time, th: SIMNET concept ý,a,. monsmrted at tile facilities of the Aiay's
principie acquisition agency for simulators and o:~ riigequipmcrz--the Army Project
Manager for Training Devices (IPM TRADE), in Orlando, P"1o-<.13. 86

A major crisis had arisen during the early months of 1984 when iPappeared that tbk
visual-display and networking architecture being developed by BBN would not sunport ýhe
SIMNET systzm concept within the limrits of the low-cost co)nstraints. Analyses and expert
juigensfrom both wihnand otieof DARPA, indicated t~iat the planned use of
ava~abeof-te-seffviualdislaytecnolgy oud nt sppot te rquiedsl:ene
*complexity
wihntecscom~puter, =~d communications constraints set by the SIMNET
goals.87 DARPA's management, projecting the technology to be inadequate and too
costly, was considering abandonment of the projeCL 88
*

*

However, Thorpe had received a proposa! f.-om the Boeing Aircraft Company in
Seattle, Washing~on, fcr development of a new low-cost microprocessor-based CIG
.,echnology foi 4rsual displays such as those envisioncd for SIMINET. 89 The proposed
technology appeared interesting--it promised to meet the scene complexity ("moving
models") requirements at acceptably low dollar ane computational costs. Also, if it
~worked. it would permit use 3.' a simpler networking arhitecture--one that would be less
costly in communications capacity and dollar requirements. The proposed technology
would use microprocessors ixi each tank simulator to compute the visi,,al scene for that
tank's own "virtual world," including the needed representations of other armored vehicles,
each stage cf the, dev-!Iopment, the concrete models of the product were "demonstrated." i.e., put into
soldi-,rs who worked ver'y closely with the deveiapment team, for their reac'kons and
suggestim'ns. whic4 often led. to changes (improvements) in the design of Inc next simulator unit

85 At

the hands of the

*

*89

prodec.ed. nThis orocess provided the nocessary input for the success of I.Iorpe s approach of stopping
~~short of a full-sc' de emnultion of the vehicle with a less complex~ und less costly devictc that was Pood
enough to aich.'eve th-, trz-Aning ob~cc~ives desired--a "60 percent sclutior."; Bloedorn, 1990, ibid.;

Helgrsson, ibid.; Jaicobs, ibid.
86 Thorjxo, 1999, ibid.
87 Bloodo'rn, 1990, ibid.; Cyrus, ibid.; Ja kbs, ibid.; Thorpe. 1989, ibid.
88 Thorpe, 1989, ibici.
The new CIG technology was being; developed at Bcecing by Cyrus (see fn. 39) who had !eft
AFHRL/OT ane joined Bociwig ditrirng the early montits ot 1934. Blocdorn, 1990, ;bid.; Cyrus, ibid.,
Ma.-tin, ibid.; Thorpe. 1989. ibid.
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both "friendly" and "enemy." The network would not have to carry all the information in
tho visual scenes (or potential visual scenes) of all simulators. Rather, the network
transmission could be limited to a relatively small package of calibration and "statuschange" information.90 Thorpe proposed that me thern-curreen: contract for development of
the networking and graphics technology be terminated or amended, and that the Boeing
proposal be funded. 91
Some were skeptical. They judged the risk to develop the new technology too
high. Thorpe argued the case, 92 and won approval to proceed.,'Z The stpulation was
made that the new technology would have to be successfully demonstrated by the
beginning of the next fiscal year, i.e., by October 1984, or the project would be terminated
at that time. However, when Thorpe approached Boeing regarding their proposal, they
,ve: e no longer ih~terested in pursuing the matter. Cyrus then offered to leave Boeing in
-e-ir to devote his full energies to developing the graphics technology for SIMNET. He
fo,:- I an independent company, Delt4 Graphics, to do so. The initial cortractor, BBN,
continued with responsibility for the network technology, but with the needed change in
architecture, i.e., with use of microprocessor-basad graphics generators. 94
A "breadboard" demonstration of the graphics :e.hnology was made within the
deadline, and in January 1985 a rack-mounted SIMNET-system mock-up w-i graphics
was put together in the Perceptronics office near the DARPA headquaners building to
demonstrate the SIMINET concept --the concept of a network of low-cost armored-vehicle
simulators that could be used for collective training of Army armor and mechalnized infUantry
90 That concept had been demonstrated by ARHRL/OT in the Summer ot 1979 with a four-line Lelephone
hnkage between a cockpit of the Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) at Luke Ah Force 3se,
Arizora, and a cockpit of the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT) at WiliiL.- Air Feoce
Base, Arizona, 60 miles away. The successful demonstration w.s reported in !uly 1979 to the
Commander of Air Force Systems Command, along with the concept of flight simuia@'.(,s--Coinba;
Mission Trainers (CMTs)--networked together and with Army a,;d Navy simulators to provide realhtic
air-combat and close-air-support training for Air Force pilots. Telephone disc'Assion with D.K. Meigs
(Lt Zoi, USAF), 3302nd Technical Training Sqnadron, K.-sler Air Force Base, Mississippi, on 19
March 1990.
91 Blocdori., 1990, ibid.; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
•2 In a courageous, and bureaucratically rare, demcnstration of his personai commitment to the project and
the m~itary need for its development, Thorpe had put his carer "on the hne" in arbguing that he should
be. permiued to proceed as he deemod best., or be relivei ar Project Manager and transferred. BloeJom,
1990, ibid.
S3 Weltinan con~siders this early DARPA sign-off on i:ie feasibility of the tc-ni¢d apioach to be one of
four critical milestones in SIMNET development; C. W:Itinan, personal i.t&.orandbin to tt. awsihor on
"SIMNL-T Case History," 2 March 1990.
94 Bloedorn, 1990, ibid.; Cyris, ibid.; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
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units. The demonstration included not only the SIMVNET plywood-version MI tat.-k
simulator, btut also the fire support, logistics support, communications support, and a
representation of tho Tactical Operations Center. Whe'i this was demonstrated r-, thle
Secretary )f the Arm,, ft~e Arm~y Chief of Staff, th.% Vice Chief of Staff, and other hi,,hlevel Amny officia!s thimontl,, iheir reaction %as poritive-sufficiently positive that the
Arrzy began to suipport DARPA's furthex development of the SriMNET techiology. 95

*

*

4. System Developinen't. Networking and
0

0

*

Iresting

Tht sý stem design concept was 'vdll-establi'shedby 1985. SRh4NT would consist
o'f local and 2ung-haul nets of interactive sixinulzaors for mianeuvering armored vehicec
combat elementis (Wil tanks and M2/3 fight~ig vehicles), combat-support elements
(including =Wileyz effects and close. air support with both rotary ~ind fixcd-wiqi aircraft),
and all tne necessary command-Erxd-control, adrninistrative- and logistics eler-nents--for Loth
"friendly" and "enemy" foites. A distributed-atel architecture would b-- ussed- -widh no
central computer exercising executive control or major coipuati -is, but rather with
essentially similar (and all necessary) computation power rtsidfnt in~ cach vehicie 4iM, aI'vr
or center-nodal representation. 9 6
The terrains for the battle engagements would be simulations of actual places, 50
kilometers by 50 kilometer, initially, but eventually -expandable by an order of magnitude in
dlepth and width. Battles would be fought in real timne, with eac~h simulaied element-verncJ?. tuoinpmad post, administrative and logistics center, etc.--belng operated by its
assigned czow membters. Scoring would be reccoided on combat events such as
movemei~ts, firirmls, hits, raid outcomes, but actions during the simulated battle
t-n~agemnis would be complete~ly under the control of the personnel who were fighting the
battle. Trainin-r would occur a,, a function of the ititinirfSWeedback and lessons learned
from thec relevant battle-engagement exp,.rience-J. Development would proceed in steps,
&mrt to demonstrate platoon-levf9 networkdii~g, then on to comnpany and battalion leve'ts, anid

lamfr pethaps on to even higher levels. 97

*

96 Zct J.A. Thorpe, *The New Techaolcgy of Large Scalit Simulator Networking: Implications for
Mastering the An~ of Warfighting." !nProceedings of the' 9th InterservicellndustryTraining S)stcmn
~Cornference.November 30--December 2.,1987, American Deense Preparedness Association, 1987,4912501.
97 See J.A. Thorpe, 1987, i~d.
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"The system would be developed by applications in three technology domains: (a)

the simulators, (b) the cemputational hPidware, software, and networking, and (c) the
graphics for the visual displays.93 The develcpment tearn contractors for the three areas
were Perceptroiiica, BBN,

ji,'d

De!t , Graphics, respectively. 99 Thorpe, as project

manager, served esennally as the program's chief executive officer (CEO), matching the
contractor.' capabiiitic; %At; the ustr'•' intei-ests and needs throughout the program, ta the
advantage of all. 00
Eac' ;-c•.c*.itor was developed as a self-contained stand-alone unit, with its own
. and sound systems, host microprocessor, tenrain data base, cockpit with taskiiiit just~ficl controls and displays only, 10' and network plug-in capability (Figure 161102).
Thus, each simulator generates the complete battle-engagement environment
nrcessary for the combat mission training of its crew. For example, each tank crew
me-mber can see a part of tldv virtual world created by the graphics generator using the
terrain daw. base and information arriving via the net regarding the movements and status of
other rimulated vehicles and battle effects. The precise part is defined by the crew
membe.r's line of sight--forward for the tank driver, or from any of three viewing ports in a
rotatable turret for the tank commander.1 03
The. visual display depends primarily on the graphics generator resident in each
simuiator. It is t computer image generation (CIG) system that differs in several important
characteristics frcm earlier CIG systems such as the ASPT and VTRS previously
discussed. First, it is inicroprocessor based (vs. large mainframe or multiple minicomputer
based), and therefore relatively low in cost (less than $100,000 per simulator visual .display
subsystem, vs. more than $1 million per visaal channel). Secondly, it is high in
98 This was the second of the four critical milestones identified b) Weltman (see fn. 93); namely, dhe

"...logical subdivision of the p~rogram effort into the three technical areas (silnulators, cor~)uter

hardware/software, and vision systems), with the establishment of a program structure able to manage
ond integrate contributions of the three associated contractors..."; Weltman, ibid.
99 See AO 5608 and AO 5825, amendments vigned 11 I-rd 28 July 1996, resj•ectively.
10 0 Fmedy, ibid.
101 As indicatzd earlier, fte design vas behai'oroCy driven us.g a ccneý .. selective functional fidelity
i ,%.icb thoct simulator charanteristic.• that were dC&med necessary for le desired training are included
in -;rt:iv6!v ligb fidelit", whereas those deemed not necessary for training are in low fidelity or not
included at all; BloeJo:n, 1990, ibid.: Helgsson, ibid.; Jacobs, ibid.; Thorpe, 1987. iNid.
10o Adapted from Thorpe, 1987, ibid., p. 495.
1e3 Thorpe, ,96?, ibti.

.
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environmental complexity with many moving models and special effectj, but low in display
complexity with relatively few pixels, small viewing ports, and a relatively slow update rate
of 15 frames per second (vs. the opposite with earlier CIG systems and the technology

being developed to improve and ihplace them). The deve)opment of the essentially unique
graphics generator for SIMNET was a principal factor in permitting the systerm to mee: the
low-cost-per-unit constraint of the plan. 104
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Figure 16-1.

Architecture of a SlnfIt M1 (Aorams Tank) Slmulator In SIMNET

(Adapted from J.A. Thorpe, "Th New Technology of Large Scale Simulator Netw:)rkiig:
Implications for Mastering the Art of Warfighting," in Proceeoigsof the 9th Ir,terservice/Irdustri'
Training Systems Conference, Nov. 30 -- Dec. 2, 1987, American Defense Preparedness
Association, 1987, p. 495.)

104 See Fcuguson, ibid.; and Thorpe, 1987, ibid.
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The architecture of the microprocessor-based graphics geneiator permits anyone or
any simulator so equipped to connect to the net. This, combined with the distributed
computing architecture of the net, provides an extremely powerful and robust system.
New or additional e!ements can be included simply by "plugging into" the network. Once
connected to the net, simulators transmit and receive data "packets" from other simulators
or nodes (such as s:ations for combat-support or logistics elements), and compute their
visual scenes and other cues (such as special effects produced by the sound system).
Because the data packets need to convey only a relatively small amount of information
(positicn coordinates, orientation, and unique events or changes in status), the
communications load on the net and the increase in lead with the addition of another
simulator are both quite modest. Also, where updating information is slow in coming from
another simdator, its state can be inferred, computed. and displayed. Then, when a new
11pdate is received, the actual-staie data are used in the next frame, and any serious
discontinuity is masked by th. receiving sim'ilator's automatic activation of a transitionsmoothing algorithm. SIhould a simuiator fail, the rest of the network continues without its
contribution. Thus, netwoýk degradations are "soft and graceful." 1°5
SIMNET employs both local area and lonng haul networks (LANs and LHNs).
Thus, it supports a nntwork disi:ibution not only horizontally among simulators or
elements of the same or similar kinds, but also vertically among simulated nodes
representing ti t command-ad-control, combat-.support, combat-service-support, and
logistics elements that constitute an entire battle force--i.e., an entire military "cellective"
committed to engage an enemy force in battle. This kind of battle-engagement simulation
includes all the important elements of reality needed to suppolt SIMNET's collective
training objective. Further, having been designed to use both LANs and LHN:., SIMNET
also permits geographically separated military elements to interact in a common battle
engagement over the same simulated terrain. The LAN architecture in SIMN".ET is a
relatively simple application cf ether-net technology as shown in Figure 16:2.16
The LHN architecture initially employed wide-band land lines capable of joining
separated LANs or individual simulators into a common net. Plans called for the LHN
eventually to usz satellite communications capabilities to expand the flexibility of SIMNET
participation. Packet switching protocols, previously developed as part of the ARPANET
105 Thorpe, 1987, ibid., p. 495.

106 Adapted from Thorpe, 1987, ibid., p. A95.
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project, 10 7 were adapted to provide. the means for transmitting the data needed by the
simulators and other SIMNET nodes to compute the actions taking place in their virtualworld battlefields. 108
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Figure 16-2. Architecture of SIMNET Local Area Network (LAN,'
(Adapted frc~rn J.A. Thorpe, "The New Technology of Large Scale Simulator Networking:
Implications for Mastering the Art of Warfighting," in Pr=c&dings of the 9th Interservice/Industry
Training Systemns Conference, Nov. 30 --Dec. 2, 1987, American Defense Preparedness
Association, 1987, p.495.)

107 See Volume 1, Chaptzr XX.
108 Thorpe, 1987, ibid.
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SIMNET development followed the system design concept and plan. The first two
laboratory versions of the M1 (Abrams) tank simulators were completed and tewted, then
they were networked and demonstrated at the annual convention of the Association of the
United States Army (AUSA) during October 1985 in Washington, DC. By May 1986, two
"final-version" MI tank simulators were networked at Fort Knox, and by October 1986
these had been increased to two platoons (eight MI tank simulators)--including
representations of combat support and logistics elements such as the Tactical Operations
Center (TOC), supporting artillery (ARTY), close air support (CAS), and the
Administrative and Logistics Operations Center (ALOC)--all housed temporarily in Hill
10 9
Hall at Fort Knox.
There were now a sufficient number of simulators to demonstrate--at least at the
platoon level-the collective training capability that the SIMNET system was being designed
to provide. Also, the experiences gained through the demonstrations of actual Armor
troops using the available simulators provided valuable information that influenced
beneficially further development of the additional simulators required for the SIMNET goal
of battlion-level training. The developmental approach was one of iterative prototyping that
permitted the "lessons learned" from each new SIMNET "field-trial" experience with troops
to be incorporated into the next simulator units developed through modifications of the
prior designs.° 10 Thus, with the flexibility permitted by developmental (as contrasted with
production) prototyping, each new addition to the pool of available simulators was
essentially an improved version of its predecessor. Where weaknesses were identified or
possible improvements discovered, Thorpe and the development team "just backed up and
did it right the next time."1'I
As development of the simulators was progressing, attention was also being
focussed on the design of a suitable structure in which to house them. The initial SIMNET
system concept called for them to be put into trailers (two simulator units per trailer) that
could be hauled by semi-trailer rigs from one Army post to another, there to be
interconnected with one or more "control-room" trailers or buildings that would supply the

109 Jacobs, ibid. Also, these were. the two remaining of the four critical milestones identified by Weltman
(see fn. 93), "... assembly and test of the first prototype 'in full public view' at Ft. Knox [in May
1986]...." and "...networking of the first four or eight simulators at Ft. Knox [in October 1986],
which showed everybody that the rest was jurt a matter of getting the production cranking -- and, of
course, evaluating the full-scale warfighting exercises.-* Well'u--n., ibid.
1 10Bloedom, 1990, ibid.; Cyrus, ibid.; Jacobs, ibid.; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
11

Weltman, ibid.
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necessary support facilities and connections. However, when Perceptronics' design
consultant, Ulf Helgesson, 112 studied the various options and their costs, he found a
solution that not only would serve better the SIMNET system requirements, but also would
be less costly than the trailers or other options. That solution, which he recommended,
called for the construction of a self-contained pre-engineered facility that could be
"unbolted," moved, and reconstructed at other sites, with no additional costs except thosz
113
for suitable foundations.

Since the SIMNET "warfighting" facilities, including the structures for SIMNET-T
and SIMNET-D, were project funded, they did not require the long lead times generally
associated with the procedures, approvals, and funding lines typical of military
construction projects. Helgesson met with, explained the SIMNET project to, and obtained
the cooperation and help of the. z.onstruction, contracting, and engineering offices and
personnel at Fort Knox. He also met with local architectural, construction, and supplier
firms in the Louisville area to air the facility requirements. Thus, when the construction
packages were bid, the firms that responded had information regarding the context as well
as the details of the structure they were to erect. As a result, the cost of the SIMNET-T
facility erected with steel cables (substituting for piers) under tension below a minimum
slab foundation was on the order of $65 per square foot, as contrasted with the $110 per
square foot estimated for conventional construction at the time. Of the 33,500 square feet
of floor space, approximately 61 per cent (27,500 square feet) is devoted to the simulation
"warfighting" bay, with the remainder serving support functions in the front section of the
structure. There are single connections to the structure for the water, electricity, and gas
that is supplied by the Fort Knox installation, and otherwise the facilities are entirely selfcontained, easily maintained, and quite efficient. The move into the SIMNET-T
"warfighting facility" took place in February 1987.114
SIMNET development progressed rapidly during 1987, with new capabilities
coming "on lint" monthly. For example, in March 1987 a platoon of four M1 (Abrams)
112 Helgesson had worked with Perceprronics' Welunan first in 1960 at a company called "Spacelabs" on
space and mediual bioinstrumentation. Then, during the mid-1970's, when Perceptronics began to get
involved in system development, Welu•nan called on Helgesson to provide industrial design and human
factors consultations on the videodisc-based table-top gunnery trainers, as well as other training and
support systems, for DARPA and other customers. Weltman reports that by the time Perceptronics
began work on SIMNET in 1983, itwas standard practice at Perceptronics to include a strong industrial
design input, and Helgesson was brought into SIMNET from the start; Weltman, ibid.
113 Helg-tsson, ibid.

114 Helgesson, ibid.; also, discussion with J. Owens, Fort Knox, on 12 April 1990.
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tank simulators (with Range 301 data base) were installed at Grafenw6hr, a USAREUR

site in West Germany. 115 In April 1987, a laboratory test of a simulator-satellite-simulator
long-haul (40,000 miles) network connection was successful, thus giving promise of
eventual implementation of a satellite-based LHN as had been planned. With the addition
of two attack (A-10) aircraft simulators for close air support in November 1987, the Fort
Knox SIMNET-T "warfighting" facility consisted of 54 SIMNET round vehicle and
aircraft simulators, all networked in the LAN "to play" fully interacdvely. By the end of
1987, five SIMNET air defense system simulators and two scout/attack helicopter
simulators had been added, "time travel" had been demonstrated, 116 a second structure at
Fort Knox (the SIMNET-D developmental facility) had been occupied, and the first
117
SIMNET battalion-level battle-engagement training exercises had been conducted.

5.

Full System Development, Field Test, Transition, and the Future
As 1987 was drawing to a close, there were general discussions and fears

throughout the Department of Defense regarding anticipated cuts in the Defense budgets,
including that fo7 SIMNET development. 118 Also, Thorpe had recognized that the
SIMNET systemr, as then currently constituted, was addressing essentially only the training
needs of active Army heavy mechanized units. However, he realized that its potential was
much greater, and he hoped to expand future SIMNE F applications to include Navy and
Air Force units--reserve as well as active forces from all four Services--in "joint
warfighting" training. Believing that he _.c,uld benefit from advice an how to expand
SIMNET applications, he asked Gneral Paul F. GXrmin (USA. Rt)1 19 to head a small
group of retied senior officers-Admiral S. Robert Foley, Jr. (USN, Ret), General Robert

115 The Army used the SIMNET facility at GrafenwOhr for training, and in June 1987, a SIMNET-trained
U.S. Army platoon won the 1987 Canadian Army Trophy competition (CAT-87)--the first time that
the trophy was won by a U.S. team. See R.E. Kraemer & D.W. Bessemer, US Tank Platoon Training
for the 1987 CanadianArmy Trophy (CAT) Competition UIsing a Simulation Networking (SIMNET)

System (Research Report 1457), U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences,
ARI Field Unit at Fort Knox, Kentwcky, October 1987.
116 That is, SIMNET's ability to provide movement back and foiward in time, as well as in space, to
permit the viewing of 2ny event in any area of the simulated battlefield using the digitized electronic
record of a SIMNET engagemenL.

117 Bloedom. 1990, ibid.; Helgesson, ibid.; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
118 SIMNET development was being jointly fundod by the Army and DARPA.

119 General Gorman, who is still viewed as one of the Army's premier trainers, had served as the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Training at the Army's Training and Doc.;inr. Command (TRADOC) when
TRADOC was first established in the mid-1970's and, immediately prior to his retirement, as
Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. Southern Command; Bioedom, 1990. ibid.
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Dixon (USAF, Ret), and Major General George E. Coates (ARNG, Ret)--to assess the
potential of the SIMNET system, its then currently available products, and the future
developments planned for it.1 20

Gorman and the others visited the SIMNET facilities at Fort Knox, Kentucky, on
10 and 11 December 1987. Their reactions were quite positive and they provided advice as
consultants regarding the directions in which they judged the technology should be taken,

and how SIMNET could be expanded to address still more of the important combatrelevant tasks on which "collectives" (i.e., crews, poups; tekams, and units) needed to t,.r,
to do well in battle. Gorman carried his support of t-e SIMNET development to the
Secretary of Defense.1 21
General Jack Vessey [122] and I told Secretary Carlucci and Deputy
Secretary Taft last week that however the services respond to their budgetcutting guidance, they must not allow them to curtail or to forestall progress
being made in training for battle readiness overall, and in joint war-fighting
in particular.123
Funding support for SIMNET development continued from both DARPA and the
Army, and as development proceeded from early 1988, SIMNET evolved more fully intao a
"warfighting" (training) system. The SIMNET sites were structured to provide the full
table of organization and equipment (TO&E) capabilities of all three elements of combat-maneuver, combat support, and logistics. The Army began playing an increasingly active
role in planning for the test and transition of SIMNET technology into use.
For example, the Army's Combined Arms Center (CAC) at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas, had formulated the Battle Command Integration Program (BC'P)--a
comprehensive training program for the application of advanced automation to the
battlefield requirements for command and control. The SIMNET and BCIP development
p!.am. appeared to fit together nicely: SIMNET technology would serve as the basis for a
comprehensive rnilitary simulation that included (a) command mudules, (b) a centralized
world-class opposing forces (OPFOR) capability, (c) manned SIMNET-level simulations,
and (d) automated workstations for semi-automated forces (SAFs). The initial sites would
be Forts Knox and Leavenworth, but the system wculd be capable of cxpansion by
120 Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
121 Bloedoin, 1990, ibid.; P.F. Gorman, "Battalion Task Force Training with SIMNET," memorandum
reporL for J.Thorpe (DARPA), 15 December 1987.
122 Former Army Chief of Staff and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Wtaff.
!23 Gorman, ibid.: P. 2.
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replication of capAbilities at other sites. Tht SIMNET technology was enisioned as
ultimately matured end iransitioned with follow-on engineering development. ard
procurement "to create a distributed simulation network capable of supporting a 20 Corps
exercise vwth an OPFOR of 40 Corps-sized units," (Figure 16-3124).12s
The vision of a matured and expanded SIMNET-supported BCIP depicted in Figure
16-3 shows son), elements partly out of the "SIMNET world" and other elements
completely in it (such as the self-contained sites at Forts Knox, Rucker, Benning, etc.).
Th-is, some elements exist in etcademic environments, some in real-world tactical
environments, and some in SIMNET simulators, workstations, and networks. This
longer-teim goal presented the development team with both a design constraint and a severe
technical challenge; namely, to design the SIMNET command modulEk, so t,•at they would
interface aAnsparently with the other, non-SIMNET elenents--academic classrooms on the
one hand, through SIMNET simulators (wherever located), to Command Posts in the
field. 126
Development proceeded along the lines of the "',arfighting"system. By February
1988, the SI•NET facility at Fort Knox had grown to a total of 71 interactively networked
simulators on the LAN. In April 1988, battalion-level force-on-force operational exercises
with Forward Area Air Defense (FAAD) elements were conducted in the SIMNET facility
at Fort Knox, and during the same month, the SIMNET attack helicopter simulators were
updated to the next-generation aircraft, and a third SIMNET site was established at Fort
Benning, Georgia. During the next month, a major milestone was reached with the
successful operation of the long-haul net (OLN)betwk-en Fort Knox aid BBN Laboratories
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The two CONUS field sites (Forts Benning and Knox)
were networked tcgether in Juiie 1988, and BBN's Advanced Simulation Division (the
prime contractor and developer of the developmental SIMNET-D capability at Fort Knox)
began to support The Armor Center in an evaluation of proposed improvements to the
MlAl Abrams tank.12 7 Then, during the next month, July 1988, the third SIMNET
124 Adapted from A.L. Gilbert, J. Robbins, S. Downes-Martin, & W. Payne, "Aggreg.tion Issues for
Command Modules in SIMNET," pa!r presented at the MORIMOC-JI Workshop cn Human Behavior

and Performanceas A'ssential Ingredientsin Realistic Modeling of Combat, Alexandria, VA,Februar.y
1989.

125 Such a simulation would network roughly 200 LDivisions, 800 Brigades, and 2,000 Battalions; ree
Gilbert, rt al., ibid.
126 See Gilbert, et 31., ibid.

127 See R.E. Garvey, Jr., "SIMNET-D: Extending Simulation Boundaries," Nadional Defetse, Novrmber
1989, 40-43.
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CONUS site (and fourth total, including the one in W~est Germany) was activated at Fort
Rucker, Alabama, and connected with the others. During the same period, a semiautc~rrateca forces (SAF) capability was developed. This capability permits one person at a
SIMINET "command module" to orchestrate interactively the battlefield movements of a
collective--a unit such as a platoon or company--and all of its assigned vehicles, instead of
being limited to the control of a single vehicle alone. The second, third, and fourth
USAREUR SIMNET-platoon sites became operational during the surmmer and fall months
of 1989 (at Schweinfurt in June, Fulda in At-ust, and Friedberg in November), and work
continued on d.-velopment of a LHN 7onnectiing the CONUS sites with the USAREUR
~SLMNEr~ facilities. Do.urnentatioai grew, from both Lhe development team 128 and the
Army's test.; and evalvations. 129

128 Fo., example, see (1) A. Ceranowicz, S. Downes-Martin, and M. Saffi, SIMNET Semi-Automated
Fc.'ces Version 3,0: A FinctionalDescription (Rep. No. 6939), BEN, 1988; (2) A. Ceranowicz, S.
Do%. zies-Martin, und M.Saffi, SIMNET Semi-Automated Forces Version 3.0: Implementation Issucs
ýR;p. No. 6940), BBN, October 1988; (3) J.W. Chung, A.R. Dickens, B.P. OToole, and C.J. Chiang,
,'IMNET MI Abrams Main Battle Tank Simulation: Soft'-are Descriptionand Documentation (Rep.

No. 6.323), BEN, January 1987, and Rev. 1,August 1983; (4)M.L. Cyrus, SIMNET Computer Image

*
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*

Generection System (Tech. Paper), BBN Delta Graphics, Inc., 1987; (5) S. Dnrwnes-Martin, and M.
Saftis SIMIJET 3emi-Automated OPFOR: A FunctionaiDescription (Rep. No. ti55), BBN, 1987:
(6) D. 7-riedman, and V. Haiimo, SIMNET Network Performance (Rep. No. 6711) iN January 1989;
(7) R. Garvey, and T. Radgowski, Data Cotiection and Analysis: The Keys for Interactive Trainingfor
Combat Readiness (Tech. Paper), BEN, 1988; (8) R.E. Garvey, Jr., and T. Radgowski, "Data
Collection and Analysis: The Keys for Interactive Training for Combat Re adiness," in Proceedingsof
the 10th InterservdcelIndustry Training Systems Conference, November 29---December 1, 1988,
Orlando, Florida, pp. 572-576; (9) P'.E. Garvey, Jr., T. Rad owsk-i. and CK. Heiden, SIMNET-D
Standing OperatingProcedure(Rep. No. 6929). IRBN, October 1988; (10) J. Herman, A New App'roach
to Collective Training Simulation: The SIMNET Simulation Fonrmulafior S.-cess (Tech. Rep.),
Perceptronics, Inc., 1987; (11) D. Miller, and A.Pope, The SIMNET Communication,; Prowrol for
Distributed Simulation (Tech. Papier), BBN, 1987; (12) D.C. Miller, A.R. Popc, and R.M. W&Uvrs,
"Long Haul Networking of Simulators," in Proceedings of the 10th lnterserricei~ndustryTeamning
~Systems Conference. November 29 -- December 1, 1988, Orlando, Fiorida, pp. 577-582; (11) A.R.
Pope. The SIMNEJ'Nitwork and Protocol (Rep No. 6369), BBN. February 1987; e14) A.R. Pop-.,
The SIMNET Nertvo-k and Protocols(Rep No. 6787), BBN, May 1988; (!5) A.R. P~ope, T. Lan'gevin.
and A.R. Tosswill, The SIMNET Management, Command and Control Systems (Rep. No.6473),
BBN, March 1987; (16) A.R. Pope, T. Langevin, and A.R. Tosswill, The SIMINET Management,
Command and Control Systems (Rp.N10473), BBN, March 1987; and (17) AR. Pope, T.
~Langevin, L. Lovero, and A.R. Torswill, The SIMNET Management, Comme,-d c,.d Control Systems

(Rep. No.6473-Rev.), BBN, July 193C.

129 Foi example, set,~ (1) B.A. Black, fitview of Activities Supporting DCD Block Ii Trials (Memo. Rep.

*

0

PERI-IK: 70-1r), ARI Fort Knox Field Unit, August 1988: (7) R.C-. Blown, R. G. Pishel, and L.D.
¶Pouthard. Simulator Networking-Prelimin~ry Training Developments Study, TRADOC Antalysis
Commar J, April 1988; (3)D.Ground, and J.R. Schwab, Concept Evaluation Program of Simulation
Networkring (SIMNET) (Rep. No. 86-CEP345), Armor anid Engineering Board, March 1988;,(4) R.F..
i'mremer and DkW. Besse~nar, ibid.; (5) D.W. Pate, B.D. Lewis, ond GY. Wolf, Innc'.ative Test of the
S.*mulato7 Netwo~k (SIMNET) Systew., Air Defense Artillery Board, June 1988; (6) J.R. Schwab,
Innovative Test of Simulation Networking--Developmenal fSIMNET-D;,. Armor and Engineering
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SIMNET was "completed" and c',nsitioned to the Army starting in October 1989,
and as of January 1990, PM TRADE was preparing the necessary documents to be issued
during FY 1990 for procurement of the first several hundred units of the Close Combat
Tactical Trainer (CC'TT) system, the production follow-on to SIMNET. This procurement
is to be the first production buy of several thousand planned units. When completed, the
planned training system will provide a CCTT (SIMNET-type) training capability at each
Army battalion's home base, at an estimated total cost on the order of $1.5 billion. The
acquisition plan, as reported by PM TRADE in October 1989, includes provisions for air
and ground-vehicle developmental test beds (AIRNET-D and SIMNET-D) intended to
"provide materiel developers the ability to try out their ideas prior to issuing doctrinal
changes or the bending of metal..." (Figure 16&4130).131
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The collective learn training lafmly Is the most rapidly growing of the tIslamiltem. The ongoing SIMNLETIAIRtIET
program under DARPA Coatinizance will provide sones ol the necessary technology tWnetwork physicaiy
Isolated locations. These Systems are a surropjste wargaming world In which slmuillors are used ns a moens ao
waging -jnconslralned coalition wortaro. They wIll provide "combat rene" in which combalants, ranging Itam
the lowest privile to the highest comn, ander. can engage In actual warfare without having to consider
peacetime safety, environmental, or terrain restrictions. The ground simulatoe? wilt Include the M1 tamily of
tanks, t.12 and M3 Fighllng Vehicles. FIST*vs, and other combat, combat support and combat service Support
vwIllcles common to the battlefleld. The air simulators will Include both scout and attack helicopters. The air and
ground lest beds (SIMPIET D and AIRtIET D) will provide combat, training. end materiel developers the ability to
try out the;r Ideas prior to issuIng doctrinal changes or the benctIng of metal. Slmulaltons for tactical
communIcslions and tactlcl initetilgencelEteclronlc Warier*are also under development.

Figure 16-4. Army Project Manager for Training Devices: Projected Plan for
Acquisition of Non-System Collective Team Training Devices

(Souice: R.'.J Lunsford. Jr., US Army Training Systems Forecast.FY 1990-1994, Project Manager
for Training Devices (US Army Materiel Command), Orlando, Florida, October 1989, p. 14)

130 kRproduced from Lunsford, bill., p. 14.
131 Lunsford. ibid., p. 14.
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The successful development and demonstration of SIMNET's collective-training
capabilities have both stimulated new plans and bolstered older efforts to expand this type
of computer-based interactive networking for man-in-the-loop, real-time, battle-enga-emen*
simulation and .vargaming. Perhaps it is too soon to predict with certainty the scope or
outcomes of these future efforts, but their immediate directions are fairly apparent.
For examplh-, the SIMNET-D and AIIRNET-D capabilicies are to be expanded it' a
new joint Army-DARPA inliativ.:e to dernmotrate, "Advanced Distributed Simulation
Technology (ADST)' for use in system devel:pment, studies and analyses. This will
l-,ovide a developmental capability that can be reconfigured to stimulate new design
concepts fox, evaluation in SIMNET-like man-in-the-loop battle-engagement trials. Also, a
second conference or, comimanications and network standards for simulator interoperability
was held in January 1990 at the Institute for Simulation and Training of tne University of
Central Florida in Orlando. 132 Industry and Service representatives at the conference
agieed to use the SIMNET prot~~co's as the starting point from which ,o develop further
modifications to support the anore rapid update rr-,.'s and addlitional attributes that would be
needed for the net to handle adcquately other weapon systems such as faster-flying fighter
aircraft and missiles. 133 In a related effort, the Services have agreed to provide continuing
funding for the operation of a facility to produce a standardized digital data bz":;e of the
earth's ter-rain, including cultural features. This production facility is now scheduled to
open under the management of the Defense Mý,apping Agency (DMvA) in May 1991.
Industry and the Services ame united in seeking to develop the standards and technology to
support a data base and simulator-commuaications net with protocols that will allow
simulators of different types and architectures to irnteroperate--timus permitting man-in-theloop simulations not only of combired-arms, but also of truly joint-Services warfighting
operations. 134
This como~ination of cooperative efforts among all tl'e Services and industry ma, ks

the most credible assessment of the scope of SIMNET's eventual success. It promises the
future availability of a Defense sim.ulation net on which any simulator or wargamne can be
132 The first conferer~cc. iial been h'Žld in Aicgtsn 1989; se~e J. Cadiz. a. Goldiez, and J1.Thornpson (eds.),
Summnary Report: The First Conference oj-t .¶tandardsfor the Interoperoditily of Defense Simulations,

Institute for Simulation and Train~ig, University of Central Florida, Orlanda. August ý989.

133 Smt K. Danisas. 3. Glasgow, B. Gohdiez, and ;a. McDonald (eds.), Summary Report: Th,2 Second
Conference on Standrci& for th- In'eroperablkfyof Defense Simulaauiowr (V'os. 1,II, andidl 'stitute
for Simulation ýii Training, University of Ct~iuaI 1Pkrida, Orlando. January 1990.
134 See W.A. Demtms "Ali Together Now," Miliar,y Forum. ' 989. 6 (#-- .NovID=~), 3S-43.
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connected to interoperate with any other sirnulatcr or wargame, thereby providing a realistic
~and valid tool not only for training, but also for the development of concepts aaid doctrine,
the analyst:; and evaluation of the probable effectivciess of proposed new weapon systems,
the rehearsal of combat missions before they are actually undertaken, and perhaps
eventually even aiding the management of battles by providing a man-in-the-loop capability
~of asking the "What iP'" questions.
C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
Contributions to the successful development of SIM]NET can be identified 'n sevien
areas, each of which is addressed in this section; namely, (1) needs, (2) obj-ectives, (3)
te~chnology, (4) environment, (5)approach, (6)user participation, mnd (7) people.
1.

RecognizedI Needs Addressed

The pressing need for imiprevement in collecti--ve combat-sk:)!3 training hatd sieen
recogni;Led from at least the mid- 1970's when the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering sponsored a study by the Defense Science Board (DSB) of 'iraining Techi,0102y
R&D. The DSB Tisk Force on Training Technology coi-iclude, in its 1976 report that
insuffilcient attention was being given in Defensn technology-base R&D to ca)lective
training--i.e., to the training of military crews, grouips, teams, or units (CGTUS).~3 5 A
second DSB study, that of the 1982 Summer Study on Training and Training Tzchnology,
reached essentially similar c:onclusions.13 6 T11hey specifically eddressed the r~eed for
realistic battle-engagement simulation as followE:

I.'manty

The next issue is thati-.f putting, as well as one can, wartime realism into
simulation. Many wartime actions are too. dangerous for peacetime practice!;

cannot be dluplicattd at all. Sitnultatiun uffzrs the poteqial to cxpljotz

and define, and t) a degree, experience that which prudence prcvents
actuially practicing 137

135 The

*

Tasl&Force suggesm~d that increases in team trair'ing R&D could tealJ !o subsnontial :mprovernenz~
in the effizi:ncy and effirtiveriess of both the tra-in~rg and the pNiformance (;f military'vCCTUs; see
Defense Science Boird, Saimmiary R,-port of the £58B Task Force cn Training Technology, Februa-y
1976, pp. x~i and 36-?7.
136 They wrote, "... Unit jevel training is sonsidered of vital -Amportance. Tnivesinezns should be made rt,.w
in implementriing on-the-sheil techniology to enhance our on..going vn~ining efforts. Wc ar-, Ccmvincid
that great Ipossibfifiies exist for new enhux-cements in the futuie. New mzihods ard devices will be
~needetd to meet this need....;" D)efenise Sciamce Board. 1_982 MSI Summer St4y Brfi~fng Pei--rt for
7r.7ning and Training Technology, 26 July..(i August 1982, p.4?.
137 r ef se Sc-cnicc Board, 1982, ibid., p. 79.
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From its very beginning, the SIMNET p:oject sought to address recognized Service needs
for collective combat-skills training. During the 1980's, these needs became, even greater,
especially for the Army, as more stringent restrictions were placed on the opportunities for
conducting large-scale operational exercises, the traditional means of military collective
training. In addition, there was growing recognition and concern regarding unfilled needs
for more frequent and effective comhined-arms and joint-Services training at all levels. 138
The recognition of these needs, and of S.!MNET's potentialfor addressing them,
was one element con.ributing to its success. Specifically, because SIMNET promised to
psovide the Army with an effertive capability for collective battle-engagement training of
heavy mechanized units, at an affordable low ner-unit simulator cost, i's development was
supported in substantial and critical ways 1y the Army. 139 'the other Services have been
nrluctant tv support SIMNIET:. viewing the system As primarily aimed at addressing Army
(and not their) collective training issues, but this has begim to change, and in 1990 there are
indications of increasing Navy and Air Force acceptance of SIMNET or SIMNET-like
technology adaptations to meet some of their -ollective training needs, erpecially in
combinzd-arms and joint-Services scena.ios.
2.

Realistic Objectives Establisled

The objective of armored-vehicle simulators that could •e networked to provide a
means for collective comba*:-skills training with sufticient visual scene complexity to
simulate the appropriate complexity of bar'.e-engagetnent scenarios, at relatively low unit
costs to permit the acquisition of a number sufficient to impact training (and, iherefore,
readiness)--a simple, yet promising concept, -capable of heing aniculatd clearly atnd
understood quickly--wr3 a second area that conzributed to the successful exxation of the

SIMNET project.
The emphasis on affordability led to the objective of low-unit cost being stated
clearly and forcefully up front, and this, in turn, established ,Ae niecessary mind set for
success. That is,'. iced constraints on the system corcept, approach, and design without
which the SIMNEA .1cvelopment very likely would have failed.

138 For example, see Defense Science Board, Report of the DSB Task Forceon ComputerApplicatiors to
139

Trainini. and Wargaming, May 1988.
For cxamplk, of the total of ;,bout S214 million spent on SIMNET.T, AIRNET, and SIMNET-D,

DARPA provided about $33 million, or slightly ever 15%. and the Army provided the remainder;
discussion with i.L. Mengel (Colonel, USA), on 12 Ap.,.' !990.
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Moreov,*r, Thorp- maintained throughout a "matching [of] the level of expectation
to the level of reality,''v•° and saw to it that all concerned--Army users, engineers,
psychologists, trainers, etc.--were often re!niinded that SIMNET's goal was to achieve a
reasonable (acceptable, affordable, feasible, and usable) solution to the critical collectivetraining issue, and that the SIMNET solution would be achieved, not with a "perfect"
simulation of mechanized vehicles, but rather with a simulation that would be affordable
and "good enough."
The establishment of realistic objectives, including the low-c,-ý' constraint to
address the affordability issue, was a second elemet contributing to SIMINET's succes:7,.
The objectives were easily understood, and, it attained, SIMNET technology promised to
provide a realistic way for the Array to address its collective training needs, at least in the
area of its most difficult and expensive hea;y mechanized units. The concept of a netowk
of simulators that permitted entire units to train by "experiencing the fog cf war" in
realistically simulated interac.tive battle engagements with "live" opposition forces was both
understandath.: ani attractive; it generated Army support for SIMNET.
3.

Feasible Technologies Identified

The critical computational, imaging, and networking technologies were actually, or
at least potentially, available for further development and integration into the SIMNET
system. Moreover, they were "fitted" well to te SIMNET objectives. The objectives were
not new; they had been discussed and articul-ited elsewhere at least from the mid- 1970's,
but the criticall enabling technologies were not then available. Thorpe and the SIMNET
developmen: teann recognized that the rapid advances being made in the relevant
technologies were providing Lhe capabilities that made feasible the development of
SIMNET during the 1980's.
It j--. nue that once demonstrated, the SIMNET technology appears relatively simple
and easy to %,,derstand.It appears innovative, but not especially revolutionary; after all,
there q- rman;., computer-graphics based video games in the marketplace. However, this is
not to imp'.y that there were no risks involved. For example, the development of the
graphlcs generator--with sufficient visual-field complexity to support SIMNETs battleengagemert collectdve training missicr.. and to do so within the cost (dollar and time)

140

FreM.y ;bid.
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constraints--represented an extreme in technotogical risk, essentially equivalent to the
development of a critical enabling technology.
The identification of feasible technologies was a third element contributing ta the
successful development of SIMNET. It !s to the credit of Thorpe and the development
team that those critical and enabling technologies required for successful execution of ,.he
SIMNEr project were idenr2fied, developed, •.nd applied successfully.
4.

Risk-Tolerant DARPA Environment

The DAP,.PA environment at the time, including the then-current modus operandi in
which project managers were e>:pected to know thoroughly their R&D areas, including all
the "players," i.e., all the persons and firms who had the requisite expertise and
capabilities, certainJy contrib'•ted to the project's successful execution. It was the standard
operating pro'<.d"..v'e for project managers to work collegially with potenti',d or actual
"eontaactors" in the conduc,t of the work and to some extent in the development of the
concept, the identification of the relevant enabling technologies, and the specific and
innovad-¢e apflica'..ions to which it could conta'ibute. The t.vpi',',• upe.rati.ng mechanism was
that of a "development-team",141 and many, if not most or nearly all, of the DARPA
contracts at the time were "sole source," a situation that essentially ended after 1984 with
implementation of the Competition in Contracting Act.
This risk-tolerant environment at DARPA in the early to nda-1980's, including its
rapid-prototyping persuasion, and pervasive scientific and management culture, was a
fourt,• dement contributing to SIMNET's successful development, h'• fact, much of the
success of the SIMNE•i" project can be attributed to the DARPA culture--a culture that not
only pen'nitted support of high-risk projects that showed plomise of compensatinf.ly high
potential payoffs, such as SIMNET, but also fostered rapid prototypmg. The SIMNET
project flourished in this environm,;nt, for it required not only the acceptance and s:lpport
of its high-risk development, but also a tolerance and supporting infrastructure for the cupid
prototyping it needed for Array support.

1,11 The "development-team" mechanism appears particularly well suited to the .kind of high-technology,
advanced.re,search projects, like SIM/'•T, for the development of which DARPA has be•.n nelably

sue.ce..sst'ul. Of other projects it has b?•.n said that they "... could not h•.ve b*..:n completed wire any
agency other then DARPA with its close, patient, two-way-, tderstanding, workipg relations with the

developer ...;"Freed:,,, ibid.
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5. Iterative Approach Adopted
A rapid-prototyping iterative approach was taken to SIMNET development.
Nothing in the design phase was set "in concrete." No detailed engineering specifications
were written, but rather goal-oriented functional specifications were used, with those based
on a thorough front-end analysis with heavy user impact on the articulation of what had to
be trained- i.e., on the military training "requirement." Then the procedure was to build a
mock-up as rapidly as possible, expose it to many different people with relevant expertise-Army tank personnel, both operational and training, psychologists and engirters,
developers and users--and on the basis of their reactions, comments, and advice, modify
the design before building the first prototype, try it out, revise the design for the next unit,
etc.--in sh.rt, iterate the design on the basis of experience and lessons-learned from
working with concrete objects, not mereiy concepts on paper.

9

The rational iteradve-prototypingdevelopmental approach adopted was a fifth
element contributinj; to the success of the SIMNET project. It was consistent with
Thorpe's "60 percent solution" and "not-forever" principles, which recognized that trying
to develop a "p,-rfect" product would extend t..1, deveiopment time substantially, would
likely fail, and even to the extent that it was successful would leave the military user with
very expensive, but technologically outdated equipment "that would last forever." Rather,
the approach was to buy, wherever possible, off-the-shelf commercially available
components that might not meet "mil-spec" cor.straints or last as long, but that could be
obtained more quickly and much less expensively. In addition, and even though relatively
inexpensive, SIMNLT's uze of such constitu-nts provided it with state-of-the-art, yet
proven, high-teclnology components and parts.
6.

*

*

Reliable User Support Obtained

in part because of the prompt demonstrations of concrete "products" instead of the
moie usual "notiona!" viewgraphs with "artist's conceptions" of a rroduct, and in part
because of the iterative and rapid prototyping approach instead of the typical detailed
enginee:'ing specifications and 10-year acquisition cycle, SIMNET promised early
implementation of products that would address specific Army collective training
requirements with new (not outdated) te'hnology. High levels of the Army hierarchy were
convinced c-f SIMNE'I"s potentially high payoff in "readiness," and were assured of user
influence (tnderstanding and approval) of the SINET systems--both SIMNET-T for
training, and SIMNET-D for the develorment of concepts and doctrine. There were

1'_____
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extensive SIMNET demonstrations at each stage of its development to very high levels of
the Department of Defense--the Office of the Secretary of Defense and all three Military
Departments. As a result, the Army provided "user support," from the very top--the
Secretary of the Army, as well as the Army Chief and Vice Chief of Staff--and that resulted
in broad and welcomed "user" participation and cooperation in the development, as well as
in the funds for SIMNET-T totally.
The reliable user support obtained, not only in funding, but also in cooperative
participationin the development and testing of the system, was a sixth element contributing
to SIMNET's successful development. Of the $214 million spent on its development,
approximately 85 percent was provided by the Army and 15 percent by DARPA. DARPA
transitioned the SIMNET-T facilities in their entirety to the Army beginning in October
1989. The SIMNET-D facilities form the basis for a follow-on joint development uf the
Advanced Distributed Simulation Technology project.
7.

Resourceful People Engaged

The SIMNET development was blessed with the "right" people throughout,
including, but not limited to, development team members (e.g., Bloedorn, Cyrus,
Helgesson, Jacobs, Miller, and Thorpe), and others representing DARPA, the Army, and
other elements of the Department of Defense (e.g., Ambrose, Brows, Coates, Dixon,
Fields, Foley, Gorman, Thurman, and Vessey). SIMNET could not have been rapidly
prototyped and transitioned without the kind of "top-down" user suppcor it enijyed. If it
had obtained only the "bottom-up" advocacy typical of the Planned Program Budget
System (PPBS) used by the Service laboratories and acquisition agencies, SIMNET might
never have been approved as a DARPA project. The people were comnitted and dedicated
to the 'uccessful development and implementation of SIMNET. They were resourceful and
able to handle well each of the many crises. They believed in the goal cdf an affordable,
effective network of simulators for the collective battle-engagement training of U.S. forces.
They were confident that they could do it.
These observations are consistent with Thorpe's assessment of the three most
important contributors to the successful development and transition of SIMNET; namely,
the concept, the support, and the staffing. The concept was that of a product directed at an
acknowledged need, and was based cn knowledge of a technology (or enabling
technologies) capable of being developed for implementation within reasonable cost aid
time constraints. The support came from persons in positions sufficiently high in the
16-38
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relevant hierarchies to help "make it happen," and was obtained through many high-level
briefings that communicated the concept in concrete terms. 14 2 The staffing was the
responsibility of the project-management team, whikh saw to it that all adninistrative

requirements were met in timely and correct form, including the. planiiing, monitoring, and
execution not only of all technical, but also of all fiscal aad other management aspects of
0

the project. 143

The resourceful people engaged in #he SIMNET project--those among the
developers, the managers,and the supporte-s--con.tltutea se'.'enth (and most important)
element contributing to the successful execution of *he SIMNET project. Of these, the
most predominant essential ingredient to account for its success is the contribution of the
SIMNET project manager, Thorpe. Wihout hi! coicept, coramitmenm, determination,
technical expertise, willingness to accept risk, and steadfast pursuit of the means to bring
the SIMNET concept to concrete reality and op-rational test, the SIMNET project would
have faltered many times over and perhaps even failed, it' it even were to have begun.
Thorpe's ability to work with others and to communicate his vision and articulate his
assessment of the benefits that would result from collective battle.-rngagement trainhig also
contributed directly to the success of the. project. He is cited tis having exhibited
throughout the project a judicious exercising of considerable skill in managing ideas,
people, and contracts. This assessment is a conclusion based on the independent
statements of many persons. 144 It is yet another instance of a lesson-learned by DARPA
many times over: good people are the most important of the necessary ingredients to
success in its business.

142 T71orpe considers high-level (General or Flag Officer) support "%bsolutelyessentia!" for successful
dcvelopment and implementation of warfighting raining systems like SIMNET; Thorpe, 1989, ibid.
143 Thorpe. 1989, ibid.
144 Bloldorn, 1990, ibid.; Fletcher, ibid.; Freedy, ibid.; Jacobs, -.bid.: Levine, ibid.; Ivartin, ibid.
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XVII. VLSI:
0

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR ADVANCED
COMPUTING

A. INTRODUCTION
From J.C.R. Licklider's 1963 vision of developing man-computer interaction
technology (see Volume I, Chapter XIX), several DARPA programs evolved which are
covered in different chapters but should be seen as part of a broader program effort. His
man-computer interaction concept evolved over the years into several major program
thrusts. Among the first were the development of MAC (Volume 1, Chapter XIX),
ARPANET (Chapter XX) and precursor network and timesharing programs, and Artificial
Intellig•-nce (Chapter XXI) in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Next came the VLSI
program, beginning in 1977-78, followed by the Strategic Computing Program (SCP) in
1982-83. Developments from each of these earlier programs fed into the later programs,
sometimes incorporated into them a'4., sometimes continued in parallel. For example, a
number of the new computer architectures developed with VLSI program s'upport are now
being pursued within the SCP while the VLSI program continues in other directions. This
account covers the main VLSI technologies launched by 1982-83 when the SCP began.
VLSI was only one of several programs that came to contribute to a broader,
coordinated effort known as Strategic Computing. These included DARPA programs to
develop software, applications (e.g., imaging and sensing), program languages, operatirg
systems, and educational systems. The educational systems were intended to instruct
researchers how advances in various segments (e.g. operating systems) might apply to the
work that an individual might be doing in his or her particular segment of activity (e.g.,
applications).
The VLSI program came about because, although there were lots of creative ideas
germinating in the acadeinic community, progress was limited because resources to develop
them and practical means to implement and test them were lacking. ' dally the program
was ra-,er ad hoc. At the outset of the VLSi program there were severa. related streams of
activity going on. Implementation of experimental device designs trough MOSJS was an
early and key component (see Chapter XVIII of this volume.) In the mid-1970s the few
facilities for implementing VLSI designs in silicon limted tht researchers who could try out
their c~oncepts by building and testing actual device, and systems. MOSIS, for the
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academic community, was analogous to providing printing pre,-ses for the masses.1 Its
availability opened the floodgates for new ideas to pour forth. One of its early side effects
was to stimulate development of all kinds of semiconductor design tools, including CAD,
simulators, testing ani characterization, and others needed for advanced production
technology. As these developed there came a virtual explosion of device and computer
architecture ideas. In 1982-83, DARPA pruned these numerous new architecturai directions
back to a handfull of the most promising basic types, and swept them irto the SCP in order
to develop them in a coordinated and focused way.
B.

BRIEF OVERVIEW

The U.S. computer technology envionment of the mid-1970s was characterized by
(!) a tapering off in the ra:e of improvement in computer performance as the marginal costs
rose and marginal gains from extending prevailing technologies declined; (2) extensive
insulation of commercial microelectronics firms, concentrating on their own proprietary
developments, from academic communities which were limited in their access to advanced
equipment and industry technologies; and (3) exponential growth in the cost of equipment
and of implementing device design, as industry concentrated on incremental efforts to pack
more gates and transistors into semiconductor devices. It was widely realized that:
...- niversity engineering and computer science departments were getting
shut out of much of the microelectronics revolution because they couldn't
afford the equipment nccessary to manufacture silicon chips. Even those
universities that could afford some equipment could never keep up with the
rapidly advancing state of the art. 2
It vas in this environment that DARPA originated the VLSI program. Through his
relations with the academic community going back to the early 1970s, Dr. Robert E. Kahn
was aware of both the technology potentials of work being done at academic centers of
excellence in computer science, and of the cost and limits placed on their ability to
imp•ement, validate, and demonstrate their work because of the proprietary practices of
ikdustry. 3 The VLSI program was undertaken specifically to revitalize creativity in the
academic community, which had played an important role in earfier computer and

I
2

Interview with Dr. Stephen Squires, Chief Scientist, DARPA ISTO, October 19, 1990.
"Homebr.;w Chips," by John Markoff, Phillip Robinson and Donna Osgood, BYTE, May 1985,

p. 363.
3

During this period, Kahn advanced from Chief Scientist to Deputy Diretor of DARPA's Information
Processing Techniques Office (IPTO) in 1976 and became Director of IPrO in November, 1979.
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semiconductor developments but which had a declining role by the mid-1970s due to its
increasing distance from technology developments in industry.
The VLSI program began formally in 1978. With the arrival of Dr. Robert Fossum
as Director in that year, DARPA front-office support for academic research in information
technologies and efforts to get additionai funding for it increased, which encouraged new
initiatives in this field. As the program evolved, the VLSI initiative was to include design
tools, systems architecture, microelectronic device implementation and fabrication systems,
znd semiconductor material programs.

C. TECHNICAL HISTORY
1.

Program Origins
Academic research in semiconductor technology had suffered from declining fund-

ing from defense sources in the mid-1970s. The pressures of the Vietnam conflict had
shifted DARPA's focus in the early 1970s toward projects with reiatilvely more direct
applicability to near-term defense requirements than previously. That trend, plus the end of
the conflict in 1975, and the pursuit of on-going priorities reduced DARPA attent~on and
funding for broadly based academic research in computer sciences. In January 1974,
J.C.R. Licklidev. was brought back to DARPA to head IPTO. Although he maintained a
k-len interest in computer sciences, he was unable to persuade George Heilmrier, who
became DARPA Director in January 1975, to pit new money into broad research in this
4
fieiC. 'i re. latter instead favored continuation of service-relate projects already underway,
partir.O1ar't ince IP!O's overall budget had fallen from a peak of about $40 million in the
early '970s, to the low $30 millions by 1975.5 Heilmeier focused new ini±itives in the
in.fo•'ation sciences on art•icial intelligence projects.6 Overall !PTO fund'ng for computer
scier..es research continued to decline through 1975. By the time Licklider left DARPA in
Aogust 1975, the potentials of VLSI tor generating major improvement: in computer
ca,,abilities had become increasingly evident tr- Dr. Kahn, who had followed this field at
DARPA since 1972. He felt that greatest opportunities lay in pursuit of VLSI and

On-going programs included a variety of testbed activities with the ained services such as a packet
radio project, and other efforts to produce system prototyp•s of interest to the services.
5 Inte•,iew with Dr. Robert Z.Kahn, August 7, 1990.
6 In the information field, to advance the use of artificial intelligence and networking terhnologies in
military command and control operations IPTO in 1976 took on the ACCAT project (Advanced
Cgmnmand and Control Architectural Testhcd). See Vol. I,Chapter XXVII, ACCAX'.
4
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concluded :hat if acad-.mic research did not begin developing VLSI technologies it could
miss out on the whole next phase of semi.onductor technology advances.
To determine what might be done to reverse this prospect, in July 19776 DARPA
7
co_'mmissioned the RAND Corp. to evaluate the scope for research that it might support.
The three authors, Ivan Sutherland, Carver Mead, and Thomas Everhart, were each expert
in different but related aspects of microelectronics and computer science. Their report,
submitted in November 1976, argued that current microcircuit technology was rapidly
approaching limits both in feature sizes, imposed by the wavelength of visible light, and in
fabrication precision, imposed by silicon substrate stability. The authors recommended
new approaches in several areas which they calculated could provide order-of-magnitude
improvements in integrated circuit and computing performance. After reviewing six
technology areas and the research on-going in each, they recommended that "relatively
modest investments of $500,000 for several yea-s in each of four selected target areas
would produce a highly leveraged payoff." In their view, while it was understandable in
competitive terms for industry to concentrate on incremental improvements (e.g., in
memory size), DARPA, they argued, should support efforts to gain order-of-magnitude
improvemncnts because of ihe more massive computing capabilities required by defense
systems in such fields as target recognition and signal processing. Specifically the report
recommended efforts to (1) push rapidly the fabrication and design of simple circuits
toward the smallest possible feature sizes; (2) understand the system design implications of
very-large scale integrated circuits; (3) measure limits of dimensional stability in silicon
substrates and mask materials; and (4) predict optimum feature, die, and wafer sizes.8
This report was instrumental in prompting Kahn to develop and push for initiation
of a DARPA VLSI program. Moreover, to have any chance of getting increased funding
for this field into a budget already almost fully committed to on-going programs, a new
program departure would be needed. By mid-1977 Kahn prepared an internal position
paper proposing a VLSI program as a major DARPA technology "thrust." As he conceived
it, the VLSI program would emphasize three main objectives: (1) submicron design; (2)
7

I.E. Sutherland, C.A. Mead, T.E. Evechart, Basic Limitations in MicrocircuitFabricationTechnology,
RAND Corporation Report No. AD-A035149, Santa Monica. Cal., Nov. 1976, 58 pages. prepared
under DARPA Contract No. DAHC15-73-C-0181. ARPA Orde- 1891.
The September 1977 issue of the Scientific American, dedicated to microelectronics, had an article by
Sutherland and Mead. ("Microelectronics and Computer Science," by Ivan E. Sutherland and Carver A.
Mead, p. 210-229.] The article explained how changed relationships in costs between logic and wiring
had opened up revolutionary opportunities in computer architecture; it described how more standardized
design techniques would permit development of parallel processing machines with major gains in
computing efficiency.
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semiconductor fabrication; and (3) computer architecture and design. 9 As the last of these
component,- ev'lved, it in turn came to draw on three streams of research inpics: (a)
creation of standard, simplified design riles which freed researchers from having to deal
with numerous different proprietary impiernentaticn systems; (b) development of scalab!e
design systems to permit implementatioa of designs at smaller scales as more condensed
implementing technologies became feasible; and (c) simplicaNion of the whole design

0

process through improved computer-aided design to make it quicker and cheaper.' 0
Because of time and resource limitations, the overview of VLSI enabling tecfhnologies in
this chapter is limited to those developed under IPTO's direction, and does not report .-a
semiconductor materials and fabrication technologies supported by DARPA's Defense
Materials Office (now the Defense Science Office).
In program terms DARPA's VLSI program would support two main salients: the
development of infrastructureneeded to facilitate learning, iniplementation and propagation
of VLSI technologies, and research of key academic centers on actual VLSI technologies.
Inlrastructure. As the VLSI program developed, it had four main infrastructure
components: (1) use of ARPANET to facilitate propagation and implementation of new
technologies; (2) development of a fast turnaround facility to implement semiconductor
device techi.alogies in silicon, (3) support for expanding VLSI courses and design technologies (e.g., computer-aided design) at academic institutions, and (4) projects to advance

*

semiconductor materials and fabrication technologies.
*

Dr. Kahn recalls envisaging early in DARPA's VLSI program the need for an

S&the

*

economic way for the ac.demic research community to get chips fabricated easily and
inexpensively to test their design ideas in silicon. The idea took further 3hape in a pivotal
conversation Kahn had with senior DARPA colleague Arden Bement, who, as Director of
Dcfense. Materials Office, managed semiconductor material and fabrication technology
projects for DARPA. When Kahn floated the idea of a fully automated chip factory,
Bement countered th;ft DARPA should instead promote development of a device research
facility to produce experimental device designs in support of university research. As a
compater scientist, Kahn foresaw, as an extension of this idea, the even greater value of a
fast-tumarcund fabrication facility that could produce semiconductor devices from univer-

9

Many of the latter two of these objectives were managed throughout the VLSI program by DARPA's
Infomition Processing Technologies Office. Responsibility for semiconductor fabrication technology

w.- assigned to DARPA's Deferne Materials Office.
10 Interview with Duane Adams on May 30, 1990.
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sity designs at low cost. As it happened, a timely means of satisfying this idea soon
emerged in the work of researchers in California, which allowed DARPA to support their
efforts rather than having to initiate an independent solution.
The insistence, by existing industry silicon fabrication facilities, on keeping their
fabrication design rules proprietary had resulted in a welter of different commercial rule
systems, which effectively made it prohibitive for most academic researchers to implement
their designs through these fab lines. Only a few universities could afford their own
fabrication facilities. Among academicians Kahn had known from the 1960s was Ivan
Sutherland of CalTech,' 1 through whom he met -alTech's Professor Carver A. Mead.
Over many years Mead had developed an exceptional range of industry contacts and access,
which provided him detailed knowledge of fabriz.ation lines around the country. In the
early 1970s Mead pioneered in identifying the physical limits of semiconductor scaling,
thus opening up the challenge of how to exploit the remdining, potential for increasing chip
density and complexity. He also pioneered in the instruction of students in state-of-the-art
MOSILSI (large-scale integration in metal-oxide silicon) circuit design, as then practiced by
the leading integrated circuit semiconductor producers. Mead used his access to these
industrial fabrication facilities to have student circuit design projects implemented in silicon.
In the mid-1970s Bert Sutherland joined Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)
in Palo Alto, California, at about the same time as his brother Ivan went to CalTech. The
brothers were keenly interested in developing the potential of computer-aided device
design, and to that end came to foster a collaboration between Lynn Conway, a computer
architecture expert at Xerox PARC, and Carver Mead at CalTech, with his device design
expertise. In 1975 the Mead-Conway collaboration began with work on structuring and
simplifying the then ad hoc MOSILSI design methods used by industry leaders. Through
this collaboration, Mead and Conway simplified, standardized, and improved the teachability of available VLSI design methods. This Mead-Conway collaboration also led to
development of the DARPA-supported MOSIS system for fast, low-cost implementation of
researcher chip designs in silicon. [See Chapter XVIII for details.] Linked tO participating
academic institutions mainly via ARPANET, MOSIS became the main infrastructure
component of the VLSI program. MOSIS remains to this day an active, vital part of the
infrastructure supported by DARPA for academic microelectronic research.
Mead-Conway's simplified design rules and methods also provided the essential
ingredient for the development of computer-aided design (CAD) tools for VLSI layouts that
11 Sutherland was DARPA's Director of (IPTO) from mid-1964 to mid-1966.
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the Sutherland brothers had hoped for. The fi•t of a series of such design tools, known as
ICARUS, came in 1976 from the work of Douglas Fairbairn at Xerox PARC, together
with Jame= Rowson at CalTech, which incorporated th-.Mead-Conway simplified design
system. 12 '.his VLSI layout design program, run on the Xerox Alto computer, was a
valuable tool in new courses on VLSI design at Stanford, and was quickly put to use by
researchers such as Jim Clark at Stanford, who used ICARUS in developing his famous
geometry engine with DARPA funding. In 1978-79 DARPA also underwrote the
development of a program at the Miller Institute of the University of California for steplevel improvement in microelectronic device layout. From this emerged CAESAR, an
interactive VLSI layout editor, written in C (a high-level compiler language), which runs on
a VAX computer using a Berkeley version of the UNIX operating system originally

*

developed by AT&Ts Bell Labs. Caesar produces CIF (CalTech Intermediate Form) files
which are the medium used for the MOSIS fast-turn-ound microchip fabrication program.
Caesar contributed directly to the development of the two VLSI reduced-instruction-set

*

computers RISC and MIPS (see VLSI Illustration A following page 17-35); the needs of
these device design research programs in turn provided the motivation for developing
Caesar beyond its then-experimental state into a more powerful tool. 13 A later, more
advanced UC-B design technology, MAGIC, became even more widely used and is said to
have been the basis for several CAD systems, including those commercialized by the firms
Cadence, Daisy, Valid Logic and ViewLogic. (See J below.)
Technology. On the technical side, IPIrO had received numerous unsolicited
proposals from academics for research to extend applications of curreat commercial pieceparts to new types of systems. Seeing such proposals as offering only marginal potentials
for improvements, Kahn preferred to enable types of academic research that he feii
promised greater potential. Kahn's initial concept of the program anticipated achieving the
RAND report's vision of a two-order-of-magnitude leap from the 511 feature-si,-world of
semiconductor devices in the late 1970s to a submicron world early in the 198Cs. As his
concept matured, Kahn shifted emphasis beyond submicron device feature sizes toward a
broader agenda of order-of-magnitude improvements in conzputer capabilities,with

12 Fairbairn in 1980 founded and published LAMBDA, The Magazine of VLSI Design, with assistance
from Rowson as Consulting Editor, Conway became a Contributing Editor in 1981. This ma~azinc
served as one of the main early comrmunication channels for dte "VLSI community" during the several
years of its existence.
13 Interview with Prof. John Ousterhout, May 7, 1990.
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particular attention to new computer design and architectures. 14 In addition, rather than

attempting to divine which proposals had the greatest potential or chance of success,
IPTO's main support criteria would b, the persuasiveness of the individual proposals,
combined with the record of excellence and achievement in computer sciences of the
proposing institutions and principal investigators.
During 1977 from the abundant unsolicited proposals seeking DARPA funding for
VLSI programs from the best centers, a number were selected and readied for signature
when the new DARPA Director, Dr. Roo-= Fossum, arrived in January 1978. In 19781979 DARPA funded roughly a dozen VLSI programs covering widely vaxying aspects of
VLSI technology, at centers such as CalTech, Carn-_ge-Meifln University, Jet Propulsion
Lab, MIT, Mississippi State, North Carolina, Stanford, University of California
(Berkeley), and the University of Utah. IPTO favored proposals broadly drawn to cover a
m
ge *A'related re ,earch in a general direction under the supervision of a principle investi-

gator (PI).
DARPA did not "invent" or originate VLSI research. Industry had already begun to
implement VLSI technologies and rich potentials had also begun to develop in the academic
community by 1975. However, DARPA did enai-l and "exponentiate" development and
implementation of VLSI technologies with its funding of academic research. Among other
forces, the synergy of the Mead-Conway collaboration quickly extended beyond device
design, to generate new principles for computer architecture. Their simplification and
standardization techniques rapidly led to widespread use of their design rules, first as
course materials, and subsequently as a book, Introductionto VLS! Systems, published by
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. in 1980. This Mead-Conway book had a major impact on
the academic research community as soon as the first draft chapters began to be used in
courses at several universities in 1978. In addition to new vistas in chip design and
computer architecture, these design rules also spurred development of a rich variety of

14 VLSI program emphasis on academic research contrasted with the VHSIC program supervised by

DoD's Director for Defense Research and Evaluation (DDR&E). The latter program reportedly stressed
near-term results with direct military application, and focused on pushing beyond the then-state-of-thean in industrial semiconductor technology to new frontiers. At least one very prominent industry
official publicly criticized the VHSIC concept as a case of government diverting resources to do what
industry could do better; by contrast he privately supported the VLSI concept as bringing new
approaches and resources to the table. Kahn emphasizes that there were no relationships, trade-offs, or
choices made between the two programs, even though for a brief time at its beginning a few in the
Pentagon were interested in possible DARPA management of the Design, Architectures, Simulation,
and Test (DAST) portion of the VHSIC program for R&AT (Research & Advanced Technology).
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related supporting technologies including checking, testing and characterizing subtools,
graphics editors, and simulators.
According to Robert Kahn, one of the most powerful projects DARPA ever funded
was developed early in the VLSI prograrm. It originate I with a modest proposal to DARPA
by Dr. James Meindl of the Center for Integrated Systems, Stanford Universit,. to
combine specialized memory, logic, and communication functions then done on sepý.
devices, and to build individual devices containing integrated systems. Kahn saw in the
proposal the germ of a more complex and ambitious project and urged Meindl to consult
Stanford's leading computer architect, Forest Baskett. 15 The result was a proposal that
DARPA funded for development of a computer workstation for the Stanford University
Network. The SUN workstation, subsequently commercialized when designer Andreas
Bechtolsheim and other, founded Sun Microsystems, Inc., in 1982, has led development
of the fastest-growing segment of the computer market in the late 1980s. (See VLSI
Illustration B: The SUN Workstation, page 17-B-i)
The range of technologies supported by the VLSI program is illustrated in section
2c below.
Program management. Dr. Roert Kahn conceived and gave initial shape to
the VLI progran, with particular emphasis on innovative computer architecture and device
design and simulation. Then-Li Col. Duane Adams became DARPA's first VLSI program
manager in September 1977. Hie launched the program with considerable organizational
and managerial skills and enthusiasm for its objectives. After Adams became Deputy
Director of IPTO, DARPA brought in Paul Losleben from the National Security Agency
(NSA), who became VLSI program manager in July 1981. Losleben brought to the
program an increased emphasis on the mechanics and processes of semiconductor
technology. Drawing on his experience ard comprehensive knowledge of semiconductor
technologies gained at NSA, Losleben's special contributions were to impart added
momentum to MOSIS plans to include CMOS technology in its service, and greater
emphasis on testing for quality assurance in semiconductor fabrication efforts. The semiannual principle investigator meetings, initiated by Adams and carried on effectively by
Losleben, were instrumental in spurring dissemination of VLSI technology developments,
stimulating cooperation, and shaping future research directions. From 1986 through 1988
the program manager was Dr. William Bandy, who was succeeded in 1988 by Col. John

15 Baskea had extensive prcvious experience at Xerox PARC before going to Stanford in about 1978.
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C. Toole. Table 17-1 provides a timeline of DARPA, ISTO, and VLSI directors and
managers.
In management of the program Kahn and his VLSI program managers maintained
open, non-restrictive policies and requirements which (a) did not limit research to military
or defense applications, (b) did not require clasification of results; and (c) did not restrict
publication of results.16 These freedoms were, from all indications, very important in
making the program attractive to academics, especially in the immediate post-Vietnam
period by which time opposition to academic participation in Defense programs and
classified research had become a cause celebre at many universities.17

16 In this respect also the VLSI program differed from VHSIC, which was subject to limitations imposed
by the ITARS, operated on a classified basis, and did not call for unclassified publication. However,
thee was sharing of research results at the staff leve! between the two programs.
17 A detailed description and evaluation of general DARPA management practices can be found in:
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER at The Defense Advanced Resea-ch Projects Agency: A Diagnostic
Analysis, Ronald G. Havelock and David S. Bushnell. Technology Transfer Study Center, George
Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia, December, 1985, 79 pages, produced under DARPA contract
MDA 90364-K-033K.
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Table 17-1.
DDR&E

ADMIN
1966

Johnson

DARPA DIR

IPTO/:STO

C. Herzteld

R.W. Taylor

VLSla

MOSISb

E. Rechtin

1967
1968
1969

VLSI--Time Lines

J. Foster
L. Roberts

Nixon

1970
S. Lukasik

197 i
1972
1973
1974

Ford

J. Licklider

M Currie
G. Heilmeier

1975
1976

1

1977

Carter

1978

j

1
W.J Perry

R. Fossum
R. Kahn

1979
1980
1981

D. Russell

j

D.Adams

Reagan

D.Hicks

R. Cooper

P. Losleben

I

1982
1983

G. Delauer
D. Cohen

1984

1985

R. Duncan

S. Amarel
W. Bandy

1986

1988
1989
1990

G. Lewicki

J. Schwartz

R. Duncan

1987

R.Colladay1
Bush

C. Fields
C. Herzfeld

a. Program Manager
b. MOSIS Director at ISL
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B. Boehm
C. Pifia

J. Toole

Table 17-1.

VLSI--Time Lines (Cont'd.)

BSCC I IPTO / ISTO DIRECTORS
BSCC QSodug 1963 to FaUl 1964B•GA..N
J.C.R. Lkidder

MWIV.
192

DEPARTED
Spring 1964

Fall 1964
FaIl 1966
Mar. 1969
Spring 1974
Jan. 1974
Sept. 1975
Nov. 1979
Sec lg85

Summer 1966
Mar. 1969
Sept. 1973
Summer 1974
Aug. 1975
Aug. 1979
Sept. 1985
April 1986

IPTO
Sutherland
Robert W. Taylor
Lawrence Roberts
Alan G. Blue (Acting)
J.C.R. Licklider
Col. David Russell
Dr. Robert E. Kahn
Dr.a•dAlak
IsmO

Aug. 76 (DD)

Dr. Saul Amarel
J. Schwiartz
Barry Boehm

May 1986
Sept. 1987
Nov. 1989

Sept. 1987
Sept. 1989
Present

VLSI & MOSIS PROGRAM MANAGERS
DATES1OLFSER\ACE

BEGANDEPA
VLSI MANAGERS
Lt. Col. Duane Adams
Paul Losleben

Sept. 1977
July 1981

June 1983
Oct. 1985

AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGERS
Dr. William Bandy
John Toole
MOSIS DIRECTORS AT ISI
Danny Cohen
George Lewicki
Cdsar Pifla

March 1986
Dec. 1988

Jan. 1981
1983
March 1990
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Nov 1987
Present

1983
Feb. 1990
Present

Table 17-1. Continued
EVOLUTION OF INFORMATION SCIENCES TECHNOLOGIES OFFICE (ISTO)
OFHICETTLE
Behavioral Sciences Command
& Control Research Office

*

BRmr
Behavior Sciences Office
*

and
Information Processing
Techniques Office

DATESCOVERED

Spring 1963 to end-summer 1964 JCR Ucklider

Fall 1964
1966-1969

Lee Huff
Cody Wilson

1969

Davis Bobrow

Fall 1964

Ivan E. Sutherland
R.W. Taylor
Roberts

Summer 1966
Fall 1969

*

FIRST DIRECTORS

VLSI Program Originates
Strategic Computing originates

Late 1977
1983

Engineering Applications Office
Information Sciences
Technology Office

Nov. 1984 to Feb. 1985
May 1986

Robert Kahn

S. Amarel

At the same time, the ultimate objective of the program was to maintain or enhance

*

the U.S. computer technology edge for what it might contribute in defense applications.
To limit the chances of important computer technology advances diffusing rapidly to actual
or potential foreign adversaries, there was a general understanding in the VLSI program
that investigators would delay for roughly a year the open publication of VLSI research
papers; meanwhile the results would be circulated quickly within the U.S. VLSI principal
investigator community. 18 In addition, participation in research and informal sharing of
results by foreign nationals was generally discouraged according to researchers contacted.
2.

Early Years of VLSI Program.

The number of institutions participating in the program numbered at least eight in
the first two years, featuring diverse programs at well-established centers of excelihnce
such as California Institute of Technology (CalTech), Carnegie Mellon Institute (CMU),
Massachusetts Institiute of Technology (MIT), MIT's Lincoln Laboratory, Stanford, and

18 This paragraph is based largely on comments by Dr. Robert E. Kahn in an interview on 8/7/90.
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the University of California (Berkeley). These contractors were supplemented by some
specialized work done by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at the University of Southern
'California, and by Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center (PARC). The semiannual VLSI
Contractors meetings als' included representatives from IBM, Texas Instruments, the
University of Southern California's Information Sciences Institute (home of MOSIS), the
National Security Agency, and National Bureau of Standards. DARPA funded both
solicited and unsolicited proposals. !PTO would gratit funding blocks for two, three, or
more years (usually for three-year periods) to designated principal investigators for support of research within broadly defined objectives. This'approach permitted PIs to allocate
funds flexibly within the program to support the most promising research initiatives
consistent with program objectives.
a. DARPA Program Precursors
As DARPA's VLSI program got underway, it addressed mainly new technology
areas in which major breakthroughs and multiple-order-of-magnitude changes might be
realized. Nevertheless it did have some indebtedness to the accomplishments of earlier
ARPA programs. Specifically, ARPANET proved pivotal in the propagation, sharing, and
implementation of VLSI technologies. Without ARPANET the development of the fast
turnaround system for fabricating and testing new devices for new system concepts MOSIS - would have developed more slowly if at all. ARPA's complementary relationship with the National Science Foundation (NSF) was also of central importance, as the
NSF funded some of the costs of MOSIS and other components of the overall effort to
strengthen the VLSI community at the universities. The experience and lessons learned
from earlier ARPA support of ILLIAC IV with its emphasis on parallel processing
structures Lnd techniques gained new prominence from the potentials opened up by VLSI
development of new computer designs and advancement of the new microprocessor
technology.
b. State of the Academic Art
Part of what made IPTO's VLSI program concept both possible and powerful was
the existence of rich veins of acaderni'c resem-h relevant to progran, objectives. Among the
mo:e obvious and important areas of exploration which DARPA found to support VwC the
effort that Carver Mead, later joined by Lynn Conway, had underway in the area of VLSI
design methods. Their book, Introduction to VLSI Systems, also included important
contributions by Charles Seitz and several others. A rough inventory of the academic state17-14

of-the-art a,' the time the DARPA VLSI program began in January 1978 can be gauged from
the program of a major Conference on VLSI, organized by Carver Mead at CalTech a year
later: by January, 1979, a wide variety of work was underway (but laboring under funding
handicaps) in fields such as submicron fabrication, design tools (including silicon
compilers), self-timed logic, VLSI device and circuit design (including microprocessor and
memory design and management), and computer architecture, including early work on tree
machine structures.
c. Early Program Content
DARPA's Annual Reports did not apply the VLSI tide to this program until the FY
1982 issue. Available annual reports give only the sketchiest indications of program
content in the 1979-81 period. For FY 1980 and FY 1981, apart from references to
materials efforts not covered by IPTO, the only notations that appear to outline some VLSI
program activities were:
FY 1980: Smart Processors: We have initiated research in the area which
invokes both materials science and information processing technology. The
materials effort is focused on properties of materials, submicron lithography
techniques, and fundamental VLS design considerations. Information
processing research is concerned with computer-aided design, implementation and testing of VLSI chips containing very large numbers of components made possible by advanced submicron manufacturing techniques. 19
FY 1981: Advanced Technology Seed Efforts:...Initiatives to establish
advanced technologies for VLSI circuits are increasing with the
establishment of new device design capabilities and fast turnaround
fabrication services on the ARPANET, and novel directed energy
processing and lithographic techniques for fabricating submicron size
electronic circuit elements. 20
Under Kahn IPTO management was strongly "enablement-oriented" in philosophy.
In light of the breadth of new frontiers opened by VLSI, it resisted the temptation to specify
in advance (and thus possibly to restrict inadvertently) the content of the program. Based
on earliest available records, from the semiannual VLSI contractor meetings for 1980, the
following were the major thrusts in the early years of the VLSI program.
--

IMplementation: The MOSIS fast turn-around silicon implementation facility
provided brokerage services to facilitate fabrication and testing of experimental
device designs (ISI/USC). Wafer Scale Integration was an early program to
promote integration technology in order to increase speed, to reduce power

19 P. 1-19, DARPA annual report for FY 1980. Underlining is in the original document.
20 P. 1-15, DARPA annual report for FY 1981.
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requirements, and to simplify bonding and packaging. DARPA also supported
research in the development of improved fabrication technologies such as the
Stanford Fast Turn-Around Facility (SFTAF).
--

Deign Methods&.IQilS Availability of MOSIS anid the breakthrough potential of VLSI technology helped to spawn a wealth of design methods and computer-aided design (CAD) technologies. Among them were the CAESAR and
MAGIC--general design tools from UC (Berkeley), which provided the basics
for numerous design tools later commercialized, as were DAEDALUS, a
graphics design editor developed at MIT, LISPIC, an interactive design
database also from MIT, and SIMS, the Stanford Smart Image Memory
System.
Test and Simulation Tools: Also supported was development of a number of
important simulators essential for testing and supporting design work,
including simulators for device-level (GEMINI, at Stanford), circuit (SIPICE),
switch (MOSSUM), and process (SUPREM and BIRD) simulation. Still cther
DARPA-supported developments included tools for device characterization
(TCAP) and imputation of shematics (DRAW).
Computer Arhilj
rxz Among the earliest efforts were the UC Berkeley development of RIS,.2 I and RISC II architectures (begun in 1979 under David
Patterson), and of the Stanford MIPS architecture (begun in 1980 under John
Hennessy). Both were general purpose designs aimed at achieving much more
efficient interaction between computational, storage, and c.ommunications units
within a device structure. VLSI opened the door to microprocessors on a chip.
Combining memory with logic and other components within devices lead to
designs for parallel and pipelined operations linking fairly simple microprocessors with cache memories, registers, and other device refinements that promised order of magnitude improvements in processing efficiency and speed.
Numerous variations of parallel processing approaches for general purpose
computation quickly flowed from the combination of VLSI design methods
and reduced-instruction-set computer architectures of RISC and MIPS. Early
development ef connection machine, tree machine, cube machines (Hypercube
and later Cosmic Cube), and butterfly designs, were supported by the DARPA
VLSI program at MIT, CalTech, and Bolt, Beranek, and Newman (BBN)
respectively. For special purpose applications, at CMU, DARPA funded
systolic array (WARP) architecture, of special interest for signal
processing and other analog applications with heavy floating point operation

requirements. At UC Berkeley, DARPA supported symbolic processing
architectures such as SOAR and SPUR. All these approaches represented
revolutionary departures from the general industry emphasis of the 'mid-to-late
1970s which was still focused on advancing the density of gates on a chip.
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Specialized Devices: New pnoccupations with computing efficiency in turn
generated requirements for specialized devices to meet the special needs of
parallel and pipelined processing flows. Resulting from DARPA support in
this area were accomplishments in routing and message-passing devices 3uch
as the TORUS routing chip, and the MOSSAIC-A and MOSAIC-C finegrained message-passing chips (CalTech), timing devices such as PLATO

(programmable logic array timing oscillator (Stanford), analog-tc-digital
converters developed under Paul Grey from UC-Berkeley, and the CORDIC
micro-programmed hypercomplex signal processor from Starford.
e. Program Evolution and Progress
By FY 1982 and 1983 annual reports began to reflect more fully the scope of VLSIrelated work already supported by DARPA, and formally used "VLSI" as the program title.
VLSI research, only one of eight programs under "Information Sciences and Cor.iiiunications," had the third-largest budget of these, for the whole of which $93.3 million ."as
requested:

21

Table 17-2.

Illustrative VLSI Technologies and Commercializations

TECNOLOY

INSTITLrrON/LEADER

QQM.M.E.AUZA•)N

I. ARCHITECTURES
A. RISC Architectures
RISC 1,11
MIPS

UC-B, David A.Patterson
Stanford, John Hennessy

SPARC, Sun Microsystems
MIPS Computers, Inc.

B. Parallel Processing Architectures
Connection Machinea
Tree Machine

MIT, W. Daniel Hillis
CalTech, C. Mead, C. Seitz

Cosmic Cube
Non-Von (tree machine)
Butterfly switch

CalTech, Charles Seitz
Columbia U.

MOSAIC C (muiticomputer)

CalTech, Charles Seitz

WARPb"

CMU, H.T. Kung

BBN

Thinking Machines, Inc.
None
iPSC (Intel)
?
In comm'l production
Intel
iWARP (Intel)

21 This amount funded programs in the Defense Scienceg Office as well as the IPTO programs which are
the main focus of this chapter.
a Early chip designs were developed with VLSI program: bulk of program support funding supplied by
Strategic Computing Initiative program (SQ!).
b High-performance parallel system architecture based on programmable systolic arrays. Early chip
designs were developea with VLSI program fonding; bulk of program support funding supplied by
Strategic Computing Initiative program (SCI).
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Table 17-2.

Continued

INSTITUTION/LEADER

.EHUL•QG

COMMERCIALIZATION

U1.DESIGN (continued)
LINK

CMU; H.T. Kung

C. Symbolic Processing Architectures
SPUR (symbolic & RISC)

UCB, David A. Patterson

SOAR (symbolic)

UC-B, David A. Patterson

Al coprocessor

Syracuse

?
?

II. DESIGN
A. Design Stations
Cochlea (neural network analog)
Retina (neural network analog)

Cal Tech

Synaptics, Inc.

Cal Tech

Synaptics, Inc.

SUN (netw'irked)

Stpnford, Forest Baskett

Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Geometry Cngine (graphics)

Stanford, Jim Clark

Silicon Graphics, !nc.

Caesar

UCB, Ousterhout

public domaine

Magic

UCB, Ousterhout

Multiplec

LISPiC (intera'tive design database)
Daedalus (interactive graphics editor)

MIT

n.a.

MIT

n.a.

Mossim (switch simulator)

UCB

n.a.

Gemini (device simulator)

Stanford

n.a.

Bird (2-D process simulator)d

Stanford

n.p.

TCAP Idevice characMierization)"

Stanford

n.a.

DRAIN (imputes schematics)f

Stanford

n.a

B. Design Tovls

C. Simulators

D. Testing & Characteriation

C

Valid Logic, Viewlogic, Mentor, Daisy, and Cadence all have products essentially based on the
MAGIC concept.
Computes impurity profiles in silicon; coupled with GEINI, it evaluates test structures.
Modular system for measuring device characteristics and extracting CAD model parameters for SPICE.

f

Software allows direct output of SPICE input information.

c

d
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Table 2.
TECHNLOG

Continued

INSTITUTION/LEADER

COMMERCIALIZATION

111.SPECQALI7_ED DEVICES
A. Routing, Message-Passing De-ices

Torus routing chip
CRRESES
B. Timing Devices
Plato (timing oscillator)
C. Analog-to-Digital Converters
CMOS AID
A/D (High speed pipelined)

CalTech

n.a.

Jet Propulsion

n.a.

Stanford

n.a.

UCB, Paul Grey

Microlinear Corp

UCB, Paul Grey

n.a.

D. Signal Processors
CORDICh

IV. IMPLEMENTATION, TESTING AND EVALUATION
CIF (Cal. Intermediate Format)

CalTech

public domain

MOSIS

USC/ISI

US-2, Orbiti

9 MOSFET matrix for transistor parameter extraction, sampler for propagation delay measures.
h Microprogrammed "hypercomplex processor" sarves wide variety of signal processing needs.
i See this volume. page 18-31, paragraph 10.

FY 1982: Very Large Scale Integation (VLSI) Resct.ah. The VLSI
research program is developing methodologies, innovptive architectures,
and computer-aided design and process sinmulation tools to exploit VLSI
technology. Custom VLSI chips are being designed and fabricated to
explore innovative architectures. The goal is to develop VLSI systems with
a million or more gates on a chip that represent fundamental advances in
processing capability. Fundamental rcsearch on critical silicon VLSI
fabrication vrocesses will provide scientific insight and lead to increased
circuit yield and reliability. The circuit design and fabrication times and the
cost of providing custom VLSI chips for military systems will be
significnflny reduced through the use of network-based design methodologies support systems, and process simulation aids being developed
under tý.;s program. Various innovative architectures such as -the tree
machine and the geometry -,ngine are being explored to exploit VLSI
technology, to achieve orders of magnitude greater processing capabilities
than current LSI techniques permiL... . new computer architecture called a
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tree machine is being developed for highly parallel computations, and a
working version will be demonstrated in FY 19 82.22

FY 1983: Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Research. The VLSI program is developing design methods, innovative computing architectures and
computer-aided design, and test/simulation tools to make VLSI technology
readily accessible to a much broader community of digital system implementers than had been possible before. A key step in this effort has been
decoupling the logic design from detailed consideration of the physics of
ICs through d.velopment of process-dependent design rules that are not tied
to any single fabrication line .... The circuit design and fabrication times and
the cost of providing custom VLSI chips for military systems will be
significantly reduced through the use of network-based design methodologies, support systems, and process simulation aids being developed under
this program. Various innovative architectures such as multiprocessor
systems, language-oriented a-chitectures, and high performance special
purpose systems are being explored to exploit VLSI technolhgy. 23 A new
multicomputer architecture called a "tree machine" will be ,-,,veloped for
highly parallel computations, and a working version is being demonstrated
in FY 1982. A high performance graphics system that utilizes a custom
"geometry engine" chip is being built. Research is
on-going and will
continue in the development of VLSI design tools, languages, and systems
to aid in synthesizing designs with a million or more gates. In FY 1983,
research will continue into the development of highly parallel architectures,
including both the processor architecture and the interconnect structure.
Techniques from artificial intelligence research will be incorporated into the
design systems to assist in managing the complexity of large designs. Fast
turn-around fabrication will be provided to the designers, including both
NMO3 and CMOS technologies and minimum feature sizes of 3 microns.
From 1978-83 the VLSI program generated prolific activity in new computer
architectures and related supporting design and simulation tools; thereafter attention shifted
to other VLSI activities. In 1983, as plans for the SCP evolved, the most promising
architecture projects for computing breakthroughs were shifted to the SCP. While
presented as a major new technology initiative, much Strategic Computing Program (SCP)
content in fact involved further development of technologies initiated with VLSI program
funding, such as the WARP systolic array processor, the Butterfly machine, and the
Connection Machine.
By 1984 the VLSI program shifted mainly to programs at the semiconductor device
level. With the launch of the Strategic Computing Program, the Information Science and
Technology Office (IPTO) was reorganized into a Computer Systems branch with resp:nsibllity for the SCP, an Automation Technology branch with responsibility for VLSI program, and a Systems Integration branch. Main components of the post-1983 V.LSI Pro22 p. 1-63-64, DARPA annual report for FY 1981.
23 Pp. II.-14 thru-16, DARPA annual report of FY 1983.
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gram were: (1) computer-aided design and manufacturing technology; (2) test and evaluation tools; and (3) implementation and testing technologies. The latter includes (a) ongoing support of the MOSIS fast turnaround silicon implementation facility which provides
ever more advanced fabrication technologies, now at the submicron level, along with an
experimental effort in gallium arsenide fabrication; and (b) continued support oi the SFTAF
program at Stanford.
D.

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES: OVERVIEW

Arguably the most important breakthroughs iri computer power and efficiercy
produced by DARPA's VLSI program have come in computer architecture. Because of the
exceptional achievements that sprang from DARPA support of architectures, a brief
description of main accomplishments in this area is inc ,ided here.
Beginning in 1978 DARPA funded work in computer architecture at several major
academic institutions. Behind this effort was a concern that the complexities and costs of
achieving further miniaturization in microelectronic device designi--and thereby greater
computing power--posed growing barriers to progress in computing and might limit or
slow gains in computer power and efficiency, if current technologies alone were pursued.
Among defense applications DARPA anticipated ',)r a new gctneratio of computers
were such computationally intt~nsive uses as signal prcw,•,:sing and interpretation, strategic
target planning, aerodynamic simulation, artificial itte;iigence, image and speech
recognition sysvms, robotics, and high performance graphics.
Industry'. main approach to improving computing power in the mid- 1970s was to
invest in i.cremental reductions in feature size and increases in microcircuit complexity.
With the advent of the first commercial nicroprocessors in 1974-75, industry worked to

combine more and more logic and memory power into this devics, creating an ever more
powerful "computer-cn-a-chip." Basic Limitations, RAND's report to DARPA in 1976,

reasoned that this approach neglected the possibilities that greater gains in computing power
might be achieved by improving computer architecture.
The VLSI program sought new computer architecture approaches to break free of
these impending limits. At the same time, DARPA support fov" development of semiconductor tools and for quick-turnaround chip fabricition made possible vital enabling
capabilities that greatly facilitated the ability of the research community to devtlop new
computer architectures. These design and fabrication tools started to appear in 1976, and in
quick succession thee'eafter a vwtiv.z' explosion of new computer architectures appeared.
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Dr. Stephen Squires, current Chief Scientist of ISTO, recalls that in the early 1980s IPTO
kept a chart of new architectures that eventually ballooned to at least 50 new ideas. By the
time the Strategic Computing Initiative (SCI) came along in 1982-83, the truly promising
among these had been culled to a handful, which were absorbed into the SCI so they could
bc liveloped in a more focused and better-coordinated way. The four with greatest
potential for major impact on future computing are: (1) RISC; (2) parallel processing; (3)
systolic arrays, and (4) symbolic processing.
1.

RISC Architectures

RISC architectures developed from observations that in current microprocessor
technology a tiny fraction of components were busy while the great majority were idle most

of the time. In general, RISC architectures aim at improving computing efficiency by
breaking down the logic, memory, and communication functions of the microprocessor and
linking them in ways that maximize the efficiency of interaction between the three
components. RISC architectures have rroven so significant that they receive more detailed
attention in two illustrations of VLSI technology at the end this chapter. The fhist treats the
origins and impact of RISC architectures that DARPA supported, and the second highlights
the Sun Workstation which owes much of its commercial success to its incorporation of a
RiSC-based architecture.
2.

Parallel Processing
A second broad direction supported by DARPA has been to encourage innovative,

aggressive computer architectures using existing components. Many architectural variations
have focused on various forms of parallel processing, ranging from a few to massive
quantities of microprocessors operating in parallel. At the outset of the VLSI program
DARPA supported several research projects on scalable parallel processing, which included
the Cosmic Cube, developed under Professor Charles Seitz at CalTech, the Tree Machine
(also at CalTech), the Butterfly developed by Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, the Non-Von at
Columbia University, and the Connection Machine at MIT. At the upper end of the range
in extent of parallelism, is the Connection Machine, a massively parallel architecture now
available with 65,625 microprocessors. Its producer, Thinking Machines, Inc., claims to
have become the second largest U.S. producer of supercomputers, within seven years of
its founding. (See VLSI Illustration C at page 17-C-1.)
Computer history records limited use of processors in parallel before 1979,
including the work of Seymour Cray. Only with the availability in' the early 1980s of new
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design and implementing teclnologies assisted by DARPA did reseaxch in parallel processing grow rapidly and in literally dozens of directions. For the architect, the main challenge
was (a) to develop parallel structures that would optimize the speed and efficiency of
interactions between logic and memory functions and (b) to devise communication linkages to produce that efficiency. Where RISC architects sought to achieve efficiencies by
incorporating within the microprocessor structure the best possible juxtapositions of cache

memory, registers, message routers, and logic units so that they would interact in the most
efficient way, parallel architects sought to use separate processors in communi,-ation
(interconnect) structures that would achieve those kinds Of efficiencies.
Differing configurations used for chaining processors together (the "interconnect

structure") give names to the differing architectures employed that are literally descriptive of
the structures, such as the tree, cubt, and butterfly machines. To illustrate several of the
most significant directions in parallel architectumrs supported by DARPA under the VLSI
program, three are singled out for brief description here--the Cosmic Cube, the Tree
Machine, and the Connection Machine. Then two special-purpose variations on parallelism
-the programmable systolic array and symbolic logic machines-are described.
a. The Cosmic Cube
*
The hypercube topology has become the most popular architecture for large-scale
parallel computers. It was first demonstrated through the work done under the direction of
Professor Charles Seitz at CalTech, supported by DARPA. A major objective of this
design is to achieve maximum interconnection between many processing nodes, with the
shortest wiring distances and fewest transit points between nodes. The cube approach
originated in research on connection pathway design in 1978-80 by two CalTech graduate
students, Sally Browning and Bart,Locanthi. Its first hardware demonstration was realized
in the winter of 1981-82 in a two-cube "Cosmic Cube," and was elaborated to a six-dimensional, 64-node version in 1983. An article describing this approach, '"The Cosmic Cube,"
by Charles L. Seitz, Communicationsof the ACM, January 1985, has become a standard
reference on hypercube architectures. The hypercube topology has the advantages of
minimizing the number of wires and connecting nodes through which messages must pass,
and of allowing scalar expansion beyond what most parallel architectures permit. The
prototypes developed at CalTech were used extensively in scientific applications at CalTech
in high energy physics, quantum chemistry, fluid mechanics, structural mecharics, and
seismology research. The CalTech resea,'ch has been influential in extending the
application of hypercube technologies oy others. By 1987 there had been at least five
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commercial computers based on hypercube topologies, including the iPSC and iPSC-VX
computers developed by Intel, the NCube/ten by NCube of Beaverton, Oregon, and the
System 14, of Ametek, Inc., of Arcadia, California.

The Cosmic Cube and the Connection Machine share certain similarities but their
differences are also instructive. Both are highly concurrent, hypercube architectures, have
open-ended expansion potentials, use a front-end host computer for ease of programing
and for any serial processing an application may require, and depend heavily for their
functional effectiveness on the development of sophisticated operating system software. A
fundamental difference is that the Cosmic Cube is a multiple-instruction multiple-data
(MIMD) machine, which relies on a more complex microprocessor (the Intel 8086) which
in present designs has a small number of nodes (64).24 By contrast the Connection

Machine is a single-instruction muliple-data (SIMD) machine ýwith nodes numbering from
16,256 to 65,565 nodes, and a custom 4-bit serial processor, 16 of which are integrated
into a single chip.25
b. The Connection Machine
The massively parallel Connection Machine, which in its latest configuration offers
65,536 microprocessors, is the most revolutionary of the approaches to parallel processing
funded by DARPA under the VLSI program. This approach originated in an effort to
simulate the way information is believed to be processed by the human brain. This
structure involves thousands of processors each interacting concurrently with data and each
other. The interconnect structure lends itself particularly well to signal, and flow
processes, and simulation uses in which vast quantities of events interact with each other.
It has 9lso been developed to run on Lisp and other languages used in symbolic processing.
Its technical origins, commercialization, and technology impact are treated in more detail in
VLSI Illnstration C at page 17-C-1.
c. The Tree Machine
A highly concurrent architecture using multiple processors and memories connected

as a binary tree for highly parallel computatio-n., this architecture is based on a design and

24 In 1935 CalTech and the .ct Propulsion Lab d~eveloped a 64-node 80286-based machiAe, the Mark II,
and in 1986 a 1024-node hypercube with a 68020 CPU and custom vector processor.
25 In MIMD machines, multiple instruction and data streams flow to different combinations of processors;
in SIMD, individual instructions flow simultaneously to all processors which operate on multiple data
streams.
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algorithms developed by Sally Browning at CalTech, and implemented under the direction
of Professors Carver Mead and Charles Seitz. No commercial applications have been
identified in the course of this survey.
d. The Butterfly
A 256-processor architecture which scales linearly for various important defense
computer applications, the Butterfly was developed by Bolt, Beranek & Newman of

Cambridge, Mass., under a DAPPA contract. It takes its name from the butterfly-like
nature of its connection structure. It's first commercial production model came out in
1986. It uses the Motorola 68020/81 chip as its CPU. This mu!ti-function architecture
proves well suited for both numerical and symbolic processing. It has been
commercialized
3.

Systolic Arrays

Systolic array processing is a high-performance, special-purpose design concept
involving pulsed processing of data which permits order-of-magnitude simplification of
microprocessor and computer system design. Its structure is one of synchronous cells that
perform fixed sequences of computations with fixed patterns of communication. "In a
systolic system, data flows from the computer memory in a rhythmic fashion, pass:ng
through many processing elements before it returns to memory, much as blod circulates to
and from the heart." 26

*

Professors H.T. Kung and C. E. Leiserson of Carnegie Mellon University first
introduced the term and the concept. 27 Their initial work was funded by DARPA, with
supplemental funding available later from the National Science Foundation and the Office
of Strategic Defense Initiative. The concept addresses the fundamental issue most
commonly faced by VLSI architecture designers - how to overcome the inefficiencies and
delays inherent in vector computers and their serial processing of data. The initial systolic
array concept represented a type of solution intermediate between multiple-instrrction
multiple-data (MIMD) designs using limited numbers of processors of moderate to high
complexity, at one end, and the massively parallel structures of comparatively simple
26 Why Systolic Architectures?, monograph by H.T. Kung, Department of Computer Science, CarnegieMellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15213, November 1981, p. 1.

0

27 H.T. Kung and C.E. Leiserson, "Algorithms for VLSI Processor Arrays," Introduction to VLSI

Systems, C. Meand and L. Conway, eds.. 1980, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., Section 8.3. pp.
271-292. For a basi.- overview, see H.T. Kung, "Why Systolic Architectures?", Computer, Vol. 15,
No. 1,January 1902, pp. 37-46.
9
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individual processors such as the Connection Machine, at the other end. A singleinstruction, multiple data (SlMD) architecture, the systolic array uses pipelining controlled
by a global clock synchronization, which permits parallel processing of data in pulsed
cycles of "admission" and "expulsion" combined with onward flows in which the output
from one processor is pipelined forward. to become the input to be operated on in the
next.2 The advantages of this technology are optimized by use of a large number of a few

4

4

types of processors. The design costs and other disadvantages of building such a specialrather than general-application ;rachine are partially offset by the modular structure and
repetitive components of this desiga,. Early implementations were optimized by designing
processor arrays to correspond closely to the algorithm suited to the particular application

required:
Typically, a systolic array can be thought of as an algorithmically
specialized system in the sense that its design reflects the requirements of a

specific algorithm. 29

Building such a special-purpose machine may be an economically viable solution
only for a few major, widely used, and standardized applications such as signal and image
processing. Initially considered a "special purpose" architecture, more advanced "iplementations have achieved greater breadth and flexibility of use, either through hardware
mechanis•ms to permit reconfiguring, interconnect patterns between processors and thereby
modifying computing topoioeies, oi through software that pernits rerouting of data and
instruction flows to match the differirng algorithms associated with different computational
problems. Among early experimental designs was the WARP, a systolic array developed
by H.T. Kung at Carnegie Mellon University, and produced by General Electric. Because
it was programmable,it permitted programmed reconfiguration of computing elements to
adapt to differing computing requirements of varying applications.
and use
Systolic design i. especially advantageous when the pattern or generation
of data involves regularity and aniformity. For these reasons, this architecture proves
particularly effective in managing signal and image processing, pattern recognition,
language recognition, and other analog apphcations with heavy floating point operation
requirements. It also has matrix arithmetic, and relational database, and artificial intelligence applications (neural network simulation). Among its earliest defense-specific
aipplications have been target recognition, along with radar and IR signal processing.
28 Like the Connection Machine, systolic arrays are usually designed for attachment to a host computer.

29 Jos6 A.B. Fortes and Benjamin W. Wah, "Systolic Arrays--From Concept to Implementation,"
Computer, July 1987, p. 15(l).
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The first commercial systolic array processor chip, the Geometric Arithmetic
Parallel P'?rocessor (GAPP) was developed by NCR in conjunction with Martin Marietta
Aerospace Corp. and was introduced in October 1984. Applied to real-time use in target
recognition, systolic processing proved effective in feature extractiwn and matching
applications, performing at speeds 100-250 times faster than on a conventional sequential
minicomputer. By 1987 six semiconductor producers offered commercial microprocessors, including four U.S. (Texas Instruments, Analog Devices, National Semiconductor,
and INMOS) and two Japanese (NEC and Fujitsu) producers. The iWARPA, resulting
from collaboration between Carnegie Mellon University and Intel Corporation, represents
an order-of-ragnitude improvement over the initial WARP design, and provides a greatly
expanded range of applications. In 1990, Intel completed design of a general-purpose64chip parallel-processing systolic array system (iWARP) funded by DARPA, which represents one of the most advanced commercial implementations of systolic array processing to
30
date. Another is the Saxpy Matrix-1 general purpose systolic array computer.
4.

Symbolic Processing
Symbolic processors are designed to perform rapid parallel computations operating

on symbols rather than numbers. DARPA's objective in supporting symbolic processing
research is to speed up critical operations in machine-intelligence programs, such as
pattern-matching and unificaion (e.g., for retrieval from data base,., rapid-reasoning from
maps, and operations on semantic memories).
Symbolic processing has different requirements and characteristics from numeric
processing. Computers designed for numeric processing generally are inefficient at meeti;Pg symbolic processing requirements. Because of DARPA's special and long-standing
interest in Artificial Intelligence, expert systems, and man-machine interaction, a research
focus on symbolic processing has had a high priority in its VLSI architecture programs.
A multiplicity of approaches has developed in symbolic processing, including languag'-b•sed, knowledge-based, and intelligent interface machines (for speech and pattern
recognition, image processing, and computer vision applications). Examples of DARPAsupported architectures within the three broad typologies and the related sub-categories are
shown in Table 17-3.

30 See the July 1987 issue of Computer magazine, which devotes an entire issue to systolic array topics.
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Table 17-3.

Illustrative Symbolic Architecturesa

A. Language-Based Machines

4
P

Spur (UC-B)b
Symbolics 3600 seriesb
Lamda (Lisp Machines Inc.)b
ALPHA (Fujitsu)c
Xerox 1100 series

Tektronix 4400 series

g m achines

Parallel Inference Machinec
Parallel Inference Enginec
Programmed Logic Machine
(Acquarius) (UC-B)b
Tamura Machinec

Functiona S(LISP)
DataFlow Multiprocessrc
Rediftow
ALICE
C-Lisp Machinec
ZAPP

4

Formal Functional Programming (aJNC)b

TI Explorer
B. Knowledge-Based Machines
Semantics networked
Connection Machine (M1T)b
NETL
Thistle (CMU)b
SNAP (USC)

l
Non-Vonb
DADOd
PSM

O

Neurl Networks

SOAR (UC-B)b
iAPX 432 (Intel)
Dragon
FAIM- 1

Boltzmann machine
Neural circuits

AI-32
C. Intelligent-Interface Machines
Speech Recognition

Pattern/Image Processing
Cytocomputer
Harpy (CMU) b
Hearsay-l[
PIPE (Nati Bur. of Stnds)
Dialog Systems 1800
Pyramid (U.Wash. Seattle)
NEC DP- i00c
Tospics
IBM Natural Task
Pumps
Zmob
Among symbolics programs that received noteworthy DARPA

Coput Vision
WARP (CMU)b
Butterfly (BBN, Inc.)b
VICOM-VME

4
support were:

(1) UC-Berkeley, which, under Professor David Patterson conducted a research
project known as SPUR (Symbolic Processing Using RISC). Its goal was to
develop a Lisp-based multiprocessor that could run common Lisp at least an
order of magnitude faster than existing conventional workstations.
Subsequently UC-B's Patterson applied RISC NMOS microprocessor
technology to an exploratory programming language called Smalltalk-80, in its
SOAR program (Smalltalk on a RISC).

a

From "Computer Architectures for Artificial Intelligence Processing," by Kai Hwang, Joydeep Gosh

and Raymond Chowkwanyun, Computer, January 1987, pp. 19-27.
b

Denotes architectures developed with direct DARPA support or commercializations that benefited from
DARPA-supported research.

C

Developed in Japut

d

Columbia University
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(2) MIT which developed the Connection Machine to operate using Lisp and Small-

talk, explicitly to assure its capability for symbolic processing, in addition to its
numeric processing capabilities.
E. OBSERVATIONS ON IMPACT
When DARPA began to shape its VLSI program in 1977, it mainly drew on
developments that were in formative stages at several "centers of excellence" in computer
science (CS) and electrical engineering. An early participant in the VLSI program sees as a
major factor in its success that Dr. Kahn qnd VLSI managers did not try to impose any
preconceptior.s or content constraints on the program, but acted catalytically to encourage
development of a VLSI community and to depend upon synergy within the community to
generate the main directions of the program.31
Nor was DARPA the only source of funding for VLSI research. The National
Science Foundation, Office of Nval Research, and other Federal and defense
organizations were also involved. However, since 1978 DoD, and DARPA in particular,
have been the dominant funding source for experimental computer science in U.S.
universities: 32

According to The Nation, the DOD controls 71% of all federal funds for
academic CS research compared to 45% a decade ago. More than 80% of
the federal money going to the Big Four computer science universities-Berkeley, CMU, the Massachisetts Institute of Technology and Stanford
University--comes from the military.
According to the Project on Funding Policy in Computer Science, part of
the Association for Computing Machinery's Special Interest Group on
Automata and Computability Theory (SIGACG), DARPA's budget for
university computer science research grew from $14.8 million in fiscal year
1980 to $94.3 million in FY 88-that's nearly 340 percent in constant
dollars.
Back then [five or 10 years ago], DARPA was doing things like preserving
what are now mainstream technologies. "There are parts of the computer
industry that wouldn't exist without DARPA" says Waters [Richard Waters,
professor of computer science, MIT.]
There have been some significant commercial benefits from its [DoD's)
mission-oriented research, such as.. .automatic design of very large-scale
integrated circuits (VHSIC). Without DARPA funds, Thinking Machines

31 Telephone interview with Lynn Conway, October 4, 1990.
32 "U.S. Computer Research's Basic Dilemma," by Willie Schatz, DATAMATION, December 1. 1989,
pp. 44-47.
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Corp. wouldn't exist, nor would the Cambridge, Mass.-based company's
Connection Machine.
DARPA': dollars also spawned iWarp, a system architecture for various
high-performanice parallel systems ranging from special purpose systolic
arrays to general purpose distributed memory computers.
DARPA neither interfered with nor micro-managed the CMU team during
the iWarp project, which was developing an architecture for various highperformance parallel systems. Neither did the agency attempt to involve the
iWarp team in any military projects or classified research.
"Only DARPA money made this possible," CMU's Gross [Thomas Gross,
professor of computer science, Carnegie Mellon University]. The SCI
money allowed us to take these ideas and make them real."
With regard to the impact of DARPA funding on the high payoff area of computer
architectures, there comes this testimony: "Parallel processing has come as far as it has
largely because farsighted furnding by the Government and industry of many universitybased projects has lead to an impressive number of commercial endeavors spanning a wide
variety of architectures.'" 33 In the examples cited in this Chapter, the funding source has
been primarily and in many cases preponderantly DARPA.
One of the most beneficial aspects of the DARPA's early VLSI program was its
practice of supporting proposals which were broadly defined and which provided scope for
follow-up on promising directions as they emerged and for dropping or reducing others as
they ran into limitations or dead ends. Following passage of the Competition in
Contracting Act (CCA) of 1984, it became necessary for DARPA to publish announcements to encourage multiple proposals, which required DARPA to define proposal objectives in a much more precise and limiting way in order to make them "bid-able." In
addition, it has become necessary to "compete" proposals to attempt to get the most
econoanic results. During our interviews of academic researchers about their experiences
with the VLSI program, several contractors praised DARPA's policies in the manageme at
of the VLSI program, and volunteered their contrasting discontent with the changes
introduced by the CCA as it affects this type of research. In their view the CCA has greatly
increased the costs and burdens of pursuing DARPA funding, making the effort less
feasible and productive, and reducing the attractions of DARPA as an organization with
which to contract research. Former IPTO officials have also observed with regret the

33 "Advanced Computer Architectures," by Geoffrey C. Fox and Paul C. Messina, SCIENTIFIC
AMEP!lCAN, October W•87, p. 74.
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deleterious impact of the Act on DARPA's ability to structure its research objectives and
funding in ways that hhve been particulariy productive in the past.
As Dr. Stephen Squires, present Chief Scientist of DARPA ISTO, pu,.s it:
It was remarkable that in contrast to corporate powerhouses such as Xerox
PARC, which was unable to transition the Alto into a commercial personal
computer, and AT&T which was unable to transitio n UNIX to a
workstation environment, and IBM, which failed to transidon RISC into a
viable commercial product, a few separate individuals without any corporate
backing or experience, were able with DARPA funding essistance to
commercialize U-NIX, VAX-like workstations and RISC-based computers
that became highly successful commercial technolopies of Sun
Micr-osystems and MIPS Computer Systems.

0

On the importance of SUN: "Researchers were mostly all used to working
on VAX in multi-user systems. ARPANET provided that environment.
But most didn't like having to share a system--would rather have their own
dedicated system. Some of the early VLSI work that DARPA funded ained
at developing UC-Berkeley as a primary substrate or node of the
ARPAnetwork specially to service the VLSI work that DARPA was
sponsoring. At UC-B DARPA funding helped Bill Joy ,.,Welop a transitional version of UNIX 1hat could serve to operate an individual work
station. Meanwhile at Stamford, DARPA was funding Andreas Bechtelsheim's work to develop a workstation to be attached to a network to permit
advanced computing linked to a central computer. When Bill Joy and Andy
Bechtelsheim teamed up, they joined Joy's version of UNIX to the workstation hardware developed by Bechtolsheim, to produce Sun Microsystems
workstations. Sun workstations then represent the achievement of the
researcher's dream--the equivalent of a personal VAX."34
DARPA budget documenis do nut provide , separate breakout for funding allocated
to VLSI from 1977 to the present or even identify uvi broader category within which the
f•nding was provided. Rt!evaw t funding categories for FY 1978 to 1980 include:

Qfl

EX2A AcM

EY22 ES

EYIOELEstU
EX SL

IPTO

Advanced digital

5.1

6.1

8.3

9.4

DSO

Electronic Sciences

9.2

10.7

10.9

i1.7

34 Interview with Dr. Stephen Squires, Chief Scientist, DARPA ISTO, October 19, 1990.
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F.

TECHNOLOGY ILLUSTRATIONS

Of the main new directions supported by DARPA, three of the most significant
technology accomplishments of the VLSI program were: (1) RISC; (2) multicomputer
systems, (the Sun workstation); and (3) the Connection Machine (Danny Hillis, MIT).
Brief illustrations of DARPA's influence oa these technologies follow.
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ILLUSTRATION A: RISC ARCHITECTURES

A.

BRIEF OVERVIEW

In 1978 current commercial technologies were producing improvements in speed
which had slowed to an estimated 20-30 percent yearly. DARPA's new VLSI program
35
sought new approaches to break free of these impending limitations.
Of different architecture approaches DARPA supported for quantum improvements
in computer architecture, two were variants of reduced instruction set computer (RISC)
architecture. These provided important gains in microprocessor efficiency and performance, and gave rise to widely accepted commercial applications that are still expanding
rapidly. Within two years of the conclusion of the two RISC programs in 1984, the
computer industry had announced products based on RISC, and soon semiconductor firms
began producing RISC processors which claimed a two- to five-fold performance advantage over other computers using the same technology, 36 and gave workstations capabilities
-roughly equivalent to those of minicomputers. Combined into networks with specialized
file servers, RISC-based workstations are also increasingly becoming an alternative
approach to mainframe-based systems.
It is estimated that systems based on RISC architectures gained at least 16 percent
of the computer workstation market in 198937, which in turn is one of the fastest growing
segments of the computer market. 38 Most major U.S. and foreign semiconductor and
computer firms have incorporated RISC-based systems into their product lines for both
defcnse and commercial applications. "In 1990 it is hard to find a computer company
39
without a RISC product either shipping or in active development."

35 Based on interview comments by Lt. Col. John Toole in March, 1990.
36 Patterson and Hennessy, op. cit., p. 395.
37 Ibid.

38 "Wriat's Taking the Risk out of RISC," by Bob Francis, DATAMATION, january 15, 1990, pp. 6164.
39 Patterson and Hennessy, op. cit., p. 190.
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B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY
The roots of RISC architecture predate the VLSI program. Seymour Cray used

multiple processors in parallel in early versions of his supercomputers. Independent of
DARPA, in the late 1970s IBM developed an experimental machine, the 801, based on
statistical analysis of computer operations which revealed the inefficiencies of serial
operations by monolithic logical processing elements. However, little was known about
the effort at IBM, which did not commercialize the approach, and IBM designs did not
influence the work of later computer architecture designers. 40 Cray's work did however
influence the ideas of Forrest Baskett in his supervision of the Stanford MIPS program.
DARPA's VLSI program directly capitalized on recommendations of a 1977 Rand
report by directly supporting academic research into improved computer architecture. 41 As
DARPA's program was getting underway, the Mead-Conway book on simplified and
standardized design rules and methods, applicable both to device and computer design,
greatly stimulated and facilitated efforts to develop new architectures. Such architectures
included use of multiple processors, typically in parallel mode; associated cache memories
to link logic-data operations more closely; compilers and registers to facilitate these
operations; and pipelining to direct the flow of particular operations to particular processors
to optimize efficient use of logic processors and to minimize data processing delays.
Of the new architectures, RISC designs originated in efforts to analyze the flow of
computer operations to determine which processor elements were most frequently used, 4 2
and in what sequences, and then to restructure linkages to achieve more efficient
interactions. The main advantages of these designs are that (1) since most logic elements in
traditional architectures and instruction confgarations do nothing a very high percentage of
the time, there was enormous room for improvement in their duty cycle; and (2) "with the
greatly reduced cost of logic circuitm,, it became economic to duplicate computation
functions and deploy them geometrically close to the data elements on which they opraw.e."
Such architectures involve use of multiple processors and their condtict of logic optrations
in parallel rather than the traditional serial flows.
A key technique used to achieve this result is the pipelining of instructions so that
they flow to the microprocessor in a sequence and timing pattern aimed at maximizing use
of memory and logic. The principal early efforts in RISC development concentrated on
40 See Hennessy and Patterson, op. cit., p. 188-189.

41 See VLSI Overview, footnote 5.
42 I.e., logic, memory, and communications elements.
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*

*

development of RISC microurocessors that incorporated all three components. The first
Sun workstation was an early example of the application of a RISC-bas. d micioplocessor
to enhance the power of the workstation, which has ultimately given it computer power
equivalent to a minicomputer. As work in parallel processing architectures progressed,
under DARPA sponsorship, multiple RISC microprocessors have in turn been incorporated
into parallel computing structures.
RISC architecture introduced fundamentally different design principles from the
then-established machine principles, now referred to as CISC, or complex instruction set
computers. The new principles are: (1) keep functions simple; (2) microinstructions
should not be faster than simple instructions; (3) microcode is not magic or better, anything
that can be done in a microcoded machine can be done in assembly language in a simple
machine, and is simpler to change; (4) simple decoding and pipelined execution are more
important than program size; and (5) compiler technology should be used to simplify
instructions rather than to generate complex instructions. These principles were applied
with some differences at Stanford and Berkeley.! 3 However, both MIPS and RISC

0

machines depart from the previous practice of linear instruction processing, employing
instead "pipelined" instructions (see chart). DARPA funded the research at both of these
institutions.
At the University of California, Berkeley, Dr. David A. Patterson and colleagues
developed a program called RISC (for "reduced instruction set computing"). The purpose
of the project was to use parallel processors closely linked with memory and
communication circuits to increase computer speed and efficiency. The Berkeley group
producel"the RISC I and RISC Hl computers."4
In 1980, Patterson and his colleagues at Berkeley began the project that was
to give this architectural approach its name. They built two machines called
RISC-I and RISC-II. Because the IBM project was not widely known or
discussed, the role played by the Berkeley group in promoting the RISC
approach was critical to the acceptance of the technology. In addition to a
simple load/store architecture, this machine introduced register windows-an
idea that has been adopted by several commercial RISC machines. 45

0

0

43

0

The description of RISC in this and the two following paragraphs depend mainly on: David A.
Patterson, "REDUCED INSTRUCTION SET COMPUl'ERS," in COMMUNICATIONS of the acm
(Association for Computing Machinery), January 1985, .'olume 28, No. 1.pp. 8

44 The RISC II was designed by Manolis Katevenis and Robert Sherburne.

45 From John L. Hennessy and David A.Patterson, Computer Architecture. A Quantitative Approach,
1990, p. 189.
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In 1987 Patterson, as a consultant, assisted Sun Microsystems, Inc., in developing
a new form of RISC called scalable processor architecture, or SPARC, to incorporate
RISC architecture into its workstations This approach developed a hardware solution for
making more efficient use of registers, by having enough registers to -:.nep all the local
scalar variables and all the parameters of the current procedure in registers. Based on
licensing rights to RISC-II, SUN acquired SPARC architecture rights from UCBerkeley. 46 In addition to designing its own devices aad workstations, SUN has also
licensed the SPARC chip for production by a number of major system houses, ihoping
thereby to make its technology and devices the industry standard for RISC. See VLSI
Illustration C on Sun that begins on page 17-B-I
At Stanford, Dr. John Hennessy ar,1 cilleagues deweloped their variant of reduced
instruction architecture, producing a chip and computer known as MIPS. MIPS depends
on a combination of (1) redesign of micro devices and associated simplification of
microprocessor design, (2) transfer of a number of hardware functions to software, and (3)
restructuring of computer systems to take advantage of more efficient device design and
associated software. This architecture emphasized pipelining data flows to parallcl
processors. It aimed at achieving mainframe-level performance at the VLSI processor
level, and supercomputer performance through a VLSI-based parallel processing structure.

Stanford. advanced the state..of-the-art in compiler technology to maximize the use of
registers.
Persuaded of the potential for applying this approach commercially, Hennessy and
colleagues at Stanford founded MIPS Computer Systems. MIPS has licensed five major
chip producers to produce devices based on its technology, 47 and licensed five others to
use its architecture in production of their own computers.

8

46 According to Dr. Patterson, the ability to transfer SPARC to commercial applications was crucially
dependent on the open architecture of the UNIX system, developed by Bell Laboratories of AT&T
(phone interview. April 27, 1990).
47 Integrated Device Technology, Inc. (1DT), Performance Semiconductor Corp., LSI Logic Corp., NEC
of Japan, and Siemens (FRG).
48 Both Sun Microsystems and MIPS Computer Systems have licensed their particular versions of RISC
technologies to a growing array of first and second rm., industry leaders. As of early 1990, the score
card rep&
SPARC: AT&T, Fujitsu, ICL, LSI Logic, Philips, Texas Instruments, Xerox
MIPS: DEC, Honeywell-Bull, Nippon Electric Corp. (NEC), Tandem, Silicon Graphics.
Independently, Motorola and IBM have developed their own RISC or RISC-like microprocessors.
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ILLUSTRATION B: THE SUN WORKSTATION
A. TECHNOLOGY ORIGINS 49

*

0

By 1979-80 DARFA was funding a wide variety of separate VLSI efforts at
Stanford and the University of California, Berkeley (UC-B). From these two programs a
number of pieces ultimately came together in commercial ventures. The Sun workstation is
one of the most dramatic and successful. In its commercial manifestation, the Sun
workstation is a story of the progressive adaptatiorn and integration of an array of VSLIorigin technologies into a computer architecture and system that has become today one of
the fastest growing segments of the world computer market, with average annual increase
in computer power per dollar currently averaging over 30 percent yearly. 50 Founded in
February, 1982, Sun Microsystems, Inc., has become an "international powerhouse" with
$2.5 billion in sales. 51
The original SUN project and its commercial offspring incorporate numerous
technologies which in varying degrees owe their origins or development to DARPA
initiatives--the workstation itself, computer-aided design tools, high quality graphics
display, UNIX operating system extensions, 52 and "RISC" architecture. These are all
technologies developed by or based largely on DARPA-supported programs, mainly at
Stanford University and the University of California at Berkeley.

*

*

Earliest DARPA recollections of project origins revolve around a proposal of
Stanford's Dr. James Meindl to build microelectronic devices that integrate systems on
chips. In 1979, Meindl requested DARPA funding for that purpose. DARPA's Robert

49 Much of the information on which this section is based was obtained through interviews with Andreas
Becitolsheim, Vice President of Sun Microsystems. Inc., on December 4, 1990, Dr. Alan Bell at
Xerox PARC on December 6, 1990, and Vinod Khosla of Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Palo
Alto, Cal., on May 9. 1990.
50 Sun's continuing commercial success despite the vulnerability of its open architecture has depended on
its keeping its competition "perpetually off balance with a barrage of new products." See "Sun's
Sizzling Race to the Top," by Stuart Gannes, Fortue, August 17, 1987.
51 "Carol Bartz: star is still rising for hard-driving Sun executive," PC Week, Vol. 7, #35, September 3,
1990, p.134(2).
52 UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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Kahn recalls encouraging him to broaden the concept by cooperating with Stanford's

foremost computer architecture specialist, Dr. Forest Baskett.
B. TECHNICAL HISTORY
1. Hardware Development
Forest Baskett of the Stanford Computer Systems Laboratory was a co-principal
investigator along with John Hennessy for a wide-ranging program of research under the
DARPA VLSI program. Both were faculty members in the Stanford Computer Sciences
(CS) Department. 53 Baskett's interests ranged over a broad array of VLSI and computer
technologies. As did many other Stanford CS faculty and researchers, Baskett had close
working relationships with Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), where many
innovative computer system developments were underway. Baskett was intrigued by the
Xerox Alto, the first personal computer or intelligent single-user workstation, with its highquality graphics and networked capabilities. 54 The Alto was developed for Xerox internal
use, provided to individual PARC researchers, and was net-worked throughout the PARC
facility near Stanford via Ethernet. It was the first application of the Ethernet network
system and had the first mouse and laser printer.5 5 The Alto illustrated the potentials for
distributed advanced computing power that individual researchers might expect to have
more broadly available in the future.5 6 Xerox donated ten Alto's to Stanford. Although
Ethernet and its network services were invaluable, the Alto, by 1980 already six years old,
was limited in its potential for science and engineering applications, both because of the
limitations of its 16 bit-central processing unit (CPU) and because of a proprietary

53 In the early 1980's this department was merged with Electrical Engineering to bccome the Computer
Sciences and Electrical Engineering Department.
54 Baskett had extensive previous experience at Xerox PARC before going to Stanford inabout 1978.
55 ComputerArchitecture.A QuantitativeApproach, by David A. Patterson and John L. Hennessy, 1990,

p.560.
56 The Alto was developed by Xerox in 1974. At PARC, the Altos were networked together via the
Xerox Ethernet. Other local area networks at that time involved dumb terminals linked to mainframes
and minicomputers by ad hoc communications, which permitted terminals only to talk to each other
and transfer files and programs, and to use central mainframes on a time-sharing basis. The Alto
represented the first single-user computer, an intelligent workstation with significant independent
computing power, networked by comprehensive communications software and protocols. With its 64k
memory and 16-bit addressability, it brought roughly the capability of the minicomputers of that lime
to the desk of the individual researcher, along with bit-mapped graphics, a mouse, on a network.
Networked services transparent to the user included database and file servers, electronic mail, and
printing.
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operating system that made it hard to develop programs to adapt it to the emerging range of
specialized scientific and engineering requirements.
Fortuitously, commercial components were becoming available that made it feasible
to develop independently and at low cost a more versatile and powerful Stanford
workstation, largely from off-the-shelf components. 57 The new Motorola 68000 appeared
in 1979-80 and was the first microprocessor to have a 32-bit CPU--a major advance for
managing complex scientifi.: and engineering applications.58 Baskett envisaged single-user
workstations that would tombine the Motorola 68000 microprocessor with a newly
available wide-screen cathode ray tube (CRT) display produced by Ball. Xerox was
willing to share the specifications of its proprietary Ethernet to permit networking of
workstations around the campus and connection to Stanford's PDP-11 and VAX 780
minicomputers. These were the main building-blocks of what was to become the Stanford
University Network (SUN), as it took shape in Baskett's mind. SUN was 'to be the means
by which Baskett hc ,0L
Jl to put on Stanford research desks single-user minicomputers

powerful enough to mr•anage the complexities of current scientific and engineering research
as stand-alone units, yet concurrently linked by Ethernet to each other and to university
mainframes and databases. In a Stanford report to DARPA in mid-1979 Baskett formally
proposed creation of the Stanford University Network "designed to connect systems that
span the spectrum for computing needs from large timesharing systems to personal
computing systems." It was to be sponsored as a separate project within the DARPA VLSI
program at Stanford. He saw its promise as a powerful new tool for leveraging research in
science and engineering, particularly in a wide variety of computer-related VLSI research,
including computer-aided chip and hardware design, computer-aided engineering, and
development of new computer architectures. 59
To implement the project, for hardware development Baskett turned to a young
Aastrian-born graduate student in electrical engineering at Stanford, Andreas (Andy)
Bechtolsheim, and tasked him to design a SUN "modular personal computer system

57 A similar project, dubbed the "NU machine" was undertaken at MIT about the same time.
58 The other leading microprocessor then available was the Intel 8086 which offered only 16-bit addresses
that severdy constrained its utility for application to scientific and engineering tasks.
59 The workstation project was in reality more an engineering than a research project, but its broad
potential as a powerful tool for VLSI work, foreshadowed by the Alto, combined with the flexibility
and initiative allowed to principal investigators under DARPA's program management style at that

time, made it possible to incorporate this project as an integral part of Stanford's VLSI program under
Baskett.
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designed for the network," to be produced from available commercial components. 60 The
workstation would be based on the Motorola 68000 microprocessor, and would be
designated the SUN 68000. The two envisaged that the system architecture would involve
(1) Ethemet-based stations, (2) centralized file servers and data bases, and (3) remote largescale computing resources. 61 Because the workstation was to be used mainly in technical
applications, the graphics system and display technologies were particularly important.
High resolution graphics display, graphical input, and high-speed manipulation of raster
images, included high-speed frame buffer updating though hardware innovations, were
priorities. Among the main applications initially contemplated were computer-aided circuit
design automation for the VLSI project, development of more powerful design tools, and
advanced text processing. Since high quality graphics display would be particularly
important for scientific and engineering applications, Baskett also engaged in tne SUN
project a graduate student in computer sciences, Jim Clark, who was working on a highspeed graphics engine for generation of graphics displays. 62 Clark and M.R. Hannah also
developed an image memory processor for the workstation. Another key player was Dave
Cheriton who brought to the project special skills in network connectivity and operating
system software design and programming. 63
Engineering design tools from industry were available only on commercial terms
that were too rich for university budgets. However, thanks to the power of Alto
workstations and computer-aided design software newly available from DARPA-sponsored
academic sources,64 Bechtolsheim was able to complete design of the first workstation
within one year of long days and many late nights-a task that, until these new tools became
available, would have been considered far too expensive, ambitious, and labor-intensive
for a single engineer or even team of engineers to accomplish. Bechtolsheim's personal
efforts were funded under a DARPA VLSI research project, with component and material

60 Bechtolsheim relates his recollection of an informal seminar Baskett held for graduate students at which

he provided a show-and-tell of the available components including the 68000 and the Balt CRT.
61 DARPA-MDA-903-C-680. See "The SUN Workstation, Hardware Overview," by Andreas
Bechtolsheim and Forest Baskett, Computer Systems Laboratory, Stanford University, November 12,
1980.
62 Development of a VGT--a video graphics terminal--was another priority VLSI project effort under
Baskett's sponsorship, which he later pursued commercially with Clark. See foomote 20.
63 Stanford lacked expertise or detailed familiarity with UNIX which was emerging as the dominant
software operating sybtem for multitasking and network operdtions.
64 UC-Berkeley had recently begun to share its "MAGIC" advanced CAD software, developed under
DARPA sponsorship.
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costs from bits and pieces of funding that Baskett pulled together from various project
65
sources, since the SUN was designcd to serve all aspects of the VLSI program.
2.

Software and Operating Syste.'rqs

By 1980 Stanford had several Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-1 1 and
two or three VAX 780 minicomputers with around 20-30 users on each. DEC promised
Baskett that it would modify its proprietary VAX VMS operating system to accommodate
the needs of the SUN workstation. Soon, however, doubts arose about whether the VMS
could or would be modified to meet SUN needs.
As originally configured, the SUN at Stanford consisted of Ethernet, with its
networking software that linked Stanford's ten or so Alto workstations, its DEC VAX
0

*

40

minicomputers, and its DEC PDP-11's, along with the new SUN workstations. The
Ethernet operating system would provide not only station-to-station communications, but
would also add for the first time such network services as file, database, and printer
management--until that time only available on the Xerox PARC network. UNIX was
available at Stanford only as an alternative operating system on its PDP and VAX
minicomputers, and did not include network management and service capabilities, and thus
did not figure in original SUN plans. A key component of the project was to develop
network software that would interface effectively with the VAX/UNIX operating system.
One challenge was to develop software to provide multiple display windows-a particularly
valuable new capability for scientific and engineering applications.
The UNIX system, developed by AT&T Bell Labs, was specifically designed for
multi-tasking. 66 Bell Labs made the system available, frtely to universities, with the intent
of seeing it become the industry operating system standa•d for multitasking. Software for
the UNIX, because it was written in TC', a high-level lariguage, proved especially easy to
adapt and extend to new procesqirg and networking environments and applications.
DARPA welcomed the potentials of UNU< as an open architecture, and fostered its further
65 The overall university research enviro-rnent fostered by DARPA in the late 1970s and early 1980s was
considered an important factor in fostetii:; projects suc as the SUN; while it was not VLSI work per
se, the workstation was seen to be an enabling tool of gteat potential value for numerous aspects of
VLSI work; similarly DARPA's style of allowing pqncipal investigators considerable latitude in
defining VLSI projc "s provided the kind of flexibility for decision-making that was h.-portant for
Sianfo-d's ability to launch and implement the project quikdkly and efficiently.
66 By niultitasking we refer to the management of the computer central processing unit (CPU) or
microprocessors in a way that permits the computer to process se veral tasks simultaneously.
Introduction of this technique represented a major advance in the efficiency ,nd utility of computer
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development and broader application at the University of California, Berkeley (UC-B).
Bill Joy was the principal developer, having launched in the late 1970s a version known as
ihe BSD 4.0, followed not long after by the 4.1, which was widely used in university
computer circles. By 1980 Joy was working on 4.2 BSD, which was to become the first
version of UNIX to be extensively used in industry. 67
One of the first major accomplishments of the UC-B UNIX effort under DARPA
sponsorship was to develop a version of UNIX as an open architecture alternative to the
VMS. 68 By 1980 this UNIX was available on Stanford PDP-11's and VAX
minicomputers. UC-B also undertook to expand UNIX so that it could provide
networking services. However, since there was no UNIX expertise available at Stanford,
the first SUN proposal and report did not contemplate use of UNIX as an operating system
for either the workstation or "'orthe network. 69
Bechtolsheim observes that while the 68000 microprocessor gave the workstation a
quantum advantage in computing power over the comparatively weak PC's then emerging,
the real power of the workstation was to come later from application of the UNIX networkbased operating system software, as developed by Bill Joy and his colleagues at Sun
Microsystems, Inc., 70 with its capability to provide network services.
3.

Integration and Adaptation

Bechtolsheim then began to integrate the work of the collaborators and to produce
the hardware board that combined the 68000 microprocessor, graphics display engine,
network interface, and other essential ingredients. However, he discovered that the 68000
did not incorporate a memory management unit (MMU), He was able to design around the
gap by producing an independent MMU composed of eight chips designed by the project
team. He also found that the 68000 lacked instruction restarts needed to achieve "virtual

operation over the previously dominant timesharing mode that involved batched serial processing of
tasks.
67 It was also compatible with the new "reduced instructic.a set computing" or RISC architecture being

developed at UC-B by Joy colleague David Patterson; this compatibility was to facilitate the

incorporation into the Sun workstation of an adaptation of RISC architecture -- SPARC -- that Sun
introduced in April 1989.

68 VMS (Vax Management System) isaproduct of Digital Equipment Corporation.
69 At that time, the DEC VMS operating system was not designed to provide networking services but

rather functioned to manage multitasking on DEC minicomputers.
70 Bechtolsheim emphasizes that operating systems change gradually over 10-20 year periods, and have a
much more powerful and long-lasting influence on computing than does the hardware.
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memory" cperations--a problem Motorola worked out when it came out with its 68010 -the chip finally used in the first SUN workstations distributed at Stanford. Once the first
prototype SUN workstation was completed and successfully demonstrated in early 1981,
the project team un-etrtook an initial output of workstations for distribution to priority sites.
By the end of 1981 the project had distributed roughly twenty workstations around the
Stanford campus, at an estimated cost of $10,000 each. Each provided computing power
approaching that of a $100,000 VAX 780 at about a tenth of the cost.
4.

Commercialization

With regard to other aspects of DARPA's role, Bechtolsheim recalls that as VLSI
program technologies reached useful stages, Bob Kahn and others from DARPA actively
encouraged their commercialization. He understood DARPA's view to be that only
through commercialization could the technology availability, viability, and cost be brought
to a level where it could be widely and inexpensively available to univw ities. Thus in the
latter half of 1981 Bechtolsheim wa3 able to determine from DARPA and from Stanford
that he would be legally and otherwise at liberty to attempt to license the workstation board
for commercial applications. He began VLSI Systems, a company in which he was the
sole participant. His hope was to license the workstation board technology broadly enough
that it would become the siandard for workstation design. Some eight small start-up
companies submijted letters of intent to license, but Bechtolsheim concluded that all lacked
either the funding or vision to covert the board's potential into a commercial success.
Moreover, Apollo computers had come out with a commercial workstation, which created
great urgency if SUN were to compete. in this new market.
Around the end of 1981 he received a.call from a young "venture entrepreneur,"
Stanford MBA, Vinod Khosla, who read about his company and technology in a venture
capital magazine and was impressed by its promise. A meeting of Bechtolsheim with
Khosla and his close friend and fellow Stanford MBA Scott McNealy ensued. Cor.vinced
of the advantages of the Sun design over that of the sole competitor then in the market, the
three' quickly developed a business plan. One important objective of the plan was to
convert to UNIX as the Sun operating system to take advantage of both its mulhuser,
multitasking, and networking advantages. Both Khosla and Bechtolsheim were familiar
with the work of Bill Joy at UC-Berkeley in extending UNIX to these new and more
powerful applications, and favoied an effor to get him to join in their new venture.
Bechiolsheim knew that others had triec and failed to lure Joy into commercial enterprises,
and doubted their prospects, but Khosla proposed to make him an offer Joy could not
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refuse. They did, and succeeded. Joy had been striving to promote the Berkeley version
of UNIX, BSD version 4.2, as the industry standard. Sun's business plan appeared to
offer a meaningful mechanism for doing that.
Vinod Khosla brought to the venture his access to venture capital--he had been
raising capital for and co-founded Daisy Systems, to sell computer-aided engineering
(CAE) systems for designing electronics. Scott McNealy had several years experience as
manufacturing manager for Onyx Systems, a computer firm. 7 1 Bechtolsheim brought the
hardware knowhow, and Joy the software expertise.7 2 On January 15, 1982, first

meetings began with venture capital firms. By February 15 agreement on funding had been
reached with two firms and initial funding of $2.5 million was agreed on; within a few
months a total of four venture capital firms had agreed to provide a total of $4.5 million in
start-up capital. Its first product, the Sun-1 workstation was launchd in 1983. Sun also
found that numerous other companies spawned by Stanford arid Berkeley computer
technologies were among its first and best initial customers.
DARPA then provided a critical assist to the launching of Sun by extending funds
to a number of academic institutions to permit them to acqvire workstations for their own
institutional users and networks. According to Khosla, academic institutions (particularly
the University of California at Berkeley, Stanford, and Carnegie-Mellon) accounted for
roughly 80 percent of the orders received by Sun in its first year of business, thanks to this
DARPA funding.
One of Sun's first tasks was to incorporate a new operating system. The Stanford
SUN workstation design still relied on the Ethemet operating system. Sun's first
commercial product, the SUN 1, provided major improvements in sta.mid-alone computing
71 McNealy in 1984 became. the chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Sun, and Bechtolsheim the Vice

President of Technology. Joy is Sun's Vice President of Research and Development. Khosla, who left
Daisy to join Sun, was its first chairman and CEO until retiring in 1985. He is now with the venture
capia firm of Kieiner Perkins Caufield & Byers in Palo Alto, Cal.
72 While Forest Baskett was the original sponsor of the SUN project, his primary interests were in
g'aphics displays and reduced instruction set computing (RISC) technologies. He did not participate
in the formation of Sur Microsystems. In the mid-'30s, he served as Digital Equipment Corporation
project leader for development of its experimental RISC processor. In 1986 he became Vice President
ior Rscarch and Devlolwient of Silicon Graphics, Inc., Mountain View, Cal. Baskett's support of an
extraordinarily wide range of project activities was extollea by former students at a 25th reunion of
Staiford computer science graduates in November 1990.
N:chio!es!eim was also in 'ouch with Stanford colleague Jim Clark, w.io was at work on the "geometry
engine." Clark was an ardent proponent of three-dimensional graphics, whereas Bechtolsheim believed
tlt1t two-dimensional graphics would be adequate for the general applications for which he expected to
market tOe S1, P.4. Thus the tw' proceeded in different directions. Clark founded Silicon Graphics, Inc.,
in the mid.1980s. whe., he was joined by Baskett in 1986.
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power, with this 32-bit 68010 microprocessor, but was not converted to UNJ..
Bill Joy
and four colleagues achieved the conversion to a UNIX workstation and netw(".k operating
system in 3-4 months. Bechtolsheim argues that the open UNIX syst,'m de.-erves credit
for having created an immense and rapidly growing user pool as a result of !t, easy
application to networks and to new computing architectures and operating environments. 73

0

The next major VLSI-related progression at Sun was the incorporation of RISC
architecture into its workstations. In 1983, when rumors circulated about APPLE coming
out with the Macintosh, Bechtolsheim and Khosla saw the need for a step-level advance in
Sun workstation technology. By 1985, DEC and Hewlett-Packard were also beginning to
make inroads into Sun's market share, and Steve Jobs, with his recently-founded Next Inc.
planned tc enter the market with an advanced desktop computer. They looked again to
academic research labs for ideas, and quickly became convinced that the faster processing
speeds and greater computing efficiency made possible by the new RISC archiecture could
become an important means for maintaining and improving Sun competitiveness.
Bechtolsheim talked first with Stanford colleague John Htnnessy who, starting 4n 1981
under DARPA sponsorship, had developed a Stanfod version of RISC architecture, called
MIPS. However, by 1985, Hennessy, believing that sale of MIPS chips would not be
enough to sustain a commercial venture, had organized a company which he envisaged
7
would produce its own computer--a decision which precludedl cooperatior with Sun. "

0
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Bechtolsheim and Khosla then turned to David Patterson, at UC-B, who led the
design and implementation of the reduced instruction set computing architecture and the
RISC-', perhaps the first risc computer, as well as the RISC-I and subsequent
generations. Patterson agreed to serve as a consultant and assisted Bechtolsheim in
development of the SPARC workstation, a derivative of RISC-II. 75 The resulting
commercial product was a particular form of RISC called scalable processor architecture,

73 DEC reportedly found that about one-quarter of its VAX users were operating their systems on UNIX
in preference to using the DEC proprietary VMS (VAX Management Systemý provided with the
equipment
14 Hennessy took a one-year leave of absence from Stanford to concentrate on commercialization of
MIPS. As it developed, the firm that he co-founded, MIPS Computer Systems, now mainly sells and
licenses its own risc chip design, having licensed the technology to DEC, NEC, Siemens, Tandem,
Honeywell-Bull, and Silicon Graphics, Inc. It has also developed a muntiprocessor workstation, the iris

*

Power Series, designed under the leadership of Forest Baskett. Hennessy is Chief Scientist at MIFS,
but also remains on the faculty at Stanford.
75 SUN initially had tried also, unsuccessfully, to hire Skip Stritter from Stanford because of his

experience with the 68000; six months lat-. .tritter assisted John Hennessy of Stanford with the
founding of MIPS Computer Systems, to produce another RISC-based computer.
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Sun's SPARC ch:p, which replaced ihe Motorola 68010 chip originally

used, v;,-z quickly incorpolated into next-generation Sun workstations which were first
shipped in 1987.77
Gaining top management acceptance "F the need for the SPARC workstation
(dubbed Sparcstation 1) involved extraordinary efforts by Bechtolsheim, supported by

Khosla, which are chronicled elsewhere. 78 The ultimate result, Sun's first true desktop
work-station, with its efficient, high-speed low-cost leap over previous PC's and
workstations, has been Sun's best seller, expected to account for ar, estimated 75 percent of
its unit shipments in 1990.
In addition to producin~g its own workstations, Sun has also licensed SPARC for
use by a number of major system houses, hoping thereby to make its technology and
device design the defact'o industry standard for RISC-based computers. According to
KIiosla, another reason for licensing has been that Sun began with a proprietary position in
only one of the three technology bases on which its product depends--the architecture. It
depends on others for the process technologies and for the actual fabrication of its chips.
C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
DARPA's impact on computing via its support of the Stanford 7Iniversity Network
extends well into the commercial life of the Sun workstation. DARPA's main direct
contributicns to the feasibility of the Sun developmet. were its support for:
"
"

thr. work of Bechtolsheim and Baskett on workstation hardware;
CAD and other enabling tools that equipped Bechtolsheim to accomplish
engineering design that would have been unimaginable in previous years;
enhancement to open operating systems, particularly UNLX. that provided
great ease of extens~on and adaptation to new computer architectureis,
multiprocessing envirouments. and ancillary input and output devices;
Bill Joy's UC-B work in his multiple enhancem-nts of the UNIX operating
system;

76 According to Prof. Patterson, the ability to transfer SPARC to commercial applications was crucially
dependent on the open architmcture of the UNIX system, initially developed at the Bell Laboratories of
AT&T (phone interview with Pattetson on Apr*i 27. 0990).
77 Patterson continues t') support Sun technology development as a day-a-week consultant.
79 Se- "Wno's News: Sur's Success DouLly Sweet for Designer," by G. Pascal ZacharyWall Street
Journal,May 29, 990, p. B8.
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funding of first-year workstation orders by academic institutions, aiding Sun's
successful entry into the commercial market;
development of new computer architectures, particularly UC-B's RISC
architecture, which entered Sun's enhanced workstation via Patterson's
SPARC architecture that now gives Sun a true desktop workstation with

minicomputer capabilities;
new display technologies, particularly the work of Jim Clark on the geometry
engine, which contributed to Sun development of a high-resolution display

terminal suitable for engineering and scientific applications.
Less obviously, "If DARPA had not been available, university researchers would
ha••, had to use 'free' equipment from companies like Digital and IBM to do their research.

0
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I.

DARPA funding of research was essential in providing an ability to make independent
choices."'19 (As seen in the next Chapter, "MOSIS," availability of a quick, inexpensive
DARPA-supported fabrication service was also instrumental in early development of
experimental RISC chips.)
From a DARPA viewpoint, the SUN project had special significance. As noted in
th: VLSI overview, former IPTO Director Kahn considers it one of the most powerful
programs funded early in DARPA's VLSI program. Kahn saw in the modest "system-ona-chip proposal of Jim Meindl the germ of a more complex computer project and the projeci
was in fact broadened accordingly, with remarkable resulP
In a still broader sense, DARPA efforts fostered development of new technologies
Mhat proved able not only to compete with the technologiesof industry leaders but in some
cases to challenge themfor leadership. This process involved two stages:
By adapting RISC-Il to develop tnd incorporate SPARC, Sun posed a
challenge to a technology of IBM, which had developed its own reducedinstruction-set computer, the 801, in the late 1970s,80 but made no effort to
market it in spite of its initial lead. 81 RISC technology has provided an
additional step up in the power of works:ations and personal computers which
have become increasingly viable as alternatives to or accessories of minicom-

79 Interview with Vinod Khnsla of Klciner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Palo Alto, Cal. on May 9, 1990
80 See VLSI Prograni - An Overview, Section C, pp. 25-26.
81 Introduction of a RISC-based machine would picsumably have provided increased computing power,
affecting the price structure of current lines of mainframcs. "Begun in the late 1970s, the IBM project.
was the ft.st so start but was the last to become public ....The 801 was an experimental project, br~t
was never designW io be a product." Op. Cit., Hennessy and Patterson, p. 189.
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puters for a growing range of applications; 82 demand for work-stations is said
to have grown at roughly at 70 percent annual rate in 1985-88, faster than any
other market segment except possibly supercornputers. 83 Almost all computer
and chip fabricators have now found it commercially necessary to produce
RISC-type chips.
As workstations have achieved minicomputer power and then networked with
specialized servers, they have in fact become a significant challenge to mainframe producers as well.84
A tribute to Sun's effectiveness as a challenger to established mainframe producers
is provided by IBM Chairman, John Akers, who, in particular respect, "compares IBM
unfavorably" to Sun:

"Let's use Sun as an example," says Ankers. "It brings performance to the
market at a very fast clip and has been able to do that better than anyone
else. That's why they're doing so well: People like performance
improvements at what's seen as a reasonable price. So if IBM wants to be
successful vis-a-vis Sun, we have to do what they're doing at least as

well.. .to even have a chance to be even with them,"8
Bechtolsheim's view is that DARPA sponsorship and support of open systems and
open architecture approaches has accounted for some of its most exceptional successes.
These efforts came at a time when industry was preponderantly committed to closed
proprietary systems. This closed orientation has had three types of consequences:
in general it tended to focus investment unduly or even exclusively on efforts
at the margin to upgrade, elaborate and extend existing technologies and
systems, and to perpetuate proprietary systems at the expense of R&D for
innovation and new technologies, and the development of open systems.
To the limited extent that industry leaders have invested R&D in development
of new technologies, it tends to constrict introduction of technology
breakthroughs by industry, which could have the effect of undercutting current

revenues or shortening the market life of existing profitable lines. A relevant
example is the IBM 801, a risc-type computer from the late 1970s that was

82 As early as 1986 with the introduction of its Sun-3/200 series, Sun's workstation was said to provide
DEC VAX 8600 capabilities at roughly a fourth the cost.
83 "Worksation game too early to call," by Kristina Sorensen, DigitalR.-view, July 1*, 1988, p. 106(1).
84 "Rethinking the Computer: With Superchips, the Network is the Computer," Busin.ss Week,
November 26, 1990, pp. 116-124.
85 As quoted in "IBM's Rca! Challenge is to Stop Reinvcnting the Wheel," by Michael Schrage.
W.shington Post, Nov. 16, ',990, p. C13.
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never commercialized. A vitally important exception was AT&T's policy of

keeping its UNIX operating system architecture open and available.
It has encouraged start-ups and spin-offs not committed to existing products
and technologies to develop and commercialize new technologies.
Bechtolsheim prais's DARPA's role in the third of these areas through its VLSI and
successor computer and micz'oelectronics programs. First, by concentrating on developing
research potentials at the universities, DARPA supported an environment which had some
of the most advanced application requirements, and was unconstrained by commitments to
existing technologies. Second, by emphasizing and abetting development of c 'en
archimtmures and non-proprietary core technologies, DARPA generated powerful catalytic
and symbiotic forces that sptuTed cross-fertilization of technology development in the
academic community and resulted in an amazing array of new technologies. Third, by
promoting both open systems and networking of technologies, in combination with an
emphasis on commercialization of their applications,DARPA fostered broad and even mass
availability of these new technologies, produced economicaliy because of commercial
economies of scale, to the point that industry leaders have had to respond with their own
adaptations or alternatives.
Bechtolsheim observes that over a period of years in the early and mid-1980s, the
computer industry was investing roughly $250-300 billion in R&D, but preponderantly
focusing these funds on proprietary systems and closed architectures. He esdrmates that,
by contrast. DARPA may have invested less than one percent of that amount, but with
greater benefit for the United States than all of industry's investment combined. He
contends that today's workstations, with their minicomputer-equivalent computing
capabilities and leveraged power via network connectivity, have done more than any other
ne-w technology to maintain and even advance US. competitiveness in the worldwide
computer market. That market is basically flat, but within it wcrkstations are a fast-

growing segment.8 6
It is particularly noteworthy that the challenges to industry leaders and contributions
to competitiveness have often come from small start-up companies founded or cc-founded
by acadenic faculty and graduate students, and are often based on little more than
academic'lly dveltoped technologies and venture cap'tal. hI the view of DARPA's former

86 Thinking Machines, Inc., 'o-founder and chief scientist Danny Fillis a•ug•s that fastest growth

highly pe,%..lel computers, sperificadly supercompu:ers.
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is in

IPTO director Bob Kahn, Sur Microsystems is perhaps the best example. Bechtolsheim
gives DARPA much of the credit for making these achievements possible.
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ILLUSTRATION C: THE CONNECTION MACHINE

A. TECHNICAL HISTORY
In 1979, Danny Hillis was diverted from his initial plan to study neurophysiology
at M.I.T. by a professor who suggested that he might learn more about how the mind
works by pursuing studies of artificial intelligence (AI). In so doing Hillis came to
consider the gross short-comings of existing computers in simulating human intelligence in
spite of processing times estimated to be 1,000 times faster than neurons in the mind.8 7 He
focused on the deficiencies of computer manipulations of information serially through
central processors--the traditional von Neumann computer architecture. The mind by
contrast is believed to use massive numbers of processors in parallel,achieving much faster
and more complex results than those achieved by romputers. Hillis' approach to computer
architecture takes its inspiration from the human brain in attempting to replicate the brain's
massively parallel processing of information. By 1982 this approach and its special
potentials for application to problems involving immense volumes of data had become
broadly apparent within the MIT Al program. Even before Hillis had completed his
dissertation on '"The Connection Machine"(CM), supporters of his efforts had become
persuaded that its promise should be tested in the commercial market, and private investors
raised over $7 million to launch it as a commercial venture. Thinking Machines, Inc,, was
founded in 1983, and by the time Hillis had convened ntis dissertation into a book in 1985,
the company had sold its first Connection Machine. Five years later, Thinking Machines
has sold over 50 machines, leased ten more and describes itself as the second largest
supercomputer producer in the United States.
DARPA's role was pivotal in several aspects of this evolution. Not long before
Hillis began to develop a detailed formulation of the CM concept, DARPA had provided a
grant to the M.I.T. Artificial Intelligence program under the direction of Professor Patrick
Winston. Hillis submitted a proposal for funding his CM development as part of a broader
research program to be undertaken with DARPA funding.

87 While the mind improves the quality o.nd spced of its output as it acquirs added information, the von

Neuman ser:al-l7ocessing compuLer architecture becomes slower at processing incrased dan vklumes.
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However DARPA's influence on CM development in fact considerably predated
this 1983 funding grant, one of the earliest under its Strategic Computing Prog'am. These
earlier contributions are the ones that originated with DARPA activities under the VLSI
program. As a graduate student, Hillis was first exposed to the potentials of quick silicon
implementation of projects through his awareness of the work of M.I.T.'s Guy Steele on
the SCHEIVIE chip which was first executed through one of the quick-turnaround
fabrication projects organized for academic users by Lynn Conway and colleagues at Xerox
PARC in 1979-80. Once the successor to this multizhip effort, the MOSIS quickimplementation service--became available through DARPA's efforts, access to it became
part of the critical time path which brought Hillis' work so quickly to the commercialization
process which began in 1983 with the establishment of Thinking Machines, Inc.88 It is
Hillis recollection that the first chip designs planned as components of the CM were
fabricated in an early run--possibly the third--in 1980, MOSIS' first year of operations. In
quick order, he had fabricated through MOSIS the initial processor, dynamic memory, and
routing chips. More important to the graduate student was that the fact that DARPA IPTO
Director Robert Kahn had made one of the early grants under the VLSI program to
Principal Investigator Patrick Winston of the AI program at M.I.T. Funding for Hillis'
dissertation work on the CM came from that DARPA grant. Hillis also attributes to
DARPA the general ambiance of creativity and excitement over the potential the VLSI
program fostered in the academic community at that time, as c.,Ileagues had the opportur.ity
to work on an array of related chip and computer acti' 'ties.8 9
As Hillis' self-described "crazy idea" for reconfiguring computer architecture into
massive parallelism came to capture the imagination of others, professors and colleagues
began to cor,aibute to various aspects of its development. In late 1982, even before his
dissertation on the CM was complete, "the project had grown so big" that Hillis and
supporters accepted that its further development would require resources beyond those
available through M.I.T., and actions were initiated to form a company and to raise
financing. Thus for a time in 1982-83 Hillis was concurrently completing his dissertation
and co-founding Thinking Machines, Inc. The complex of potentials that massive parallelism foreshadowed necessitated solving a wide array of problems created by this new
88 See Chapter XX, VLSI Implementation: MOSIS.
89 In his book acknowledgments, Hillis specifically mentions "Craig Fields, who knew it was the right
thing....Bob Kahn, who supported the machine through its development.... Steve Squires, for support,
ideas, and enthusiasm....the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Naval Electronic
System,° Command for support of the construction of the prototype under contract #N00039-84-C-

0638."
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approach. Hillis' intellectual debts to colleagues whose work was also supported in
various ways by DARPA and who contributed to meeting these challenges are catalogued
!n two pages of credits in the introduction to his 1985 book based on his dissertation. 90
Major assists included initial programming, program language development, help with
invention of data parallel algorithms, and inspiration for the idea from the thesis of a fellow

10

student.
The CM then participated in late 1982 in the transition to the Strategic Computing
Program by becoming one of the early beneficiaries of SCP funding. While DARPA did
not contribute directly to the financing that launched Thinking Machines, Inc., its agreement under SCP to purchase the first Connection Machinw for $4.5 million was an
impormnt assist to raising the $7 million from the private sources that provide its initial

financial base. The DARPA progress payments became the first cash flow for the new
*

company which culminated in delivery to DARPA of the first machine in 1984. Other key
developments in commercialization of the Connection Machine are noted in Table17-C-i.
Table 17-C-1:
DATE
1983 (first half)
1985
1988
1989

(Nov. 28)

1990
1990 (As of October)

Key Dates In Connection Machine Commercialization
Acfioa
El apsed T-im__
Founded company
0
Delivered 1st prototype
Sold and delivered > 30 systems
$12 million cont-nact from DARPA
Development of Teia-Ops machine
First machine sold to Japan
Total: sold & delivered > 50 systems

2.5 years
5.0 years
6.5 years
7 years
7.5 years

a. From preceding evenL

B.

GBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS

Hillis' appraisal is that DARPA's role involved several streams of contributions
which converged at varying points to contribute to the development of the CM and its
subsequent commercialization. DARPA's role did the following.
It created the overall environment of intellectual stimulus that was to give rise
to a wide variety of new ideas about computers and human-machine
interaction.
90 W. Daniel Hillis, "The Connection Machine," The MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1985. The
&sser~tion on which it was based received the ACM "Distinguished Dissertation" award for i985.
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It funded work of specific colleagues who originated ideas and support that
contributed to CM development.

*

It made possible the MOSIS service which provide rapid realization of
experimental chip designs and greatly accelerated CM commercialization.

*

By block grants to the MIT Artificial Intelligence program and the specific CM
component, it provided the financing for the CM dissertation.

*

Its even earlier interest in AI made possible the existing state of development of
that program at MIT, which provided expertise and inspiration for Hillis'
work.
Then under the SCP, DARPA's agreement to purchase the first CM was
instrumental in helping TM co-founders to assemble the financing for
commercialliztion.

Hillis suggests that DARPA funding was highly leveraged in that its commitment to
purchase the first CM was the key to TM's ability to raise five times DARPA's commitment
amount -the total of funding that ulimately went into development of the first machine.
On a broader scale, Hillis believes that the new technology gave the United States
its sole remaining lead in supercomputing over Japan since in his view Japan has now
drawn even or possibly even ahead of the United States in serial processing technology.
Hillis identifies the main advantage of current CM technology as being the "data parallel
programming" feature which gives the ultimate efficiency to massive parallel architectures.
He believes that TM can maintain it, lead, citing its participation in one of DARPA's latest
program initiatives--the Terraops (trillions of machine operations per second), which aims
at a 1,000-fold improvement in processing speeds. To get to this level will require further
major improvements based on massive parallelism. Getting the necessary increments in
computing power requires new concepts in communication flows between processors that
will leave behind the hypercube-type structures thdt ire at the core of the present
Connection Machine.
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XVIII. VLSI IMPLEMENTATION:

A.

MOSIS

BRIEF OVERVIEW
MOSIS the Metal Oxide Silicon Implementation Service1 is a key enabling

*

component of DARPA's comprehensive VLSI (very large scale integration) technology
initiative which took shape in the late 1970s. 2 MOSIS provides a fast turnaround system
whereby researchers can obtain limited runs of custom and semicustom microelectronic
devices of their own design within roughly four to ten weeks at limited expense. In
addition, the system facilitates the educational and human resource objectives of the VLSI
program: it obviates the need for researchers to have direct access to fabrication equipment,
or to face the complexities of arranging their own fabrications, by providing access to a
qualified multivendor base through a single interface.
As microelectronic circuitry moved below two-micron feature sizes in the late
1970s, further miniaturization threatened to "hit the wall3P' as complexity of design,
limitations of available materials, and increases in the cost of fabrication equipment and
runs stretched the known potentials and increased the cost of further marginal
improvements. The VLSI program stimulated new approaches that could break out of
these impending limits. As it evolved, the program took on four main directions: (1)
computer architecture and system design; (2) microelectronic device fabrication process, (3)
education and human resource development in microelectronics and computer sciences, and
4
(4) fast-turnaround design fabrication, testing, and evaluation.
Since beginning operation in 1980, MOSIS has managed a growing volume of
device fabrication (from 258 projects in 1981, rising to 1,880 in 1989 after a decline in
1986-1988), in an expanding array of device technologies (nMOS devices from 1980-

2

Implementation, in its MOSIS formulation, inc!udes "merging [chip] designs into a starting frame,
converting dsign data into a paucrning format, making masks, processing [silicon] wafers, dicing the
wafers into chips, and mounting and wire.bondiig the chips into packages", as defined by Lynn
Conway in The MPC Adventures: Experiences with the Generation of VLSI Design and
Implemcntation Methodologies, Lynn Conway, Xerox, Palo ASto Reseamh Center, 1981.
VLSi technology roughly defined involves devices with from 10.000 to 1,000,000 transistors or gates.

3
4

Quoted from An interview with Dt. Paul Losleben, September 29, 1989.
Interview with Col. !ohn Took, ia . 0, March 26, 1990.

1
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1984, moving toward full CMOS from 1985-1989 (see Table 18-1); adding printed circuit
boards in 1984, with gallium arsenide chip service planned in 1990, at steadily decreasing
feature sizes (from 51 in 1980 to 1.2g by 1989, with 0.8g. envisaged shortly). MOSIS
serves users at more than 360 institutions throughout the United States, via ARPANET 5
and other E-mail services. Advances in MOSIS services offered are stimulated by close
relations between MOSIS staff, users, DoD/DARPA, commercial vendor communities, and
the VLSI research community.
Through ARPANET 6, DARPA fi it provided access to MOSIS to the DARPA.
VLSI project community and to DoD c.)ntractors, but extended its use in 1982 to the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and affiliated educational institutions, and in 1984 to
qualified comn,-rcial users.7 In 1982 DARPA and the NSF also agreed to foster further
expansion in the use ot MOSIS, as NSF undertook the administration of MOSIS services
for approved edu,.-ational uses. MOSIS has facilitated the work of DoD contractors, as well
as DARPA-spopsored and academic researchers at a growing array of institutions.
More generally, MOSIS has proven to be a key mechanism by which DARPA and
NSF have expanded and fostered the VLSI community, thus broadly and powerfully
enabling a great profusion of developments in VLSI technologies. The greatest overall
value of MOSIS is said to be its contribution to the broader thrust of t~e VLSI program as a
whole. For the growing community of institutions and researchers participating in this
program, MOSIS was the indispensable mechanism by which researchers could quickly
test their designs in silicon, and develop devices that became the components of new
electronic systems. It played a crucial role in making economically feasible and accelerating
a process by which the VLSI community could develop, test, and share its technology
advances, particularly among universities.
More than two dozen major and bur~dreds of lesser device and computer design
developments, which are shaping new computer directions and performance capabilities for

5

The telecommunication network established by ARPA in 1969 to serve the defense and research

communities. Since 1989 called INTERNET. See Volume I, Chapter XX.
6

University users were also able to access the,MOSIS silicon brokerage serviue through TELENET (a
comrn.rcial offspring of ARPANE-) or CSNET.

7 Extension to commeriai users was expected to reduce government costs of MOSIS support, and to
bring down costs to users generally, via better rates from suppliers through larger, more frequent runs.
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the 1990s, virtually owe their existence to MOSIS (See Section C below). Many of these
devices led to or became part of systems that were successfully commercialized, often with
obvious defense applications. Just two among new concepts of foremost importance in
which MOSIS' role was crucial were the; reduced instruction set computer (RISC)
architectures from UC-Berkeley and Stanford, and the wide array of microprocessors for
parallel processing, such as the ma-,sively parallel "connection machine,' the MOSAIC
homogeneous multiprocessor, aad a variety of systolic array processors. The dominant
view of those contacted who were at research institutions in this early period is that without
MOSIS, few of the many rich VLSI technology advances from non-commercial institutions
in the early 1980s would have taken place. 8 (See Table 18-5 below)
B. TECHNICAL HISTORY
1. Technology origins
In about 1977, as he began the early shaping of what was to become the DARPA
VLSI program, Dr. Robert E. Kahn, DARPA's Director of the Information Processing
Techniques Office G11PTO) first considered the idea of a fully automated semiconductor
device (chip) factory. However, he revised this notion after discussions with Arden
Bement, then director of DARPA's Defense Materials Office, who debated the practicality
of an automated chip line, countering that a better route would be to set up a research lab to
produce quickly new chips designs from DARPA-sponsored researchers, a concept of
which Kahn became increasingly persuaded. DARPA had begun to fund a growing array
of university research which would hopefully lead to new chip designs. Kahn realized thit
would be important for DARPA to facilitate direct testing of these desig,-. la, silicon in
some prompt and inexpensive way. By happenstance, in 1978 he learned of efforts in
,'alifornia which might lead to that kind of capability. DARPA was able to encouTage
initial experimentation with this approach, first by authorizing use of ARPANET as a
channel for forwarding designs from remote and multiple sources to a centralized
mechanism for implementation in silicon, and second, by its support of research projects
which had designs approaching the implementation and testing stages. Fortuitously,

This chapter focuses on MOSIS as a key enabling capability for those VLSI developments. Chapter
17 documents specific device DARPA development research in new microelectronics architectures,
particularly parallel processing and RISC.
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Kahn's perception of the need and his initial support for development of such a system in
California provided successful ingredients for what was to become the MOSIS syst..n. 9
The origins of what was, through later DARPA sponsorship, to become the MOSI:
technology can be found in seminal work of Carver Mead of the California Institute of
Technology and Lynn Conway of the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) in the
latter half of the 1970s. In the early 1970s Mead conducted a series of courses in integrawd
circuit design at CalTech, based on the industry state-of-the-art in MOS LSI design. Then
in 1975 Mead and Conway, through the intermediation of Sutherland brothers Bert (at
Xerox PARC) and Ivan (at CalTech) began a research collaboration to restructure and
simplify design methods to make them more accessible and more powerful for computer
system designers. That collaboration evolved into the book they co-authored, Introduction
to VLSI Systems, published in 1979, which, in its pre- and post-publication versions, had
an immediate, broad, and profound impact in stimulating interest and effort in VLSI
design.1 0,11 Their book emphasized standard detign methcds and binipiified scalable
device design rules.lZ Pre-publication chapters of their book were used to train instructors
and to teach courses first offered in 1977-78 at CalTech, UC-Berkeley, Carnegie-Mellon
University (CMU), mnd MIV.T., and at eight more universities by 1979-80, growing tc
more than 80 by 1980-81.
The Mead-Conway approach also stressed fabrication in silicon of researcher
designs as a vital aspect of the.design learn'ng experience. Mead a9*• pioneeied the rmuigproject chip system for fabrication of research digns for groups of Ca!7ech students by

9

Dr. Kahn stated, in an interview on August 7, 1990, that if DARPA had not found an effort vnthis
direction such as that in California, it would have been necessary for DARPA to rind a w~ty to deelop
such a capability.
10 Carver Mead and Lynn Conway, Introduction to VLS! Systems, Addisoa,-Wesley Publishing Co.,
1979.
11 Amoug the momt immediate benefits from Mead-Conway wcrk th.at was ii:.pornarr in the, J,-velopment
of MOSIS was the development of CIF 2.0. For the book, it bccame es•v,'ial to have a standardized
format for T.,vifying design for pattern generation by maskmakers. Mead and Conway scught urgent
help from P'.e.rt Sproull and Wayne WiLner to piovide a robus, accurate refinement of earlier CalTech
efforts at a format standardization known az the California intermediate File. CIF version 2.9, defined
in the Med-Conway book, was a very basic and essential ingredient in provioing a standard means of
conveying designs for maskrmking.
12 Scalable design is a ".tyConway contributi-on whi':h greatly simplifiee VLSI design by permitting
;- ý ¢ ii.tial design w-vout n-4A to change dcsign
adjustment of fr.-tire sizes to cales iTfertu:,
systems or appLPoaches. ThiL techn;+e pormiL "bloati: g" of "shrinking" variuus layers of designs
such that the smailest value car oc used as the *ieature sie" (or "amb'a"). Cf. "Quality Conuol Fr.; 'n
Trm Silicon Brmher's Perspective,' T)anny Coher. cn-l Vince Tyree, 'rE/L! DtSi6". Iý:iy *August 1982,
p. 24. This apcIr-a~h inito,.'.lv gc-erated muct. conferndon in industry where izw- wideiy ,'nsi.td
neive and impzticdt1.
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arrarging to have student designs scheduled into regular test die runs at one of the leadir.g
semiconductor firms. 13 As an extension of this experience. Mead conceived the idea of a
ai
silicon feundry "as a way to give a large community of chip designers access to fabrication
se..,ices and as a way to speed up the fabrication process."14 This concept he developed in
respore to the obstacles created for researchers by the numerous different proprietwry
design rules. To implement this cencept, Mead encouraged the development of
standardize!, simplified design rules, and encouraged local or regional communities of
principal resa.arcihsrs to negotiate foundry arrangements with fabricators using such rules.
Meanwhile, Lynn Conway at Xerox began to develop:', debug, and document
sinip•iifed methods of integrated design, and a parallel effort to simplify implementation
procedures.15 In 1978, when Conway was making preparations to teach a Fall course• in
VLSI design at MIT, she met vwi.,

DARPA's Director of the Information Processing

Techniqe'. Office (LPTC-). Dr. Robert E. Kahir. to ask his approval io use ARPANET to
sOiALd MIT des.gns back to Xerox for cooi'din.tion ;-f fabricatione6 -- !he first long-distance
muldchip proiect-which ýTc approvtz subject to establishiiig a relationship with PARC for
that purpose. Tn Derember 1970, ARPANILT was used to trarismit MIThT student designs to
thh Xerox Research Center in Palo Alto, California (PARC), where chip layout was
deveoL 1 ed. iYor this fiist and the two subsequent multi-project efforts, masks were
"crdered from 'Micro.Mask. Inc., and Hewlett-Packard handled all the details of chip
fabricationa, Conway then undertook to extend the learning-through-building concept to
other istituons by organizing the first remote-entry Multi-project Chip (MPC) fabrication
to serve muItiple institutions via electronic mail. In the Fall rf 1979 and Spring of 1980,
Conway orche.trated these first Multi-project Chip efforts: MPC79, in the Fall of 1979,
incorporated 82 integrated system design projects from 124 participating designers from 11
univtrides. The May 1980 project (MPC580) involved over 250 designers, and at least

13 Intel.

14 "Mh)SiS-THE ARPA S.LICON BRO1%XR," by l.niny (.c-nen and Gcorge Lewicki, USC Information
Stuences lnstitutL,, in CALTECe CONAFEREN,2/E ON VLSI, January 1981, p. 29
15 'ý',nn Coiwwy, Alan Bell. and Martin E. Newtli, "MPC',"Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, in
LAMBPA, Second Quartei 1980, p. 13. Others whn made important conLibutions to the effort at
Y,-". x *,,'r,Pagncia Cisun of the PARC Integrated Cirvuit R iase=h Processing Laboratory and Merrill
P.zoikksby, Director of CAD )'evelopmeqL
16 ror ius own research purpos,'s, PRojfC since the mid-1970s hnd an ;n-hous3 VLSI fabricatiun facility
and had ad hoc ex;'nacc in founcry hro.:ding.
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171 projects frow 15 universities and R&D organizations, 17 chips w.ere fabricated in June
and returned by Jaiy 1980.
Realizing that in Conway's efforts wes potential f.r the kind of fast-implementation
capability he anticipated for the VLSI program, Kahn agreed to collaborate with Conway
by assisting both MPC79 and MPC580 by nmaking ARPANET available to transmit
designs. Moreover, early DARPA VLSI program fundir.g supported much of the design
work which produced early prototypes that were fabricated as early as 1979 in Conway's
MPC79.
Conwav's approach expanded on the loctl or regional researcher-foundry concept,

envisaging development of a national electronic network of researchers as a way to reduce
the cost and facilitate access to a broader community including students. In time fer
MPC580, Xerox PARC also augmented the power of E-mail transmission by developing a
prototype automatic interface and software for project scheduling and allocation of wafer
space, so that the capacity of the electronic netork was g-reatly enhanced by the front-end
automation of design transmission and administration. This became one of the major initial
strengths of the MOSIS automated service capabilities.
Industry skeptics did not believe that the MPC could meet the tight schedules
cnvisaged because delays in getting reticles for masks at that time were believed w.make
such an approach impractical. A crucial decision made by the MPC sponsors was to use
MEBES electron-beam lithography tte;bno!ogy to bypass delays in maskmaking. With the
success of this gamble, MPC79 "provided a sufficient demonEtration of the feasibility and
practicality of rencte-entry, fast-tunaround VLSI implementation, so a:; to lead to the
funding and operation of a regular, scheduled VLSI impiementation service for a
substantial government-supported research community."18 To regularize :his service, new
coordination arrangements were required to varny on what Conway, A!an Bell, Ted Str~llo,
Martin Newell and other c"lle.gues had begun at Xerox PARC. 19
Whilt Conway was organizing the Multi-project Chip effoiIs, DARPA's Dr. Kahn,
had already become attracted to the potential for combining the economies of multi-chip
17 Conway et 1l., op. cit., p. 11. See also "Documentation for Participants in the MPC580 Multiproject
Chip-Set: A Collection of Information and Instructions conveyed to the Participating Designers, along
with their Packaged Chips," compiled and r.,vised by Ted Strollo, Terri Doughty, Glenn Krasner,
Maureea Stone, Wayne Wilner (Xerox PARC), and Danny Cohen (USC/ISI). 7 July 1980.
18 Conway et al., op. cit., p. 19.
19 XEROX continued to develop its own fast-turnaround silicon implementation capability for corporate
requirements, but decided it could not continue a broader service.
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"W
fabrications with the facility of electronic design transmission via ARPA NET into a system
to provide fast turnaround and inexpensive fabrication for use by DARPA contractors and
researchers. In 1979, DARIA undertook to institutionalize the system, since Xerox PARC
officials had decided by mid-year that they could not provide that community service
beyond the MPC580 effort. They had so informed Kahn and asked if he could figure out a
way to continue the service from some other base. Kahn inquired of Keith Uncapher,
Director of the Information Sciences Institute at the University of Southern California,20
and of Danny Cohen, whether ISI would be interested in providing the service; Uncapher
and Cohen ,wee definitely interested.
Conway in ler accou;it of MPC79 reported that "ISI will operate a VLSI
implementation system and coordinate the maskmaking, wafer fabrication, and packaging
for the universities in the future, with funding provided by DARPA.' 21 DARPA anranged
with ISI to carry on the quick-implementation systemr developed during these MPCs, by
developing and operating MOSIS based on the fasi tur.mround system picne*red by
Conway and her colleagues at Xerox PARC.2 ISJ I- d the computer and communications
strengths required. Danny Cohen agreed to head
ffort. He took the lead in preparing

the proposal to DARPA, and became MOSIS' fist Director.23 He asked that Oeorge
Lewic•, a semiconductor support specialist from CalTech's Electrical Engineering and
Computer Scie.•ic (EESC) Department be loaned to ISI to provide needed semiconductor
expertise and to help with the start-up. Conway reported that by mid-1979, "a transfer of
the VLSI implementation sysiem tzchnology (was] underway from Xerox PARC to the
Information Sciences Institute (ISI) at the University of Southern California." Cohen and
Lewicki worked wit. led Strollo, whe managed technical aspects of MPC79 at Xerox
PARC, to tmnsfer to SI the capability to take over the silicon broker service. Preparations
moved quickly and by August 1980, the MOSIS name had been coined and ISI had
conducted its first pilot multichip fabrication, MO8B, which successfully provided chips

20 In 1972 Keith Uncapher, then at RAND in Santa Mnica, Cal., asked DARPA it it would provide
support for an independent computer group that he proposed to relocate to USC. At RAND the group
faced reduced funding, and Uncapher argued that the group could rcalize its potentials more fully if
T)ARPA would support it as an independent entity. DARPA Director Dr. Stmphan Lukasik's approval
led to the founding of the Informaton Sc'.eaces Institute in affiliation with USC in that same year. A
large pan of ISMs wo:k hts continued to be funded by DARPA since that time.
21 Conway et aL., op. cit., p. 19.

22 DARPA contrecs MDA903 80 C 0523, under Order No. 2723, and MDA903-81-C-0335, under Order
4012, April 29, 1980, VLSI Fast Tumiround Testbed.
23 Cohen had taken a salbaI',"al frDm USC to work with Carier Mead at CalTech; he had skills and
experience in communications. ntwz'rking, and VLSi, and was faWrilar with Mead's .jpproaches.
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f-ir b5 projpk ts to F user orgarizations.24 The "MOSIS service" was formally instituted in
January 1981.
In the period preceding MOSIS' creation, the U.S. computer technology
environment was characterized by (1) the tapering oft of the rate of improvement in
computer performance as the marginal costs rose and marginal gains from extending
prevailing technologies declined; (2) extensive insulation of commercial microelectronics
firms, concentrating on proprietary developments, from academic communities which were
limited in their access to advanced equipment and industry technologies 25 ; and (3)
expoiienmia. growth in the costs of device design implementation, As Conway and her
ReseaTch Center co'leagues realized:

university engineerhig and compater ,cie-ice departments were getting shut
oixt of much of the ricroelzctronics renolution bvcause they couldn't afford
t,'c equipment necessary ,- manufacture silicon chip- Even those
universities thlm could afford s ;me equipment could ,Vever keep up with the

rapidly advancing .'.tate of the art.'6
In this environment,. Dr. Kahn proposed the VLSI rrograrn in 1977. Through his
relations with the academic community going ba.ck to the early 1970s, Kri was .ware of
both the potentials of work being doic at "centers of excellence" at CalTech, Stanford,
CMU, MIT, and UC-Berkeley, tne cost and proprietary Emits cn implementing, validating,
and demonstrating their work, and the declining research budgets available to the
universities from Defense Department sources. The VLSI program ,:-as undertaker.
specifically from a desire to promote the creativity of the academic community, which h1,d
played an important role in earlier computer and semiconductor developments but w-s
increasingly thwarted by the mid-1970s. As initially conceived, the VLSI program had
four technical objectives to support: (1) development of a design methodology based on
use of standard, simplified, scalable design rules; (2) development of computer-aided
design (CAD) tools to support designers; (3) simplification of the implementation process
to niake it easier, quicker, and cheaper, and to free designers from having to deal with
riumerotus different proprietary implementation systems, and (4) demonstration of VLSI

24 Phone interview with Danny Cohen May 25. 1990. See also ISI's 1980 Apnual Technical Report,
Vol. 2, December 1979-September 1980, AResearch ProgramiAComputer Technosogy.
25 Carver Mead at Cal Tech was said to be unusual among academics of the time in having rea6y
familiarity with industry developments, as a result of his long associations with Intel.
26 "Homebrew Chlps," by John Markoff, Phillip Robinson and Donna Osgood, DTE. May 1985, p.
363.
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technologies by developing specific computer architectures. 2 7 MOS IS' role w~sto achi.0ev-.
the third of these goals, while supporting the other three.
Dr. Kahn managed6 DARPA'S- VLSI proSg,;-. in 197-7-1978, TF1 i978 ILt. Col.
Djuaiue Adains became programi manager. MOSIS was considered c--ntral to the goals of
the VLSI project, and received strong DARPA suppoirt from its origin. In July 1981 when
A dams became Deputy Director of IPTO, DARPA brought in Paul Loskben from the
28
National Security Agcncy (NSA) to assume VLSI program manage-r responsibilities.
Losleben had developed the idea of vendor-independent design rules in his work at NSA,
and was attracted to DARPA in part by the opporiunity to support implementation of this
same basic approach. Kahn, Adams, and Losleben are. all highly regare-ed by the principal
inve~stigators contacted for their effictive support and encouragement of the VLSI and
MOSW~ programs during their time at DARPA. The semiannual principal investigator
meetings were instrumental in catalyzing broad awareness of new technology developments
and in shaping an inter'active research commnunity whiCh produced many fruitful lines of
investigation. Tosleben was also instrumental inx encouraging an early transition from the
nMOS ttc'hno~ogy initially used by MOSIS to CMOS implementaition, and increased
ciry)hasis on testing for quality assurance oi fabrication s3ervices. 29 MOSIS' first director,
Danny Cohc~t, was succeeded by George Lewicki (1983-90). Colen an;d Lewiciti made
iv'iportant contribixt-ots at DA.RPA's semiiannuali meetings of principal VLSI in-jestigators
by reporting emerging enhancements in MOSIS service and by learning abou~t the
fordicoming fabri,~ation needs of die VLSSI community. MOSIS' present director is C~sar
Pifia.
An eariy DARPA description of the MOSIS c,..ncept (unclassified), circa 1980,
states, under the caption "SUBMICRON MICROEL ECTRONICS":
This DARPA VLSI technology initiative is focused on developing a
capability for effective use oil submicroia digital fabrication technique,- in
DoD operational applications. The emplhasis of thiis microelectronic
development program is on auvomated ikitegrated circuit architecture
development and detailed "chip" design. Each "chip" may crc.itain as many
as one million or more gates. In order to support this level of automated
"chip" design, the designer's attention flhust be focused on the architecture
aspects. Detailed layout and fabrication are then accomplished by
27 7hterview with Duane Adams on May 30, 199o.

28 Lositben, through hb participation at VLSI ccntractor meetings, knew the VLSI community well and
was supported ty them for the position.
29 While at NSA, Lasleben had supported early CMOS development and implementatior. by NSA's
vendors, Westinghouse. RCA, Harris, Hughes and others.
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computers which can design, fabricate, and test each chip for delivery by
J.S. mail in a 1 to 2 week turnaround time as illustrated in Viewgraph No.
15. It is antinipated that this flexibility will be useful to research engineers,
sy.r-'M Oevelopers, and possibly even students to provide tailored system
funcaons
t.-,v1
r"altime computational functions not possible at lower
lev,.!s of integratoio. The cnp.o.lity for fast turnaround implementation of
";nttgratedcircuits was recently ,-ron'.: ated tne December 1979 MultiProjt . run in which one hundrea university designs wuce merged into
a dozen die types 3ln two wafers. The total turnarouAd time fr,•m
submission of the design i, digital form over the ARPANET to retuncj
bonded chips in the designers' nands was abont 6 weeks. By a continued
refinement of the process, we believe this capability can be ;mproved to 2
weeks turnaround time or less. The implications of these techniques on
design and development of radar, communication, electronic warfare, m.nd a
host of other DoD systems are expected to be profound.
This initial DARPA expectation overestimated the potential for further redtction in
turnaround times, particularly the speed with which MOSIS could provide -ubnmicron
fezmre implkmentatioi, (whi'Th MOSIS was finally developing in 1989 but may first
provide only in 1990). Among th(ý main initial objectives of ISI's MOSIS management
,Aere: to provide fast turnaround fabriaat~on for the DARPA VLSI community, to expand
the VLSI design community, ar.d to encourage more vendors to offer custom VLSI
services.
By 1987 issues arose within DARPA about the value and effectiveness of MOSIS.
Foremost was whether MOSIS was sufficiently linked to DoD operations to be useful for
development of military systems.30 Also in question were how its costs compared with the
commercial market, why it hadn't attracted more commercial users, why its technologies
seemed to lag behind the most advanced fabrication technologies available, what its
services contributed to the industry and to DoD. and whether and how DARPA should
continue supporting it. An internal review resulted in favorable conclusions and a decision
to continue DARPA support. Conclusions regarding questions raised about its value are
addressed later in this chapter.
2.

The MOSIS System
As a process, MOSIS consists of the following basic steps:
1. Users send request, either via E-mail (ARPANET, TELENET) or
magnetic tape, in an acceptable design geometry format (CIF 2.0+,
CALMA-GDS II); MEBES may also be provided.

30 Interview with Dr. Robert E. Kahn, August 7, 1990. Kahn emphasized that this question missed the
point of the program, which was to foster technologies aimed at order-of-magnitude improvements in
nicroe•etraonics and computer functionality which could in turn broadly strengthen defense capabilities.
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2.

The MOSIS computer processes requests, organizes (groups arid
places) sets of projects into smaller sets of dies (job decks), translates
each die into MEBES formal (for maskmaking); MOSIS forwards both
to a foundry. 31 (MOSIS has averaged more than five fabrication runs
per month in 1989.)

3.

A foundry (or a maskmaking house) prodaces mask sets, then a
foundry fabricates the devices, and does initial electrical testing.32

4.

MOSIS probes each of the chips on a wafer to obtain SPICE
parameters, cut them into individual die, packifIc, bond, and retest each
device before returning them to designers. This quality control
program seeks to (a) refine parameters for wafer acceptance aad
foundry acceptance criteria, (b) correlate MOSIS and vendor test
results, (c) monitor fabrication quality, (d) determine wafer defect
density and yield of devices designed with generalized design rules,
and (e) extract transistor-model parameters for circuit simulators such
as SPICE. 33

5.

MOSIS sends wafers, along with bonding rnaps, 3 4 to firms which
package and bond the devices.

6.

MOSIS acquires and and makes available design cell libraries obtained
from previous users and from other sources to facilitate design efforts
by current users

This simple schema is now a much more sophisticated and automated process than
used by MPC79 and MPC580, but remains essentially the same in seq ',!nce as those pilot
procedures, illustrated in Figure 18-2. Such a simple description, however, neglects many
important contributions that ISI made along the way to bring MOSIS beyond the MPC
stage to modern-day sophistication, including:
--

Identification of mask houses, and foundries willing to provide increasingly
35
sophisticated, advanced technology services per MOSIS specifications,

--

Development of standards and procedures for specifying and transmitting
designs usable by service providers for mask-making and fabricaticn;

--

Introduction of testing and quality control procedures applied to chips upon
their return from fabrication;

31 In the early 1980s, ISI worked with as many as eleven foutsdr;es. By 1989 the great majority .,I its
MOSIS work was handled by 4 organizations: Hfwleu-Packard-NID, ORBIT, IMP, ar., VLLI

Technology.
32 Initial options were 40 and 64 DIP (dual in-line pins); cwirrently MOSIS can also provide
33 Cf., Cohen & Tyree, op. cit., p. 29.
34 To show bonders how to connect the chip to the pins on the package.
35 Foundry services may be provtided either by indeper-dent tound1ries or by system Louses wiling to
provide foundry services for unrelated designers.
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These three contributions provide designers with an easy interface for imrplementing their
design, obviating the difficulties of negotiating numerous highly technical and cemplex
interface requirements that vary widely between suppliers and -nvolve a degree of detail
which effectively mIkes impleme-itation for academic and research institute designers
prohibitively difficult and expensive.
In addition, constant interaction between MOSIS, DARPA, VLSI and design
,.-n.munities. and impler-mentation-service providers ser'es to advance the develop-nent of
MOSIS tc, -oologies avaihble in step with user needs and indusn- fabrication capabiintes.
Ai a result of this process, MOSiS has steadily upgraded the quality and technologicl
sophistication of imiplemen." .1onservices provided, while keeping turnaround times ai tight
au possible. 36 In addition to regular Dreduction runs, MOSIS provides "technology
developme'n- runs" as preparation for future use of new technologies in standard runs.
Such experimental runs of necessity involve longer turnarounds, cunently ranging from 36 months, or roughly 50-100 pecxent longcr than regular production euns.
3.

Beoefits of the MOSIS System.

MO5SI pio,-ides fast, low-cost, low-risk fabrication of microelectronic device
desigms, which are then packaged, tcsted, and returned to the designtcr. Among i.s major
benefits are:
*

, if

Access: Complexites of understandins and adapting to widely

differing requirements of available commercial mask houses and fabricators, :o
say nothing of cost, made access to commercial implementation prohibitve for
most universities, colleges, and even small bu,.nesses and commercial
packaging services were virtually unobtainable until MOSIS startei,.37
]o.W
n tkus: Early expectations were that by consolidating many design
projects (Multi-project Chips) into each run (Multi-chip Wafers) to achieve
economies of scale not possible for individual designers or institutions, the
cost per device could be limited to a few hundred dollars. By contrast, to
arrange a commercial run at that time would have cost $15-20,000 and taken at
least three or four months. 38 By 1984 MOSIS claimed costs per projiect of a

36 Compared with MOSIS initial turnaround target of 6 weeks or less, actual implementation has averaged
closer to 7-9 weeks in recent years as the technologies involved have become more complex.
37 From 'the beginning of this effort. MOSIS managers faced a plethora of proprietar. systems for device

fabrication in the commercial sector, and had to work out procedures and standards which would permit
use of several fabricators.
38 Conway, op. cit., p. 12.

0
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tenth to a twentieth of independent fabrication run costs. 39 See Table 18-2
below for illustrative prices fcr MOSIS fabricators. Costs for DARPA VLSI
contractors are funded by DARPA, and for designers eligible under certain
NSF programs, by NSF.)
52=d: Ini0al objectives were to provide designers with completed devices
within 4-6 weeks of submission. Most designers currently receive completed
devices within 7-9 weeks, depending on the technology and vendor used.
MOSIS shortens turn-tround by grouping design projects and using multiple
"fabr'cators, which peimits it to schedule frequent runs (almost one per week
currently); through its automated interface with users, it provides automated
scheduling and wafer space allocation, which avoids delays inherent in dealing
with human administrators.
MOSIS offrs reduction of risk in baving designs translated into
silicon by establishing both the scalc and standards for interaction with
maskmakers and fabricators to assure production quality in ways that
individual researchers and even institutions co-.!d not achieve. The National
Security Agency (NSA), a major user of MOSIS, reported, for example, that
"At least two projects which failed at a contractor were later prototyped with
4 0 MOSIS uses a number of procedures to
MOSIS quickly and successfully.a"
assurm protection of proprietary designs. Quality control measures added by
MOSIS improved yields and reduced risks of failure due to fabrication
deficiencies.
-w_,f.1s:

Efficiency: time/manpower savMngs: As a result of MOSIS, "The manpower
savings have been substantial by reducing the enormous overhead required to
technically and administratively deal with many contractors [e.g., maskmakers,
semiconductor fabricators]. " 4 1 The service has also been attractive to
foundries which could deal with one source--ISI--rather than dozens or even
hundreds of individual designers. NSA reports that "Several...successful
prototype runs have led to production follow-on contracts and accelerated
42
award of the production contracts by at least one year."'

39 A 1987 DARPA sample of costs indicated that commercial runs would cost from $25-50,000 each
depending on the complexity of the chip, compared with a range of MOSIS costs of $1-3,000. MOSIS
users would in addition save an estimated six work-months of time required to carry out administrative
and technical overhead preparations.
40 "MOSIS SUCCESS STORIES," a 4-page fragment of a larger document described by a covar note,
dated March 31, 1987, by Keith W. Uncapher, then Exccutive Director of the USC Informatior,
Sciences Institute as "an ISTO generaied list of MOSTS succsses," p. J-1 5.
41 Ibid., p. 3-16.
42 Ibid., p. J-16.
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Advanced implementation technology: MOSIS management tries constantly to
provide users with access to implementation technologies avaiiable from
commercial vendors that represent the most advanced available stableprocesses
-i.e. those processes that are repeatable with sufficiently high yields to assure
users of the credibility of the processes used.

o

Table 18-2.

Illusitative Prices for Highest Project-Volume Technologles

Year

Techngo'gy

1984:
i985
1986
1987

4gnMOS
3;±CMOS2M
3fLCMOS2M
3; CMOS 2M

1988

3ILCMOS 2M

1989

2L CMOS 2M analog
21. CMOS 2M analog
""•iny board" PCB

Smallest

Pnac ae E&ice

12
12
12
4 Tiny Chip
12
4 rlny Chip
12
4 Tiny Chip
12
1

$2,800
n/a
n/a
$400
$3,500
$550
$2,500
$550
$3,100
$980

ErE 2 2t
$233
nWaS.4
n/a9.7
$100
$292
$1f8
$208
$138
$258
980

M
1_k,
9.9

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
8.1

While DARPA's interest and support was the essential catalyst for the creation of

MOSIS, its potential for contributing these benefits depended on seveor prec'rs",
developments: (1)the Mead-Conway simplified scalable desigrf mchodology to enabie and
facilitate design of VLSI devices; (2) proliferation of &heknowldge of this design
medtiodology to numerous univesities and research institutions; (3) DARPA and other
funded research commitments which encourage development of innovative designs; (4) a
commumications medium for transmitting designs; (5) an itr eamediary (the "silicon broker")
to provide an easy, rapid interface between designer and fabricator, (6) a methodology for
acccmplishing this intermediation; and (7) standardized formats such as CIF for
communicating digitally design details, test parameters, and other implementation methodologies. Mead and Conway efforts provided the design methodology and its propagation
to multiple universities; DARPA made possible the primary communications medium
throuph ARPANET, and. with NSF assistance, expanded access to it by authorizing a
growing circle cf zcademic and commercial users, as shown in the following: 43

43 DARPA VLSI Pra-ram Manager Duane Adams worked out an agreement in 1982 with the NSFs
Bernard Chcni under which NSF would provide funding for eligible university researchers not working
under DARPA-funding programns.
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1980

DARPA VLSI comrmunity44

181

Approved DoD contractors, NSF-approved institutions

1984

June. MOSIS was approved for use by commercial finns (no
rovemment subsidy)

1985

No-cost service extended to approved NSF users 45

1989

User community reaches 360 institutions

DARPA also enabled the on-going intermrtdiary by contracting with ISI,46 Xerox
PARC developed the initial implementation me.hodology which was adopted and greatly
expanded by MOSTS, as well as same oZ the initial standards for communicating the design
technologies in formats usek ble by commercial fabricators. Thus DARPA support assured
continuation of and access to this fast turn-around brokerage, and catalyzed further
development of the component technologies, both independent and DARPA-supported-which came together as much mor- than the sum of their parts--through the creation of
MOSIS.
MOSIS in turn quickly developed its own multiplier impact. As Conway foresaw
as early as January 1981, "I believe that in addition to the mniny business opportunities in
VLSI design aidg and chip designs, there must also be su, slantial business opportunities in
the area of VL.SI implementation systems and services, foundry service brokerage, and
foundry services." 47 The cross-stimula6ion and cross-fertilization of this ARPANETcentered system appeared even as early as the MPC79: a variety of design aids were
developed in time for MPC79 and were then refined and shared over the network, which in
turn greatly facilitated and stimulated use of MOSIS by DoD contractors and the acaemic
research communities. Also tested in MPC79 was the "Geometry Engine" chip, designed
by James Clark at Stanford, a high-performance computer graphics image-generation
system developed under funding from DARPA, which was further refined later through
MOSIS and evolved into technology later commercialized as the initial stock-in-trade of

44 Cohen and Lewicki. op. cit., p. 29. This community consisted mainl; of universities supported by
DARPA for VLSI research, but included such organizations as Bolt Baranek and Newman, the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, and other government and quasi-government organizations.
45 For the DARPA, NSF, and DoD communities, the service is free. For other users the MOSIS price
schedule is applicable, according to Markoff et al., op. cit., p. 363.
46 DARPA was instrumental in the founding of ISI at "- University of Southern California in 1972.
Among ISIs major early activities was extensive involvement in support of ARPANET development,
on which ISI became one of the major early nodes.
47 Conway, op. cit., page 14.
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*

Silicon Graphics, Inc., founded by Clark. Amo,'g the most frequent institutional users of
MOSIS were the following:
(By numbers of projects implemented on MOSIS)
1984: Jet Propulsion Labs (162), UC-Berkeley (184), USC/ISI (176), MIT (71)
1985: CalTech (549), JPL (216), UC-B (141), MTr (80), MSSU (76)

1986: CalTech (442), JPL (183), UC-B (97), MIT (76), MSSU (92)
While usually recognized mainly for its fast turnaround implementation service,
MOSiS in combination with ARPANET had even greater importance in providing a means
0

-or researchers not only to implement designs, but to establish proof of concept and then to
propagate their research results through ARPANET. This propagation benefit was an
dominant objective of the DARPA VLSI program. The spirit of result-sharing was also

fostered by Mead-Conway efforts to promulgate the new VLSI design technologies and the
Xerox PARC-sponsored MPC trials. It was reinforced by DARPA-convened twice-yearly
meetings of institutions under contract to DARPA for VLSI research, at which principal
investigators (PIs) would report research progress of the preceding six months. These
meetings, conducted by DARPA program manager Duane Adams and continued by his

0 •successor,

Paul Losleben, were held successively at different participating institutions.
Losleben, in particular, focused these meetings of principal VLSI invebiigators on
community-building and problem-solving. They were generally valued by participants

contacted by IDA staff as a productive and effective technique for spreading and energizing
VLSI accomplishments.48

*

The results in terms of breakthrough technologies that successfully made the
transition into commercial application early in MOSIS' existence inclide development of
RISC and MIPS reduced-instruction-set computer architectures (1981). Demands of the
design community stimulated by MOSIS intensified efforts to develop and refine early
computer-aided design (CAD) tools such as CAESAR and MAGIC, based on MeadConway principles.49 While UC-Berkeley purposely chose not to commercialize its design
technologies in order to promote their wide-spread ua.; in the researek communly, these

46 For added background on DARPA technieues in prmotirS technology transfer, see Technology
Transfer at DARPA: A Diagnostic Analysis. by R¢orale G. ,iavelock and David S. Bushnell,
Technology Transfer Studies Center, Geotge Mason University, Fairfax, Va., Decembet 1985.
(DARPA Contract X1DA 9036%I033 I.)
49 Interview? with' Professors John Oi'sterhoum and David Patterson, UC-B Computer Science Division,
May 7, 1990.
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CAD tools s-.rved as prototypes for those subsequently developed in industry,50 such as
!v,nror Graphics comnr. 1,rcialization of CAJLSAR.
4. Evolution of MOSIS Technologies and Services
MOSIS has attempted to meet the needs of the VLSI o~: irz as
b~~oeut
also to seive specialized needs of DoD contractors without access t ~c~Lc !ac~itX.z,,
such as the exhaustive functional testing that defense sys em device;s requirte. To kcerr
abreast of latest technologies, MOSIS has tried to locate or develop implementation szrvic~s
that are "close to the cutting edge of technoiogvY," while avoiding tunproven techniques that
(.)uld complicate or delay implementation. In this way, it gives researchers the opporturity
to fabricate in both currently d'mritiant and newly deveinped but f'ully proven
implementation technologies. Before offering new implementation iechnologies, MOSIS
management needs to assure that it is a stable process that can consistently supply high
yields required for custom, semi-custom or gate array devices. It therefoie conducts a
sufficient numbe.. of exporimtentai runs to assure acceptable stability of yields. This
approach was largely derived from approaches uised at NSA in the 1970s.
Shifeing to new technoic'gie-s often necessitated new vendors. Table 18-3 traces the
emolution of basic implemtrication technologies available through MOSIS from initiation to
the presit. Tisbie 18-4 illustrates other enhancements added over the yew1~s.
New or entia~..ced ttchnologies may require new design and in'terface. standa:ds, a
process which has oafen tzk-en longer than expected before new technologies could btý made
avaiiable to users. Moreover, with each new technology and new vendor, the effort to
keep turnaround times short is Y-ejoined, probably explaining why current turnar'und times
sometimes run 2-to-3 wcks or more over original 151 aspirations lor a 4-6 week
turrarourd. For example, when MOSIS first provided CMOS implementation, turnaxilund
soneuirnes exceeded 10 weeks, while nMOS turnaround took only 4. This cconstant
stn~glf,, to keep MOSIS-supplied implementation technologies from- tagging too far behind
those availafle in industry must always contend with needs of first assur.Ing a stable,
reliable prucess, and of developing nc~cessa~y design and interface standards.

50 Interview with Piofess'or Da.'id Patterson. Uc.-!Sekecky, Ma- 7,.1089.
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Y X

MOSIS Implementation Technologies Avallablea
fg.u,,rrj.r =
Mealzai
New P.ckge
Oth

1981

NMOS, digital

514. 4g, 34

1 layer

12 DIP
14 users

19 runs

1982
new

NMOS, digital
CMOS, digital

5g., 4g, 3;.±
54

1 layer
1 layer

40,64 DIP

29 runs
23 users

1983

NMOS, digital
41L, 3g.
CMOS, digital
50.
CMOS, analog
30.
Printed circuit bds

i layer
1 layer
1 layer

24,864,128 DIP 40 runs
48 users

new
new
*

Table 18-3.
Technoloog

1984

39 ms, 62

usr
1985
new

4g, 3g
3p
3g.

1 layer
2 layers
1 layer

53 runn
84 users

11,3w

NMOS, digital
CMOS, dipital
CMOS, analog
CMOS-SOS

906

NMOE, d6gital

58

; 93"•
VI

.98 8C

nevi
new
1939

fp.. 3p

CMOS,
Cif.'C•, digý'.:
vacoO

%tZ0.

I I'er
-r

CO5, d4;tal
c•v,Os,-SOs

2;1

1 layers

NMJ,. 'S'l,:,
"•MoC,
d•itai
CMOL, analog
CMCS, digital
CMOS-.SOSb

3A
3g.
3g.

1 layer
2 layers
1 layer

NMOS,
CMOS,
CMOS,
C.MOS,
CMOS,

3g
1 layer
3pt
2 layers
3g.
1 layer
2g., 1.6g., 1.2g 2 layers
2g
2 layers

28 ceramic DIP

CMOS, digital
CMOS, analog

3p.',
3g.

84, 108 ceramic PGA 51 runs
User DIP, LCC, PGA 360

CMOS, digital

2g., 1.6g, 1.2g. 2 layers

CMOS. analog

2g

digital
digital
analog
diCital
anilog

21i,

,.6t

xx runs
xx users
12 PCBs

2 layers

2 layers
layer

s'uts

51 runs
100 users

userse
FCBs

c
d

Vetidor'iAB & co4kr i'v,

2 leyers

Technologies available for which there was no demand are omitted. Timing of innovation
inmductions was not ccnsistently reported in MOSIS documents available to IDA; they are listed here
based on epliest mention found in available documcnts, but in some cases may have been introduced
earlier than crdited in this ia)he.
Silicon-on-sapphire.
NMOS service e.iscontinued by the end (A,1988 for !3ck cf demandi.
Discontinuea after 4-11-90 for lack of demand.
Not including "an increasing number" of DoD contractors and cnmmercial customers.
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Ciironology of MOSIS Enchancement EffortSa
conducts fir3t trial run for 65 nMOS projects by 8susers, with good results.
Creates, offers users VLSI Design Library with some bacic circuits for bonding
pads, shift registers, etc., acquired from Xerox PARC.
Work toward CMCOS implementation capability L~egins.
SI offered !'rst "of fic'al" MOSIS chip fab run, accepting requests by ARPANET
and Telenet, accepting CIF 2.0 and MEBES formats, with nMOS 3, 4, &5g±
feature sizes and one layer of metalizattion.

Table 18-4.
1q80

*.1S1

1i181

*-

1982

*-NSF-DARPA

coc'paative agreement provides cost-free access to MOS!S
services by U.S. universities and colleges approved by NSF for projects serving
eduicational purposes, for graduate and unoergradluate courses, and principle

inetiao prjet
1983

Fis

services.yNSF
MGrn;etbihsMOSIS design rules
Paikagng
ptonst;-panedf rom two to five. Plans to ntfer 126, features in

1933war
frstraedandultimately delatyed until 1988.
1984

-

At~s~ Printed Circuit Board fabrication t13 its services
-Adds NSA design rules for CMOS implementation

CALMA GDS2 stream added to W~i
as design geometry submission format
MAILNET added to the accepted communication servies.

-

To Improve defect scraening and yields,, MOSIS/Slar.-ford begin ta develop
functional test ldnguage (SIEVE), and began providing fLnctional screening
Offers standard pe-d configurations-to fa,,llitate wirc bonding of Jeviceý
Offers ori-lin3 access to Its library oi common circuits, 1-0 pad circuit,', etc.

-

1985

Ope.ns service to commercial users
Experimental runs of 1-.2g CMOS.

Turnaround 4 to 13 weeks, depending on technology involved JnMOS shortest)
Accepts fabricators rules for CMOS, ;n addition to MOSIS & NSA rules

--

to accept ME3EZ geomnetry formats inaddition ioCIF &CALMA.
library expandedi to,include s'andatd logic and computational functions and
me. ornes: USG 3gi p-well CMOS/Bulk st&W,3.,d cell library available
techriology for scalable CMOS dasign from UC-B on-line
quality as.-irance efforts; furtiior experiments w/1.2gt CMOS.
begun on 03As, wafer-scale integration, and 0.%L. runs.
Vormal wafer. accepiance, spec negotiated with all vandors.
Two vendors qualified for 1.2g~ CMOSfbulk. 1.61L CMOS availabla.
New paramctris test structure (StiPERCHAR(CER) &report generator Inuse.
MOSIS technology traasf erred to NJSA for classified fast-turnarou. A tacil ity.
"Tiny chir-" programn, i sin~g 4ande-. pade frame to permit automn~d bondinn,
offers 4 chips for $400 at 311; aimed at neeos o~f &inivs-.-a/classes,-b
MOSIS bcgins actively to cnicourage =c.me)dl ;isers of its services

-BGpins
-User

-MAGIC

-Additional

10e86

-Experimentation

-

1987
19f88

--

-2A

Tiny ohio added
First 1.2pt CMOS Ibulk :uns commence

aTiming of most -.xvict innovation introductions was not reported in MOKS documents a-ailat~le to
IDA; they are listed nere based on earliest mention found inavailable doK.in 4enis: in Some 4;steS they
may have been introduced earlier than reported here. Wit!'. an technolcg.&es avaiiatle is not e-t~ustive.
Pc-. full information, contact Tie MOSIS Service, 4676 Admiralty Way, W.:%'f1
W ey, Cal. 4,0292.
bA Tiny Chip is a means of rnakinn custom chips av'ailat~e to des-gimsc~ at a -.cry low cost. By being
able to put a large number af ddffernt designs on one run, and requiring a predefined pad frame, which
penntued packagers to use ast,.i4natad Landing oqi~pment, the cost, T_ dev' was greatly reduced.
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Ta1ble '18-4. Continued
-

*

-

1989

-

*

-

-

-

*

-

-

1990

*-Last

Vendor-independent DoD CMOSN standard cell library availeolb for 2g~ and 1.2gt
design; VTI 2 micron library also available
SPICE Level 2 and SPICE BSIM parameter measuremenms available to upgrade
the 'ýuality of monhtcrint,
First experimental prototyping run inGaAs
Ultratech stepper lithography (1.5g) and 5x steppe,, llthogfaphy j1 .0-1 .5j)
Implemented
First 1.2g± project runs
2p± CMOS 2M with double po'y (low-noiso analcQ)commences
NPN bipolar technology, available
Special analog design optlans made ovai~a~le through commentrcial vendors
MOSIS library offe-s DoD standard cell libr-:xy accepted by all MOSIS vendors,
lncorporatei into five commercial design tool sets
MOSIS beL, ' netli.-t-to-parta" servize permitting u.sers to specify standard cells
from commeniual DoD sources lor inclusion Indezign by MOSIS
MOSIS exploring pate array and EEPROM, offerings might be feasible
3g± CMOS run scheduled
runs to be offored on *demand" basis in 1991
kits available from commercial standard cell library suppriers for both CAE
and CAD tools
runs at 0.8g~ 3M planned for Fall, to be available mid-1991
Acceptabilfty of commercial 1.6tL BiCMOS offerings being assessed
Tape automated bonding for I1t processes being evaluated

-GaAs

-Dessign

-Experimental

-

*

*

5S. Other DARPA Support of Fast Turniaround Implementation
DARPA supported other activities in pursuit cf fast turnaround irmplementation of
VLSI design in addition to MOSIS. Directly related to MOSIS, under VLSI contract with
DARPA, 151/USC has carrie~d out a multiyear program of research in support of fast
turnaround implementation. Early research was directed at silicon compilation and VLSIbased computer architecture. Work was al~o begun in tbh. fi-st year of MOSIS to develop
ISI's capability to support CMOS technology.
Also, for an ealy brief peiiod, DARPA was -,portedly the primary customer for a
commercial silicon broker--Synmos, which handled 1400 chips over a two-and-a-half year
period from 1981 to 1983. Synmos received ME13ES -lata, translated iAt into mask-making
instructions, compiled it on a VAX, generated a MEI3ES control tape, and then arranged
mz.ý,ks and ftrbrication, diced the chips and returr~ed fthm to the designer. 'It also supplied
design tools. By 1984 it was "on ice," without e order for more than a year.
rt.~
Darpa and other
Iii essence, Mr. MatCeny [Pr-,sident and CEO0] said,
po",,ntial customners) dieun't think what we were Joing was worth it." At that
tint-, W~ Lcý'r~ben of Darpa confirmed this, explaining that "Synmos was'
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not adding enough value to the process. He added that there nay not yet be
sufficient demand for a brokerage service for any one broker to survive." 51
Within the past two years however, two new conmmercial silicon bi-okerage firms
have begun operations.
6.

Relevance to Defense Technology
MOSIS significance for defense technology can be evaluated in three ways: What

did it contribute to: (1) implementation of DARPA/DoiŽ research? (2) cost savings in conduct of this research? and (3) accomplishment of VLSI and Strategic Compating Initiative
objectives?
Table 18-5 indicates that at least two-thirds of the microelectronic device projects
implemented by MOSIS in 1981-86 were for DARPA contractors or DARPA-affiliated
projects carried out by government laboratories. Assuming that from 1981 through 1989 at
least 60 percent of the projects implemented were for DARPA-sponsored research, roughly
7,300 chip designs relevant to this research would have been implemented via MOSIS.
One measure of what MOSIS made possible can be gained from considering the
contrast between what it costs to implement project chips through MOSIS and what it
would have cost to do them commercialy. Assuming very conservatively that MOSIS
permittcd direct implementation costs that were on averge $20,000 less per project on
7,300 DARPA-sponsored projects. and also obviated a roughly equivalent per-project
expense in administrative and overhead costs, 52 it permitted accomplishment of projects
that would have cost $150-300 million or more to dlo commercially. Since DARPA's total
budget for VLVI was far smaller than these amounts, it can be seen how much MOSIS
made possible .hat would other-viisc have been prohibitively expensive. Our initial estimate
of DARPA expenditures on MOSIS over the period is about $30 million in facility and staff
costs plus roughly $24 million in project support costs. If these numbers are roughly
correct, the value of MOSIS fabrications accomplished represents a three-to-six-fold
leveraging cf DARPA's budget in terms of the commercial value of devices produced.

"51 "In pursuit of the one-month ,:hip: Business outlook," Mark A. Fischetti, EEE Spectrum, September
5

1984, p. 48.
This "sbased on several indications ftht commerciai costs per project would be at lca= $25,000, and
MCSIS coast at most S3-5,t'OG Evidence indicates that average :ommetrcial run costs wc1.4 av-rapge
tiuch more, and MOSMS costs significawfly less on average that these figures. We '.sst:7etat
overhead amid administ'ativz ccsts of six work-months wot:ld also run abott S20,000.
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Table 18-5.
Year

Percentage Distribution of MOSiS User Types
By End-user, 1 9 8 1 -8 6 m

Totalg

DARPA

,NSF

SINDUS

GOV

1981

254

97

3

1982

460

90

8

1983

699

5"

9..?

1984

921

55

is

1985

134C

58

1986

185C

54

-"m'lI

j

0

0

1.5

0

33

0

1.3

28

0.1

15

23

416

0.8

i

3.4

26

1.0

0.7

aThesvt numbers differ •reatly from total poject rumzmrs that ISI provided to IDA by type of
technology (Table 1). For that reasnn we have converted the end-user breakdown into percentages. Th,
differences are &rfollows:
.•A1.B. M
8
1984
98i5 IM.

By tchne~ogy

258

By user

2.ý4

_40

M

2a1

+4

+349

+643

•-713

Differences

809

1332

1634

1790 1683
fLQ
U4 M
-450 -167

Less readily measurable, but in all likelihood of much greater significance
are the
contributions MOSIS has made to DcD/DARPA objectives for enhancement of U.S.
defense microelrctronic and computing capabilities. By making possible the
implementation of VLSI designs for new systems architectures and specialized devices
w-h:c: have become part of VLSI and DARPA's later S.ratogic Computing Initiative (SCI)
program,, MOSIS can be credited with enabling technologies which many believe would
.0t have come into being otherwise, or would have come about much less quickly. See
Table 18-6 below. In effect, new computer architectures prototyped on MOSIS brought
about the revo'u;ion in computing which has put maiisframe power nto desk-top workstations. and supercomputer powcr into new VLSI parallel processom' computers. An
iniernal DARPA asscssm-,nt states that "WOSKS fabrication services have significantly
contribzted to major computer archi-xctural developments over the years, which will
continue to be important to future DARPA research." In addition to MOSIS-assisted
proqccts that contribute to meeting DkRPA system development needs directly, many
t-chnologies prototyped or developed in conjunction with MOSIS operations have become
succes, '.- commerc.al systerns with important potentials for defense applications. A most
obvious example ate the PiSC&-rchii.ctue based workstations w~iich hay? been acquired

@
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in large numbers by DoD. A few other examples of MOSIS-implemented technologies
53
with direct defense applications identified by DARPA include:
Torus Routing Chip designs for second-generation message passing systems
"will have many direct applications within the DoD; for example, SDIO is
counting on these systems to support their simulation efforts."
PIXEL Planes graphics engine: "This work has important extensions to threedimensional modeling for future DARPA efforts in manufacturing
technology."
MOSAIC C fine-grain message passing systems: "These compact and very high
performance machines will have numerous applications in defense systen.s."
Monarch: "a very large-scale tightly-coupled parallel processor being developed
as part of the DARPA Strategic Computing Program."
While MOSIS can be given only partial credit for development of thehe and many
other defense-relevant microelectronics technologies since 1981, many of which resulted
from research projects funded under DARPA's VLSI and SCI programs, clearly MOSIS
was an important, and in many cases, necessary condition for their realization.

53 'MOSIS SUCCESS STORIES," pages J-14-26.
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Table 18-6.

Technologies Facilitated by MOSIS"

General RISC Architectures
I &RISC 11,UC-B David Patterson (SPARC - SUN Microsystems, A.
Bechtolsheim). Independently developed new computer architecture designed
to use parallel processors closely linked with memory and communication circuits
to increase computer speed and efficiency. UC-B fabricated prototype chips
-RISC

I.

using MOSIS.

&MIPS-X, Stanford, John Hennessy, (Microprocessoi, without Interlock
between Pipe Stages) (Mipsco, Inc., John Hennessy). Arisc-based architecture
which added pipelined data flows to parallel processing. Designed to achieve
mainframe-level performance ina VLSI-processor, and supercomputer
performance through a VLSI-based parallel processor.
Systolic Array Architectures
LINK, CMU systolic array chip.
WARP, CMU, H.T. Kung, (IWARP, WNEL); jSCP. CIE). Kang ind colleal,%es
fabricated prototype chips using MOSIS to cdsmonsirote caparilitias of aystolic
Wrays.
Symbolic Processing Architectures
SPUR (Symrbolic prezessing using RISC), UC-B. Amultiprocessor wortstation.
The chip sofa were fabrikýated in1.bj± CMOS using MOSIS.
-MIPS

0

*

Neurn; Networks

Retina, Ca)Tech, Carv.*r W~ad. Neura! network analog chips.
(Synaptics, Inc.)
Parallel P-ocessing Architectures
The Oonnectiori Machin'i, MIT, Danny Hillis, (Thinking Machine.s, Danny Hillis) a
massfvbi7 parqliel system representing a bindamentally n~ew architecture
-Cochlea,

*

-

The Tree Machine, CalTech

-

Non-Von, Coiumbia's Tree Machine archile~avre
Cosmic Cubs I Hypernube, Czr-)et~i t,Charles Seitz, (iPSC, INTELj: an approach
to meesage-passing concurrent computer architecture. Hundreds, of commercial
systems delivired incluaing many to DoD ý,-ntracturs Seitz used MOSIS foi
prototyping; Irlatrsubes were usedI as a model for setting up MOSI PCB
services,
Butterfly Faralle. Processor, Bolt Baranek & Ne.*wman (913N). Fir't used MOSlE 1o
pvoduce a single-7hiD switch node; later, chips for 30 production machires
rar~ging from 8 tc 1'?V, processors.

-

-

Each listing identifies, whare avajilbie, in the following sequm~ce: (1) acrrtnym and/or name of U'e
tecHology; (2)!ociis ol origin; (3)n~ame of principai Priginmor- (3)commercial application !iame(s)
and -ompany name's) (in bold); (4)name- of cumm'rcial originator. This is followed by a brief
descr.*ption of the technology and the use made of N.OSIS in its development.
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Parallel Processing Architectures (continued)
Monarch, (BBN), Medium Scale Prototype of a large-scale tightly coupled parallel
processor developed under DARPA Strategic Computing Initiative. Used MOSIS
to fabricate several prototype chips for high-speed data transmission, arnd custom
CMOS ICs for a 1024-processor prototype in 1988.
- MOSAIC: CalTech's homogeneous multiprocessor architecture
Routing, Message-Passing Architectures
Torus Routing Chip (TRC), CalTech. Demonstrates concepts of wormhole
routing and virtual channels; implemented in self-timed VLSI design, it reduced
message latency by 2-3 orders of magnitude. Advanced versions envisaged for
use in SDIO simulation efforts. (Several manufacturers developed commercial

routing chips based on TRC.)

-

MOSAIC A, CITech. A line-grain missage-passing system in nMOS. Used
MOSIS to fabricate processor chips and PCBs to build first prototype system.

-

MOSAIC C, Ca'3ch. A compact, high-performance fine-grain message passing
system in CMOS; expected to have numerous defense system applications.
(INTEL)
- Digital Orrery, SIMD message-passing system for orbital computations. Used
PCBs fabricated through MOSIS.
Specialized Components (Analog-to-Digital Converters)
-

Algorithmic monolithic CMOS AID converters, UC-3, Paul Grey; Medium-speed
high-resolution AID converters. Used MOSIS fabrication throughout the
research. Incorporated into several commercial products including a single-chip
data acquisition system by Microlinear Corp.
High-speed pipelined A/D convorters, UC-B, Paul Grey, which will allow economic
implementation of an AD/D interface directly on video signal processing chips.

CRRES (Chips for the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite), Jet
Propulsion Lab. Used MOSIS to produce key prototype chips, including a
MOSFET matrix for transistor parameter extraction and a 64-stage timing sampler
for propagation delay measurement.
"FabdicationProcesses
-

WSI - Wafer Scale Integration, Lincoln Laboratory, supported by DARPA as part of
hs VLSI program. Used MOSIS to fabricate at least eighteen of its WSI projects.

Computer-Aided Design and Graphics Tools
-

-

Geometry, Engine, Stanford, Jim Clark (Silicon Graphics, Inc.)
Pixel Planes, Univ. uf No. Carolina (UNC), A general purpose experimental
graphcs engine, demonstrating aflordable solutions to painting fully rendered 3D scenes: has important applications in 3-D n-oz,(eir,; Used MOSIS for rapid
prototyping of component chips.

Computer-Aided Design and Gr&phics Tools (continued)
MOSIS made important contributions in demonstrating the utility and contributions a

variety of CAD and other VLSI design and verification tools could make .nfacilitating

design, fabrication, and quality control in microelectronic device production. In
particular, MOSIS encouwaged experience and famiiiarity in use of the following tools:
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Table 18-6.
-

-

-

Continued

CAESAR: UC-B, John Ousterhout,
MAGIC, UC-B, John Ousterhout. Alater CAD system, widaly available to the
research community without restriction. It provided the conceptual origins for a
number of commercial CAD systems including those of Valid, Viewlogic, Mentor,
Daisy, and Cadence
SPICE, UC-B. Automation Technology Program, circuit simulator MOSIS played
a key role in demonstrating that this design vi. ification tool.
MOSSIM, UC-B? Automation Technology Program, switch ssmulator (design
verification tool)

C. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
We find the major results of MOSIS service to have been that it:
1.

Facilitated breakthrough technologies: MOSIS "Significantly contributed to
major computer architectural developments over the years, which will continue
to be important to future DARPA research." 54 It challenged and changed
dominant approaches and technologies by enabling the demonstration and
validation of RISC architectures. It fostered technologies which directly
challenged and are increasingly displacing the prevailing commercial
technologies, which were resistant to innovation and change because of
existing investments in and commercial commitments to them. Only two years
after its initiation, DARPA officials could state: "We believe this service is
causing a revolution in system architecture research as dramatic as the
introduction of inter-active computation was to programming.... In the words
of Chuck Seitz, Cal Tech: 'The pest several years have been the first period
since the pioneering work of Eckert and Mauchley at the 'University of
Pennsylvania in the late 1940's that universities and small companies have had
access to state-of-the-art digital technology. The result is a renaissance in both
general-purpose and special-purpose computer architectures.' 55
DARPA's overall approach in the VLSI program, of which MOSIS was a key
component, was to enable and stimulate research in a variety of locations and
organizations in ways which permitted and even encouraged competing
approaches. DARPA's management philosophy was to do high-risk, highgain research. MOSIS was a comparatively low-risk, low-cost undertaking,
which greatly increased the scope for sponsoring a broad array of high-risk
VLSI project at greatly reduced cost.

54 Quoted in "MOSIS SUCCESS STORIES,' page 3-18.
55 Queted in "MOSIS SUCCESS STORIES."
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2.

Enabled universities to expand educ:.tion of and contributions by students,
faculty, and other independent investigators with limited resources, by
providing access, ease (time, effort, hig'- quality, and quick results). F'om a
dozen institutions at the outset to over 360 now, the expansion of its user base
is alone a significant measure of its favorable impact. By being able to
demonstrate the functionality of chip designs, and speed their integration into
working prototype systems, MOSIS has permitted university researchers to
achieve both credibility and demonstrable jesults not feasible before the advent
of its services. 56 At a 1986 NSF/DARPA workshop, representatives cf 23
universities concluded: "If we had not had it [MOSIS], the [VLSI] community
would not exist. We recommend that MOSIS continue to be kept strong,
57
healthy, and tracking the technology."

3.

Encouraged successful transitions to commercial applications. Table 18-5 cites
examples of significant commercial developments based on technologies either
first implemented or refined through MOSIS. Among the most significant
developments attributable to MOSIS facilitation, the commercialization of the
RISC architectures and of computer workstations and networks have had the
most far-reaching impact to date. Stimulated particularly by RISC-based
architectures such as the SPARC workstations introduced by Sun
Microsystems, and others subsequently dcveloped by Mipsco, RISC-based
systems have now been marketed by almost all the lead vendors of computer
systems. In addition, the geometry machine, commercialized by Silicon
Graphics, brought major advances in computer graphics. Systolic array
computer architectures developed through MOSIS are also now emerging in
commercial systems bringing new developments in parallel processing. (For
more detail see Chapter 17, VLSI Design.) In addition, mai.y other
technologies developed through MOSIS were drawn upon by industry but not
formally transitioned in their original form.

4.

Enabled industry VLSI developments: As early as 1981-1982 trade journals,
DoD and DARPA contractors, and semiconductor firms validated thie
commercial significance of MOSIS by publicizing its projects, to illustrate its
value and their services (e.g., "Atari cuts prototyping time 77 percent") 58
"With the [July 1984) opening to the commercial world of ARPAnet..., the
basic ingredients to realize the one-month chip are now in place... All the
major IC markets, including mainframe computers, consumer products, and
military supplies, stand to benefit. Demand for semicustom chips, in

For an imposing description of the daunting complexities, time, efforts, and costs facing independent
designers and researchers wanting to test their chip designs in silicon as 1980 dawned, see "IC
Fabrication for the Independent Chip Designer," Robert Hon, LAMBDA, First Quarter, 1980.
57 Report of the Workshop on Rapid Prototyping of Experimental Digital/Analog Systems, CarnegieMellon University, December 8-9, 1986, p. 10.
56
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particular, is rising rapidly, and work stztions that enable nonexpert chip
designers to design them are selling quickly. We are doirg this to accelerate
the development of the fast-prototyping industry.... ARPAnet is ceitral to 'an
essential infrastructure that is not in place yet in the commercial world,' Mr.
[Paul] Losleben said, noting that the lack of such an infrastructure has been
'the largest deterrent to fast-turnaround service."'' 59

0

0

5. Expanded the pool of researchers working on high performance
microclecnonics and their creativity through cross-stimulation. Mead-Conway
design methodology contributed to the "intellectual infrastructure." At a time
when student researchers were limited to paper drawings of designs which
could not be tested or proven to function, Conway demonstrated the feasibility,
and MOSIS provided the cngoing capability of doing both within the time
constraints of academic terms--generating the excitement that brought forth a
tmendous expansion of researchers in VLSI technologies. By extending its
service to help researchers develop prototype systems, many of which were
quickly commercializedd. MOSIS provided yet a further dimension of stimulus.
6. Created a pool of zechnical talent for industry: MOSIS supplemented general
DARPA VLSI support in grealy increasing the number of undergraduates and
graduates experienced in VLSI design and implementation. These students in
turn stimulated demandis within industry fot inuch faster turnaround
implementation of intrafirm research designs, accelerating the process of
innovation there as well. "Perhaps the biggest transfer to inidustry occurs
through students that are taught VLSI design in a course that uses MO0IS for
fabrication. For many of these students, getting a design fabricated and seeing
it work changes the way they think about VLSI and 6igital design. Before
their project, they thought of VLSI as something enly large companies with
millions to sper~d could do. After desigr.ing a working chip themselves, they
look at VLSI as a vp.ry accessible technology for building high performance
elect'onic systems. Then they carry this attitude into industry."60
7. Farilitated access to advanced implementation technologies. By seekirg out
providers of improved fabrication, packaging, and other process technologies,
and by providing a consolidated sotirce of demand for thcse services on
stapdardized ,:rrms, MOSIS has facil'tated access to these services by both
0caaemic and industry researchers, "lbeit somewhat behind the most advanced
technologies available in industry.

58 As reported in the 1982 annual report of ISI, p.45.
59 Frischetti, op. ciL, p. 47.
60 From "MOSIS SUCCESS STORIES," quoting Bill Daly of MIT, page J-18.
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8. Invigorated commercial research in VLSI Technology: Graduates of MOSIS
VLSI joined and shaped corporate research teams in VLSI. These graduates
often chaffed under slow chip turnaround in corporate environmerts, in turn
stimulating faster in-house turnarounds for research runs, in some cases even
corporate use of MOSIS.
9. Provided major stimulus to development of ASICs (application-specific
integrated circuit) technclogy. When MOSIS began, only large semiconductor
firms had the capability to test custom designs in silicon. For small firms and
most universities, the difficulties were prohibitive. With the availability of
low-cost, fast-turnaround silicon broker service pioneered by MOSIS the
development of custom and semi-custom chip design became truly feasible in
both communities with sufficient volume to be of growing interest to
foundries. (Engineers quoted in a 1984 IEEE Spectrum article cited the onemonth chip as the biggest development in microelectronics since the advent of
the microprocessor in 1971.)
10. Stinmulated development of foundry and other commercial process services.
The growing demand for limited runs of designer chips, combined with the
pioneering of systematic, standardized interfaces between designer arad
fabricator, both brought about by MOSIS, added to commercial system house
requirements, spurred development of foundry services--facilities offering
microelectronic device fabrication--which have become an integral part of the
U.S. microelectronics industry.
Also, within the past few years, commercial services have been established to
supply silicon brokerage services to commercial users, illustrating the broader
value of the concept. MOSIS itself has had its greatest impact on academic and
DoD contract users, with relatively minor use by commercial firms. Currently,
at least two firms--US-2 of Sunnyvale, Cal. and ORBIT, also of Sunnyvale-offer silicon brokerage services on commercial terms. These firms meet the
special needs of commercial customers in part by offering services exceeding
those available through MOSIS; e.g., they broker substantial production runs,
have special expertise in fabrication technology, and permit and facilitate closer
client relationships directly with foundries.
11. Indirect benefits: Sources for this study cited numerous examples of
technologies facili',ated by MOSIS which did not emerge either as commercial
or defense applic.ations, but which nonetheless were instrumental in the
development of tbhse that did.
Overall, MOSIS has been a relatively low-cost, low-risk DARPA investment in
infrastructure which strongly leveraged its higher-risk investments in VLSI technology.
MOSIS was exceptionally fruitful in fostering a wide diversity of successful technologies
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and their application both in defense and commercial information processing systems, and
is expected to continue pruviding these services well into the future.
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MATERIALS

XIX.

A.

DIGITAL GALLIUM ARSENIDE

BRIEF OVERVIEW
The first experimental work with

*

alliumn arsenide (GaAs) and other 111-V

compounds for use in semiconductors took place in the early 1950s. Several events in the
1950s and 1960--including the discovery of the Gunn Effect and the proposal of the
Schottky barrier gate field effect trayisistor--provided further incentive for the use of GaAs
in electronic devices. In -.ddition, the Air Force, and to a lesser extent, the Army and the
Navy funded some of the original research in the use of GaAs.1
Bccause the. use of GaAs in elc-:tronic devizes was a reh•-'::y new concept, there
was no in-mmediate comm-rciaJ interest in its usc in; the 1960s. However, the Department of
Defense recognized impo•tant qualidies of GaAs that wculd increase its militaky utility as a
semicond.ciing material. 2 These include:

0

*

"* iower noire potential

*

higher speed signal procesAing

"* better potential tor radiation hardenhig

*

bigher power

"* higher frequency of operation

•

higher efficiency

Despitt the potential benefits inherent in the use, of GaAs, there have been
signifikant technological challenges to overcome in using GaAs in
senizonduco-s/intf~grated circuits. High-yield ion-i.mplantation (the method of fabrication
frmded und':r the LDARPA prog.am) has been constrained by the complexities associated
with enmpou.,d semiconductor. Problems such as stoichiometric defects, high impurity
conter.t, defective crystallire structure, and a lack of native oxide properties htve all limited
d,'velopmerin of GaAs initegrated itrcuitS. 3 In ac'.,itior to problems of development,
questions of producability ha, e also plagued GaAs. While fabrication of GaoAs devices has
1

Tb, Servico ware iner",ed in GaAs epitaxy bera-.jse of the potent;', for high-speed processing.
Original DARPA interest wes generated by the potential applications in space syntems for ionimplored Ga,•s.

SIEEF

Transactiors on Mic-owave Theory ai'd Techniques, Ve. M=TT 30, Number "

Oy !982,

p. 933.
3 R. Neel Thomas. et a!.. "Status of Device-Qualified reiAs Substrate Technology for GaA. lnIegrated
Circuits," Proceeding.- cf the IEEE, Volume 76, July 198S, p. 778,
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some similarities with fabrication of silicon devices, the piopei'ies of GaAs have prerente d
unique manufacturing challenges. These challenges continue to affl ct all aspect3 of the
manufacturing process, from material selecti.n to quality assurance. 4 As Eden arid others
point ont, commercial -vendorsof GaAs ICs still face seriou,5 technical problems in process
5
development, testing, modelling and design of devices.
These problemS, ;n combination with the la.-, o^ an im'nediat. commercial market
fer GaAs devices (particularly in the eariy years of development) made investment in GaAs
a rist'y venture. Because ,f the high risk involved in GaAs, no pr',ate firms were. willing
to commit to a large research and development effort. However, the pomential military
applications of GaAs generated considerable interest within the military services, DARPA,
and elsewhere in DoD. To realize these potential benefits, direct DoD support of GaAs
technology was required.
B.

TECHNICAL HISTORY

1.

Origins of Program

The earliest work in producing electronic devices with GaAs took place at several
research centers. C.A. Mead at the California Institute of Technology was involved in
GaAs r-.search in the early 1960s. Mead constructed the first GaAs FET at Cal Tech -n
1965. T'i'c! first mrlrowave CaAs FET was developed by Fairchild as part of an, Ai1 Force
contiact in 1557. Research by Drangeid at IBM deminstrated the three terminal, high
performance potenfial of GaAs. This wvrrl, in addition to results generated by researzlers
a.' Fairchiid, mnade it clea:" dtl: the potential benefits of GaAs jstvfied the high risks
involved in fu,-'?Iing technology dev'elopment efforts.

4

Hewlett-Packard, Hlughes,

Further discussion of thz manufactring challenges posed by GaAs can be found in Conilee G.
Kirkpatrick, "Maiing GaAs Integrated Circuits," Procen.iingsof the IEEE. Volurne 76, 1itly 1988 pp.

"792-815.
Richard C. Eden, "The Development of the First LSI GaAs Integrated Circuits and the Path to the
Commercial Market," Procoedingsof the IEEE, V0. 76. No. 7, Jely 1988. Eden ilso Jites szveral
other relev-nt works, including: Y.D. Shen, et. al., "An ultra high performance manufacmurable GaAs
E/D process," Tech Digest 1987 GaAs !C Symposium, Portland, Ore., Oct. 14, 1987; D. Kiefer i-nd 1.
Hcightley, "Cray-3: A GaAs implemented supercomputer system," Keynote Invite, Paper, T.ch Digest
1987 GaAs IC Symposium, Portland, Ore., Oct. 14, 1987; D.A. Nelson, et. al., "Launching GaAs
wafer fat technology into LS1," Tech Digest 1987 U.S. U.S. Co.nf oi, GaAs 4fanufacturing
Yechnelogy, ,p. 77-81. Oct. 12, 1987; T.R. Cheewala, "Packages for ultra-high speed GhAs ICs,"
"?echDigest 1984 GaAs IC Symposium, Boston, Mass., October 23, 19N4.
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McDonnell Douglas and Texas Instruments were also involved, to varying degrees, in
GaAs research in the late 1960s and early 1970s.6

*

in the mid to late 1960s, ARPA established and funded the Center for Materials
Research (CMR) at Stanford University. 7 The CMR was established to educate doctorallevel students who, it was hoped, would iater be involved with critical, rnaterials-related
technology development issues facing government, industry and university labs. In 1967,
Dr. A.S. Joseph, from tie. Rockwell Q~cnence Center. spent Lime time with CMR to gain
experience in semiconductor physics. At CMR, PJseph met several Ph.D. candidates
(including Richaird Eden) Ah:) laTte joinrd oo~eph at Ro~ckwell. Joseph's group was
referred to zs Lhe Semiconductor Physics group at Rockwell. 8

*

*

*

*

I he initial resea'~ch conau.-ted by this semiconductor physics group focused on
liquid phast epitaxial growth of GaAs and the fabrication of microwave devicen. In !970,
Rockwell cut its internal R&D funding in an effort to reduce research expenditures on
projects that management felt had limited potential for payoff. The microwave device
research conducted by the semiconductor physics group held much promise for the
company, but nevertheless was in jeopardy. Based on concerns generated by this changed
environment,.Joseph and Eder. sought and received GzAs de,,,lopmcen' f'indin- from
D1ARPA in 07?32.'
T7heir three year effort includA~ particip-uozn of researchers from Stanford and Cal
Tech. The. program included studies &fscr.-ii-irxsulating GaAs substrate materials, interface
effects, and ion implantation. They successfully demonstrated the first ion-. rplanted lowpcw-.r GaAs MESFET (metal semiconductor field-effect transistor) logic gates, ai,
eccornplishment that led to further DARPA funding. Two researchers at Hughes
GIluntsberger and Hirsch) also independently made ion-implanted GaAs MESFET's
~simi'lwneovsly.10

This success prompted dth researvl'rs at Ro-ckwell to s( A further DARPA support.
In 1976, Richard1 T_?.n and others met with then-Direcior George Heilmeier.
6
7

8
9

Paul Grefing, 'The Historical Development of GaAs
Digitikl IC"t
echnology." IEEE Transactions
on Mdicrowave Theory and Techaiques, Vol. MIT-32, September 1984, p;-3-1144-1152.
See the chapter in this report deuiling DARPA involvement inthe CMR.
1-11AT

Eden, 1988.
ARPA Order Number 2489, "High Frequency GaAs Technology." managed r/y Richard Reynolds,
Fiebruary 25, 1973.

10 Eden, 1988. See also Greiling, 1984.
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A presentation was made to ...Heilmeier, and it was favorably received,
except that he commented tiat our depletion-mode MESFET GaAs IC
apprcach would not be usable because at l:ast 1000-gate LSI complexity
level integrated circuits would be required for such a processor, and it was
well known that LSI complexity levels .,ouid not be achieved in depletionmode MESFET GaAs (rather, only in enhancement mode MESFET GaAs
ICs). George was repeating a point of view promulgated by Charles Liechti
of Hewlett-Packard who, with Rory Van Tuyl had made the first DMESFET GaAs ICs under an Air force program starting in
1972.11...Perhaps as a politic justification for the simultaneous Air Force
support for both of these GaAs IC programs, or out of failure to consider
the possibility of much lower power D-MESFET logic circuit approaches,
Leichti made his often-quoted statement that D-MESFET's were useful for
extremely high spced MSI, but that enhancement-mode FET's would be
required to achieve LSI levels of circuit complexity. (The statement would
probably have been true of 10,000 gate VLSI, but not 1000-gate LSI). In
our 1976 meeting, I argued with George Heilmeier that there was in fact no
fundamental reason why D-MESFET GaAs ICs could not be made with low
power levels, and that we intended to do just that. His response was that
when we had done so, he would be very interested in funding our program
to develop a planar localized ion implantation GaAs D-MESFET LSI
integrated circuit fabrication technology. Our demonstration in, December of
these first little milliwat-level D-MESFET LSI integrated i-'ýUi,. ,,
!
our end of the bargain, and George Heilrreier fulfiiled hi.z by approving th..
program. 12
In April 1977, DARPA funded the first effort (ai Rockwell) specifically aimed at
de'ilop'ng a high speed, low power digital integrated circuit (IC) technology using
Sch.ttky barrier FETs and selective ion implantrtion into a semi-insulating substrate.23
"Th. program goal was greater than I00C-gate LSI complexity leve! in •z(.As ICs, :o be
developed in three years. Initial costs for this project were $5.47 million. DoD interest
was generated by the potential advantages of GaAs, paiticularly its inherent resistance to
radiation damage 14 , and the improved speed and power of GaAs.
During the comuse of the effort at Rockwell, DARPA management insisted that the
"reality" of the technology be demonstrated by proving the repeatability or
manufacturability of the process. As a result, DARPA insisted that Rockwell build an

1i R. Van Tuyl and C.A. Liechti, "High Speed integrated logic with GaAs .ESFETs," Digest of
Technical Papers,ISSCC, pp. 112-115, February 1974. as cited in Eden, 1988.
12 Eden, 1988, p.760.
13 IEEE Tra.asactions on Microwave TheL.-v and Techniques, Vol. MTT 30, Number 7. .uly 1982,
p. 933. This effort was covered under ARPA Order 3384, "Ion implant GaAs IC processing," zebruary
25, 1977. Sven Roosild was the DARPA program manager.
14 TIle stirface ot a GaAs device is stabilized by surfare defect states, rather than passivated by a native
oxde. See Shermnn Karp and Sven Roosild, "DARPA, SDI and GaAs," Cor'•pmtcr, October 1986, pp.

17-19.
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extensive data base on the device characteristics obtained with their manufacturing process.
Eden states that this proved to bc an important coniributing fantor to '!, success of the

program. 15
Rockw.vell successfully fat ;--.ted a GaAs IC with LSI capability and over 1000
gates in September 1980, thr .e years and 'iv•, months afier the .,ta,-rz of this phase of the
DARPA GaAs program. C'"-rintly, R'-" .vell is sill developing GaAs zechnology,
moving toward completon i f a 64K memory and eventually a 256K device.
An interestin- by-product f f Ie Rock.,",ll effort iL.the establishment of at least two
commercial rroducers of '-4As devices. The Vitesse company was founded in 1984 by
Dr. A.S. Joseph, the former head of the Rockwell Semniconductoi Physics Group, who left
Rockwell before the comp.eion of the DARPA contract iii 1980. In 1981, Richard Eden
and Fred Blum, the Vice-Pre~ddent of Microelectronics Research at Rockwell (Blum had
replaced J
!-,, 1., DARPA program), founded GigaBit Logic. Eden and Blum left
-.. ckwefl primarily because Rockwell was rot going to "comnr.erciali-ee" the product of
their research. The contributions of these companies are d-.,mussed more fulhy in the
discussion of the insertion program later ii this paper.
In the early 1980s, ._.: Dciekte Science Office of DARPA decided to expand efforts
to devulor digitax 3aA, i.'7ý 1-"E)$( was .nteres:•ui developing a digital chip with a large
,obW3 gams) configurabl- gute array. Given :hal -he mnst complex digital GaAs chip
developed at that tim. contained 1008 gates (fabricated by Rockwell), the path toward
p-roducing a 16K or 64K bit SRAM with 6000 gates appeared risky. 17
Concurrent wi:h this effort, DARP'A's Strategic Technology Office, under the
advanced on-board sigia. prcxesscr (ACSP) program, was investigating space-borne
signal processing. GaAs was judged to be the best technology for application in the
AOSP. In 1982 the two DARPA offices combined efforts to develop an all--GaAs
prototypý of the AOSP. 18 The prol:.lems facing both DARPA offices are best described by
Kamp and Roosild:

15 Eden,1988.
16 At the smne time, DoD was alse invled fun~ing monolithic microwave integrated circuits (IMIC),
aiso using GaAs, but because microwave and digital devices are so different, the progrrns were
17 Sh.'misn Karp and Sven Roosild, "DARPA, SDI and GaAs," Computer, October, 1986, pp. I'7-19.
18 Karp ar.d Roosild, 1986, pp. 17-19.
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Both complexity and yield of GaAs ICs had to increase by orders of

magnitude simultaneously. Only by phenomenally increasing yield could a
sufficient number of memory and gate array chips of the desired complexity
be produced to realize the GaAs AOSP prototype. Clearly it was necessary

to emulate the same learning curve improvement in yield and complexity that
had propelled silicon technology into the VLSI era--and in a shorter time. 19
The initial pilot line developing memory and gate array signal processing chips for
the AOSIr was begun in 1983; a second line was added in 1985. The lines were contracted
to Rockwell and McDonnell Douglas, respectively. 20
In 1984, in addition to developing chips for the AOSP, DARPA began development
efforts aimed at an all-GaAs microprocessor to drive the AOSP. The only single-chip
design that would meet the program requirements was a reduced instruction set computer
(RISC) design called a microprocessor without interlocked pipeline stages (MIPS). The
original MvVPS concept was leveloped (with DARPA support) at Stanford University. 21
Initial Phase I contracts were awarded to Texas Instruments, RCA and McDonnellDouglas, 2 2 and in 1985 T1 and McDonnell were selected to fully develop the
nucropiocessor. These DARPA funded efforts are acknowledged to have led the research
communiq, iai its understanding of GaAs microprocessor design and architecture.23
In the, .,urse of funding development of different GaAs devices, DARPA
e~tablil!ld multiple 1il rit likes for producticn of GaAs components. Hence there was a
need to find some way to rn•ke t.hL. chip designs transfe-imble from one line to another. A
DARPA objective was to -void the problem that confronts some- manufacturers of silicon
chips-refabrica:ing the samr chip design hi different chip technology requires repeating
the entire design process. In order to "minimize this problem across the several GaAs pilot
line,," DARPA sponsoreJ the development of a comprehensive computer aided design
package at the Mayn Foundation.24

19 Karp vad Roosild, 1986, p. 18.
"Low-plwer radiation hard GaAs LSI pilot line," DARPA contract 1-.90601-84-C-0010, Rockwell
Intei national M:-reetectronics R-tsearch and Development Center, Newbury Park, Cal. "Pilot line for
spac: based memorY,:s," DARPA contmct. F290601-85-C-0023, McDonnell Douglas Microclectronic
Cei.ter, Huntington Beach, CY.
21 See ,lso the chapter in this volume on VLSI in 0:-e MIFS.
22 Fund;,wu uiider authorization of ARPA orders 4494. 4495, 4496, 4497 and 4498, January. 1984, all
20

managed by Sven Roosild.
23 Veljko Milutinevic, "GaAs Miopfroressor Technology," Computer, October 1986, pp. 12-13.
24 !Kerpand Roosild, 1986, p. 18. This cffort was funded under ARPA order 4460, 'Decenmber !4, 1981.

Pmgrami munaga was Sven Roosild.
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After the Phase I contracts were awarded, DARPA's GaAs pilot program was
transferred to the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO). The transfer was made
primarily because SDIO was focusing on radiation-resistant space signal processing
DARPA has continued to manage the program for SDIO.25
*

2.

Insertion Program

The results of DARPA efforts in ihe development of GaAs technology are
documented in an extensive literature. As a follow-on to the technology development
efforts, in 1989 DARPA began a GaAs insertion program. This program was designed to
begin the process of incorporating digital GaAs circuits in fielded defense systems. and win
general acceptance of the new technology by relevant system program offices. Under this
program, six manufacturers of defense systems (listed in Figure 19-1) will upgrade
weapons, communications, intelligence, and electronic warfare systems they currently
manufacture with devices produced by three firms: Vitesse Semiconductor, TriQuint
Semiconductor, GigaBit Logic. 26 The insertion program was undertaken because of the
potential advantages of using GaAs in military systems that were displayed in early
DARPA-funded researchDigital gallium arsenide devices are particularly well suited for military
systems because they consume a fraction of the power, operate at much
higher speeds, function over wider temperature range and are nmuch more
resistant to radiation than silicon components.... Although GaAs chips
typically cost more than the silicon components they replace, their greater
peiformance can lead to cost savings because fewer components are
necessary to implement a particular function. 27

0

DARPA conirmitment to GaAs was integral to firms such as GigaBit receiving
backing from vent,'e capitalists. (See discussion on page 19-5). Without strong
confidence that DARPA would continue to support the development of GaAs technology, it
is unlikely that venture capital would have been available to GigaBit, which was the first
firm to be funded to produce GaAs ICs for commercial market;. 28 As a result of the
funding for GigaBit, several other small start-ups were also able to secu'-e venture capital.

25
26
27
28

Karp and Roosild, 1986, pp. 17-19.
Defense Electronics,August 1989, p. 10.
Department of Defense pre.rs release, as reprinted in Defense EVeatronics, ,ugust 1989, p. 10.
Eden, 1988.
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McDonnell Douglas Electronics

System
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Study--April 1990

Honeywell

U.tl Mop Computer
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inbngbow Missile

Hi TL Demo--Sept 1990

Kor Electronis
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ITT Avionics

Digital RF memory

Lab Demo--Feb 1991

Sanders

IF Processor

Lab Demo. -Aug 1992

E-Systems ECI Div

A/D Converters
forPRC-126 Radiu

Lab Derra--Mar 1992

E-Systems Greenville Div

Digital Processor for
RC-135

Demo--Sept 1991

Martin Marietta Space Systems

On-board Prcsessor

Demo--Sept 1992

Texas Instruments

Signal Processor for P-3C

FlightTest--Sept 1991

Grumman Aircraft Systems

Signal Processor
forE-2C Radar

Feasibility Study-Aprii 1990

Figure 19-1.

C.

Gallium Arsenide Insertion Projects.

OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
It is clear from the accomplishments of the organizations funded to develop GaAs

technology that the DARPA digital GaAs has yielded viable results. Practical applications
are being developed under the insertion program. It is the opinion of several of the primary
researchers involved with GaAs that without DARPA involvement, the technology would
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*

not have been developed. 29 From the early DARPA funding of the Center for Materials
Research at Stanford to the development of GaAs ICs at Rockwell and other organizations,
DARPA funding of GaAs has been essential to the development of the technology.
Siaice the digital insertion effort began just over a year ago, it ibtoo early to assess
its impact. However it is clear that the program has advanced the state of the art in GaAs
devices,

Sven Roosiild, khe DARPA program manager, indicates that DARPA's

involvemen'it 4n GaAs shcaicd. draw to a c' ose in the near future. DARPA funcing has been
irs,:umenial ir. f=r,%'r.,ing research that 'vay ;,ave potntia~ly valuable deferse applications.
DARP^ "-_itraetors hav, becorne ttx firsz ito -abricate ccmpl.x digital integi-ated circuits,
and the spin-off 2cmpanies such as Vitesse and GigaBit Logic are the first commercial
firms to profit from the fabrication of digital GaAs devices. If there are pervasive
applications of digital GaAs technology i, U.S. systems in-O future, it will most likely be
as a result of DARPA's substantil efforts ., his field.

29 Eden, 1988, and Greiling. 1984.
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XX.

A-

THE INTERDISCIPLINARY MATERIALS
LABORATORIES

'REr.- G'RV•W

In response to a DoD assignment in late 19.z,9 ARPA undertook support of the
major part of a new national effort to imprcve education in the materials sciences and
increast the number of graduates ;n this important area, through the establishment of the
"hinterisciJlinar) (w-r*-rials) laboratories" fUDLs). cie,iing up the IDLs led to new materials
science departments at more than 100 major universities. Respons-.bility for the JDLs was
transferred to the National Science Foundatiou in 1972, which has contirxued their support
[renamed Materials Research Laboratories (MRLs)] to date. Atout 3,000 PhD gradua:es in
the -natenals science area have been produced by the IDLe and MRLs to 1989.
B.

BACKGROUND

DoD directive 5129.33 of December 30, 1959, assigned ARPA responsibility for
project PONTUS, "to obtain, at the earliest practicable date, a major improvement in
structural and power conversion materials to satisfy the military requirements of the several
U.S. surface. air or missile programs...," adding that the detailed work program
undertaken will Ix.consistent with the national materials research program. This directive
led to the first majoi phase of ARPA's activity in the materials area, in the period 1958-72.
*

*

There was considerable background to this assignment to ARPA, which at the time
seems to have had on its staff only the related expertise of Dr. John Kincaid, a chemist of
ARPA/IDA. Kincaid also had responsibility for PRINCIPLA, which was another large
assignment given to ARPA a little earlier, aiming also at a step improvemem in propellant
performance capabilities. There were other early ARPA occupations with materials
problems (under project DEFENDER) relating to ballistic missile nose cones, hypervclocity
impact phenomena, and, under the ARPA space program, construction of space vehicles
and components.
The PONTUS assignment came directly from Dr. H. York, the first DDR&E, who
had agreed at an earlier meeting of the Federal Council for Science & Technology (FCST)
20-1

that DoD would take responsibility for funding several materials laboratories ";
recernmended by ,i•, Council's coordinating committee on materials R&D. The Federal
Council's decision to st• what was essentially a national materials program was
influenced by, in addition to York's DoD commitment, statements from NASA
representatives that they each would support two such laboratories, although AEC and
NSF expressed relucth,sce. 1 It was clear, however, that DoD would provide the major
share of the laboratorit.' support in the national program and could act more quickly and
with more contract flexi,.-' -;an the other agencies. One major reason for DoD's "lead"
in this respect was its capa-:,lty to make multiyear contracts, which were essential to get
universities to put up new buildings for the new laboratories. Eventually AEC did
participate, apparently after a suggestion by G. Kistiaskowsky, then the President's
Science Advisor, that AEC re!ain title to the buildings. 2
In turn, there was considerable background to the FCST meeting. In the mid1950s thetre was a growirn appreciation of a need for a national effort in materials R&D.
This view came from earlier cxperience with major materials projects in WW II and from
current frustrations in missile and nuclear weapons-re-ated work due to a lack of capability
in the materials areas. One of the earliest recommendations in this regard came from an
AEC materials advisory group to the General Advisory C',nmittee (GAG) of that agency,
that some new materials institutes be funded. D.spite the strong positive convictions about
the importance of more research on materials held by two very influential GA C members,
J. Von Neumann and W. Libby, no action was taken. Navy and Air Force study groups
made similar recommendations (the latter specifically suggesting national materials
laboratories) with similar lack of response. Soon after, however, SPUTNIK put new
forces to work: the PSAC (President's Science Advisory Committee) and ARPA. PSAC
discussed materials needs cf various important projects, and noted, as mentioned above,
that most defense-related U.S. materials work in the past had been done under various
"systems" projects. Each of these materials efforts could be described as a saga of its own
with little or no transfer of knowledge between projects.

2

NSF declined to participate in the new materials program, citing as its reason a policy to support only
individual investigators (discussion with D. Stevens, 6/90). There had been exceptionc, however, to
this NSF policy, perhaps most notably the IGY international geophysical year. For s discussion of
AEC's reactions, see A Scientist in the White House, by G. Kistiakowsky, Harvari '-5, pp. 14, 16,
22.
Ibid., p. 148.
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Also, the same inefficient pattern of materials work was going on under the large
military projects of the time, illustrated by the then current ARPA work related to space
velucles, ballistic missile nose cones and hypervelocity impact. PSAC believed that a large
national effort should be launched that would begin by fostering a new type of graduate
education in science and engineering stressing the interdisciplinary nature of most materials
development as well as sharply increasing the support for university facilites and related
needed instrumentation. The new national level of support in the materials area would be
aimed primarily at producing more g,"aduates trained in such an interdisciplinary academic
environment. These views were codified in a paper on "Coordinating Materials Research
in the U.S." by W.O. Baker of P3AC, one of the leaders in its related discussions. 3
Specifically, Baker's paper suggested that the FCST, which included heads of federal
agencies with substantial S&T budgets, should consider and act on this recommendation.
In what was apparently its first official action the FCST in turn formed a multiagency
"Coordinating Committee on Materials R&D" (CCMRD) and called on it to respond. D.
Stevens of the AEC, CCMRD chairman, promptly drew up what was a modification of the
earlier AEC advisory committee's recommendation, which was presented and approved.
In late 1958, before the actual FCST meeting to discuss the CCMRD's draft
response, S:.-vens and Libby from the AEC met with York, whom they knew from his past
association with that agency, to go over the situation and persuade the DDR&E of the
important role DoD could play. 4 York asked Kincaid to look into the matter, and soon
afterwards, Sttvens and Kincaid visited a number of universities. 5 Kincaid's resulting
"program justifica~tton" memo, ddtt;d 6 April '959, reaffirmed the PSAC and CCMRD
conclusiom, pointing out ai:!o that the DoD would have to be resporsible for 50 percent or
mor- of the national programs, and that the university contracts required 3-year forward
funding. 6 This was an imnportant issue biecause forward funding was possible for DoD but
not for AEC and NASA in their usual contracting mode.

3

4

6

Much of the PSAC discuss~ons occurred in the broader context of how to ,t-rngthe-: American science,
a luestioq which had been given to them by Pres. Eisenhower in 1937. One of the first PSAC
rncommendations in this regard was to e.,tablish a FCST. See J.R. Killian, p. 191, in Lost a; the
Frontier,by D, Shapley and R. Roy, ISI Pre.is, 1985.
"Materials Research Laboratories, the Early Years," by R. .Sproull, in Advancing MaterialsRescarch,
National Academy Press, 1987, p. 27.
Ibid.
IDA TE 69, 6 April 1959, by J.F. Kincaid, Materials Prognam: PONTUS. Actually, a subhstantial
amount of T"orward Funding" of univesity research had been done earlier in ONR.
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C. ESTABLISHMENT AND HISTORY OF THE IDLs
The formal assignment of PONTUS to ARPA was made in December 1959.
Actually, the first related ARPA actions were to provide for assistance from the National
Academy's Materials Advisory Board (MAB), in late 1959 and in eaxly 1960, to make
provision for equipment at universities other than those first selected. 7 Cornell,
Northwestern, and Pennsylvania Universities were selected for ARPA funding in 1960,
and eight more in 1961.8 A strong competition took place for the selection, in which
ARPA was assisted by an advisory group from the National Academy's MAB. Only three
of 45 proposals were funded in the first round.9 This competition was the first of its ki J,
and has been described as having a broadly healthy impaczt on both the materials fields and
on the universities.1 0
The impact on the Universities involved has been described by R. Sproull, who had
the unique experience both of running an DL laboratory and being an ARPA director:
The important features at each university were the following. First, that an
umrbrella contract provided for continuity of support and for the ability to
buy large quanta of equipment and facilities. Second, a local director
committed a substantial fraction of his career to making the program
succeed. He could use the longevity of support to extract concessions from
the university and departmental administrations. Third, the contract
provided, in most cases, reimbursement over 10 years for the new
construction zequired to do modern experimentation on mat:rials. Fourth,
the longevity of the contract induced the university to allocate to the project
scarce and prime space in the middle of the campus, thereby establishing the
maximum informal connections among disciplines. Fifth, central
experimental facilities (such as those for elecmon microscopy or crystal
growth) could have state-of-the-art equipment, even f it was 'ery
expensive, and they served as a mixing ground for students and fac-ilty
from several disciplines. Sixth, an executive committee composed of
people with power and influence in the individual disciplines but oriented
toward the success of the program helped the director over the rough spots
with department chairmen, people who often were overly protective of their
bishoprics and palatiriates. Seventh, a contract was not given to an
institution onlcss it had a strong disciplinary base on which to build.

ARPA Order AO 108 of 10/59, "MAB Support," and AOs 142, 143, -nd 144 of 5/60 for
instrumentation. Actually other DoD research funding agencies aLo had substantial extra funding from
DDR&E tor equipiment at this time. The sourze for this, as for the IDLs, was the DDR&E's
".cntrgencyfunds."
8 "Mazaerials Pese;,.h Laboratories: Reviewing the First Twenty-Five Years * by L.H. Schwartz, in
Advancing MaterialsRe.earch. ibid., p. 33.
9 Schmextz, ibid., 1.. 36. Table 1. and AO 157 of 6/60, "IDLs."
10 Donald K. Stevens. ibid.
7
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Interdisciplinary programs perched on weak disciplines are dangerous;
interdisciplinary work already had a bad name on many campuses because
of programs alleged to be interdisciplinary but without disciplines (on many
campuses home economics was the example cited). Eighth, individual
grants and contracts with federal agencies continued; most well-established
principal investigators received the majority of their support from some
other agency and might enjoy help from the program only in the central
facilities or the building space. Thus, when the executive committee and
director found that they had to say "no" to a local high priest, it was not
really, "no" but only "no" with the umbrella corntract's money, and that
made life easier.
Despite the fact that DoD could only contract for 5 years, the initial contracts were
large and ARPA could otherwise give the Universities enough assurance cf a virtual, if not
actual, 10-year program duration for them to be able to borrow funds for the new IDL
buildings. 11 ARPA had thus made, in a sense, a 10-year commitment, along with the other
agencies, which was carried out despite pressures which grew in the mid-1960s against
"forward funding," in the DoD, and against military research in the Universities in the
same period. Another important feature of the IDL program was the "block funding"
characteristic: allocation of the "block" funds was left to local university management, with
a very broad work statement:
*

0

The contractor shall establish an interdisciplinary materials research program
and shall furnish the necessary personnel and facilities for the conduct of
research in the science of materials with the objective of furthering the
understanding of the factors which influence the properties of materials and
the fundamental relationships which exist between composition and
structure and the behavior of materials.12
There was a considerable impact on the universities. "Materials science" now
became a recognized discipline at many major research universities, in contrast to the
previous situation in which departments of physics, chemistry, metallurgy, mining and
engineering all had had separate courses in materials and different research proiects in the
area. By 1989 there were about 100 materials departments in the universities.13 Teaching
and research also became possible in new areas.14 Graduate students increased in number
S11Apparently Dr. York wanted to get around the problem by a big enough "grant" to permit amortization.
Cf, Kistiakowsky, ibid., p. 22, and Sproull, ibid, p.31.
12 Lyle Schwartz, op. cit. p. 37.
13 MaterialsScience and Engineeringfor the 1990's, National Academy Press, 1989, p. 148.
14 Harry C. Gatos, in Lost at the Frontier,p. 178. The IDL's were not, however, the first example of

inter&implinary laboratories at universities: the Joint Services Electronics Program, was established in
1946, and had set up such groups as MITs Research Laboratory of Electronics. See J.R. Killian, ibid.,
p. 190, and "Fortieth Anniversary Symposium of the JSEP," U.S. Army Research Office, 1987.
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and began to satisfy growing demands of the generally growing universities, industry and
government laboratories. While some of the early specific motifs for the TDL program, as
noted above, were mainly associated with structural and power conversion materials, one
of the fastest growing demands in this time period was that associpted with the nearexponential growth of integrated. circuit density, which depended oii continuing
improvements in the processing of. and controlled deposition on, semiconductors.

0

Durinig the early 1960s, in addition to the IDLs, ARPA also funded efforts in
specific materials areas, including: thermoelectrics, semiconductors, ceramic windows for
high power microwave devices; lightweight armor, crystal growing and characterization;
fatigue; and on properties of materials needed particularly for space application, such as
beryllium.
In 1963 R. Sproull became ARPA's director and soon afterwards initiated rA "pull"
of the IDLs toward industrial and defense applications. Partly, this action was in response
to a lessening of the national earlivr feeling of crisis. Sproull's "pull" mechainism was to
form 'coupling" groups of university-industry-government laboratories. 15 After a few
years' trial, however, the "coupling" programs wvere discontinued as a separately identified
theme. 16 Sproull also initiated discussions with NSF about transfer of the IDLs, but
without success.17
In the late 1960s, there were several new pressures on ARPA in regard to the IDLs.
Apparently Dr. Foster the new DDR&E did not look favorably on the "forward funding"
concept in general, and also did not like the rather academic character of the program. 18
Demands of the growing Vietnam war also caused a reduction of DoD R&D funding
generally, affecting IDLs in the late 1960s. The DoD "ThF.IIS" program, aimed at -aising
the level of research and teaching capabilities of a wider geographic distribution of
universities in science and engineering, also had some "materials" content, but was another
drain on funds that might have gone to the IDLs.19 In 1966, an internal review of the IDLs

15 E.G. AO's 876 and 878. This type of approach has been advocated more recently inmany quarters, cf..
Gatos loc. cit.
16 One of the reasons for discuntinuance of the coupling ptogranzn was a recognition of ARPA's lack of
adequate management at the time. Communicdtion from R.Sproull, August 1990.
17 R. Sproull, ibid.
"T
w Advanced Research Projects Agency," 1958-1974, Richard J. Barbar Associates, 1975, pp. VI149
and VI-.57.
19 Ibid., p. VII-59.
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was conducted by ARPA, concluding that many of its goals had been met. 20 In late 1968,
Congress' Mansfield amendment, requiring a direct link of research projects funded by
DoD to its mission, made it even more difi-i.:ult for AKOA to justify the, IDLs. Further, the
attitude toward the Vietnam War at many universities made it a delicate mrayter for ARPA to
press for more explicitly defense-related efforts at the IDLs.
Discussions were therefore held with the NSF and the White House's OSTP
(successor to PSAC), pointing out the nat-onal Pature of the DoD responsibility. and the
10-year "virtual commitment" involved, whiz..h still had a few years to run. In 1971 NSF
conducted a review of the IDL program, and in 1972 assumed full responsibility for it.
The NSF review brought out that the specifically interdisciplinary character of the IDLs
needed more emphasis. NSF, which had avoided the responsibility for the IDLs at thi
beginning because of a preference (or policy) for individual, or disciplinary, support, now
stad 0- . WlcbcK support, locally administered, would continue, but that scientific
excellei•=: was considered t n-.cessary, but no longer sufficient, condition to qualify.2 1
The IDLs, now named by NSF, Materials Research Laboratories would be judged by their
ability to do "coherent" multi-interdisciplinary and multi-investigator projects in major
thrust areas requiring the expertise of two or more materials-related disciplines." 22 The
clear implication was that ARPA management had not pushed the IDLs toward being truly
interdisciplinary and also that the universities hadn't accomplished this on their own.
However, given the political c'imate of the times, NSF probably could get away with such
a push without a strong backlash, but DoD could not.23
Another extensive review of the IDLs-MRLs (including also the AEC and NASA
laboratories) was made a few years later by the National Academy's Committee on the
Suirvey of Materials Science and Engineering (COSMAT).Y This evaluation concluded
that the IDLs had been successful in:
Drawing "attention to the emergence of coupled materials science and
engineering as a new interdisciplinary focus of activity in a way which could
not have been achieved otherwise."

Ibid., p. VII-28.
Several AOs trinsfewing the IDL programs began with AO 2044 of December 1971.
Schwartz., op. cýL. p. 40-4 .
In fact NSF accepted the ransfer somewhat reluc:antly and because of a White House edict. The
transfer also caused organizvtional changes at NSF. SteveNIs, op. cit.
24 COSMAT, Vol. III, Natiorl Academy of Sience. 1975.
20
21
25.
23
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"* Demonstration "that block funding is perfectly feasible on a campus."
"* Developmcnt of "excellent research groupings of faculty members, the

building-up of a reputation and attraction for good students, and the training of
first-rate materials sci•ntisus, physicists, chemists, and other professionals."
" Admninistrative efficiency achieved "through faculty saving their time in writing
proposals and seekdng support, and the agency officials likewise savAng a great
deal of adm~nistrative time."
"* "A large number of students were trained in an excellent environment for
advanced degrees."
On the negative side, the Academy report found a limited number of joint
publications, taken as evidence of a lack of truly interdisciplinary effort at the IDLs and
pointed out that the number of graduates in materials sciences had seemed to rise over the
years since establishment of the IDLs at about the same rate as did those in other
engineering areas. One objective of the ARPA program had been to increase the uiumber of
materials graduates more rapidly than in other fields. COSMAT added, however, that the
characteristics of education in the materials fields had changed, and that its quality had
improved.
However, about the same time as the CGSMAT report, NSF also commissioned a
study by MITRE to examine the publications for IDLs with respect to those of directlyfunded investigators. Tbe conclusion seems to have been that publications from the IDLsMRLs had a generally high quality with a larger number of major accomplishments at
MRLs than at non-MRLs.2
A deficiency of these reviews due to the widespread impact of IDLs on the
universities has been pointed out by R. Sproull:
In the Mitre and NSF reviews of the IDLs, some attention, but not enough,
was paid to the movement of the zest of the academic world. Many
institutions which were unsuccessful competitors for the ARPA program
established interdisciplinary materials laboratories of their own. When
comparisons of the IDLs were made with the non-IDL schools, it was
impossible to account for the changes at those latter schools which were
brought about in order to compete with ARPA schools and because
"materials" as a discipline was given credibility by the ARPA program.2 6

25 Schwartz, op. cit., p. 44.

26 R. Sproull, op. cit.
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Between 1972, when the transfer took place, and 1975, the time of the MITRE
*

study, the number of faculty involved in IDLs-MRLs had shrunk, along with their funding,
from 600 to 532, and by 1985 there were only 400 active. 27 NSF has also added five new
MRLs at difierent universities and closed seven of the old ones. The stronger institutions,
28
however, have persisted in this competition.
I 1968, a separate ARPA materials program began to expand in specific areas,
F
including non-destructive evaluation, optical materials for lasers, rare earth magnetic
materials, superconductors, fracture mechanics, rapid-solidification technology and
senuiconductors. come of these are described in other chapters in this volume. During and
after the transfer of the IDLs .o NSF, and in line with its new orientation to support specific
materials areas, ARPA supported sizable efforts in some of these areas at the IDLs for a
few years. 2 9

*

In 1987 a 25-year MRL symposium was held at the National Academy, with a
publi-hed volume of the proceedingS. 30 In addition to historical articles about the IDLsMRLs, the volume presents a valuable review of the materials area as of that date.
However, in one of the articles providing perspective on the relations of materials research

*•

and the corporate sector, Dr. H.W. Paxton, then of U.S. Steel, recounts that his query to
colleagues in industry about the impact of the MRLs brought the answer that they could not
31
think of anything that affected their current concerns.

While NSF support for the MRLs continues, mcore recently there have been new
types of related "interdisciplinary" programs funded, such as the University-Industry
Centers, Engineering Research Centers, and the Materials Research Groups, a kind of
intermediate "thrust" oriented activity between' Xe MMRLs and individual investigation
support.

32

27 Ibid., p. 41.
28 D. Stevens. op. Cit.

29 LFamples are AOs 2442. 2470 of :V/73 and 2488 of 3/73. Details of some of these specific efforts are
given in other chapters in this volume.
30 Advancing MaterialsResearch, op. cit.

31 Ibid. p. 362.
32 Schwartz, op. cit., p. 48.
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D. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
The IDLs were establ~shed in response to a DoD assignment, making ARPA
responsible for the major part of a national program to strengthen academic capabilities in
the materials area. The assignment came from an appreciation of the key importance of
materials to many important military projects, and of the need to have more people educated
in this area in an "interdisciplinary" way, as a fundamental step toward obtaining the
desired level of national capability. The rapidity of ARPA actions in setting up the IDLs
resulted from close relations, at the time, of many of the key players in upper levels, and in
good use of expert advice. There was an immediate and strong impact on the universities
in the material fields. While the IDLs did not constitute the sole materials-related effort at
ARPA, in 1960-68 they were its largest part. The early statement of the program objective,
to directly obtain advanced key materials and characteristics, was quickly replaced by one
expressing the broader pe.spective of establishing the national capability to move toward
these and other needed advances in the future.
While NASA and AEC eventually also participated, the major role in this national
program was played by ARPA. To get the Universities' cooperation ARPA had to make a
virtual commitment to a 10-year program while having legally only a 5-year contract span,
which was partly circumvented by the size of the initial contracts and their 5-year contracts
33
each year.
Later, there were difficulties when some of the original "national crisis" atmosphere
had faded, and there were pressures on the one hand from the DoD to push toward DoDrelated applications during the Vietnam era, and from acaderrda on the other to appear "free"
of such applications.34 Conscious of its commitment and of the value of the national
program, ARPA appears to have "kept the course" until NSF took over. NSF, which
initially chose not to be involved required some White House-level pressure to take over
responsibility. However, the transfer to NSF took about 3 years, about the same time as
required for other DoD p.ograms to be taken over by that agency. 35

6

The NSF pre-acceptance review appears to have been critical of ARPA management
(and of the universities') in that the specifically interdisciplinary aspect of the IDLs hadn't
developed as rapidly as it should. However, given the climate of the times it is difficult to

33 SprOull, op. cit., p. 32.

34 In 1972, when NSF finally took over the IDLs, ARPA also became DARPA, the Defense Advanced
Research Ptojects Agency.
35 Other examples included ARPA's ARECIBO Observatory and ONR's STRATOSCCPE.
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see how ARPA could have pushed the Universities much during these years. NSF, with a
non-military flavor, could .,o so and have it accepted. NSF had to do some reorganization
to deal with the MRLs. 'in the same period NSF also had to reorganize to carry out their
own efforts toward applications programs with broad social impact: IRRPOs, and later
RANN. NSF has since become much more occupied with related questions of applied
research at the Universities. The IDLs/MRLs were one of the early pushes toward
academic and educational transformations, which are still widely discussed and tried out in
various forms.
The objective of increasing the number of materials science graduates having at least
something of an i.nterdisciplinary background was achieved during the ARPA program, and
these graduates were quickly involved in many .rreas where they were needed. About
3,000 PhDs have been produced by the IDLs and MRLs.

-

It is difficult to trace any very specific impact of the research at the IDLs on
industrial or military materials work. However, it must be recognized that the very
existence of a mature and operating interdisciplinary materials philosophy at universities
(trickling down to industrial and government laboratoric.7) forms a much more efficient and
receptive framework for accomplishing DoD contract research. While the effectiveness of
this framework is hard to quantify, it is instructive to note a recent survey of DARPA and
NSF staff members. 36 This survey identified examples of materials research advances
which were believed to have been difficult or infeasible to achieve under the traditional
disciplinary project support. Some of the early examples listed were organic metals, splat
cooling, ultra-low temperature technoogy, phase transitions, on polymers, lithium riobate
for laser harmonic generation and fiber-organic composites.
The current NSF outlay for MRLs is about $25 million per year. ARPA's outlay
for IDLs between 1960 and 1972 was about $158 million. To 1989 NSF has spent
approximately $350 million on the IDLs.

36 Unpublished. Performed by Dr. Martin Stickley, former director of the DARPA Materials Sciences

Office, under the auspices of Dr. Ben Wilcox, presently heading the DARPA materials Scierces
Division.
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XXL

F-100 ENGINE RETIREMENT FOR CAUSE

A. BRIEF OVERVIEW
In the mid-1970s, DARPA and the Air Force Materials Labortory (AFM. started
a joint project to develop quantitati-.e non-destructive materials testing and/or evaluation
(NDE) techniques. In the late 1970s DARPA provided major funding for a study to
develop a new methodology termed "Retirement for Cause" (RFC), which involved a novel
integration of the new NDE developments with probabilistic fracture mechanics, logistics,
and economics, as part of a joint program with the Air Force to establish the basis for a
major change in maintenance procedures for the Pratt & Whitney F-100 aircraft engine.
The Air Force is now using the RFC methodology for its maintenance and logistics related
to me F-100 engine, and has also incorporated RFC into its standards for all Air Force
aircraft engine design and maintenance.
B.

BACKGROUND

In the early 1970s DARPA began to support several efforts in the technology area
of materials failure by fracture, and in related techniques for non-destructive test and
evaluation (NDE). 1 The objective was to make NDE a quantitative, rather than a mainly
qualitative technique as it had been up to that time. Part of the basis for quantitative NDE
was available since previous research had developed an understanding of the deterministic
mechanics of crack prmpagation as related to cycles of applied stress in metals and alloys.
fhe main uncertainty in predicting materials failure seemed to be in the ability of NDE to
reliably detect and measure small crack-initiating flaws. A depiction of the sequence of
events in a typical crack-induced failure is given in Figure 21-1.2
A strong motif for a broad intensification of DoD efforts in this area was provided
by the crash of an F- 11 aircraft in the early 1970s due to crack-induced failure of a wing
1

E.g., AO 1576 of 1/70 for surface crack propagation, AO 2083 of 3172 for low.cycle fatigue

investigations, AO 2481 of 2/73 for metal fatigue and fracture, and AO 2485 of 3/73 for stresscorrosion cracking. Some related work was also supported on low-tempermture armor embrittlement.
2

Taken from "Engine Component Retirement-for-Cause," John A. Harris, Jr., AFWAL.TR-87-4069
August 1982. p. 4.
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pivot. This led to a build-up of related work at the AFML at Wright Patterson Air Force
Base. A proposal made by AFML 3 was supported by DARPA for a broad joint effort on
"flaw acceptance criteria," emphasizing NDE investigations. 4 An important feature of this
joint AFML-DARPA effort was a series of yearly workshops on quantitative NDE, which
provided a scientific forum in related areas as well as a means to monitor progress.
Participants in these workshop/reviews included contractors in the NDE program from
academic irstitutions, government laboratories, and others from U.S. and foreign research
institutes. The workshops also attracted others engaged in related efforts including some
from institutions supported by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) who were engaged
in a large effort to develop methods to estimate the probability of accidents at nuclear power
plants. 5 The Air Force-DARPA workshops helped focus NDE-related research, which
initially emphasized ultrasonic methods and their theoretical interpretation but included also
electromagnetic and other methods for quantitative measurements of small cracks. 6

I

I

o
Figure 21-1.

I

-

Total Fatigue Life Segmented into Stages of Crack Development,

Subcritical Growth and Final Fracture (from Harris op cit.)

AFML became the Materials Latoratory of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL)
in 1980.
4~AO 2828 of AFMD, of 7/74,
Acceptance Criteria."
Mlaw
5 WASH-1400, USAEC 1974, the "Rasmussen Report," A. Bedent, who became head of DARPAms
3

6

materials effort in the mid-70s, had previously worked in this area.
E.g., Comments by M. J. Buckley, DARPA, and J. Moyzis, AFWAL, in "Proceedings of the
DARPA/AFWAL Review of Progress in Quantitative Nondestructive Evaluation," Technical Report
AFWAL-TR-81-4080, 1981, p. 5.
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In the late 19•70s, besides the continuing joint efforts with AFML, DARPA
supported several additional related topics, including NDE standards, component life
-prediction technology, and a prototype NDE testbed. 7 However, after 5 years, in 1979, a
number ef techniques from the DARPA NDE effort were apparently considered
"riansferred," and DARPA faced a decision about reduction of its NDE budget and turnover of more of the program to the Services.8
C. RETIREMENT FOR CAUSE
The concept of applying the cornbinz'.d technologies of fracture mechanics, stress
analysis, materials characterihation and test, non-destructive evaluation, probabilistic risk
assessment, and, eventually, logistics and economics analysis, tc the problem of
avdntenance of aircraft engine components grew out of AFML arnd Air Force
Aeropropuilsion Laboratory (AFAPL) in-house research and development, in the early
1970€.0 Pratt and Whitney (P&W), the makers of the F-100 engine which came into
operational use in the F-I15 in the early 1970s, initiated a similar internal effort at about the
same time as AFMLI' under corporate, IR&D, and Air Force sponsorship. In 1975 a joint
AFML, AFAPL, and Aeronautical Systenis Division (ASD) study of the third stage turbine
disk of the TF-33 engine showed that such an integration of technologies could provide for
a major change in existing maintenance piilosophy and procedures, now called "Retirement
for Cause" (RFC). 11 In this and the P&W internal efforts, attenuon centered on rotating
components that were made cf special alloys and were costly and "fracture critical" (i.e.,
failure of one such component could result in a power failtu, in a single engine aircraft).

A good statement of the problem addressed by RFC, and of the expected benefit of
implementing it, was made by the P&W group: 12
Historically, methods used for pre.dicting the life of gas turbine engine rotor
components have resulted in conservative estimation of useful life. Most
rotor components are limited by low cycle fatigue [LCFj, generally
7

A~s 3374 of 2177, 3400 of 4/77, and 3556 of 1 78.

8

M. Buckley and P. Moyzis, op. cit.

9

Harris, op. ciL, p. 6.'

10obid.
11 "A Retirement for Cause. Study of an Engine Turbine Disk," by R. Hill, et al., AFTIAL-TR-81-2 94,
Nov. 1981.
12 "Engine Component Retirement-for-Cause," by C. G. Annis et al., in the DARPA/AFWAL Review,
Ref. 5, p. 12.
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expressed in terms of mission equvalency cycles. When some
predetermined cyclic life limit is reached, components are retired from
service.
Total fatigue life of a component consists of a crack initiation phase and a
crack propagation phase [see Figure 21-1 above]. Eigine rotor component
initiation life limits are analytically determined using lower bound LCF
characteristics. This is established by a statistical analysis of data indicating
the cyclic life at which 1 in 1000 components, such as disks, will have a
fatigue induced crack of approximately 0.03 inch length. By definition then
99.9% of the disks are being retired prematurely. It has been documented
that many of the 999 remaining retired disks have considerable useful
residual life. Retirement for Cause (RFC) would allow each component to

be used to the full extent of its safe total fatigue life, retirement occurri,'-.,
when a quantifiable defect necessitates removal of the component from
service. The defect size at which the component is no longer considered
safe is determined through non-destructive evaluation (NDE) and fracture
mechanics analyses of the disk material and the disk fracture critical
locations, the service cycle and the overhaul/inspection period. Realization
and implementation of a Retirement for Cause Maintenance Methodology
will result in system cost savings of two types: parts which would be
retired and consequently require replacement by new parts; and indirect cost
savings resulting from reduction of use of strategic materials, reduction in
energy requirements to process new parts, and mitigation of future
inflationary pressure on cost of new parts.
The RFC objective was to utilize safely the full "life capacity" of a component, not
to extend that life.
However, to achieve RFC required substantial investment and effort toward
integration of NDE with fracture mechanics, economics, and logistics. The agreement that
the payoff from RFC might be very high seemed persuasive, and in 1979 the Air Force and
DARPA joined to start a technical program at AFML, to demonstrate RFC on the P&W F100 engines. The F-100 engine was chosen because there were many of them in the field
(in excess of 3,200 by 1987), some of the components were scheduled for retirement under
existing maintenance procedures, and logistical support of this high performance
augmented turbofan engine was a significant cost to the Air Force. As a first step in this
program DARPA funded a P&W study entitled ""oncept Definition: Retirement for Cause
of F-1!00 Rotor Components." 13 This study estimated return-on.investmcnt (ROI),
evaluated risks, and established the need for a probabilistic approach to the analys~s of
component useful lifetimes.

13 Harris et al. TR-87-4069.
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The results of this P&W study and of a parallel internal AFML study was briefed to
a high level Air Force-DARPA review committee. This committee agreed that if DARPA

would provide major support for a more complete RFC methodology study, and if the
results would confirm those of the preliminary ROI study, the Air Force would undertake
the effort required for the logistics implementation for the F-100 engine.
Accordingly, along with the mainly DARPA funded methodology studies, the
AFML established a major thrust towards reduction of RFC for the F-100 engine to
operational Air Force logistics practice by 1986.14 An integrated development plan for
RFC was set up, with participation from several Air Force commands and including the
major engine contractor P&W and several other organizations, together with provision for
independent review. Included in this thrust was a Manufacturing Technology effort for an
NDE system for RFC of gas turbine engine components (RFC/NDE), and eventual
participation by the ASD and the Air Force Logistic Command (AFLC) in the
implementation of RFC . - San Antonio Air Logistics Center (SAALC).
DARPA support and development of RFC methodology included the following: a
systematic appfoach to probabilistic life analysis; review aad expansion of the related
fatigue and fracture mechanics technology base; validation of the methodology by
laboratory testing of specimens, subcomponents and ccmponents; correlation with engine

testing and F-100 operating fleet experience; selection of F-100 components; economic
analysis of the benefits and risks, and evaluation of RFC for other engines.15 This P&W
accomplished in several phases, under a contract managed by Dr. Reimann at the AFI4L. 16
In th-. first phase of the P&W RFC effort a probabilistic life analysis technique

(PLAT) was developed which embodied a computer program model integrating MOE and
materials test statistics, fracture mechanics, stress and fatigue information, and engine
component maintenance management.
A simplified depiction of the type of result form a typical PLAT analysis is given

'

Figure 21-2, which shows generic life cycle cost versus c.ack "propagation margin": the
ratio between crack propagation life to the "return to service interval" (RTS) adopted in

14 Harris. ibid., p.7.
15 AO 3993 to AFML, F-100 Retirement for Cause Methodelogy of 4/80. Cf., AFWAL, TR-87-4069,
p. 23.
16 "Engine Component Retirement for Cause," AFML Contract No. F3361J-80-C-5049.
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maintenance procedures. 17 Since the F-100 engine has modular construction, the RTS will

differ for the components from different modules. Since there are now 5 different versions
of the F-100 and 's modules for each, the PLAT analysis is quite complex. PLAT results
defined levels of risk that could then be used in life cycle cost/risk analyses for different
maintenance. strategies.
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In the second phase of the RFC effort, extensive laboratory testing of materials,
specimens,17mm
components,
and subcomponents
was performed to further verify the analysis4
Cea,
A.228fA1tNn
done in Phase 1. Much of this testing was done in cooperation with other Air Force
programs concerned with the F-100 engine. Among the main cooperative eitcrts was the
F-100 Components Improvement Program (CIP) in which accelerated mission test data
were obtained using a fuill F-100 engine to validate both tht fracture mechanics ainalysis
used in RFC an.-I the use of smaller specimens to obtai.a statistical failure data. These were.
sucomonens
cmpoents
an
prfomed
frthrwere
vrifytheanaysi
the only F-100O engine testspecmen,
data
obtained
byws
RFC,
but the oresults
considered to

'

oFlaw ALC e ffoterite n si es
a7se4,
Ae seo nd ph~,o

18Ibid.
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validate the use of specimens and individual component labor~tory tests for the remaindear
of Phase H efforts. 19 In general, the statistical data from the subcomponent and specimen
tests indicated that the fracture mechanics applied in PLAT was conservative. Other F-100
programs such as the "F-100 engine structural diversity and damage tolerance assessm(ent
program" which began in 1978, also contributed data useful for RFC component
analysis. 20
The Phase II efforts of this P,&W RFC contract included a laige effort to validate
and, where necessary, further investigate the technology in PLAT. The investigation
included: obtaining statistics on crack propagation variability; the investigation of large
crack initiation by linkup of multiple smaller ciioks: thermal effects on crack growth, since
the assumptions for PLAT were based on isothermal fracture mechanics; the validity of
extrapolation of large crack growth rates to small cracks; the effects of high tycle fatigue,
caused by vibratory response, superimposed on low-cycle fatigue; effects of materials
quality and characteristics on crack initiation; and stress histories as related to mission
profiles, which were notably different for the F-15 and F-16, both of which used the F-100
engine.

In addition, work towards defining the NDE hardware to be used in F-100 RFC
was undertaken by the Air Force's manufacturing technology (Man Tech) program. This
involved two stages, the first defining the NDE module and techniques for analysis of its
results, and the second in actual fabrication and evaluation of the NDE modules.
Currently, the NDE applied in RFC is predominantly electromagnetic rather than
ultrasonic. 21
RFC is now implemented by the Air Force logistic command for the F-100 engine
and its modifications now in, or beginning, service.
Estimates have been made of F-100 life cycle cost savings due to RFC by several
groups attempting to make the most objective judgment possible. The consensus has been
that the life-cycle savings due to parts reduction, and in the time involved in maintenance,
totals more than $1.2 billic,n.2 In addition, due to RFC therc are substantial savings of

19
20
21
22

Harris, op. cit, p. 10.
Ibid., p. 19.
Discussion with Don Thompson, 9/90.
Han'is, op. ciL. p. 46.
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thousands of tons of critical materials such as cobalt, used in some rotating component
alloys.

4

In addition to the life cycle cost savings in the F-100 engine program, the RFC
demonstration has provided enabling technology for tht. Engine Structural Integrity
Program (ENSIP), defined by Military Standard 1783 (USAF). ENSIP "provides the
23
basis for establishing requirements, criteria, and methods for the design." of all future Air
Force engines. Included in ENSIP is the requirement to determine crack propagation life in
design, and to establish NDE inspection criteria. ENSIP is applied in the initial design and
development phase of an engine program. Retirement for cause is applied during the in24
service operational use phase of an engine system. The net result of using RFC
technology in ENSIP can result in cost savings many times the cost saving calculated for
the F-100 engine.
DARPA expenditures for RFC were about $7 million. Earlier related outlays for
NDE and related work were about $6 million. The Air Force outlays for later phases,
including those from Man Tech, appear to have been about $100 million. As mentiouted
above, the estimated F-100 life cycle savings were about $1.2 billion. The dollar value of
the critical materials savings associated with RFC has not been estimated.

4

4

D. OBSERVATIONS ON SUCCESS
"Retirement for cause" seems to have been an Air Foxie initiative. It was based,
however, on the development of quantitative NDE techniques, which was greatly assisted
by a predominantly DARPA-funded joint NDE program. This DARPA effort made NDE a
quantitative, rather than qualitative technique, and put it on a much firmer scientific basis.
However, after some 5 years of this program, DARPA was considering dropping the area,
and it seems to have been an AFML initiative to propose RFC as a major application of
NDE to aircraft engine maintenance. The AFML group felt it was important to get DARPA
involvement in order to make progress--the RFC idea was apparently regarded by many as
quite risky, and involved a considerable up-front expense to develop a usable
methodology. If implemented, it involved a major change of maintenance philosophy and
procedure. DARPA's first action vwas cautious and prudent: to fund a preliminary study at
P&W of expected return on investment of RFC applied to the F-100 engine.
23 Harris, TR-87-4089, p. 18.
24 rbi.
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4

I

The results of this P&W RUI work and of a parallel AFML study were briefed to a
high-level Air Force-DARPA review committee, who agreed that DARPA would provide
major support for a more complete RFC methodology study, and the Air Force would take
responsibility for the follow-on efforts required for implementatlan. 25 The Air Force was
able to make this commitment because it had control of the F-100 from acquisition through

maintenance and operations use. The cost savings estimated from RFC were very attractive
26
to the Air Force at the time, and have apparently been borne out in prMCdice.

The methodology developed with DARPA support remains the basis for the RFC
program that has been put into effect b, the Air Force. It is considered very unlikely by
key Air Force participants that the Air Force would hav, undertaken RFC without
DARPA's involvement. Other expers in applications of NDE consider that the RFC
development was a major innovation at the time, which ha: encouraged further
developments such as the recent national ^!drust under the Deptartment of Commerce's
National Insitute for Science and Technology toward integrating a wide range of materials
design, test, and manufacturing.27
RFC did not involve materials development. It included an effort to make more
quantitative statistical characterization of fracture of well known alloys. RFC depended on
a demonstrated ability to make reliable quantitative measurement of small cracks, which
was the basis for the application of fracture mechanism in a probabilistic sense. About the
same time as RFC, other probabilistic fracture mechanics was beginning to be applied to
several other important systems (e.g., the BIA) and to estimation of failure of reactor
pressure vessels by the AEC.
While RFC at fmrst was integrated into ENSIP, for example, by using the ENSIPdetermined RTS intervals rather then using those determined by RFC, as time went on
ENSIP in turn adapted to and used the RFC data to change these intervals. The success of
RFC for the F-100 has led the Air Force to write the procedure into its ENSIP standards
for all Air Force engine design and maintenance management.
While RFC has encouraged further applications of NDE, it does not seem to have
been as yet adopted by the Navy or commercial airlines. In the latter case, stress cycles are

25 Discussion with j. Henderso, 7/90.
26 Dscussion with . Harris, 8/90.
27 Discussion with H. Yolken. 8/90.
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much more limited than in military engine usage, and commercial aircraft engines are
apparently not regularly inspected as the Air Force does for its engines.28

28 Discussion with J. Henderson, 7/90.
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ABM
ABRES
ACCAT
ACVC

anti-ballistic missile
Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems
Advanced Command and Control Architecture Testbed
Ada Compiler Validation Capability

ADAR
ADST

Advanced Array Radar
Advanced Distributed Simulation Technology

AEC

Atomic Energy Council

AFAPL

Air Force Aempropulsion Laboratory

AFHRL
AFLC

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Air Force Logistics Command

AFML
AFWAL
AI
AIE
ALCOR
ALS

Air Force Materials Laboratory
Air Forced Wright Aeronautical Laboratory
artificial intelligence
Ada Integrated Environment
ARPA Lincoln C-band Observable Radar
Ada Language System

ALTAIR
ALV

ARPA Long Range Tracking and Instrumentation Radar
Autonomous Land Vehicle

AMR

Atlantic Missile Range

AMARAC
ANSI
AOA
AOSP

Anti-Missile Research Advisory Committee
American National Standard Institute
Airborne Optical Adjunct
advanced on-board signal processor

ARAP

Aeronautical Research Associates of Princeton
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ARC
ARPA
ASAS
ASD

Acoustic Research Center
Advanced Research Projects Agency
All Scurce Analysis System
Aeronautical Systems Division

0

ASMS

Advanced Strategic Systems (Program)

ASP

Advanced Signal Processor
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•ATAC
ATACMS
ATGM

Advanced Simulator for Undergraduate Pilot Training
Anti-submarine Warfare
Advanced Technology Assessment Center
Army Tactical Missile System
anti-tank guided missile

AWACS

Airborne Warning and Control System

BETA
BICES
BIM

Batdefield Exploitation and Target Acquisition
Battlefield Information Collection and Exploitation System
BETA Interface Module

BMD
BMEWS
BRL

ballistic missile defense
Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
Ballistic Research Laboratory

BSRO

Behavioral Science Research Office

CAD
CAE
CCtvWD

Computer Aided Design
computer aided engineering
Coordinating Committee on Materials R&D

CECOM
CELT

(Army) Communica•ons and Electronics Command
Coherent Emitter Location System

CFV

Cavalry Fight:ng Vehicle

CHAALS
CIG

Communications High Accuracy Airborne Location System
computer image generati.n

CIP
CM
CMR

Components Improvemen? Program
Connection Machine
Center for Materials Research (Star ford)

CORCEN

corelation center

COSMAT

Committee on the Survey of Materials Science and Engineering

CPU

central processing unit

CRT

Cathode Ray Tube

CrO

Cybernetics Technology Office

DAMP
DARPA

Down Range And-BallLsti' Measurement Program
Defens: Advanced Research Projects Agency

DCA

Defense Communications Agency

ASUPT
ASW

G-2
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L!
DDR&E
DMA
DME
DSB

Differential Doppler
Director of Defense Research and Enghaecring
Defense Mapping Agency
Distance Measurement Equipment
Defense Science Board

ECCM
ELINT
ELS
ENIAC
ENSCE
ENSIP
ERDA
ESD

electronic cc-anter-countermeasure
electronic int-llgence
Emitter Location System
Electronic Numerical Integration and Calculator
Enemy Situation Correlation Element
Ernghie S:ructural Integrity Program
Energy Research and Development Agency
(Air Force) Electronic System Division

FCST
FEBA
FIPS
FME
FOFA

Federal Council for Science & Technology
forward edge of battle area
Federal Information Processing Standard
Fixed Mobile Experiment
Follow-on Forces Attack

GAC

General Advisory Committee

HALE
HAPDAR
HAPDEC
HASP
HIBEX
HIMAG
HOLWG
HRRO
HSTV/L

high-altitude long-endurance
Hard Point Demonstration Array Radar
hard point decoy
Heuristic Adaptive Signal Processing
High Booster Experiment
High Maneuverability Gun
Higher Order Language Working Group
Human Resources Research Office
High Survivability Vehicle Technology (Light)

ICBM
IDA

intercontinental ballistic missile
Institute for Defense Analyses
G-3

IDL
INU
IOC
IOS

interdisciplinary materials laboratory
Inertial Navigation Unit
initial operational capability
instructor operator stations

IPTO
IR

Information Processing Techniques Office
infrared

IR&D
IRBM

industrial research and d-.velopment
Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile

IUA

Image Understanding Architecture.

IUS

Image Understanding System

JDR

Journal of Defense Research

JPO
JSTARS
JTACMS

Joint Program Office
Joint Surveillance and Target Acquisition Radar System
Joint Tactical Missile System

JTF
JTF

Joint Tactical Fusion (Prograni)
Joint Task Force

KMR
KREMS
KTS

Kwajalien Missile Range
Kiemar. Reentry Measurements Systems
Kwajalien Test Site

LAN
LCF
LHN
LLNL

local area network
low cycle fatigue
long haul network
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

LOCE
LRM

Limited Operational Capability Europe
language reference manual

MAB
MAC
MARCAS

Materials Advisory Board
Machine Aided Cognition
Maneuvering Reentry Ccntol and Ablation Studies

MARV

Maneuvering Reentry Vehicles

MESFET
MICOM

metal semi-conductor field-effect transistor
(Army) Missile Command
G-4
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MIRV
hMLRS
MRL
MRV
1MT

Multiple Independently Targeted Reentry Vehicle
Multiple Launch Rocket System
Materials Research Laboratory
multiple reentry vehicle
Moving Target Indicator

NSA
NASA
NAVALEX

National Security Agency
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Navy Electronics Systems Command

NATO
NDE

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
non-destructive evaluation

NMRO
NRAO

Nuclear Monitoring Research Office
National Radio Astronomy Observatory

NRL

National Research Laboratory

NSF
NTEC

National Science Foundation
Naval Training Equipment Center

NTSC

Naval Training Systems Center
Navy Undersea Center

ONIR

Office of Naval Research

P&W
PARC

Pratt and Whitney
Palo Alto Research Center

PIPS
FLAT
PLSS

Pattern Information Processing System
probabilistic life analysis techniques
Precision Location Strike System

PRESS
PSAC

Pacific Range Electromagnetic Systems Studies
President's Science Advisory Committee

R&D
RBIG

research and development
Reentry Body Identification Group

RFC
RHOGI
RISC

Retirement for Cause
Radar Homing On-Board Guided Intercept
reduced instruction set computing

RMP

Range Measurements Program
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ROI
RPV

return on investment
Remotely Piloted Vehicle

RTS
RV

return to service interval
reentry vehicle

S&T
SAALC

science and technology

SAC
SALT
SCP
SAR
SDI

San Antonio Air Logistics Center
Strategic Air Command
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty

SDIO
SFF
SIMNET

Strategic Computing Program
Synthetic Aperture Radar
Strategic Defense Initiativ,•
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization
Self-Forging Fragment
Simulator Networking

Sol
SOTAS

Space Objects Identification
Standoff Target Acquisition System

SPARC
SRAW
SRI

salable processor architecture
Short Range Antitank Weapon
Stanford Research institute

STKr.S
STO

Software Technology for Adaptable Reliable Systems
Strategic Technology Office

TAWDS
IDOA
TGSM

Tactical Air Warfare Direction System
time difference of arrival
Terminally Guided Submunitions

IDA
TOAD

time of arrival
TRADEX Optical Adjunct (telescope)

TO&E
TRADEX
TRADOC

table of organization and equipment
tracking and detection experiment radar
(Army) Training and Doctrine Command

TTGT
TrO

Tank Team Gunnery Trainer
Tactical Technology Office
Target Tracking Radar

TrR

G
G-6

I

UCOFT
USAREUR

Unit Conduct of Fire Trainer
U.S. Army Europe

VIA
'/TRS

very large array
Visual Technology Research Simulator

WAAM
WARF

Wide Area Ani-Armor Munitions
Wide Aperture ..adar Facility

WP

Warsaw Pact

WSEG
WSMR

Weapons System Evaluation Group
White Sands Missile Range
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